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NOTICE

This report was jointly prepared by MCEER, Tongji University and the Chongqing
Communications Research and Design Institute thr ough a contract fr om the Fed-
eral Highway Administration and other sponsors. Neither MCEER, associates of
MCEER, its sponsors, Tongji University, the Chongqing Communications Research
and Design Institute, nor any person acting on their behalf:

a. makes any warranty, express or implied, with respect to the use of any infor -
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report or that such use
may not infringe upon privately owned rights; or

b. assumes any liabilities of whatsoever kind with r espect to the use of, or the
damage resulting from the use of, any information, apparatus, method, or pro-
cess disclosed in this report.

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or r ecommendations expressed in this
publication are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily r eflect the views of
MCEER, the Federal Highway Administration, or other sponsors.
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Preface 
 

The Seismic Analysis and Design of Special Bridges workshop series is based on a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between MCEER, University at Buffalo, State 
University of New York, Buffalo, New York and the State Key Laboratory for Disaster 
Reduction in Civil Engineering (SLDRCE), Tongji University, Shanghai, China. The MOU was 
signed by Professor George C. Lee of MCEER and Professor Lichu Fan of SLDRCE on May 26, 
2001, and resulted from the PRC-US earthquake engineering and earthquake disaster mitigation 
collaboration project. Four international workshops have been carried out in China and the U.S. 
between 2002 - 2005. In the U.S., the workshop series is sponsored by the Federal Highway 
Administration and in China, it is sponsored by the Chinese National Natural Science Foundation 
and other agencies. 

The purpose of these workshops is to share technical information and construction 
experience in the seismic design and performance of “special” highway bridges. For the purpose 
of these meetings, “special” bridges include major long span bridges as well as those with small 
to moderate spans with complex geometries or located on particularly hazardous sites. The 
long-term objective is to develop a knowledge base, from which guidelines for these unique 
structures can be developed.  

In 2005, the planning groups from both sides met in Washington D.C. and discussed 
strategies to expand cooperation to include other aspects of bridge engineering in addition to 
earthquake engineering. As a result, the fourth workshop in the series, originally scheduled to 
take place in the US in 2005, was postponed to June 19-21, 2006 and was held in Chongqing 
China, the “City of Bridges.” This workshop was designed to exchange state-of-the-art 
information on highway bridge technologies and to plan and develop future cooperative research 
projects between the United States and the People’s Republic of China. A total of 39 participants, 
16 from the U.S. and 23 from China, attended this workshop. These proceedings contain 32 
papers covering a wide range of research fields.  

Previous workshops in the series were held October 21-22, 2004 in Shanghai, China; 
December 3-5, 2003 in Buffalo, New York; and October 8-10, 2002 in Shanghai, China. 
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US-China Cooperation

Tangshan EQ1976

1978

1980

2000

2001

US EQ Eng. Delegation Visiting China
(NSF funded, NAS organized)
Leaders: Housner/Penzien
Members: Clough, Hall, Jennings, Teng, Liu, etc

ANCER (Asian-Pacific Network of Centers for EQ Eng. Research)
Established in Seoul

US-PRC EQ Protocol Signed
Annex III (EQ Eng. & Hazard Mitigation) began (NSF–MOC)
Other Annexes under USGS and Earthscience/NSF
(Numerous Projects and Workshops Conducted)

20-yr Annex III Protocol Anniversary
US-China Millennium Symposium in Beijing
Chinese NSF and China Seismology Bureau jointed Annex III Protocol
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US EQ Engr
Accomplishments

Understanding of Strong-Motion and Effects

Modeling and Analysis Capabilities

Design Methods of Structures and Geosystems

Innovations of Structural Systems

Innovations of Dynamic Response Control

Production of Large Talent Workforce

Successive Transformation of Research Modes 

and Tactics
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Design For Safety
New Structural Systems

Use of safety Factor—Over design 
---Masonry & reinforced Masonry
---R/C
---Steel Framed
---Hybrid/Composite

Cooperative Research US-Japan over 90’s

Design with Response 
Control

Based Isolation

Passive Control Systems

Active/Semi-Active Control 
Systems

Future: Smart Structures

4



Base Isolation
• Seismic hazard mitigation.
• Principle based primarily on deflecting earthquake energy. 

Requires period separation.
• Passive system, design based on site conditions and assumed 

ground motion.
• Application to low- and medium-rise buildings. Difficult to 

achieve period separation in tall buildings (>10 stories)
• Convenient for most retrofits. Limited superstructure 

modifications.
• Cost effective for retrofit and performance-based designs.
• Independent of outside power supply.
• Codes: UBC (1991), OSHPD (California State), AASHTO 

(1991)
• Implementation: Hundreds buildings worldwide, new 

buildings and 10 retrofits 
• Basic research at EERC supported by NSF

Passive Control
• Multi-hazard mitigation (e.g. wind and earthquake).
• Principle based on enhanced structural energy dissipation.
• Passive system, design insensitive to site conditions and 

ground motions
• Insensitive to structural type (height, aspect ratio).
• Limited interference with structural functionality in retrofit 

applications.
• Moderate cost for retrofit. Limited structural intervention as 

compared to conventional retrofit.
• Systems activated by structural deformation. Require some 

structure flexibility for maximum effectiveness.
• Independent of external power supply.
• Codes: SEAONC Tentative Guidelines for Passive Energy 

Dissipation Systems (1995)
• Implementation:  a numberr of buildings in USA and Japan
• Basic research at EERC/NCEER supported by NSF
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Active Control
• Multi-hazard mitigation (e.g. wind and earthquake).
• Principle based primarily on added structural energy 

dissipating capacity and period adaptability.
• Active system, design insensitive to site conditions and 

ground motions.
• Insensitive to structural type (height, aspect ratio).
• Limited interference with structural functionality in retrofit 

applications.
• Potentially high costs. Robustness dependent on sensors 

and algorithms.
• Dependence on external power supply.
• Codes: None
• Implementation: a few buildings in Japan
• Basic research at NCEER supported by NSF

Yokohama Landmark Tower Yokohama Landmark Tower 
(1993)(1993)
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LORD
RheoneticTM Seismic Damper
MR-9000

Prototype 20Prototype 20--Ton MR Fluid Ton MR Fluid 
DamperDamper

Diameter: 20 cmDiameter: 20 cm
Stroke: 16 cmStroke: 16 cm
Power: < 50 watts, 22 voltsPower: < 50 watts, 22 volts

Deterioration Science

Material & System Failures (Theories 
& Models Needed) Due to:

• Overload (fracture, cracking, etc)
• Over use (Fatigue)
• Over exposed (corrosion)
• Aging
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Transformation of 
Earthquake Engr Research

• Conventional approaches: model,analysis, & 
design (single performance criterion and safety 
factor)

• Multi-disciplinary approaches: engineering plus 
preparedness and recovery, etc.

• Technology-based approaches (added social 
values: innovations for job and wealth 
creation) 

• New societal Needs ( blasts & attacks) leading 
to multiple hazards mitigation approaches

EQ Engr Research
Outlook

Research Responding to Social Demands (Safety, Security, 

Life Quality, Job and Economy Creation)

Research Responding to Push by New Technologies

(Smart Materials and Smart Structures, Sensors, SHM)

Cross-Disciplinary Team Research, Center-Base Research

Integrated Approaches for Multiple Hazard Mitigation and 

Engineering Design

Increased Needs for International Collaboration

8



Future Trends

• MULTIPLE HAZARD SOL’Ns
• TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONS

--information technology
--new materials & new systems
--wide use of sensors, actuactors, etc
-- autoadaptive media

• TRADITIONAL & 
NONTRADITIONAL APPROACHES

Sensors and Sensor 
Networks  (NSF03-512, 

04-522 & 05-526)
• NSF wide initiative started in 2003.

--$45M

• FY 2004
– ~$39M

• FY 2005 
– -$30M

9



Self-Monitoring Structural Composite Materials with 
Integrated Sensing Networks

University of California, San Diego
Sia Nemat-Nasser, David Meyer, David R. Smith

Objective:
- Embed micro sensors and microcontrollers within fiber braids and    weaves used in composite 
fabrication
- Form networks of interacting sensor nodes to enable structural health monitoring

Microelectronic Sensors

Integrated Braiding
Composite 
Fabrication

In-network
processing

Advanced Sensing For 
Geotechnical Systems

Objective:Objective:
•• Develop a novel Develop a novel wireless shapewireless shape--acceleration sensor arrayacceleration sensor array

based on Fiberbased on Fiber--optic & MEMS technologies (3D optic & MEMS technologies (3D 
deformation & 2D acceleration)deformation & 2D acceleration)

•• Develop wireless network algorithms to enable real Develop wireless network algorithms to enable real 
time monitoringtime monitoring

Vision of installed Vision of installed shapeshape--acceleration sensor acceleration sensor 
arraysarrays in an active soil systemsin an active soil systems

Wireless network for realWireless network for real--time time 
monitoring of geotechnical systemsmonitoring of geotechnical systems

Tarek Abdoun, Mourad Zeghal & Alhussein Abouzeid (RPI)
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Infrastructure Multiplexed Optical Fiber Sensing 
Networks Monitoring

PIs: Anbo Wang, G. Pickrell, K. Cooper, T. Lin, L. DaSilver
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

•Multiple sensors along single fiber

•Different frequencies for sensors with different cavity 
lengths

•Demodulated in frequency domain

•Large multiplexing capacity

Sensors for the 
Detection of Explosives

$20 
million

Credit: Mete Sozen and Julio Ramirez, Purdue University School of Civil Engineering 
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Stonecutters Bridge Shenzhen Western  Corridor

Tsing Ma Bridge Kap Shui Mun Bridge Ting Kau Bridge

44thth QianjiangQianjiang Bridge, Hangzhou, China Bridge, Hangzhou, China SutongSutong Bridge, Jiangsu, China Bridge, Jiangsu, China 

JiangyiJiangyi Bridge, Jiangsu, China; MainBridge, Jiangsu, China; Main--span 1385mspan 1385m
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EM Stress Sensors on Asidagawa Cable Stayed Bridge (Japan)
University of Illinois-Chicago and KRC Japan

Sensor Beneath the Deck Measured Results

Sensor Locations

Current Challenges of Structural Current Challenges of Structural 
Health MonitoringHealth Monitoring

Development of a structural health monitoring system to fully 
achieve the above objectives and benefits is still a challenge at 
present, and needs well coordinated interdisciplinary research;

The current challenges for bridge structural health monitoring 
are being identified as 

distributed and embedded sensing, 
data management and storage, 
data mining and knowledge discovery, 
diagnostic methods,
decision making on maintenance and management. 
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Intellectually Challenging 
Research Areas

Re-deployment of strong-motion networks 
with new wireless micro sensors
New sensor & actuator technology & 
integration with structural systems for EQ 
safety & health monitoring
Theories & modeling of structural damage 
High-tech warning, control and minimization 
of disastrous damages (tsunami, landslide, 
fire, etc.)
Theories and models on site effects
Theories and models for nonlinear dynamic 
response

Noticeable Events

• 2000 Millenniun Conference in Beijing
• International Conferences on 

Earthquake Engineering (Beijing, 
Harbin, Nanjing, and Taipei 2006)

• The 2008 World conference in 
Earthquake Engineering, Beijing

• Asian-Pacific Network of Centers of 
Earthquake Engineering Research 
(ANCER)
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Useful Web Addresses
• National Science Foundation: www.nsf.gov
• Civil & Mechanical Systems: http://www.eng.nsf.gov/cms/
• Grant Proposal Guide: 

http://www.nsf.gov/pubsys/ods/getpub.cfm?nsf0423
• FY2004 Guide to Programs: 

http://www.nsf.gov/pubsys/ods/getpub.cfm?nsf04009
• Sensors and Sensor Networks (FY2004 version):  

http://www.nsf.gov/pubsys/ods/getpub.cfm?ods_key=nsf04522
• Mathematical Sciences:  Innovations at the Interface with the 

Sciences and Engineering (FY2004 version): 
http://www.nsf.gov/pubsys/ods/getpub.cfm?ods_key=nsf04538

• Program Officers (Dynamic Systems, Modeling, Sensing and 
Control)
– Dr. Shih-Chi Liu sliu@nsf.gov 703-292-7017

• Thank You!
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A Brief Introduction on Life Cycle and Performance Based 
Seismic Design of Major Bridge Engineering 

Li-chu Fan  Jian-zhong Li  Shi-de Hu  Ai-jun Ye 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
 
The major bridge engineering always consists of one or two long-span and both approach 

spans. In this paper, some new ideas for seismic design of the major bridge engineering are 
presented. And life cycle requirements, performance requirements and corresponding to 
checking criteria of bridge are discussed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Li-Chu Fan, State Key Laboratory for Disaster Reduction in Civil Engineering, Tongji 
University, Shanghai 200092, PRC 
Jian-zhong Li, State Key Laboratory for Disaster Reduction in Civil Engineering, Tongji 
University, Shanghai 200092, PRC 
Shi-de Hu, State Key Laboratory for Disaster Reduction in Civil Engineering, Tongji University, 
Shanghai 200092, PRC 
Ai-jun Ye, State Key Laboratory for Disaster Reduction in Civil Engineering, Tongji University, 
Shanghai 200092, PRC 
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A Brief Introduction on Life Cycle and Performance Based 

Seismic Design of Major Bridge Engineering 
Li-chu Fan  Jian-zhong Li  Shi-de Hu and Ai-jun Ye 

 
(State Key Laboratory for Disaster Reduction in Civil Engineering 

Tongji University, Shanghai 200092, PRC) 
 
 
1  INTRODUCTION  
 

Everyone knows that a lot of long-span bridges have been built in last twenty years and 
some major bridges have been built in recent five years in China. The most of seismic design of 
the long-span bridge as research projects have been completed by our research group of 
LSDRCE. Up to now, there are no codes for the seismic design of the long-span and major 
bridges at home and abroad.  

In reference 1, the three-level earthquake fortification criterion for the urban bridge is 
suggested. The new China Code for Seismic Design has being completed by our research group, 
now is under discussion. 

 
 

2  SOME NEW IDEAS 
 

To consider the design life cycle of a structure, first, it must be recognized that the life cycle 
of a whole structure is not same as the life cycle of the components (as shown in Fig.1). For 
example, the design life cycle of long-span bridges is 100 years. However, the life of a cable is 
only 10 to 30 years; the life cycle of a bridge rubber bearing is 10 to 50 years because of the 
producing quality’s discreteness.  

During a bridge design life cycle, the probability is generally very little to meet a 
destructive earthquake. So the idea to design a bridge structure, which can resist a severe 
earthquake without damage, is uneconomical and unnecessary. A long-span bridge consists of 
superstructure (girder and deck), piers and abutments, foundations, connection devices (bearings) 
and so on. The performance and importance of different components of a bridge are also 
different. Take a cable-stayed bridge as an example, the foundation is very important. The 
foundation is very difficult to check and repair and is impossible to be replaced if it were 
damaged under an earthquake. In contrast, the auxiliary pier can be repaired and the connection 
device such as bearings can be replaced if we can control the damage degree caused by an 
earthquake. So, the seismic theory research of large bridge under multiple earthquake levels 
should base on the importance, reparability, replaceability and inspectability of a long-span 
bridge.  

For the life cycle and performance based seismic design of the major bridge, the key 
components or non-key components should be marked for the major bridge engineering. The 
inspectability, replaceability, reparability, controllability and Retrofitability of every components 
of the bridge should be indicated. Based on the key components or non-key components of the 

18



major bridge and considered the inspectability, replaceability, reparability, controllability and 
retrofitability of these components, different level earthquake fortification criteria and expected 
performance objectives should be given. 

 
 

 
 

Fig 1 Life Cycle of whole Structure ≠ Life Cycle of Components  
 

 
 
3  SESIMIC VULNERABILITY ANALTSIS 
 

For seismic design of the structure, as it is known, the most uncertainty factors are the 
characters of the site ground. The character of earthquake is even random. The comparison of 
two sets of response spectrum is shown in Fig2. The thin line is the response spectrum according 
to practical ground motion; another is design response spectrum in code. The structure seismic 
vulnerability analysis can be performed under multiple seismic excitations with the development 
of calculating theory.  

The assessment of the seismic vulnerability of the major bridges is the use of fragility 
curves. Fragility curves describe the probability of a structure being damaged beyond a specific 
damage state for various levels of ground shaking. This, in turn, can be used for prioritizing 
retrofit, pre-earthquake planning, and loss estimation tools. This is particularly useful for the 
major bridges.  

Then, the new seismic design method should be introduced in order to consider the r 
uncertainty the site ground. Now, it is time to discard expert judgment method. Additional 
attention should be paid to this problem for high intense earthquake zone. The age of seismic 
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design and safety evaluation for a structure merely using determinate time-history analysis 
should be ended. The structure seismic vulnerability analysis should be adopted by seismic 
design criteria.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig2. The comparison of two sets of response spectrum  
 
 
3 EXAMPLES  
 
3.1 Sutong Yangtze River Bridge 
 

Sutong Yangtze River Bridge is a key bridge with a total length of 8,000m, located in Jiangsu 
province, an economically advanced area in China. It consists of three parts, the main navigation 
channel bridge, and harbor special navigation channel bridge and approach bridge, respectively. 
The main navigation channel bridge is a double tower cable-stayed bridge with a main span of 
1,088m. The harbor special navigation channel bridge is a 268m main span PC continuous rigid 
frame bridge. The approach bridge is a multi-span continuous girder bridge with 30m, 50m and 
75m spans, respectively. Sutong Yangtze River Bridge is a huge investment project and also is a 
traffic key project with very important political significance. It should play an important role in 
earthquake disaster mitigation. If it is destroyed in an earthquake, the direct losses of the 
property and indirect economic losses would be unaccountable. So, a special research project of 
the earthquake fortification criterion for Sutong Yangtze River Bridge has been carried out by 
LSDRCE. The building owner accepted higher earthquake fortification criteria in seismic design. 
For Sutong Yangtze River Bridge, different fortification criteria was adopted for the main 
navigation channel bridge, the harbor special navigation channel bridge and the approach bridge 
respectively according to importance and Reparability. The earthquake fortification criteria, the 
structure performance criteria and checking criteria for Sutong Yangtze River Bridge are shown 
in Table2 and Table3. 
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Table2 seismic fortification criteria of Sutong Yangtze River Bridge 

Bridge Fortification 
Criteria Performance Criteria 

P1: Return Period 
1000Yrs 

Essentially elastic performance 
Full access to normal traffic is available 
almost immediately following earthquake

Main navigation 
channel P2: Return Period 

2500Yrs 

Micro-crack that do not need repair in 
tower is allowable. Abutment pier’s 
partial damage is permitted. Connection, 
such as bearings service normally and 
other components are undamaged. 

P1: Return Period 
500Yrs 

Mini-damage that need not repair in piers 
is allowable and other component is 
serviceable condition. Full access to 
normal traffic is available almost 
immediately following earthquake. harbor special 

navigation channel 
and approach 

bridge P2: Return Period 
2500Yrs 

Limited damage in pier that can be 
repaired is happened. Limited service is 
possible after recovery service and full 
service is restorable after permanent 
reinforcement. Beam, bearing and 
foundation service normally.  

 
 

Table3 Performance checking for components of Sutong Yangtze River Bridge 
Fortification criteria Components P1 P2 

Tower Stress checking Bearing capacity checking 
Cable and 

Girder / Stress checking 

Bearing / 
Shear force checking for fixed 

bearing and displacement 
checking for sliding bearing 

Abutment Piers Stress checking Bearing capacity checking after 
strength discount  

Pile foundation 
and Footing Stress checking Bearing capacity checking 

Main 
navigation 

channel 

Beam End / Displacement checking 
Girder / Stress checking 

Bearing / 
Shear force checking for fixed 

bearing and displacement 
checking for sliding bearing 

Pier Bearing capacity 
checking 

Bearing capacity checking after 
ductile discount 

Foundation Stress checking Bearing capacity checking 

harbor 
special 

navigation 
channel 

and 
approach 

bridge 
Beam End / Displacement checking 
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3.2  Shanghai Yangtze River Bridge 
 
Project description 

Shanghai Yangtze River tunnel-Bridge project is located at the east of shanghai city with 
total length of 25.5km. The project’s design scheme is so called tunnel at south part and bridge 
at north part. The length of south harbor tunnel part is 8.954km. The length of north harbor 
bridge part is 16.55km and the total length of bridge is 9600m. Shanghai Yangtze River Bridge 
(the north harbor bridge) include main navigation channel bridge, sub-navigation channel bridge, 
non- navigation channel bridge and connect bridge between Changxing island and Chongming 
island. The bridge type of every part is listed as follows. 
Main navigation channel 

The main navigation channel is double-tower and double-cable-plane steel box girder 
cable-stayed bridge, of which center span is 730m and two side span is both 250m. The overall 
layout is 107m+243m+730m+243m+107m. 
Sub- navigation channel 

The sub- navigation channel is prestressed concrete continuous box-girder bridge. The 
overall layout is 80m+140m+140m+80m. 
Non- navigation channel 

Main span consist of 50m and 70m prestressed concrete continuous box-girder bridge at 
shallow shoal and deepwater harbor, respectively. It is 100m steel-concrete composite beams 
near the main navigation channel and 60m prestressed concrete continuous box-girder bridge at 
Baozhensa shallow shoal. 
Seismic fortification criteria and performance criteria 
The seismic estimation research of Shanghai Yangtze River Bridge adopted two-level 
fortification criteria and two-stage design and the design ideology based on life cycle and 
structure performance. The first fortification level is design earthquake (P1) and the second 
fortification level is rare earthquake (P2). The first level controls strength and the second 
controls displacement. According to the degree of risk determined repair difficulty and economic 
losses, different design reference period and exceeding probability are adopted for Main 
navigation channel, Sub- navigation channel and Non- navigation channel, as shown in Table2.1. 
Table2.2 is performance criteria.  

Table2.1 Seismic Fortification criteria for Shanghai Yangtze River Bridge 

Fortification criteria Main navigation channel Sub-navigation channel 
Non-navigation channel 

P1 10% in 100 Yrs 
(Return Period 950Yrs) 

10% in 50 Yrs 
(Return Period 475Yrs) 

P2 3% in 100 Yrs 
(Return Period 3283Yrs) 

3% in 50 Yrs 
(Return Period 1642Yrs) 
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Table2.2 Seismic Fortification Criteria and checking criteria  
for main navigation channel of Shanghai Yangtze River Bridge 

Fortification 
Criteria Performance Criteria Checking Criteria 

Tower yn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Auxiliary 
pier nn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Transition 
pier nn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Pile 
foundation yn MMQQ << ;85.0  

P1 

Tower and pile foundation keep 
elastic performance.  
Transition pier and auxiliary pier 
essentially keep elastic 
performance.  
Bearing work normally. 

bearing Checking design performance 

Tower nn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Auxiliary 
pier 

nQQ 85.0< ,checking 
deformation and ductility 

Transition 
pier 

nQQ 85.0< ,checking 
deformation and ductility 

Pile 
foundation yn MMQQ << ;85.0  

P2 

Tower essentially keeps elastic 
performance, but do not take as 
dissipative component. 
Transition pier and auxiliary pier 
essentially have enough ductility 
and do not collapse. 
Concrete pile foundation 
essentially keeps elastic 
performance, but do not take as 
dissipative component and 
coating does not scaling off. 
Bearing permit to happen 
shearing failure. 

bearing Shearing failure permit. 

Notes: Q=dead load plus earthquake load shear 
M= dead load plus earthquake load moment 
Qn=nominal shear capacity 
My=moment capacity of a ductile component corresponding to the first reinforcing bar yielding 
Mn=nominal moment capacity based on the nominal concrete and steel strengths when concrete strain reaches 0.003 
 
Seismic performance research of sub-navigation channel 

The research of bridge seismic performance must specify seismic performance objective in 
order to evaluate structure seismic performance.  

The factors, including project price, earthquake levels that structure may subject, the 
necessity to maintain light traffic capability under emergency condition, durability and repair 
price, are considered in the determination of two levels probability earthquake for Shanghai 
Yangtze River Bridge. Then the structure’s seismic performance objective was specified. The 
seismic performance objective and checking criteria of sub-navigation channel of Shanghai 
Yangtze River Bridge are shown in Table 6.1. Check structure’s seismic capability under 
different fortification criteria according to stress condition when the structure is subjected two 
levels earthquake loads. 
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Table6.1 Seismic Fortification Criteria and checking criteria  
for sub-navigation channel of Shanghai Yangtze River Bridge 

Fortification 
Criteria Performance Criteria Checking Criteria 

Pier  yn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Pile 
foundation yn MMQQ << ;85.0  P1 

Pile foundation remains elastic. 
Pier essentially remains elastic.  
Bearings work normally. 

bearing Checking design 
performance 

Tower nn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Pile 
foundation yn MMQQ << ;85.0  

P2 

Piers have enough ductility to satisfy 
displacement demand and do not collapse. 
Concrete pile foundation essentially 
remains elastic, but do not be taken as 
dissipative component and coating does not 
scaling off. 
Bearing permit to happen shearing failure. 

bearing Shearing failure permit. 

Notes: Q=dead load plus earthquake load shear 
M= dead load plus earthquake load moment 
Qn=nominal shear capacity 
My=moment capacity of a ductile component corresponding to the first reinforcing bar yielding 
Mn=nominal moment capacity based on the nominal concrete and steel strengths when concrete strain reaches 0.003 

 
Seismic performance research of non-navigation channel 

Seismic Fortification Criteria and checking criteria for non-navigation channel of Shanghai 
Yangtze River Bridge is shown in Table6.2. 
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Table6.2 Seismic Fortification Criteria and checking criteria 
for non-navigation channel of Shanghai Yangtze River Bridge 

Fortification 
Criteria Performance Criteria Checking Criteria 

Pier  yn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Pile 
foundation 

Concrete pile: yn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Steel pipe pile: [ ]σσ 3.1<w  
PHC pile: checking according to 2000 
HU G502 PHC pile axial force-moment 
relation P1 

Pile foundation remains 
elastic. 
Pier essentially remains 
elastic.  
Bearings work normally. 

bearing 

Aseismic iron ball support: TQ 2.0<  
Plate rubber support:  

Shear checking 1≤
∑ t
X e ,  

sliding checking dd RQ μ≤  

Tower nn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Pile 
foundation 

Concrete pile: nn MMQQ << ;85.0  

Steel pipe pile: [ ]σσ 3.1<w  
PHC pile: checking according to 2000 
HU G502 PHC pile axial force-moment 
relation 

P2 

Piers have enough ductility 
to satisfy displacement 
demand and do not 
collapse. 
Concrete pile foundation 
essentially remains elastic, 
but do not be taken as 
dissipative component and 
coating does not scaling 
off. 
Bearings are permitted to 
shearing failure. bearing Shearing failure is permitted. 

Notes: Q=dead load plus earthquake load shear 
M= dead load plus earthquake load moment 
Qn=nominal shear capacity 
My=moment capacity of a ductile component corresponding to the first reinforcing bar yielding 
Mn=nominal moment capacity based on the nominal concrete and steel strengths when concrete strain reaches 0.003 
[ ]σ =allowable stress of steel pipe pile, strength amplification factor is 1.3 

T=tonnage of bearing,  
Xc=relative displacement between the top side and bottom side of bearing 

dμ =coefficient of friction(0.15) 

Rb=bearing reaction 
 

Reference  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Over the past 30 years, significant research has been devoted to improving the seismic 

performance of new and existing bridges. The result of this effort has been the development of a 
performance-based design methodology, but the current state-of-the-art is insufficient to 
implement this methodology for all but the simplest of bridge types. Consequently the demand 
for advanced knowledge about the performance of bridges, and is now setting the research 
agenda.  

Sophisticated computational tools are widely available for three-dimensional dynamic 
analysis of nonlinear structural systems but these tools are based on existing notions of structural 
performance and are limited by existing knowledge and past experience. Rigorous performance-
based design (PBD) requires an understanding of bridge response that is outside the bounds of 
current knowledge. Numerical modeling is a powerful but limited tool and fundamental models 
are lacking that have the sophistication to satisfy the requirements of PBD.  

It is believed that the development and calibration of these models requires an 
experimental effort at a scale that can only now be considered, now that large-scale experimental 
facilities have been completed in the United States, Japan and Taiwan, and that similar facilities 
are under construction in China and Korea.  

This paper describes the facilities in the United States, which are distributed throughout 
the US and interconnected by a high speed broadband internet-based network. This network is 
the George E. Brown Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES). Now 
complete, NEES includes fifteen university-based Equipment Sites that offer state-of-the-art 
experimental facilities and a grid-based cyberinfrastructure that not only enables access to these 
facilities from remote locations, but is also a vehicle for fostering collaboration, sharing data, 
and disseminating research.  Collaborative research is seen as the key to accelerating progress, 
elevating the sophistication of the experiments, and improving confidence in the implementation 
of performance-based design.  

                                                 
1 Ian G. Buckle, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno, MS 258, Reno, 
NV 89557-0152 USA 
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INTRODUCTION
 

In October 1999 the National Science Foundation launched a major initiative to reduce 
the vulnerability of the United States to earthquake disasters by establishing the George E. 
Brown Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES). Now complete, NEES 
includes fifteen university-based Equipment Sites that offer state-of-the-art experimental 
facilities and a grid-based cyberinfrastructure that not only enables access to these facilities from 
remote locations, but is also a vehicle for fostering collaboration, sharing data, and disseminating 
research.  

It is intended that NEES will 
facilitate the establishment of a 
collaboratory of researchers and 
practitioners from relevant disciplines, 
including the public-at-large, for the 
common purpose of reducing seismic 
risk in the U.S. and elsewhere in the 
world. In general, a collaboratory is an 
organizational entity that spans 
distance, supports rich and recurring 
human interactions in a common 
research area, and provides access to 
the data sources, artifacts and tools 
required to accomplish key tasks 
(SOC, 2003). Most collaboratories 
have four basic characteristics which 
include distributed research facilities, 
shared instruments, a community data  system, and an open, community-based, contribution 
system (SOC, 2003).  Today, web-based interfaces may be used to facilitate these collaborative 
environments (Figure 1), and in the case of the NEES Collaboratory, a grid-based network has 
been developed expressly for this purpose called NEESgrid (Figure 2).  

In addition to the Equipment Sites and the NEESgrid cyberstructure, a Consortium has also 
been established to manage and lead the NEES Collaboratory. Accordingly the Consortium 
(NEESinc) will: 

1. provide access to a broad range of 
state-of-the-art experimental 
facilities that can be 

 shared by national and 
international researchers 
regardless of their physical 
location 

2. empower researchers to address 
issues of critical importance to the 
global earthquake engineering 
community by providing 
cyberinfrastructure capable of 
integrating physical and numerical simulation 

Figure 1. Elements of a collaborative environment. 

Figure 2. Elements of NEES Collaboratory. 
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3. foster the open exchange of data and information using data repositories that employ state-
of-the-art methods for data preservation and dissemination 

4. motivate the research community to embrace more collaborative modes of conducting 
research through  a web-based environment that facilitates collaboration, and  

5. develop a more diverse, capable workforce committed to improving seismic safety through 
an active program of education and outreach that exploits the collaborative infrastructure.  

 
NEEESinc was established to represent and serve the U.S. earthquake engineering 

community. Its goals are to substantially broaden participation in earthquake engineering 
research, education, and community-building activities, and to accelerate the rate at which 
research discoveries are integrated into education and engineering practice. The structure of the 
Consortium reflects this diversity of constituencies, needs and opportunities. 

The infrastructure managed by the Consortium is expected to revolutionize research in 
earthquake engineering by promoting multidisciplinary, multi-institutional collaborations 
involving the real-time integration of different types of physical and numerical experiments. This 
will transform what are now largely topic-oriented individual research efforts into the kind of 
collaborative and interactive process needed to address the complex nature of seismic events and 
their physical and social impacts. The new discoveries enabled by NEES will also yield new 
methods for evaluating and reducing vulnerability. These in turn will provide a scientific 
foundation for designing buildings and lifelines to reduce losses from ground shaking, ground 
failures, and tsunamis, and for establishing performance-based codes and standards and related 
mitigation strategies. 

NEES is managed by dedicated, full-time staff at NEESinc headquarters, with strategic 
vision and direction determined by an elected Board of Directors and Committees drawn from the 
earthquake engineering community, including computer scientists, educators, researchers, and 
practicing professionals. The Consortium has established an IT Services Center (NEESit), a 
physical home for NEESinc (i.e. headquarters), a Board of Directors and several Standing 
Committees. The NEES Equipment Sites, the NEESit cyberinfrastructure, and the NEESinc 
headquarters have been operational since October 1, 2004. Annual assessment procedures are in 
place to evaluate the performance of each service component and to ensure the overall system is 
responsive to evolving community needs. The major elements of NEES are described in 
subsequent sections of this paper. 
 
NEES EQUIPMENT SITES  
 

Figure 3 shows the location of the fifteen NEES Equipment Sites that were completed in 
September 2004. Table 1 lists these same sites by category where it is seen that there are three 
field sites, three geotechnical sites, eight structural sites, and one tsunami site. Appendix A 
describes the nature of each of these sites in more detail. 

Each equipment site has made a commitment to provide shared use access to its facilities 
for the ten year period Oct 2004 to Sept 2014, and in return receives operation and maintenance 
funds that are expected to meet about one-half of their annual operating and maintenance 
expenses. Under this plan, these facilities will be available at no additional cost to those 
researchers who have NSF research grants through the NEES Research Program (NEESR, 2003, 
2004). Other researchers are also encouraged to use these facilities including international  
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Figure 3. The fifteen NEES Equipment Sites by location.
 
 
researchers, but maintenance and operating charges may apply. It is noted that the NEESR 
research program is managed and operated by NSF independently of the Consortium and thus 
the Consortium does not conduct research, evaluate proposals, or make research awards. The 
fifteen sites provide the following: 
 
Facilities  
 

Host institutions are responsible for maintaining the building and infrastructure needed 
for operation of that facility. In addition, each site will provide researchers with access to 
ancillary facilities (such as cranes, forklifts, and machine shops), provide safety and risk 
management for staff and visitors, and address the on-site needs of NEES researchers and 
students. 
 
Equipment  
 

Technical staff at each site are responsible for operating and maintaining the equipment 
at that site in support of NEES research. This includes reconfiguring equipment to conduct 
specific experiments as needed, repairing or replacing equipment that has malfunctioned or 
suffered damage, and replacing obsolete equipment to the extent possible with available funding. 
 
Instrumentation 
 
Technical staff at each site maintain the instrumentation to be used in support of NEES research. 
This includes calibrating sensors, assisting researchers with sensor installation, repairing or  
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Table 1. The fifteen NEES Equipment Sites by category.
 

 
replacing sensors that have malfunctioned or suffered damage, and replacing obsolete sensors to 
the extent possible with available funding. It is expected that some experiments will require 
sensors and installation labor beyond the baseline currently funded by the NEES O&M budget, 
and these costs will be the responsibility of the researcher.     
 
Training 
 

Staff at each site are also responsible for developing appropriate safety and training 
materials for their facility. These include web-based training materials, on-site training sessions 
for new researchers and materials, and personal instruction that emphasizes safety within the 
laboratory on a continual basis. 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
 

As noted earlier, advanced cyberinfrastructure is central to the vision for the NEES 
Collaboratory. Core elements of the required IT services were developed by the NEES System 
Integrator at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), located on the 

SITE CATEGORY INSTITUTION DESCRIPTION 
University of California Los 
Angeles 

Structural and geotechnical field testing  
(mobile) 

University of California Santa 
Barbara 

Seismological and SFSI field 
laboratories   
(2 sites) 

 
FIELD SITES 

University of Texas Austin Geotechnical field testing (mobile) 

Cornell University Soil-structure interaction box  

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Geotechnical centrifuge (150 g-tons) 

 
GEOTECHNICAL 
SITES 

University of California Davis Geotechnical centrifuge (375 g-tons) 

University at Buffalo 
Shake tables (2 x 6 dof, 250 kN / table 
at 1g) 
Hybrid structural test facility 

University of California San Diego Shake table (1 x 1 dof, 4,000 kN at 1g) 

University of Nevada Reno Shake tables (3 x 2 dof, 450 kN / table 
at 1g) 

Lehigh University Hybrid structural test facility 

University of California Berkeley Hybrid structural test facility 

University of Colorado Boulder Hybrid structural test facility 

University of Illinois Urbana 
Champaign Hybrid structural test facility 

 
STRUCTURAL SITES 

University of Minnesota Twin 
Cities Hybrid structural test facility 

TSUNAMI SITE Oregon State University Corvallis Wave basin and flume 
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campus of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. These elements have now be taken 
over by the NEES IT Services Center (NEESit), established at the San Diego Supercomputing 
Center on the campus of the University of California, San Diego. Nine core service components 
are provided as described below. 
 
Network and grid services 
 

Activities include monitoring network performance, providing certificate authority for 
NEESgrid security systems, ensuring reliable and secure transfer of data, providing IT support to 
the Equipment Sites, serving as point of negotiations with Internet2, and maintaining and/or 
upgrading the system software in response to changes in operating systems. Provided by 
technologies and round the clock staffing, these services will be invisible to users, but essential 
to the day-to-day operation of the Collaboratory.  
 
Data ingestion services 
  

Activities include providing a vehicle for preserving, curating, analyzing, and retrieving 
data from physical and numerical experiments. Services include support and enhancement of 
data and metadata standards; evolution of the NEES tool suite to support a strong, reliable, 
curated data repository; maintenance and enhancement of usable and well-integrated interfaces 
at each equipment site to ensure relevant data and metadata are captured; evolution and 
enhancement of a web-based query interface as the data repositories and experience database 
grow; and performance enhancements to the data transfer systems to handle increasing data 
rates, resolution requirements, and the like. Data mining techniques will also be provided as the 
volume of data increases. 
 
Data storage and retrieval services  
 

The NEES data repositories provide an essential mechanism for users to collaborate and 
share research results. Activities within this component are intended to maintain and support a 
reliable, comprehensive data storage infrastructure. NITSC Staff are responsible for hardware 
and software systems to support high-volume data and reliable long-term storage of all data from 
NEES researchers; a data server with high-speed I/O capabilities and 10 Gbs access to the wide-
area-network; offline and offsite backup systems for maintaining the integrity of the data; and 
database and data storage administration of the NEES repository, including support of relational 
database software, software installations and upgrades, performance tuning, backups and 
recoveries. Standard search and retrieval tools are provided and the ability to generate reports 
and visualize data is offered (see Visualization Services).  
 
Web Services  
 
The NEES website (www.nees.org) is the principal mechanism for keeping members of the 
Consortium apprised of activities, disseminating training materials, announcing short courses, 
research opportunities, upcoming experiments, and surveying users about NEES resources and 
services. Documentation about NEESit services is also available from the nees.org website.  
Each equipment site also maintains a web site that provides detailed specifications and capacities 
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of the equipment at that site, safety procedures, testing schedule, a list of site personnel, contact 
information and the like. 
 
Collaboration services 
 

Collaboration services include project-oriented discussion groups, document sharing and 
an expertise clearinghouse. These services are based on the CompreHensive collaborativE 
Framework (CHEF), a group-oriented portal environment developed at the University of 
Michigan. CHEF provides a single sign-on user interface for generic collaborative tools such as 
a calendar, chat applications, data viewers and the like. CHEF 2.0  allows, for example, 
instructors to build web pages that allow students to move from course content to research 
content using data from live or recorded experiments. 
 
Telepresence services 
 

These services include support of remote participation in experiments using real-time 
video and data viewing, and videoconferencing. NEESit supports the telepresence capabilities 
developed by the NEES System Integrator, which consist of a set of platform-independent 
hardware and software services that allow access to the Equipment Sites via standard browser 
software. 
 
Simulation services 
 

Simulation services provide and maintain access to numerical simulation tools using web 
portals developed by the System Integrator. Currently these tools include OpenSEES and 
FedeasLab, a finite element toolbox for MATLAB, both developed by the University of 
California, Berkeley. Additional simulation tools will be added based on demand. Such services 
are considered essential for hybrid experiments where only a portion of structural or 
geotechnical system is tested physically and the remainder is simulated using a computational 
(numerical) model.    
 
Visualization services 
 

These services are offered to enable researchers to quickly and efficiently comprehend, 
interpret, and gain insight from large volumes of both experimental and numerical data. 
Visualization tools are invaluable for the curation of data, locating and extracting critical 
elements of data. At the present time these tools are still very basic and are accessed through 
CHEF (see Collaboration Services). They include simple animations, x-y plotting, and multiple 
time histories with or without synchronized video. Additional services will be provided as 
resources permit. 
 
User support services 
 

User support services are provided for all components of NEESit operations such as 
answering telephone and email questions, maintaining and supporting NEES electronic 
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discussion groups, providing and supporting software bug-reporting systems, and supporting IT-
related needs for NEES demonstrations at conferences, meetings, training courses and the like.  
 
EDUCATIONAL AND OUTREACH SERVICES 
 

The objective for the Education, Outreach and Training program within the NEES 
Consortium, is to educate a diverse and capable workforce (both researchers and practitioners) 
who are committed to improving seismic safety. In this regard the Consortium’s strategy is to 
focus on what is unique about NEES rather than duplicate the efforts of existing programs, such 
as those offered by the three NSF-funded earthquake engineering research centers in the U.S. For 
example, remote participation in experimental research offers educational opportunities that 
were unimaginable a few years ago. In this regard, seven target user communities are identified 
as below. 
 
Researchers 
 

In order to propose research projects, researchers need information about the equipment 
at each site, available instrumentation, telepresence capabilities, and data and metadata 
standards. This information is provided using web-based modules, short courses and visiting 
scholar programs. 
 
Graduate education 
 

Graduate students engaged in NSF-supported NEES research will likely spend extended 
periods of time at a NEES Equipment Site during construction and testing phases of their 
projects. Host institutions are encouraged to allow these students to take classes while at the Site 
and the home institution to accept such credits. Office accommodation for visiting students and 
scholars and related support services are provided by the host institution.  
 
Undergraduate education  
 

Assistance is provided with integrating research projects into classroom activities using 
appropriate modules based on live or recorded data from NEES experiments. Furthermore, 
summer positions at NEES Equipment Sites expected to be available through the NSF Research 
Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) program.  
 
K-12 grade education 
 

K-12 teachers and their students have access to real-world applications of science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics. Classroom demonstration kits with curriculum-
enhancing models, posters and internet-based simulations not only educate students about 
earthquake risks but also provide information about career opportunities. Mentoring and 
internship opportunities are also available. The NSF Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) 
program provides teachers with the opportunity to learn first hand about earthquakes and their 
effects on manmade structures at any NEES site. 
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Practicing engineers  
 

Vehicles for disseminating research results into practice will be assessed and enhanced as 
necessary. These include not only the traditional mechanisms such as written publications, 
continuing education short courses, and presentations at professional meetings, but also web-
based outreach and the active involvement of the practicing community in experiment design, 
test protocols and interpretation of the data using telepresence.   The opportunity to have payload 
projects proposed by practitioners and funded by NSF, is a particularly attractive option in this 
regard.  
 
Informal education 
 

Public outreach, including presentations at non-engineering meetings, using all branches 
of the media, are supported by this program. Assistance will be given to museums and other 
entities with interactive displays that may wish to take advantage of the telepresence capabilities 
of the Equipment Sites. 
 
Support staff 
 

Training programs for support staff at each Equipment Site are offered to ensure 
consistency and timeliness of on-site services related to IT and other Collaboratory-wide 
elements, such as training on a NEESpop, LAN / NEESgrid system administration, application 
interfaces, and data services.  Safety courses are also offered at each site.  
 
 CONCLUSIONS 
 

It is intended that the George E. Brown Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering 
Simulation (NEES) will enable the establishment of a collaboratory of researchers and 
practitioners from many disciplines, including the public-at-large, for the purpose of reducing 
seismic risk in the U.S. and elsewhere in the world. Now complete, NEES includes fifteen 
university-based Equipment Sites that offer state-of-the-art  experimental facilities and grid-
based cyberinfrastructure that not only enables access to these facilities from remote locations, 
but is also a vehicle for fostering collaboration, sharing data, and disseminating research. This 
paper has summarized the objectives of NEES and the structure of the NEES Consortium, 
established by the National Science Foundation. In particular it has described the capabilities of 
the 15 Equipment Sites, and their potential for advancing experimental earthquake engineering 
research. 
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APPENDIX A   NEES EQUIPMENT SITES 
 
Field Site: University of California Los Angeles 

The NEES Equipment Facility at the University 
of California Los Angeles, provides equipment for forced 
vibration testing and seismic monitoring of full scale and 
geotechnical systems in the field. The equipment 
includes:  

(i) eccentric mass shakers for harmonic excitation of 
structural systems 

(ii) linear inertial shaker for broad band realistic 
seismic structural simulation at low force levels 

(iii) above ground sensors for monitoring structural 
acceleration or displacement response 

(iv) retrievable subsurface accelerometers to monitor 
subsurface vibrations 

(v) wireless field data acquisition system that 
transfers data from test structure to high 
performance mobile network, and 

(vi) high performance mobile network that receives 
and locally stores data at a mobile command center at the test site, transmits data in near real-time 
via satellite to  the UCLA global backbone, and broadcasts data via the NEESgrid 
cyberinfrastructure for the teleobservation of the field experiments by remote users. 

 
Field Site: University of California Santa Barbara 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University of California Santa Barbara comprises two field 
laboratories for the study of soil-foundation- structure interaction (SFSI), liquefaction, and ground 
deformation. The two laboratories are located in areas of high seismicity with existing instrumentation 

Figure A.1. University of California  
Los Angeles eccentric mass shaker. 
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arrays. These are in Garner Valley and at Wildlife in Southern California. Both are permanently 
instrumented and are linked by wireless (45 Mb/sec) communications to the NEESgrid 
cyberinfrastructure through the NSF-funded HPWREN. The Garner Valley Site has a simple test structure 
(4m x 4 m x 4 m reconfigurable steel frame) for the active and passive study of SFSI and soil response 
during both simulated and actual earthquakes. The Wildlife site is being used for the active and passive 
measurement of soil response and soil failure (liquefaction and lateral spreading) during actual 
earthquakes. Existing instrumentation arrays at both sites have been augmented with high dynamic range 
(24 bit) systems.  
 
Field Site: University of Texas Austin 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University of Texas Austin is a mobile field testing facility for 
the characterization of geotechnical deposits and soil-structure systems. Field equipment includes:  

(i) three mobile shakers that have diverse force and frequency capabilities (see below),  
(ii) a tractor-trailer rig to move the shakers from site-to-site,  
(iii) an instrumentation van that houses data acquisition systems and satellite up-link equipment, and  
(iv) field instruments, including wired and wireless sensors for measurement of ground vibration and 

dynamic pore-water pressures. 
 
The three mobile shakers are:  

(i) T-Rex, which is capable of large dynamic forces in any of three directions (x, y, z) at frequencies 
above 5 Hz; suitable for subsurface seismic exploration and earthquake motion simulation;  

(ii) Liquidator, which is a low frequency shaker with maximum dynamic output in 0.5 to 4.0 Hz 
range (surpasses T-Rex in this range); and  

(iii) Thumper, a low output but high frequency shaker suitable for work in urban areas where the 
larger shakers could damage structures and nearby infrastructure. 

 
T-Rex is a buggy-mounted off-road vibrator; 

total weight 29,030 kg; length 9.8 m; width 2.4 m; 
hydraulic drive; articulated body; three vibration modes: 
vertical, horizontal in-line, horizontal cross-line; and on-
the-fly change of shaking orientation. Transported by 
tractor-trailer rig. Theoretical force output in vertical 
mode is about 267 kN at frequencies above 12 Hz. In 
horizontal mode, maximum output is 133 kN at 
frequencies above 5 Hz.  

Liquidator is a buggy-mounted off-road vibrator; 
total weight 27,200 kg; length 9.8 m; width 2.4 m; 
hydraulic drive; articulated body; two vibration modes: 
vertical and horizontal transverse; shop transferable 
change of shaking direction. Transported by tractor-trailer 
rig. Theoretical force outputs are 89 kN at 2 Hz and 44.5 
kN at 1 Hz, which surpasses T-Rex at these frequencies. 

Thumper is truck-mounted and highway-ready; 
built for use in urban environments; total weight 5900 kg; two vibration modes (shop transformable). 
Theoretical force output is about 18 kN over wide frequency range 10- 220 Hz. 
  
 
 
 

Figure A.2. University of Texas Austin 
T-Rex shaker. 
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Geotechnical Site: Cornell University 
 

The Cornell Equipment Site focuses on (i) lifeline testing, (ii) laboratory simulation of soil-
structure interaction under large ground deformation, and (iii) database generation and model-based 
simulation of lifeline component response to large, transient and permanent displacements induced by 
earthquakes. The equipment at this site can simulate large earthquake induced displacements which 
allows the study of these displacements and their implication for the performance of both underground 
facilities and aboveground structures. The facility is equipped with large stroke actuators capable of 0.91 
m cyclic, and 1.82 m one-way, displacements. High and low strong walls provide reaction members for 
experiments on underground and aboveground lifeline components. Soil storage bins and a portable 
conveyor system allows for rapid movement and placement of soil for large-scale experiments. In 
addition, customized split-box centrifuge containers are housed at RPI for use in complementary 
geotechnical centrifuge experiments. 
 
Geotechnical Site: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

 
The NEES Equipment Site at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in Troy NY, is a 150 g-

ton geotechnical centrifuge equipped with an in-flight robot and an in-flight shaker.  
The in-flight, 4 degree-of-freedom, robot has a 

stroke of 0.8 m in each of the x- and y-directions 
(prototype horizontal), 0.5 m in the z-direction 
(prototype vertical) and a 2700 rotation about the z-axis 
(prototype vertical axis). Load capacities are 1,000 N 
and 5,000 N in the horizontal and vertical directions 
respectively, and 5 N-m torque about the vertical axis. 
The robot may be used to simulate construction and 
excavation operations such as pile driving, ground 
remediation, cone penetration, and foundation load 
tests without stopping the centrifuge. 

The in-flight, 2 degree-of-freedom, shaker is 
capable of reproducing periodic or random motions in 
the x- and y-directions (prototype horizontal). Nominal 
force capacity is 50 kN in each direction, which can 
excite a 965 x 660 x 711 mm payload at a centrifugal 
acceleration of 100 g in the frequency range of 0 to 350 Hz. The shaker may be fitted with either a 1D 
laminar soil box or a 2D laminar box. 
 
Geotechnical Site: University of California Davis 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University of California Davis, is a 375 g-ton geotechnical 
centrifuge equipped with an in-flight shaker. A gantry robot is currently under construction. The 
centrifuge can subject 50 kN payloads to 75 g at its effective radius of 8.5 m. The large size allows 
researchers to perform detailed experiments on complete geotechnical engineering systems. 

The servo-hydraulic shaker may be operated in either a biaxial  mode (prototype horizontal-
vertical directions) or a uniaxial mode (prototype horizontal only), and can simulate broad spectrum 
earthquake events as well as step- and sinusoidal-wave type motions that may vary in intensity from 
microtremors to extreme shaking events. The uniaxial table is 2 m x 1 m in size and can carry soil 
containers of the order of 1.7 m long, 0.7 m wide and 0.7 m deep. A variety of such containers are 
available with different types of walls representing a range of boundary conditions. When testing at 75 g 
accelerations, these soil specimens represent a prototype site measuring 130 m x 50 m x 50 m in size. The 

Figure A.3. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
geotechnical centrifuge. 
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soil container for the biaxial table is slightly smaller at 1 m long, 0.5 m wide and 0.4 m deep. It has 
flexible shear-beam walls.   

A gantry robot with changeable manipulator tools and an onboard tool rack, can be used to 
perform multiple tasks without stopping the centrifuge. Onboard robotics allows  pile groups to be 
constructed and studied, along with various geophysical testing methods. Cone penetrometers, vane shear 
tools, needle (porosity) probes, ultrasound tools and stereo cameras are available. 
 
Structural Site: University at Buffalo 
 

The NEES Laboratory at the University at Buffalo is capable of conducting experiments on large- 
or full-scale structures using static or dynamic loading. The laboratory comprises a 320 m2 strong floor, a 
9 m tall reaction wall, two 250 kN shake tables in a 37m long trench, and numerous high performance 
actuators.  

The two, 6 degree-of-freedom, shake tables are 
relocatable in a trench running the length of the 
laboratory. They may be positioned adjacent to one 
another or at 3.05 m intervals up to a total separation 
distance of 30.5 m. Payload capacity for each table is 
250 kN at 1 g acceleration, but loads up to 500 kN may 
be tested at lesser accelerations.  Maximum 
overturning moment is 450 kN-m. Together the two 
tables can support specimens up to 1000 kN and as 
long as 36 m. Table motions can be in-phase with each 
other or incoherent. Each table is 3.6 m square, with 
displacement capacities of +/- 150 mm in each 
horizontal direction and +/- 75 mm vertically. Peak 
velocities are 1250 mm/sec each horizontal direction, 
and 500 mm/sec vertically. Peak accelerations for a 250 
kN payload are 1.15 g in both the horizontal and vertical 
directions.   

Three 1000 kN dynamic actuators, each with +/- 500 mm displacement and fitted with 3000 lpm 
servovalves, are also available for structural testing. These actuators are capable of 800 kN at velocities of 
1 m/sec. In addition, 2 x 2500 kN static actuators are available, each with +/- 500 mm displacement and 
fitted with 60 lpm servovalves. 

The Laboratory is capable of performing a range of dynamic experiments from real-time shake 
table testing to dynamic hybrid testing, also in real time. 
 
Structural Site: University of California San Diego 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University 
of California San Diego comprises a large, uniaxial, 
outdoor shake table. The table is 12.2 m long and 7.6 
m wide. Maximum table displacement is +/- 750 mm 
and maximum velocity is 1.8 m/sec. Peak 
accelerations vary according to payload. For a rigid 
specimen of 4000 kN, the maximum acceleration is 
about 1 g; at the full payload of 20,000 kN, the 
maximum acceleration is about 0.3 g. Maximum 
overturning moment with a 4000 kN specimen is 50 
MN-m. 

Figure A.4. University at Buffalo shake 
table and hybrid structural test facility. 

 

Figure A.5. University of California  
San Diego outdoor shake table. 
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Structural Site: University of Nevada Reno 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University of Nevada Reno is a multiple shake table site located 
in the Large-Scale Structures Laboratory. The facility comprises three biaxial tables each with two 
degrees of freedom in the x- and y- horizontal directions. Each table is 4.25 m square and has a payload 
capacity of 445 kN at 1 g acceleration. 

Maximum displacements and velocities are +/- 300 mm and 1m/sec in each horizontal direction 
respectively. The tables are mounted on a 780 m2 strong floor using tie-downs at 600 mm centers, and are 
serviced by two 222 kN overhead cranes with 9.4 m clearance. The tables are relocatable and can be 
positioned adjacent to one another, or separated up to a total end-to-end distance of 45m. Each table may 
be operated:  

(i) independently of the other two tables, each with a payload of 445kN,  
(ii) in-phase with the other two tables thus forming a single large table for specimens weighing up to 

1335 kN, or  
(iii) differentially with the other two tables for the application of spatially varying ground motion to 

distributed and geotechnical systems with a total weight of 1335 kN.  
Table payloads may be increased subject to the capacity of the table actuators (730 kN) and the 
overturning capacity of the slide bearings, which is a function of the payload. In general total payloads up 
to 1,000 kN may be studied subject to input accelerations up to 0.5 g. 

This facility may be used for research on long, spatially distributed, structural and geotechnical 
systems. It may also be used to study conventional structural and nonstructural systems by operating the 
tables in ‘large-table-mode’ i.e. as a single unit. 
 
Structural Site: Lehigh University 
 

The Lehigh Equipment Site features a real-time multidirectional testing facility (RTMD) with the 
capability to perform integrated experimental and analytical research.  The RTMD facility enables the 
effects of real-time multidirectional ground motions on performance of buildings, bridges, and 
foundations systems to be investigated.  

The centerpiece of the site is the ATLSS multidirectional reaction wall and 470 m2 strong floor, 
equipped with five high performance, high capacity hydraulic actuators. Testing methods that can be 
supported include the effective force method, the real-time pseudo-dynamic testing method, the real-time 
pseudo-dynamic hybrid testing method, and the multi-site pseudo-dynamic hybrid testing method. 
  The actuator inventory includes two, 2050 kN actuators with +/- 500 mm displacement, and fitted 
with three 1200 lpm servovalves; and three, 1500 kN actuators with +/- 500 mm displacement and fitted 
with three 1200 lpm servovalves. 
 
Structural Site: University of California Berkeley 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University of California Berkeley is a structural laboratory for 
the purpose of local and geographically-distributed hybrid testing. The laboratory is located at the 
University’s Richmond Field Station and comprises a 112 m2 strong floor, a reconfigurable strong wall 
(comprising 24 x 0.5 m post-tensioned blocks), and an array of static and dynamic actuators, including a 
4-million-pound axial compression-tension test machine. The wall may be configured in three principal 
ways to enable:  

(i) multiply sub-structured testing,  
(ii) high axial-load testing, and  
(iii) collapse mechanism testing.  
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Hybrid simulation in both local and distributed modes is possible. In local mode, physical and 
numerical substructures are connected using a shared memory network. The speed of this network is 
sufficient to enable hybrid simulation at high rates: real time tests are possible at actuator speeds up to 0.5 
m/sec. Eight independent degrees of freedom may be controlled (sufficient for two or three substructures).  

In the geographically distributed mode, the physical models may be at other NEES sites in 
addition to the Berkeley site, and the numerical models may be hosted on one or more off-site computers. 
NEESgrid cyberinfrastructure is used to provide the necessary telepresence and data sharing / archiving 
services.    
 
Structural Site: University of Colorado Boulder 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University of Colorado Boulder, is a Fast Hybrid Test (FHT) 
system that combines physical testing with model-based simulation.  Built on the pseudo-dynamic test 
concept, the FHT can deliver a rate of loading that is higher than in conventional pseudo-dynamic testing 
and approaches the real time response of structures under earthquake loads. During such tests the 
actuators are in continual motion.  

Located on a 250 m2 strong floor, the system consists of three high speed actuators, one with 
1000 kN capacity in tension and compression and two with 500 kN capacity. Digitally controlled to allow 
on-the-fly simulations and data streaming, the system is accessible for remote users through the 
NEESgrid cyberstructure. 
 
Structural Site: University of Illinois Urbana Champaign 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is a structural test 
laboratory capable of multi-axial, full-scale, sub-
structured testing and simulation (MUST-SIM). This 
facility can be used for the study of large scale, sub-
structured components of complex systems subject to the 
static application of actions and deformations, which are 
representative of earthquake ground motion effects. 

At the heart of MUST-SIM are three, six degree-
of-freedom, Loading and Boundary Condition Boxes 
(LBCB). These digitally controlled boxes enable the 
application of complex load and boundary conditions to 
test structures, or sub- structures, which are calculated 
from concurrently running numerical analyses, using 
pseudo-dynamic testing methods. Dense arrays of non 
contact instrumentation allows near real-time updating of 
the model-based simulations. 

Each LBCB box has load capacities of 3000 kN, 
1500 kN and 4500 kN in the two horizontal and vertical 
directions respectively. Corresponding displacement 
capacities are 125 mm, 250 mm, and 12 – 160 of 
rotation. The test facility is located in the Newmark 
Laboratory where an L-shaped strong wall measuring 15 m by 9 m in plan and 7 m high has been 
constructed on the existing strong floor. The LBCB boxes can be anchored to either the strong floor or 
wall on any of three sides permitting a wide variety of testing configurations. 
 
 

Figure A.6. University of Illinois Urbana 
Champaign loading and boundary condition 

boxes. 
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Structural Site: University of Minnesota Twin Cities 
 

The NEES Equipment Site at the University 
of Minnesota Twin Cities is a structural test 
laboratory capable of multi-axial, sub-assemblage 
testing (MAST). This facility is particularly suited for 
testing walls, columns, and bridge piers.  

The MAST system uses six-degree-of-
freedom control algorithms to operate eight large 
capacity hydraulic actuators that are attached to a stiff 
steel crosshead. These actuators can apply up to 5900 
kN of load in the vertical direction and up to 3900 kN 
of load in each of the two orthogonal horizontal 
directions. Displacements up to +/- 400 mm can be 
applied to the crosshead in the horizontal directions. 

The facility is located in a purpose-built 
laboratory which also houses a 11m tall, L-shaped 
strong wall. Structural assemblages as large as 6.1 
m by 6.1 m in plan and 7.6 m tall, can be tested.  
 
Tsunami Site: Oregon State University Corvallis 
 

The Tsunami Wave Research Facility located at 
the O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory (WRL) 
consists of a three-dimensional Tsunami Wave Basin, and 
a two-dimensional Large Wave Flume. The WRL is 
located on the campus of Oregon State University, 
Corvallis, 100 miles south of Portland.  

The Wave Basin is 48.8 m long, 26.5 m wide and 
2.0 m deep. The edge-driven wave generator was designed 
and constructed by MTS Systems Corp and consists of 30 
independently controlled segments. Control of the 
generator is achieved through displacement and velocity 
feedbacks. Displacement control creates solitary (tsunami) 
waves, and velocity control helps shape the profile of the 
wave. Velocity control cancels reflected waves in the 
basin and optimizes wave shape beyond that possible by 
displacement control alone. The 30 wave generator 
segments are 0.88 m wide and 2 m high. To achieve the 
design wave conditions in 1 m water depth, each wave 
board must be capable of 2 m displacement and a 
maximum velocity of 2 m/sec. Each board is belt-driven 
by a digitally controlled, 20 kW, AC motor. 

The Wave Flume is 104 m long 3.66 m wide and 
4.57 m deep. A hinged flap wave board, that is hydraulically driven, can generate periodic and random 
waves up to 1.52 m high. A range of wavelengths can be modeled from short, deep water waves to long, 
shallow waves, as well as solitary and tsunami waves. Active reflected wave cancellation is provided 
serving as an input to wave board velocity control. This simulates the open boundary condition at sea, 
minimizing reflection off the wave generator and maintaining the quality of the incident wave 
environment. 

Figure A.7. University of Minnesota multi-axial 
subassemblage test facility, MAST. 

Figure A.8. Oregon State University 
Corvallis tsunami wave basin. 
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Investigation on Rational Analytical Model of Tall Bridge 

Piers 
Li Jianzhong 

Department of Bridge Engineering, Tongji University 

Abstract: Different analytical models for tall piers are developed based on the elastic-plastic 
beam-column element and the elastic-plastic fiber beam-column element respectively. Structural 
seismic demands such as plastic rotation and displacement of a tall pier are discussed. Results 
show that seismic demands of a tall pier remarkably differ from that of a low pier when the 
contribution of higher vibration modes is significant. For elastic-plastic beam-column element, the 
length of the element has significant effect on plastic rotation and displacement demand. Finally, 
the results of using elastic-plastic beam-column element and elastic-plastic fiber 
beam-column element are investigated in seismic demand analysis. 
Keyword: tall pier, analytical model, seismic demand  

1 Introduction 
With the development of communication network construction in recent years, a lot of 

highways and railways bridges are planned and built in West China where mountainous regions 
with complex topography and geography. Because of the rugged topography, height of many 
bridge piers in these areas exceeded 40m, some of them even reached about 120m.  

Some scholars have carried some correlative studies on seismic demand and displacement 
ductility capacity of high-rise structures. Li Rui, Dong Ming, Guo Guohui published a number of 
papers describing the influence of P − Δ  effect, higher vibration modes, constraint condition on 
seismic response of tall piers[2][3][4] with the response spectrum analysis method and the elastic 
time-history analysis method. John L. Wilson modeled a 245m reinforced concrete chimney with 
elastic-plastic beam-column element and proved that higher vibration modes dominate seismic 
response of tall chimney that emerges multiple plastic hinges subject to seismic load[7]. Li 
Jianzhong, Song Xiaodong have investigated the higher vibration modes contribution on 
displacement ductility capacity [8][9].  

 

2 Analytical model and earthquake records 
 

In this paper, the nonlinear history analysis is applied for the bridge seismic analysis   with 
the elastic-plastic beam-column element and the elastic-plastic fiber beam-column element, 
respectively. The elastic-plastic beam-column element is a conventional element in seismic 
demand analysis. However, elastic-plastic fiber beam-column element is increasingly noticeable 
with improvement of computer calculation ability. 

2.1 Elastic-plastic beam-column element and fiber beam-column element 

The elastic-plastic beam-column element is composed of elastic beam and two rigid-plastic 
hinges at both ends of element. Plastic deformations are lumped at the ends of element, and the 
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force –deformation curve of idealized elastic-plastic element is employed in plastic hinge. The 

yield surface of typical reinforce concrete column cross-section with the yield strength uP , yuM  

and Mzu  interact on, proposed by Bresler, is plotted in Fig. 2[12].   

 
Fig. 2 Yield surface of typical reinforce concrete column cross-section 

 
The flexibility-based elastic-plastic fiber beam-column element is an elaborate nonlinear 

element to simulate the nonlinear hysteretic properties of the RC column subject to axial force and 
bending. The cross-sections of the elastic-plastic fiber beam-column element are subdivided into 
concrete and reinforce fibers as shown in Fig. 3.  Each fiber has a specified stress-strain 
relationship, which can be specified to represent unconfined concrete, confined 
concrete, and longitudinal steel reinforcement. The distribution of inelastic 
deformation and forces is simply by specifying cross section slices along the length of 
the element. In this study, Mander’s model for confined concrete and unconfined 
concrete (7) were used to represent the stress-strain behavior of concrete.  

 
Fig. 3 Elastic-plastic fiber beam-column element 
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2.2 Analytical model  
The pier is modeled as a stick cantilever with pier masses lumped at nodes and equivalent 

superstructure concentrate mass M at the top of pier. The 30m and 90m piers represent the low 
pier and the tall one separately, and the cross-section is plotted in Fig. 4(d). The design parameters 
of piers are summarized in Table 1, and the natural periods and mass participation coefficients of 
piers for uncracked section are shown in Table 2.  

Table 1 Design parameters of piers 
Height L/m 30 90 

Length 
b/m 3.2 4.4 

Thickness d/m 0.4 0.5 
Superstructure mass M/t 700 700 

Axial stress ratio 0.096 0.13 
Longitudinal steel ratio/% 1.48 1.48 

Table 2 Natural periods and mass participation coefficients of piers 

 30m pier 90m pier 

 Natural period/sec 
Mass participation 

coefficient 
Natural period/sec 

Mass participation 
coefficient 

1st mode 1.224593 0.8719 4.093085 0.68547 
2nd mode 0.10291 0.08946 0.551754 0.17126 
3rd mode 0.039959 0.02596 0.200671 0.05846 

 
In order to investigate the influence of different analytical models on seismic response of 

columns, the two different analytical models, elastic-plastic element model and fiber element 
model, are developed and analyzed with OpenSees[19]. 
(1) Fiber element model is modeled using elastic-plastic fiber beam-column elements that arrange 
fibers according to actual reinforcing steel bars. Non-uniform element length are introduced along 
pier that elements with a longer length are employed to save analysis time in middle of pier and 
elements with a shorter length at bottom of pier[20].  
(2) Elastic-plastic element model is modeled using elastic-plastic beam-column element. 30m pier 
model is subdivided into 3, 5, 10, 15, 30 elements, and 90m pier model is subdivided into 3, 10, 20, 

30, 45, 90 elements. The yield moment yM  and ultimate moment uM  are obtained from 

P M φ− −  analysis of corresponding cross-section.  
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(a) 3 elements   (b) 5 elements  (c) 10 elements  (d) cross-section of pier 

Fig. 4 Elastic-plastic beam-column element model of a pier 
 

For the elastic-plastic beam-column element, effective flexural stiffness effI  is adopted.  effI  is 

defined as [21]. 

y
c eff

y

M
E I

φ
× =                          （4） 

Where, cE  is modulus of elasticity of concrete, 

yM  is moment capacity of the section at first yield of the reinforcing steel, 

yφ  is yield curvature corresponding to the yield of the first tension reinforcement. 

2.3 Earthquake records 
 

An ensemble of earthquake records are selected for earthquake ground motions according to 
different seismic parameters, such as seismic magnitude, Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and 
predominant period. Predominant periods of selected earthquake records vary from 0.1s to 0.92s.  

Table 3 Earthquake records 

Index Earthquake Site Magnitude PGA/g Predominant 
period/s

E1 1940 El Centro Imperial Valley 7 0.313 0.46 
E2 1995 Kobe KJMA 6.9 0.821 0.34 
E3 1971 San Fernando Carbon Canyon Dam 6.6 0.071 0.26 
E4 1989 Loma Prieta Alameda Naval Air Stn Hanger 6.9 0.209 0.64 
E5 Imperial Valley 1979 Westmorland Fire Station 5.5 0.171 0.1 
E6 1999 Turkey Ambarli 7.1 0.025 0.92 
E7 Northridge 1994 Old Ridge Route 6.7 0.514 0.54 
E8 Northridge 1994 Las Palmas 6.7 0.357 0.2 
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E9 Kern County 1952 Taft Lincoln School  7.4 0.178 0.44 
E10 Tabas, Iran 1978 Tabas 7.4 0.852 0.2 
E11 Hollister 1974 Hollister City Hall  5.2 0.177 0.3 
E12 Tangshan 1976 Beijing Hotel  7.8 0.066 0.4 

 

3 Demand analysis of piers  

4.1 Lower pier 

In order to discuss the influence of element length on plastic rotation demand of a lower pier, 
the plastic rotation demand of different element length of a 30m pier is analyzed.  For the 30m 
pier with different element length subjected to E6 earthquake (PGA is scaled to 1.2g) is shown in 
Fig. 5. In the Fig.5, the black dots indicate where the plastic hinges forms and plastic rotation 
occurs. Here, the sum of plastic rotation is the sum of plastic rotation for all plastic hinges.  
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Fig. 5 Plastic hinges distribution and plastic rotation demand for a 30m pier  

 
From Fig.5, it can be seen that there is only one plastic hinge at the bottom of the pier with 3 
elements, but two or more plastic hinges will form along pier with the increment of element 
number. Since the pier may appear two or more plastic hinges in demand analysis with 
elastic-plastic element when element number is large enough, different element number will lead 
to different plastic rotation demands at the bottom of the pier. The average plastic rotation of 
different element number subjected to 12 earthquakes scaling PGA from 0.2g to 1.2g is shown in 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6 Plastic rotation demand of different analytical models of 30m pier 

 
From Fig.6, it can bee seen that the plastic rotation when the pier with only one plastic hinge 

nearly equals to the sum of the plastic rotation when the pier with multiple plastic hinges, even the 
pier is subjected to severe earthquake excitation. However, if the plastic rotation at bottom of pier 
is considered as plastic rotation of the pier with multiple plastic hinges, plastic rotation demand of 
the pier will be underestimated. When the pier appears multiple plastic hinges, the sum of plastic 
rotation should be used for plastic rotation demand. 
The displacement at top of the pier is an important index that computes the displacement ductility 
demand. The average displacement at the top of pier subjected to 12 earthquakes scaling PGA 
from 0.2g to 1.2g is shown in Fig. 7. From Fig.7, it can be seen that displacements at the top of the 
pier are almost equivalent, even for analytical model with 3 elements. 
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Fig. 7 Displacement demand at the top of the pier for different analytical models 
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In order to investigate development of plastic zone, the nonlinear dynamic response for the pier 
with 30 elastic-plastic elements subjected to various PGA, ranging from 0.2g to 1.2g, is evaluated. 
The results are plotted in Fig 8. Plastic hinge appear at bottom of the pier firstly for 30m pier, then 
expand upward.  
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Fig. 8 Plastic hinges formation for the 30m pier 

 
Fig.9 shows a plot of a series instantaneous maximum displacement of the pier and the maximum 
plastic rotation demands of all plastic hinges along the pier height at 4.53s.  From Fig 9，it is can 
be seen that horizontal displacement and the plastic rotation demand reach their maximum values 
at same instant. The seismic response of the lower pier is dominated by first vibration mode.  
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Fig. 9 The displacement and plastic rotation along the height for 30m pier at 4.53s 
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4.2 Tall pier 

Plastic rotation demand for the 90m pier subject to E6 earthquake is shown in Fig. 10. Two plastic 
zones at bottom and in middle of the 90m pier appear at same time under a certain seismic 
excitation, respectively. Then, as the seismic intensity (PGA) increase, more plastic hinges may 
appear at bottom and in middle of the tall pier.  
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Fig. 10 Plastic hinges distribution and plastic rotation demand of 90m pier  

 
When multiple plastic appear at the tall pier, the number of elements for the tall pier has some 
effects on the plastic rotation demand. The average plastic rotations of the 60m  pier with 
different element subjected to 11 earthquakes scaling PGA from 0.2g to 1.2g are shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11 Plastic rotation demand of the 90 m pier with different element number 
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The sum of plastic rotation of the pier with 3 elements is l slightly different from that of the pier 
with 90 elements. If the plastic rotation at bottom is considered as plastic rotation of the tall pier, 
plastic rotation demand of the pier will be underestimated steeply.  
 
The average displacement at top of the 60m pier with different analytical models subjected to 12 
earthquakes scaling PGA from 0.2g to 1.2g is shown in Fig. 12. The displacements at top of the 
pier with different model are nearly equivalent.. The difference of elastic-plastic element model 
and fiber element model reach about 6％～7％ when subjected to E6 earthquake excitation that 
peak ground acceleration equals to 1.2g. 
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Fig. 12  Displacement at top of the 60m pier with different analytical model  

 
Fig.13 shows a plot of a series instantaneous maximum displacement of the 60m pier and the 
maximum plastic rotation demands of all plastic hinges along the pier height at 19.114.53s, 4.87s 
and 4.87s, respectively. At time 19.11s, displacement at the top of the 90m pier reaches maximum. 
However, the plastic rotation at bottom and the middle of the pier reach maximum at 4.87s and 
7.10s, respectively. 
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Conventionally, plastic rotation capacity for a pier is based on the pseudo-static test. It 
assumes that the plastic rotation of whole pier concentrate on one plastic hinge at bottom of pier, 
and deformation of member dominated by first vibration mode. Then the pier plastic rotation 
capacity is calculated with formula method and pushover analysis method without regard to higher 
vibration modes contribution. In demand analysis, if the pier has only one plastic, the plastic 
rotation represents the whole plastic rotation for the pier. However, when the pier have multiple 
plastic hinges, the sum of plastic rotation of all plastic hinges represents the whole plastic rotation 
for the pier under seismic load. If the plastic rotation of the pier at bottom is considered as plastic 
rotation of the pier, plastic rotation demand will be overly underestimated  
 

5 Conclusions 
In the paper, the nonlinear dynamic history analysis is carried out for a lower and a tall piers with 
different analytical models, and the influence of element size on seismic response is discussed. 
The results show that, 

（1）for the tall pier, multiple plastic hinges may be formed at the middle and the bottom of 
tall pier because of the contributions of higher modes to response. Seismic demand for a tall pier is 
different from the low pier.  

（2）The ground motion characteristic have significantly effect on the displacement and 
plastic rotation demand for a tall pier. The higher vibration modes are incited easily when 
predominate period of earthquake closes to higher period of the higher mode of structure. With 
enhancement of ground motions, the seismic demand of bridge pier increase in manner of 
expansion of plastic zones and increment of element plastic rotation.  

（3）when the pier have multiple plastic hinges, the sum of plastic rotation of all plastic 
hinges represents the whole plastic rotation for the pier under seismic load. If the plastic rotation 
of the pier at bottom is considered as plastic rotation of the pier, plastic rotation demand will be 
overly underestimated 
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Dynamical Reliability of Long-Span Bridges in Random Seismic Fields 
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Abstract While the dynamic reliability theory has achieved important progress, its applications to 
engineering fields are still quite limited. An important reason is the complexity of the random vibration 
analysis. In this paper, the recently developed pseudo excitation method (PEM) is used in the reliability 
research of long-span bridges in inhomogeneous random seismic fields. The formulation and example 
given in the paper show that the pseudo excitation method is not only an accurate method for random 
vibration analysis, but also very efficient even for complex long-span structures subjected to multiple 
seismic excitations. Therefore the dynamic reliability analysis combined with PEM provides an 
innovative way for such problems.  
 

Key words: random vibration, spatial effect, seismic reliability, pseudo excitation method 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

During the recent decades, many deterministic methods in engineering designs have been replaced by 
probabilistic means [1-4], for which the stochastic properties of either the loads or the structural 
parameters are taken into account in the structural analyses. Accordingly, the experience-oriented safety 
factors are gradually replaced by the structural reliability. The dynamic reliability of a structure refers to 
the probability of the structure subjected to dynamic loads that implements designed functions under 
certain conditions and within a certain duration [2]. Stochastic properties of either the structure or the 
loads may pose a reliability problem. In the present paper, the structural random responses are computed 
in terms of the pseudo excitation method before the dynamic reliability is computed. For such problems, 
the random vibration analysis of structures is the basis. Previously, because of the computational 
complexity, random vibration analysis was used only for very simple structural models. For the aseismic 
analysis of long-span bridges, the spatial effects of ground motion, i.e. the inhomogeneous multi-point 
ground excitations must be accounted for. The random vibration means has been widely regarded as an 
effective approach to deal with this problem, and so has drawn the attention of many scholars [5-6]. 
Unfortunately, the relative computation is even more difficult. Therefore this means has not yet been 
accepted by practicing engineers. Clearly, this situation has also impeded the developments and 
engineering applications of the dynamic reliability theory. Pseudo excitation method (PEM) is a very 
efficient algorithm of linear random vibration analysis, which can also perfectly cope with the spatial 
effects of ground motion [7-9]. In this paper, PEM is used in the seismic analysis of long-span bridges, 
based on which the dynamic reliability is further studied. This is a preliminary exploration of the 
dynamic reliability theory for the practical application of PEM to complex engineering structures. 

 
MULTI-EXCITED EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THE PEM-BASED ANALYSIS  
 

Consider a structure with N  supports subjected to differential ground motion. In the absolute 
coordinate system, which is assumed to be static relative to the center of the earth, the equation of motion 
of this structure can be expressed in the partitioned form [9] 
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in which, { }mx  represents the enforced displacements of all supports, { }sx  represents the 
displacements of other nodes, { }mf  represents the forces of the ground applying on all supports, [ ]M , 
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[ ]C  and [ ]K  are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the structure, respectively. If the lumped 
mass assumption is used, [ ]smM  and [ ]msM  are both null matrices. 
Now, decompose the absolute displacements into two parts [10] 

{ } { } { }21 xxx +=                                                                    (2) 

in which, { } { }T
ms xxx ,= , { } { }T

ms xyx ,1 = , { } { }T
ryx 0,2 = . The vector { }sy  is known as the 

quasi-static displacements, and { }ry  the relative dynamic displacement. By letting all dynamic terms in 
eq (1) equal to zero, { }sy  can be computed by  

{ } [ ] [ ]{ }msmsss xKKy 1−−=                                                             (3) 
Substituting eq (2) into eq (1), expanding its first line, and using eq (3) gives 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ }sssmsmsssrssrssrss yCxCyMyKyCyM −−−=++                          (4) 
Under the condition of uniform ground motion, eq (4) can not be reduced to the conventional equation of 
motion [10] 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } mssrssrssrss xEMyKyCyM −=++                                         (5) 

in which }{E  is a vector denoting the availability of inertia forces.This is because that eq (1) assumes 
that the damping forces are proportional to the absolute velocity．To avoid such inconsistency, the 
damping forces are instead assumed to be proportional to the relative velocity vector, i.e. { }x  in eq (1) 
must be replaced by { }2x . By doing so, eq (4) will be replaced by  

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ }sssrssrssrss yMyKyCyM −=++                                              (6) 

The relative dynamic acceleration can be obtained in terms of eq (3) as  

{ } [ ] [ ]{ }msmsss xKKy 1−−=                                                              (7) 

Substituting eq (7) into eq (6) gives 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ][ ]{ }mssrssrssrss xAMyKyCyM −=++                                          (8) 

in which [ ] [ ] [ ]smss KKA 1−−= . Equation (8) is the equation of motion when the spatial effects of the 
ground motion are taken into account.  It will be reduced into the form of eq (5) when all supports are 
assumed to move uniformly. 

Provided that a long-span structure is subjected to multiple stationary seismic zero-mean Gaussian 
excitations, the PSD matrix of the ground accelerations will have the following form  
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in which )(ω
LXKX

S  is the cross-PSD between ground nodes K  and L . Thus, the above equation can 

be decomposed into 

[ ] [ ] [ ][ ][ ][ ]TiTi
xx eSRSeS

mm

ωωω −−= *)(                                                    (10) 

with 
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herein, )(ω
KxS  is the PSD of the ground acceleration at node K . It is assumed that the wave-front of 

an arbitrary seismic wave reaches the reference ground node (usually, it can be assumed to be the origin 
of the coordinate system) when 0=t , and then denote KT  as the time when the front reaches node K , 
and KLρ  as the coherence coefficient between nodes K  and L .  
The PSD matrix [ ])(ω

mm xxS  is  usually a non-negative Hermitian matrix, and the coherence matrix 
[ ]R  is a non-negative real symmetric matrix.  If the rank of [ ]R  is )( Nrr ≤ , then it can be 
decomposed into  

[ ] [ ][ ]TQQR =                                                                       (14) 

in which [ ]Q  is an rN ×  real symmetric matrix. Substituting eq (14) into eq (10) gives 

[ ] [ ] [ ]T
xx BBS

mm

*)( =ω                                                                 (15) 

and 

[ ] [ ][ ][ ]QSeB Tiω−=                                                                  (16) 

Each column vector { }jb ),,3,2,1( rj =  in matrix [ ]B  can be used to constitute a pseudo acceleration 
vector and a pseudo displacement vector 

{ } { } )exp(~ tibx jm j
ω=                                                                 (17) 

{ } { }
jj mm xx ~1~

2ω
−=                                                                   (18) 

By substituting { }
jmx~  in eq (17) into eq (8), the relative dynamic displacement { }

jry~  corresponding to 

the j th pseudo excitation { }
jmx~  can be computed. Then the quasi-static displacement { }

jsy~  can be 

obtained by substituting eq (18) into eq (3), and the j th absolute displacement { }
jsx~  can be obtained 

using eq (2), of which the PSD-matrix can be computed by  
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Provided that all elements in matrix [ ]R  equal to unity，eq (19) will reduce to the case for wave passage 
effect. Furthermore, if the time-lags between all ground nodes are zero, i.e. ),,3,2,1(0 NkTK == , the 
equation of motion for uniform ground motion will be derived. 

 
DYNAMIC RELIABILITY ANALYSIS BASED ON FIRST-EXCURSION FAILURE  
 

The first-excursion failure mechanism is widely used in seismic engineering. It can be defined as: Once a 
dynamic response exceeds the safety limitation, the structure will fail. 
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1. The dynamic reliability of structural components  
 

For a single element, the load is denoted as S , while the resistance is denoted as R . For a failure state, 
0<− SR , thus the failure probability fP  is defined by  

)( RSPPf >=                                                                    (20) 

in which, fP  can be computed by 

∫=
f

drdssrfP SRf ω
),(,                                                               (21) 

SRf ,  is the joint probabilistic density function of ),( SR , and fω  is the failure area{ }0),( <− srsr . 
The reliability of an element sP  can be defined as 

)(1 RSPPP fs ≤=−=                                                               (22) 

In the dynamic reliability analysis of structures, the following two criteria based on the first-excursion 
failure are both very popular.  
 

Davenport approach With seismic excitations assumed to be zero-mean stationary Gaussian processes, 
an arbitrary linear response of the structure subjected to such excitations, denoted as )(ty , will also 
possess such a probabilistic characteristic. It is also assumed that if a given barrier (threshold) a  is 
sufficiently high, the peaks of )(ty  above this barrier will appear independently. Let )(tN  be the 
number up-crossing a  within the time interval ],0( t , then )(tN  will be a Poisson process with a 
stationary increment [11]. Denote the extreme value of )(ty  (i.e. the maximum value of all peaks by 
their absolute values) within the earthquake duration ],0[ sT  as ey , and the standard deviation of )(ty  
as yσ . Define η  as the dimensionless parameter of ey , and ν  as the mean zero-crossing rate, which 
can be expressed as 

yey ση = , πλλν 02=                                             (23) 

Based on the above assumptions, the probabilistic distribution of η  can be derived as 

( )[ ]2expexp)( 2ηνη −−= sTP , 0>η                                                  (24) 

The expected value of η , known as the peak factor, is approximately 

( ) ( ) 2121 ln2ln2)( ss TTE νγνη +≈                         (25) 

and its standard deviation is 
( ) 21ln12 sTνπσ η ≈                          (26) 

in which 5772.0=γ  is the Euler constant, while the expected value of ey  is approximately 

ye EyE ση][][ =                                                                    (27) 
This quantity is the dynamic response (demand) usually required by engineers. 
 

Vanmarcke approach In the preceding paragraph, the barrier a  is assumed to be sufficiently high. 
Therefore, the peaks of )(ty  above this barrier will appear independently; then )(tN  can be regarded 
as a Poisson process. Vanmarcke considered that the barrier a  should not be very high [12]. Therefore, 
the Poisson process assumption should be replaced by the two-state Markov process assumption, and the 
probabilistic distribution of η  becomes 
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in which ν  and sT  have the same meanings as the above, while the shape factor for the response PSD 
is 

( )( )2
1

20
2
10 1 λλλδ −=                                                                (29) 

Here 0δ  is a band-width parameter with values ranging from 0 to 1. For a narrow band process, 0δ  is 
close to 0. Based on the probabilistic distribution function eqn (28), Kiureghian proposes the following 
approximate expressions for the peak factor )(ηE  and standard deviation ησ  when 100010 ≤≤ντ  
and 111.0 ≤≤ q , which are of interest in earthquake engineering 
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2.Computations of structural dynamic reliability [2,4] 
 

When failure takes place to a structure, there may be more than one element for which failures arrive 
simultaneously. In addition, they may fail in different forms. Bridges are complex hyper-static structural 
systems and have many failure forms. The relations among those failure forms may be neither fully 
coherent, nor completely independent. In general, the piers and towers are the main elements to resist the 
seismic action. Assume that each pier (or tower) has n control sections, which can be regarded as a 
series-connected subsystem, as shown in Fig.1. For this subsystem, the failure probability is  

nfiffff PPPPP ,,2,1, ∪∪∪∪=                                                (33) 

in which ， ifP ,  is the failure probability of the i th element. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Model of series-connected subsystem 

 
The computation of failure probability is very cumbersome, in particular the joint probability distribution 
functions between the random variables are difficult to ascertain. Therefore, in general only their lower 
and upper bounds are computed, by using the expression  
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From eqs (22) and (34), the lower and upper bounds of the dynamic reliability of the subsystem can be 
obtained, as  
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CASE STUDY  
 

The computation model of a suspension bridge is shown in Fig. 2. Its deck and towers are modeled by 
3D beam elements with stiff arms at both ends; while the cables are modeled by 1D cable elements. The 
whole structure has 769 nodes (including 29 ground nodes), 1010 elements and 2257 degrees of freedom 
(unknowns). The first 200 modes are used in the mode-superposition. For all modes, the damping ratio  

 
Fig. 2 FEM model of suspension bridge 

 
takes 0.01. The responses of the bridge under horizontally traveling seismic P waves are investigated. 
The apparent wave speed is 3000m/s. 
In each tower, eight sections are taken for reliability analysis. Table 1 lists the dynamic reliability of the 
tower subsystem under uniform ground excitations. Tables 2 lists that with the seismic wave passage 
effect taken into account. The results of Table 3 include not only the wave passage effect, but also the 
incoherence effect (using the QWW coherence model [13]). The local seismic intensity takes 7,8 or 9 
degree, respectively. 

Table 1. System-reliability under uniform ground motion 

intensity Assumptions )min( sP  )max( sP  

Poisson 0.999999996 0.9999999981 
7  

Markov 0.999999996 0.9999999983 
Poisson 0.999227392 0.9997440436 

8 
Markov 0.999382191 0.9997955730 
Poisson 0.648956969 0.9111391181 

9 
Markov 0.742001330 0.9386888187 
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Table 2. System-reliability with wave passage effect considered 

intensity Assumptions )min( sP  )max( sP  

Poisson 1.000000000 1.0000000000 
7  

Markov 1.000000000 1.0000000000 
Poisson 0.999999755 0.9999999161 

8 
Markov 0.999999773 0.9999999226 
Poisson 0.992471726 0.9981617009 

9 
Markov 0.993651184 0.9984630482 

 
From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that with the increase of the intensity, the reliability of the system 
will decrease; and the reliability with the wave passage effect is higher than that with the uniform ground 
motion (note that sometimes inverse results may happen). In the reliability analysis, the wave passage 
effect affects the result significantly. In addition, the results by using Davenport approach are rather close 
to those by using Vanmarcke approach. Gupta and Trifunac [14] compared the Davenport and Vanmarcke 
models by performing numerical experiments, which used 1000 simulated time history excitations and 
concluded that the differences between these two models are not significant for most practical purposes 
in earthquake engineering studies. The above results further justifies their conclusion 

Table 3. System-reliability with wave passage and incoherence effects considered 

Intensity Assumptions )min( sP  )max( sP  

Poisson 1.000000000 1.0000000000 
7  

Markov 1.000000000 1.0000000000 
Poisson 0.999997705 0.9999993469 

8 
Markov 0.999997853 0.9999993903 
Poisson 0.976042811 0.9949784587 

9 
Markov 0.979325135 0.9957154261 

 
Conclusions With pseudo excitation method being used, the dynamic reliability of complex bridges 
subjected to multiple seismic random excitations is computed conveniently and efficiently.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a progress report on a study to compare selected aspects (demand side issues) of the seismic 
design specifications between China and the U.S. It is part of a comprehensive cooperative research project on 
seismic behavior and design of highway bridges between Tongji University and the University at Buffalo. 

There are several seismic design specifications for highway bridges in the United States, such as 
AASHTO LRFD, Caltrans SDC, ATC-32, NCHRP 12-49 and SCDOT SDS, etc. These seismic design 
specifications in the United States are summarized by Smith (2005). In this study, the 2004 edition of 
AASHTO LRFD is selected as the representative specification. In China, the Specifications of Earthquake 
Resistant Design for Highway Engineering (SERDHE) is a national specification issued by the Ministry of 
Communications. It is currently being revised, with the new edition to be published in 2007. In addition, the 
first Specifications of Seismic Design of Urban Bridges (SSDUB) initiated by the Ministry of Construction has 
been released for comments, and has a target publication date for the end of 2006. The current SERDHE 
(issued in 1989, effective since 1990) is selected as the main specification for this comparative study, while the 
new edition (currently in draft form) and SSDUB (in draft form) are also referred to for some aspects of design 
philosophy, performance criteria, design objectives, design loadings, analysis methods and design procedures. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake design specifications for the built environment have been developed progressively as more 
lessons were learned from actual earthquakes and research results become available. It is understandable that 
revisions and improvements of design specifications for each country or region in the world are 
location-dependent and that they occur at different times. 

Since 1989, several damaging earthquakes have occurred throughout the world. These events have 
triggered many research activities, resulting in a series of modifications and improvements to design 
specifications in many countries. For example, in 1996, Japan revised and released seismic design codes for 
bridges and roads after the Kobe earthquake in 1995 (Ito et al., 2000). In the U.S., several extensive efforts 
have been carried out sponsored by FHWA and Caltrans, including ATC-18, published in 1997(review and 
assessment of seismic design criteria for new highway construction) and ATC-32, published in 1996 
(recommended revisions to the Caltrans Bridge Design Specifications). In 1997, “Caltrans Performance-Based 
Seismic Design Criteria for Bridges” was developed. The “Caltrans Seismic Design Criteria” Version 1.1 was 
published in July 1999, where the seismic capacity protection principles for structures were addressed. 

The most widely used specifications in U.S., the AASHTO specifications, originated from ATC-6 
(seismic design guidelines developed in the late 1970’s), which utilized the seismic hazard maps of USGS in 
1988, are no longer considered adequate or correct. As a request of AASHTO, NCHRP initiated a subsequent 
study in 1997 under project 12-49 to develop a new set of seismic design provisions for highway bridges, 
compatible with the AASHTO LRFD resulting in preliminary LRFD specifications in 2001.  “Recommended 
LRFD Guidelines for the Seismic Design of Highway Bridges” was developed in 2003 prepared by an 
ATC/MCEER Joint Venture project sponsored by FHWA. It is under consideration by AASHTO for 
implementation.  

China’s national Specifications of Earthquake Resistant Design for Highway Engineering (SERDHE, 
1999) was issued in 1989 (revised from its 1st edition, published in 1979 by primarily considering the lessons 
learned from the 1976 Tangshan earthquake). Since then, this specification has been used for nearly three 
decades until the Ministry of Construction launched an effort to update it in 2001. The Chongqing 
Communications Research & Design Institute has been working on this revision in collaboration with Tongji 
University. At the same time, the Ministry of Construction has consigned one of the authors (Fan) at Tongji 
University to compile the first “Seismic Design Specifications of Urban Bridges” (SSDUB), in collaboration 
with municipal design institutes in Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai, and the seismic office of the Construction 
Committee of Shanghai, which also consigned SLDRCE to compile the first “Seismic Design Specification of 
Shanghai Urban Bridges.”  

In this paper, the AASHTO LRFD is selected as the U.S. representative bridge seismic design 
specifications; on the Chinese side, the current SERDHE is used as the primary source for the comparative 
study, with certain additional information contained in the revised edition to be issued in 2007 and SSDUB to 
be issued at the end of 2006. 

 
SCOPE OF SEISMIC DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

 
Officially, seismic design specifications in most countries cover only “standard bridges.” Table I in 

SSDUB summarizes the span limitations for highway bridges governed by specifications in the U.S., Japan, 
New Zealand, Europe and China. SSDUB in China is the only specification that covers certain aspects of long 
span bridges in a limited manner. 
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TABLE I   SCOPE OF SEISMIC DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS  

Specifications (country ) Applicability 
AASHTO(USA) Span length< 150m, regular steel, concrete and box girder bridges 
Caltrans(USA) Span length< 150m, regular steel, concrete and box girder bridges 
NZCode (New Zealand) Steel, reinforced concrete beam bridge and pre-stressed concrete bridges 
Euro Code Part 8 
(Europe) 

Seismic design for vertically or approximately vertically supported  
system, no span limit, but not include suspension bridges 

Japan Road SpecificationＶ 
Seismic Design Volume(Japan)  Bridges with span length < 200m 

Specifications of Earthquake 
Resistant Design for Highway  
Engineering (SERDHE, China,  
being revised) 

Span length< 150m, reinforced concrete and pre-stressed concrete 
beam bridges, masonry or reinforced concrete arch bridges 
For bridges with main span >150m, the revised SERDHE will not 
provide any seismic design details but only seismic design philosophy. 

Specifications of Seismic Design 
for Urban Bridges (SSDUB, 
China, seeking for comments) 

Beam bridges include 
steel or concrete cross river bridges and viaducts, main span< 200m; 
urban interchange viaducts (two-way traffic of main road) ;  
and urban rail viaducts. 

Long span bridges include 
arch bridges with main span< 200m, and fundamental period less then 
8 seconds as well; 
cable stayed bridges with main span< 400m; 
and suspension bridges with main span < 900m and fundamental 
period less then 8 seconds as well. 

SEISMIC DESIGN PHILOSOPHY  

The multi-level performance design philosophy has been adopted by specifications in most countries (Fan, 
et al., 2001). That is: “no or insignificant damage under small earthquakes,” “reparable damage under 
moderate earthquakes” and “no collapse under strong earthquakes.”  

In the Chinese specifications, the design philosophy of SERDHE is a single-level elastic design. The 
essence of it is a seismic check under an earthquake of “basic intensity” (to be explained later). Strong (in other 
words, rare) earthquakes are classified as accidental loads in the new “General Code for Design of Highway 
Bridges and Culverts” (GCDHBC, 2004). The design philosophy for accidental loads is: the major structural 
components will not lose load carrying capacity due to the failure of minor structural components; or damage 
to major structural components is permitted but progressive collapse of the bridge should not occur. 
Obviously, under such accidental loads, only the ultimate load carrying capacity state needs to be checked. 

In the revised edition (draft) of SERDHE, two-levels (E1 and E2) are adopted for four bridge 
classifications according to their importance in the highway system. In the newly established SSDUB (draft), a 
three-level (termed frequent earthquakes, occasional earthquakes and rare earthquakes) seismic design 
philosophy is adopted. 

In the U.S., the seismic design philosophy of AASHTO LRFD is to provide adequate ductility capacity 
and prevent failure of non-ductile elements and elements not easily inspected or repaired. There are three 
principles used for the development of the specifications: 1) small to moderate earthquakes should be resisted 
within the elastic limit of the structural components without significant damage; 2) realistic seismic ground 
motion intensities and forces should be used in the design procedures and 3) exposure to shaking from large 
earthquakes should not cause collapse of all or part of the bridge. Where possible, damage that does occur 
should be readily detectable and accessible for inspection and repair.   

The design approach of the AASHTO is also a single-level design. Two-level design approaches are 
already used in recommended seismic specifications and guidelines in the U.S., such as ATC-32 (two-level 
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for important bridges, single level for ordinary bridges using upper-level earthquake), NCHRP 12-49 
(two-level design for rare or Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) and Expected Earthquake (EE)) 
and SCDOT-SDS (two-level for critical bridges, single level for essential and normal bridges using 
upper-level earthquake). 

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

Development of seismic zonation in China 

The method to determine the seismic performance criteria of a highway system is to actually select the 
probability of the occurrence of an earthquake on the bridge. Three aspects are considered: 1) the structural 
design life (defined as 100 years in GCDHBE) according to the bridge’s importance; 2) the indirect loss from 
the loss of function of the structure after the earthquake; and 3) the maximum cost that can be justified. 

The current SERDHE is built upon earthquake “basic intensity” determined from the seismic intensity 
zonation map of China issued by the government in 1977. Earthquake “basic intensity” is defined as the 
highest intensity that might occur in the coming 100 years under average (medium hard soil) soil conditions. 
However, this map doesn’t consider the probability of earthquake occurrence, implying the same seismic risk 
for the same degree of seismic intensity. 

The national seismic zonation map of China has been revised four times in 1957, 1977, 1990 and 2000. 
Over the years, a transition from “seismic intensity” to “seismic ground motion parameters” has been 
discussed and finally adopted in the new generation of seismic zonation maps “Seismic Ground Motion 
Parameter Zonation Map of China” published in Aug 2001. Instead of using “seismic intensity,” “peak 
acceleration” and “characteristic period of response spectrum” are used as major parameters of earthquake 
ground motions. Figure 1 shows the new national zonation map of the characteristic period of response 
spectrum. 

The seismic performance criteria of the newly revised SERDHE (draft)  utilize the new generation of 
seismic maps with 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years with average soil conditions. 

 
Probability of exceedance in AASHTO LRFD 

The national earthquake ground motion map used in the current AASHTO LRFD provisions is a 
probabilistic map of peak ground acceleration (PGA) on rock, which was developed by the USGS in 1988. 
The map provides contours of PGA for a probability of exceedance of 10% in 50 years, which is 
approximately 15% probability of exceedance in a 75 year design life of a typical highway bridge. This PGA 
map is used with rules contained in AASHTO specifications for obtaining seismic response coefficients and 
response spectral accelerations. 

The recommended AASHTO LRFD specifications use new maps developed by USGS in 1996 covering 
three different probability levels, i.e., 10% PE in 50 years, 5% PE in 50 years and 2% PE in 50 years. 
Parameters of rock ground motions are PGA and elastic response spectral accelerations for periods of vibration 
of 0.2, 0.3 and 1.0 second. Figure 2 shows the Horizontal Spectral Response Acceleration for a 0.2 second 
period (5% Damping) for the conterminous United States.  
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Figure 1  Seismic zonation map of characteristic period of response spectrum of China 
  
 

       
Figure 2  Map of 0.2s Spectral Response Acceleration for the conterminous United States 
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SEISMIC DESIGN OBJECTIVES 
 
The current SERDHE uses the national earthquake intensity zonation map (1977), which is applicable to 

zones with earthquake basic intensity of 7, 8 and 9 (corresponding maximum earthquake design basic 
accelerations are 0.1g, 0.2g and 0.4g). The design objectives are: under earthquakes with equivalent basic 
intensity, the highway system should 1) function normally after minor repair for expressways and first grade 
highway systems in normal soil conditions; 2) be restored to function after short term repair for the second 
grade highway systems in normal soil conditions and expressways and first grade highway systems in soft or 
liquefied soil conditions; and 3) have no severe damage to bridges or tunnels and other important structures for 
third and fourth grade highway systems and the second grade highway systems in risky soil conditions or in 
soft or liquefied soil conditions and to expressways, and first grade highway systems in unstable soil 
conditions. 

In addition, according to the road level, the importance of the highway system, and the degree of difficulty 
in repair, an importance modification factor Ci was used to adjust the earthquake design requirements for 
different levels of importance of the highway system.  

In the revised edition of SERDHE (draft), bridges are classified as A, B, C and D for seisimic design 
according to their road levels or importance and the difficulty in repair, as shown in table II.  

TABLE II  BRIDGE CLASSIFICATION 
6 7 8 9 Earthquake basic intensity 0.05g 0.1g 0.15g 0.2g 0.3g 0.4g 

A 8 9 9 Higher, special study needed 
B 7 8 8 9 9 ≥9 
C 6 7 7 8 8 9 

Bridge type 

D 6 7 7 8 8 9 
 
Once the bridges are designed according to the specifications, they should achieve the following targets: 

• All types:  no damage or serviceable without repair under the lower level earthquake E1; 
• A  type:   no damage or serviceable without repair; 
• B/C types: no collapse or severe damage that can be repaired; 
• D  type:  collapse permitted. 

In the U.S., the AASHTO LRFD has three implied performance objectives for small, moderate and large 
earthquakes with detailed design provisions for a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years to achieve the 
stated performance objectives. It indicates that the owner or those having jurisdiction shall classify the bridge 
into one of the three importance categories: critical bridges, essential bridges or other bridges. Critical 
structures must remain open to all traffic after the design earthquake and be usable by emergency vehicles and 
for security/defense purposes immediately after a large earthquake (e.g., a 2500 year return period event). 
Essential bridges should, as a minimum, be open to emergency vehicles and for security/defense purposes 
immediately after the design earthquake, i.e., a 475-year return period event. 

In the “Recommended LRFD Guidelines for the Seismic Design of Highway Bridges,” the design 
earthquake and performance objectives are made more clear. It provides definitive performance objectives and 
damage states for two design earthquakes with explicit design checks to ensure the performance objectives are 
met. The upper level event MCE is a “rare” earthquake having a 3% PE in 75 years, and the design objective is 
to preserve life safety and prevent collapse of the bridge, although some bridges may suffer considerable 
damage and may need to be replaced following the MCE. In the lower level event EE, with a 50% PE in 75 
years, the design objective is to essentially achieve elastic response in the substructures for the more frequent 
or “expected” earthquakes. An explicit check on the strength capacity of the substructures is required. 
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SEISMIC LOADING 
 
Earthquake load combination 

It is noted that in China, the SERDHE is the national code for the seismic design of highway bridges. The 
“General Code for Design of Highway Bridges and Culverts” (GCDHBC) is a separate code which provides 
certain general guidelines involving earthquake loading in combination with other loads. In GCDHBC, the 
following is defined: 

• permanent load + earthquake 
Where permanent load includes dead load, prestress force, earth pressure, water pressure, 
concrete shrinkage and creep induced effect, buoyancy. 
This load combination is considered as an accidental event, the coefficients of the load factors 
for both permanent load and earthquake equal to 1.0. 

In AASHTO LRFD, this load combination, including earthquake, is considered in “extreme event I: 
• γp×permanent load +γEQ× live load +  water load+ friction + earthquake 

Where permanent load includes dead loads (component and attachments, wearing surfaces and 
utilities and vertical earth pressure) and earth loads (earth pressure, earth surcharge and 
downdrag loads). 
The load factor for permanent load γp is different for each subtype of dead loads from 1.0 up to 
1.95; γEQ shall be determined on a project specific basis. Past editions of the standard 
specifications used γEQ =0.0. This is not resolved. The possibility of partial load, i.e. γEQ<1.0, 
with earthquakes should be considered. Application of Turkstra’s rule for combining 
uncorrelated loads indicated that γEQ=0.50 is reasonable for a wide range of values of average 
daily truck traffic. 

There is a major difference in load combinations between China and the U.S. in considering the live load. 
SERDHE ignores the live load in load combination consideration because 1) it is rare for vehicles to be on a 
bridge when a major earthquake occurs and 2) if a vehicle is on the bridge during an earthquake, there is a 
minimum effect in the longitudinal direction due to the rolling of the vehicle. Under transverse ground 
motions, the inertial force can be no greater than the friction between the bridge deck and the vehicle to result 
in serious consequences. 
 
Orthogonal seismic force components 

 
In current SERDHE, orthogonal components are considered in two places. In Article 1.0.7: when 

checking the earthquake effect of the highway system, the vertical earthquake takes 1/2 of the horizontal value. 
In Article 4.0.7: when calculating the seismic forces of bridges, earthquake excitation in longitudinal and 
transverse directions should be considered, respectively. For long span bridges located in areas with basic 
intensity level of 9, vertical excitation should also be combined with the two horizontal ones. However, in 
most cases, combination of 100% longitudinal + 100% vertical and 100% transverse + 100% vertical are used, 
and the vertical value can be taken as 1/2 or 2/3 of the horizontal value. 

In the revised edition (draft) of SERDHE, it is stated that: 1) in normal cases, highway bridges only need 
to consider the horizontal earthquake excitations, in longitudinal and in transverse directions, respectively; and 
2) for arch bridges located in areas with basic intensity level of 7, and long cantilever bridges and long span 
bridges in areas with basic intensity of 8 and 9, vertical motion should be considered. Therefore, the 
combination of seismic force effect takes the worst case of each of the following equations: 
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If only two directional actions are considered: 
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And if three directional actions are considered, 
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In the U.S., it has been commonly assumed that vertical ground motions do not have a significant impact 
on the response of bridge. As a consequence, the current bridge design codes do not explicitly address 
response to vertical motions. In AASHTO, 100% of forces in one horizontal direction with 30% of forces for 
the orthogonal direction is used without considering the vertical effect.  

 
DESIGN SPECTRA 
 
Soil types 

Four soil types with 5% critical damping are defined in both SERDHE and AASHTO LRFD, which are 
contained in the site soil coefficient S. The response spectra are adjusted by the four types of soil conditions 
classified by the shear wave velocity. However, shear wave velocity values for classifying the soil type are 
different between SERDHE and AASHTO. 

 
Spectrum shape 

Figure 3 shows the response spectra of current and the revised edition of SERDHE (draft). Equation (3) 
defines the shape of the new spectrum.  
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Where Smax is the maximum design response spectrum determined from the following equation, 

ACCCS dsi5.2max =                                       (4) 

Where Ci is the importance modification factor; Cs is the site soil coefficient; Cd is the damping 
modification factor; and A is the design basic earthquake acceleration. This implies that the platform value of 
the response spectrum will not remain the same as it does in current SERDHE. Tg is actually the characteristic 
period of the response spectrum, which can be determined from the new zonation maps as shown in Figure 1.  

The effect of vertical motion on the bridges varies as the period changes, and the vertical response 
spectrum is defined by using the horizontal spectrum values multiplied by an R factor, 
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Figure 4 (a) shows the response spectra of the current AASHTO LRFD. The elastic seismic response 
coefficient is taken as: 

A
T

ASC
m

sm 5.22.1
3/2 ≤=                                  (6) 

Where A is the acceleration coefficient corresponding to four different seismic zones reflecting the 
variation in seismic risk across the country, which can be obtained from the USGS maps of 1988. S refers to 
the site coefficient accounting for the effects of the soil profile of the site and T is the fundamental natural 
period of the bridge. The coefficient S varies from 1.0 for very stiff soils (Type I) to 2.0 for very weak soils 
(Type IV). 

      
a) current SERDHE                         b) revised SERDHE(draft) 

Figure 3  Response spectra in China 
 

      
a)  AASHTO  LRFD                                b)  NCHRP 12-49 

Figure 4  Response spectra in the U.S. 

AASHTO LRFD specifications rely on peak ground acceleration to define the elastic design spectra. 
Other specifications rely on 0.2 second and 1.0 second spectral response accelerations as shown in figure 2 to 
provide more realistic design spectra (i.e., Recommended LRFD Guidelines). One can observe that NCHRP 
12-49 has recommended the change of the spectrum shape, 1/T2/3, in the long period in AASHTO LRFD to 
1/T, as shown in figure 4 (b).  
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SEISMIC ANALYSIS METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

SERDHE states that for normal cases, the seismic analysis method for a bridge pier should use the 
response spectrum method, and for abutments, the static method can be used. For larger bridges (single 
span>100m) with complicated structural details and pier height exceeding 30m, the time history analysis 
method is suggested. In AASHTO LRFD, four analysis methods: uniform-load method, single-mode-spectral 
method, multimode-spectral method and time-history method from simple to complicated is suggested in 
different seismic design cases. However, there is no definition or explanation for how to choose the time 
histories when site-specific time histories are not available in current SERDHE. In the revised edition (draft) of 
SERDHE, it is suggested to use at least three time histories synthesized by the design response spectrum with a 
correlative coefficient of less than 0.3 or the actual earthquake records from similar seismic conditions. 
AASHTO LRFD requires five separate spectrum-compatible time histories be used for each case. 

The seismic analysis procedure is not stated in the current SERDHE, however, a flow chart is suggested 
in the revised edition (draft) of SERDHE, as shown in figure 5.  The procedure is also not stated in AASHTO 
LRFD, and a flow chart for the seismic analysis procedure in the AASHTO standard specification, division 
I-A, is shown in figure 6 for reference. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, bridge seismic design specifications in China and the U.S. are briefly introduced in selected 
aspects by emphasizing the “demand side” issues in seismic design philosophy, seismic performance criteria, 
seismic design objectives, seismic loadings and seismic method and design procedures. The following 
observations are made from this comparative study: 

1) Design philosophy: use of multiple-level criteria is the trend, and more definite design objectives 
will be required.  

• Specifications in China are currently going through a major change in design philosophy and 
approach: from single-level elastic design to two-level performance based design.  

• The current AASHTO LRFD, 2004, is also expected to be further modified in the near future 
based on recent studies reflecting the latest design philosophy and design approach.  

2) Seismic performance criteria: the design earthquake level in current China and U.S. 
specifications are all 50% PE in 50 years. However, in 

• Current SERDHE, earthquake basic intensity is used as the characteristic index in seismic 
design. In the revised edition (draft) of SERDHE, two-level performance criteria (higher and 
lower earthquake occurrence frequencies) are used. 

• AASHTO LRFD, 50% PE is clearly defined with detailed design provisions. In the next 
revision, EE and MCE resulting from NCHRP 12-49 will be considered. 

3) Seismic design objectives: different design objectives are defined in both countries according to  
the importance of the bridge in its highway system. 

• In the revised edition of SERDHE (draft), bridges are classified as A, B, C and D types. 
• AASHTO LRFD classifies the bridges as critical bridges, essential bridges or other bridges. 

4) Seismic loadings: the load combinations and the seismic force components considered are 
quite different in two countries.  

• In SERDHE, the load combination does not include live load; 100% longitudinal + 100% 
vertical and 100% transverse + 100% vertical are defined, the vertical value takes 1/2 or 2/3 
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the horizontal value. In the revised edition (draft), 30% of the orthogonal directions are used. 
• In AASHTO LRFD, this load case includes live load, and the coefficient of live load factorγ

EQ =0.0~1.0, 0.5 is suggested. 100% longitudinal + 30% transverse and 100% transverse + 
30% longitudinal are defined without considering the vertical effect. 40% orthogonal direction 
force are suggested by NCHRP 12-49. 

5) Design spectra: four soil types are defined in both SERDHE and AASHTO. The response 
spectrum is adjusted by the four types of soil conditions classified by the shear wave velocity.  

• In the revised edition of SERDHE (draft), Tg, the characteristic period of the response 
spectrum, is used to adjust the spectrum determined from the new zonation map, and the R 
factor that varies with period is also used to consider the vertical motion. 

• Current AASHTO LRFD specifications rely on peak ground acceleration to define the elastic 
design spectra. However, 0.2 second and 1.0 second spectral response accelerations are 
recommended to provide more realistic design spectra resulting from NCHRP 12-49. 

6) Analysis method and design procedures: the elastic response spectrum method is the main analysis 
method in both countries; time history analysis is only suggested for complex bridges.  

• In SERDHE, for normal cases, the seismic analysis method for bridge piers uses the response 
spectrum method; abutments use the static method; and for bridges (single span larger than 
100m) with complex structural details and with pier height >30m, the time history method is 
suggested.    

• In AASHTO LRFD, four analysis methods: uniform-load method, single-mode-spectral 
method, multimode-spectral method and time-history method from simple to complicated is 
suggested in different seismic design cases.  

• The design procedures are similar for both countries. 
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Figure 5  SERDHE seismic design procedure  
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Artificial Ground Motions Correlated to a Specified 
Earthquake Record 

 
Qingshan YANG and Yuji TIAN  

 

School of Civil Engineering and Architecture, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing 100044 

 

ABSTRACT: The procedures of generating a suite of ground motions correlated to a specified ground motion 

record is presented, in which Fourier spectra of the histories to be generated are obtained from the auto-power 

spectrum density and the probability density function of the phase derivatives of the specified ground motion, and 

the coherency function. Numerical results show the generated ground motions are in accordance with the 

coherency function and with a satisfied non-stationary. 

 

1 Introduction 
The earthquake ground motions for the time history response analysis are usually uniform for 

all the structural foundations. While, the real earthquake records show the earthquake ground 

motions are different from one point to another, besides time-frequency non-stationary. The spatial 

variety of earthquake ground motions should be considered in the response analysis of large-span 

or long structures as its great influence (Yang 2002). 

It is difficult to find a suite of earthquake ground motions with specified correlation for real 

structural analysis, as only a few earthquake ground motion fields are recorded and the 

construction sites are usually not the same as that of the recorded station. It is desired to generate 

earthquake ground motions with specified correlation artificially. Quite a few methods were 

presented by Shinozuka(1996), Deodatis(1996), Hao(1989). Among of which, the method based 

on power spectrum representative is applied broadly where the power spectrum or response 

spectrum is usually selected as the target function. As the power spectrum and response spectrum 

are the statistic index of many real earthquake records, the generated ground motions based on 

which usually lost some characteristics of real records. This is the reason many codes require that 

the real records, in addition to artificial ground motions, should be adopted in time history analysis 

of some important structures. As mentioned above, this requirement can not be satisfied easily. 

Meanwhile it is much easier to select one real record satisfying the site condition, and a feasible 

procedure is to let one of the needed ground motions be a real record and generate the others 

correlated to the real one artificially.  

 

2 Procedures of Generating Ground Motions Correlated to a 
Specified Earthquake Record 
It is assumed a long structure is supported by n  foundations and a set of earthquake ground 

motions is needed for its response analysis. A real record, 1( )a t , is selected from the recorded 
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database for one of the foundation, the ground motions for other foundations, 2 ( ) , , ( )na t a t , 
correlated to 1( )a t  with coherency function ( )jkγ ω ( , 1, 2,j k n= , Harichandran 1986; 

Oliverra 1991; Abrahamson, 1991; Yang 2000) is needed to be generated. 
If the Fourier spectrum of the ground motions [ ]1 2( ) , ( ) , , ( ) T

na t a t a ta = , 

1 2( ) , ( ) , , ( ) T
nF F Fω ω ω= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦F , is known, the m th  earthquake ground motion ( )ma t  can be 

obtained easily from FFT:  
2 1

2
( ) ( ) j k

N
i t

m k m j
j N

a t F e ωω
−

⋅ ⋅

=−

= ∑                            (1) 

where kt k tΔ= ⋅ ( tΔ is the time step)； j jω ωΔ= ⋅  ( 2
N t

πωΔ
Δ

=
⋅

 is the frequency step, and N   

the order of the Fourier Transform).  
The Fourier spectrum ( )F ω  can be obtained from the covariance power spectrum density 

matrix of the ground motions ( )ωS : 

( )
T

ω
ωΔ

F FS
∗⋅=                                  (2) 

where 
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                 (3) 

and 1( )S ω  is the auto-power spectrum density of 1( )a t , i.e., the auto-power spectra density of all 

other ground motions for uniform site. ( )ωS  can be decomposed as 

( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T

S Sω ω ω ω ω
∗

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅S Γ Γ                       (4) 

in which “ ∗ ” denotes conjugate complex, and ( )ωΓ  is bottom-triangle matrix: 
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From Eqs (2) and (4), there is: 

( ) ( )1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
TT S Sω ω ω ω ω ωΔ ΔF F Γ Γ

∗
∗⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                    (7) 

It is desired to obtain the Fourier spectrum, including the amplitude and phase spectra, from 

Eq. (7), while the right term gives the power spectrum only without the information about the 
phase. Meanwhile it can not be concluded from Eq.(7) that ( )F ω  equals to 1( ) ( )Sω ω ωΔ Γ⋅  as 

( )F ω  is a vector and 1( ) ( )Sω ω ωΔ Γ⋅  is a matrix. To obtain ( )F ω  from Eq. (7), a phase angle 

vector, 1 2 3( ) [ ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , , ( )]T
nϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ ω= , is introduced, which is the phase spectra of 
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the ground motions and usually is assumed to be an independent random vector distributed in 
[ ],π π−  uniformly base on the statistic results of real earthquake records. Then a orthogonal 

vector on the statistic meaning, 1 2 ( )( ) ( )
0

n
Tii iI e e e ϕ ωϕ ω ϕ ω⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ , can be established, and there is  

( ) ( )1 0 1 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
TT S I S Iω ω ω ω ω ωΔ ΔF F Γ Γ

∗
∗⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅             (8) 

and  
1 0 1 0( ) ( ) | ( ) | ( )S I F Iω ω ω ω ωΔF Γ Γ= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅                    (9) 

which can be rewritten as 
( )

1
1

( ) | ( ) | ( ) , 2, , 2 1r j
m

i
m j j mr j

r
F F e j N Nϕ ωω ω ωΓ ⋅

=

= ⋅ ⋅ = − −∑ ； 1,2 , 3 , ,m n=      (10) 

Then time history ( )ma t  can be obtained from Eq. (1), i.e.:  

( )2 1
( )

1
2 1

( ) ( ) ( ) j k rj j
N m

i t
m k j mr j

j N r
a t F e ω ϕ ωω ωΓ

−
⋅ ⋅ +

=− =

= ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑  , 2 , ,1 nm = ； 1 , 2 , ,k N=    (11) 

The procedures above show that the Fourier spectra of the generated ground motions are 

determined by the Fourier spectrum of the specified record and the coherency function, the 

correlation of the specified record and the generated ground motions is guaranteed. 

 

3 Phase derivatives and non-stationary of earthquake ground motion 
Some further results (Hao, 1989) show that generated time histories from Eq. (11) are not 

non-stationary, contrary to the real records. It is needed to multiply the generated ground motions 

with an envelope function. While the envelope function can not represent the non-stationary in 

frequency domain.  

Some further achievements (Ohsaki, 1979; Nigam, 1982; Boore, 2003) show the uniform 
distribution of phase angles in [ ],π π−  is not independent and their relationship is determined by 

statistic property of phase difference or phase derivative, and it is which controls the 

time-frequency non-stationary of the ground motions.  

These achievements are applied in this paper to generate ground motions with time-frequency 

non-stationary and correlated to a specified real record. 
If a random process ( )a t  is a time modulated non-stationary random process, i.e.,  

( ) ( ) ( )a t w t x t= ⋅                                (12) 

where ( )w t  is the envelope function, and ( )x t  is a zero-mean stationary white noise with power 

spectrum density 0S . The phase derivatives of ( )a t  is defined as: 
( )

( )
2

k
k

d N t
d

ϕ ωϕ ϕ ω
ω ω π

Δ Δ Δ
Δ
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and its probability density function is (Nigam, 1982): 
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2
2 1

2
0

γρ γ
γ

= −                                  (16) 

1
1

0

t γ
γ

=                                      (17) 

For a real earthquake ground motion, ( )a t , with time-frequency non-stationary, it is difficult 

to be decomposed as Eq. (12), and Eq. (15) can be modified as: 
2

0

1 ( )
4

T j
j t a t dtγ

π
= ∫ ， 0,1, 2j =                    (18) 

The probability density function of phase derivatives of the real record 1( )a t  can be 

obtained by following Eqs. (18), (16), (17) and (14). For an example, 0γ , 1γ , 2γ , 2ρ , 1t  for 

earthquake record of San Fernando/Pacoima Dam-S16E (Figure 1) are 0.043, 0.288, 2.409, 0.504, 

6.614, and the probability density function of the phase derivative is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 Earthquake record at San Fernando/Pacoima Dam-S16E 
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Figure 2 Probability density function of San Fernando/Pacoima Dam-S16E 

 

Other phase derivatives with the probability density function of the real record, can be 

generated by computer, and the phase difference spectrum and the phase spectrum can be obtained 

by following:  

[ ]2( ) , ( ) 0,2k k
d
d N t

ϕ πϕ ω ϕ ω π
ω

Δ Δ
Δ

= ⋅ ∈
⋅

                (19) 

and  
[ ]1( ) ( ) ( ) , ( ) 0, 2k k k kϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ ω ϕ ω πΔ−= + ∈               (20) 

where 1( ) 0ϕ ω =  . 
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Substitute 1| ( ) |, ( )F ω ωΓ  and ( )ϕ ω  into Eq. (10), the Fourier spectrum for each desired 

ground motion will be obtained and the ground motions will be gotten by discrete FFT.  

 

 

3 Example 

Point 2Point 1

50m 100m

Point 3

 
 

Figure 3 Configuration of three points 

 

A three-point (Figure 3) earthquake field with coherency function: 

 
2 2

( ) exp( (1 )) (1 )exp( (1 ))
( ) ( )

ij ij
ij

d d
A A A A A Aγ ω α α

αθ ω θ ω
= − − + + − − − +        (21) 

is needed and Fernando/Pacoima Dam-S16E record has been selected as the ground motion for 

point 1. In Eq. (21), 
1
2

0( ) [1 ( ) ]bkθ ω ω ω
−

= + ; ijd  is the distance of any two point; and 

0.626A = 、 0.022α = 、 19700mk = 、 0 12.692rad/sω = 、 3.47b = (Harichandran and Wang 1990). 

The covariance power spectral density functions of the field can be gotten from the 

coherency function and the auto-power spectral density function of Fernando/Pacoima Dam-S16E. 

Fourier spectra for Point 2 and 3 may be obtained from the co-power spectral density function 

matrix and the phase spectra presented in Section 2, and the ground motions of Point 2 and 3 are 

generated following Eq. (11), and presented in Figures 4 and 5. 
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Figure 4 Simulated acceleration time history at Point 2 
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Figure 5 Simulated acceleration time history at Point 3 

 

Figures 4 and 5 show the generated ground motions are non-stationary, the coherency 

functions of three ground motions are analyzed and presented in Figure 6. It is indicated that the 

generated ground motions are with satisfied correlation.  
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(a) 12γ  (b) 13γ  (c) 23γ  

Figure 6 Coherence functions of simulated histories 
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The New I-70 Mississippi River Bridge - 
Design Issues and Solutions 

 
By John M. Kulicki, Todd B. McMeans, W. Nicholas Marianos, 

and Thomas P. Murphy 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
 The new Mississippi River Bridge at St. Louis will be a cable stayed structure with a 
main channel span of 610 m (2,000 ft.) carrying 8 lanes of traffic and 4 full shoulders resulting in 
a 21.9m (72ft.) wide roadway in each direction.  The main span length will make it the longest 
bridge of its type in the western hemisphere when completed and one of the widest cable stayed 
bridges in the world.   The bridge type and major appearance features resulted from extensive 
public involvement, the participation of the owners, and an integrated engineer-architect design 
team.  Several requirements by the owners intended to promote long-term durability had major 
effects on design and detailing features.  Among these requirements were a service life of 150 
years, design for future deck replacement, design for fatigue, and the use of a two-level seismic 
design with a high level design for a 2,500-year event and an associated performance level of 
“Service Immediate”.  This paper will review some of the resulting unique features, including a 
deck erection sequence. 
 
 
EARLY DESIGN DECISIONS 
 
 The service life for this high-value asset was set at 150 years by the owners.  
Additionally, provisions had to be made for complete deck replacement, and the ability to do this 
had to be accommodated in the original design and detailing.   
 Also during the concept stage, project-specified design criteria were developed.  Cable 
loss and cable replacement provisions based on the PTI Recommendations for the Design of 
Cable Stays [3] were used.  Thus, the strength and detailing implications of future maintenance 
cable replacement have been part of the original design. 
 The 150-year service life required for the bridge had implications for the design loads.  
The structure is designed according to the load factor design (LFD) provisions of the AASHTO 
Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges, 17th Edition (AASHTO) [2].  Additionally, the 
owners required an increase in the design live load to the HS25 standard, 125% of the standard 
loadings provided in AASHTO.  The additional width to create room for 12 design lanes lead to 
the possibility of any or all of these design lanes being loaded with the HS25 load and using the 
associated multiple presence factors for up to four lanes loaded, and a project-specific multiple 
presence factor for loading of more than six lanes.  Thus, while no statistical projection for the 
150-year life loading was made, the probability of loading all lanes with 406 kN (90,000 lb.) 
trucks in the most adverse possible position is clearly remote. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED BRIDGE 
 
 The new Mississippi River Bridge at St. Louis will be a cable stayed structure with a 
main channel span of 610 m (2,000 ft.) carrying 8 lanes of traffic and 4 full shoulders resulting in 
a 21.9m (72ft.) wide roadway in each direction (see Figure 1).  The main span length will make 
it the longest bridge of its type in the western hemisphere when completed.  The bridge type and 
major appearance features resulted from extensive public involvement, the participation of the 
owners, and an integrated engineer-architect design team [1].  The result was a structure with 
unique analysis and design issues resulting primarily from the tower shape and inclination and 
the stay cable arrangement.  The structural response was found to be highly three-dimensional 
and the final steady-state component demands could be assessed only through a time-dependent 
three-dimension analysis of an assumed erection sequence.  
 The towers are single concrete pylons situated between the two travel directions, in a 12.2 
m (40 ft.) slot down the middle of the bridge.  The superstructure adjacent to the pylon is 
constructed integrally with the tower, and is also supported by curved struts at the tower 
centerline.  There are three cable planes in the main span arranged in the semi-fan pattern, 
anchoring at the center and both edges of the deck.  On the side spans, cable stay pairs anchor 
into a centrally located, massive, hollow concrete cable girder.  The hollow chamber inside the 
cable girder will be filled with concrete or steel ballast as the cables are installed and tensioned 
so as to balance the weight of the main span. 
 The majority of the main span is a composite steel-concrete superstructure, while the side 
spans are a combination of cast-in-place cellular concrete box girders, referred to as tower 
integral deck units, or simply “the apron”, herein, and conventional plate girder construction.  
The anchor cables are arranged in two parallel planes along the center of the concrete box girder, 
and are splayed longitudinally along the ends of the side spans. 
 The out-to-out width of the main span is an extraordinary 67.7 m (222 ft.), the extra 
width occurring due to the passage of the tower up through the center of the cross-section, as 
well as the provision for lane-width shoulders along both sides of each roadway.  Cross-sections 
are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 - General Plan and Elevation 
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Figure 2 - Main Span, Tower Integral Unit and Side Span Cross-Sections 

 
 The exterior box girders are 2745 mm (9 ft.) deep and are shaped to improve the 
aerodynamic performance of the bridge.  The inner I-girders along the sides of the slot include 
subflanges to increase capacity.  HPS Grade 485 (70) steel is used extensively.  The exterior 
planes of cables are anchored within the exterior box girders for improved aesthetics. 
 The single pylon inclined towers, approximately 13 600 mm (520 ft.) tall from high water 
elevation, are perhaps the most distinctive visual feature of the bridge.  Figure 3 shows the 
towers in elevation and cross-section.  The front face is inclined at a constant 9 degrees from the 
vertical, while the back and side faces vary over the height to allow for changes in the cross-
section dimensions.   
 The cross-section of most of the tower is a concrete box with interior floors and cross 
walls.  In the cable nest area near the top of the tower, the cross-section transitions to a solid H-
shape.  The cables, three planes from the main span and two planes from the side spans, pass 
through the web of the H and anchor across from each other as shown in Figure 4.    Fascia 
panels are used to cover the anchorage areas in this region.   
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Figure 3 - Tower Elevations and Cross-Sections 
 

 
Figure 4 - Cable Attachment Concept in Tower Top 

 
 The concrete superstructure is made integral with the tower where the two intersect.  The 
depth of the superstructure is locally increased around the tower to reduce the post-tensioning 
required to resist live and dead load moments.  This region resembles a column capital from 
building construction.  4350 MPa (6,500 psi) concrete will be used in this area.  The box girders 
are longitudinally post-tensioned to resist local dead and live loads. 
 
 
GLOBAL ANALYSIS 
 
 Global models have been prepared using two different commercial finite element 
packages; one model is the primary analysis tool, the second is used as an independent check of 
global behavior and to verify detailed findings that ran counter to intuition.  This independent 
check was especially important due to the highly three-dimensional response of the structure and 
because newly released state-of-the-art finite element software was being utilized as the primary 
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analysis tool.  The primary model 
is shown in Figure 5.  This model 
contains elements of various types 
and has almost 70,000 degrees of 
freedom.  It is used for dead load 
and live load analysis, seismic 
analysis, wind analysis and as a 
basis for substructures. 

Figure 6 shows a 
comparison of live load bending 
moments in a half-length of 
navigation span developed using 

both finite element solutions.  Figure 7 shows a similar comparison for axial loads in the 
horizontal cross frames used to engage the center plane of cables.  Both figures demonstrate a 
close correlation between the models. 

Figure 5 - 3-D FEA Model 
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Figure 6 - FEA Comparisons for 

Main Girders 
Figure 7 - FEA Comparisons for Horizontally 

Cross Frames in the Center Gap 
 
  
FATIGUE DESIGN 
 
 In light of the extended service life, the fatigue loading also had to be considered so as to 
avoid fatigue cracks.  As a minimum, the use of twice the number of lane load cycles specified 
by AASHTO was required.  Infinite life was required for the HS25 truck load cycles in all 
applicable lanes.  While this seems to be a severe fatigue loading requirement, it had only a 
minimal cost implication.  Of course, the best way to avoid future fatigue related maintenance is 
to refrain from using poor fatigue details and details sensitive to the potential for distortion-
induced fatigue.  No details more restrictive than “Category C” were used. 
 Understanding deformations can help the designer identify details which may be 
susceptible to distortion induced fatigue.  The tendency for the fluctuating live load distortions in 
the box girders and floorbeams were studied through a time history visualization developed from 
three-dimensional finite element analysis.  Figure 8 was taken from an AVI of the response of a 
portion of the edge box girder as a cable is stressed.  The cable is anchored to a diaphragm inside 
the box girder in response to the owners’ desire to conceal the sockets for aesthetic reasons.  
Thus as the cable is stressed, the diaphragm bends out of plane and bends the girder locally.  Of 
course, live load changes the cable loads and “pumps” the diaphragm as well. 
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 Wind buffeting is another source of 
potential fatigue damage.  Wind consultants West 
Wind Laboratories considered the site-specific 
wind environment as well as the dynamic 
characteristics of the bridge provided by Modjeski 
and Masters, Inc., and produced a histogram of an 
astounding 28 billion load cycles from buffeting 
[3].  As would be expected, most of the stress 
cycles resulting from the buffeting were quite 
small, but over a billion were large enough to 
warrant consideration.  The buffeting cycles were 
combined with the lane load stress cycles using 
Miner’s Law, adjusted for the extended life slope 
of 1:5 past about 2 million cycles rather than 1:3 
slope considered in AASHTO.  The use of this 
extended life design process for Category B and C 

details has been documented in [4].  Approximately 61 m (200 ft.) of the two interior girders on 
each side of the bridge centerline were controlled by this fatigue case, but again the additional 
material needed to avoid future maintenance was found to be extremely small – about 0.2% of 
the total structural steel weight. 

Figure 8 - Edge Girder Deformations 
Under Cable Stressing 

 
 
SEISMIC DESIGN 
 
 The 150-year design life had implications on seismic design.  The New Madrid Seismic 
Zone (NMSZ) is located about 225 km (140 miles) south of St. Louis as shown in Figure 9.  The 
largest earthquake recorded on this system of faults was the series of quakes and aftershocks that 
occurred during the winter of 1811-1812.  Of the hundreds of earthquakes that occurred at this 
time, three were of very large magnitude, the largest estimated at greater than Richter magnitude 
7.5.  Aside from the NMSZ, earthquakes can be centered virtually anywhere in the St. Louis 
region.  The probability of such an event is relatively low, but must be considered when 
identifying the seismic hazard. 
 It would be very undesirable to design the bridge to a currently acceptable standard only 
to have more stringent requirements come into effect in the near future which would require 
retrofit maintenance of the bridge.  Similarly, use of more stringent seismic design criteria should 
reduce, or even eliminate post-event maintenance. 
 Current AASHTO seismic design procedures use a hazard level of 10% in 50 years (i.e., 
a return period of 475 years, commonly stated as 500 years).  Only one hazard level is 
considered. Early in the project it was decided that this bridge should be designed to a higher 
level of seismic safety.  The 150-year service life intended for this critical bridge is two to three 
times longer than that normally expected from a bridge.  Recent draft seismic provisions, i.e., 
ATC-32 [5] and NCHRP 12-49 [6], recommend a two level design process, where a lower 
hazard level is used to represent a frequently occurring event during which the structure is 
expected to sustain very low damage levels, and a higher hazard level representing a rare, strong 
earthquake.  A two-level performance-based design philosophy was adopted for this bridge. 
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 The exceedence probabilities for the two levels were chosen as 40% in 50 years (return 
period of 100 years) for the frequent event and 2% in 50 years (2,500 year return period) for the 
rare earthquake.  The service level for the higher return period is “immediate”, and the damage 
level is “minimal to none.”  An “immediate” service level is defined as allowing full access to 
normal traffic after a seismic event, with perhaps a short period of closure while the bridge is 
visually inspected.  The “minimal to none” damage level means that there should be no apparent 
deformations, although narrow cracking of the concrete may occur.  In order to achieve these 
goals, the R factor for the main bridge has been set at 1.5 for the 2,500-year event.  The site-
specific spectrum based on synthetic ground motion time histories is shown in Figure 10. 
 Further information on the seismic aspects of the I-70 Bridge design can be found in [7] 
and [8].  Synthetic ground motion time histories used to develop a site-specific spectrum can be 
found in [9]. 
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 The structural effects of the seismic criteria were found to be relatively small on the 
superstructure.  Figure 11 shows a ratio of the capacity demand ratios for the governing seismic 
and non-seismic load cases for various sections along the tower.  Numbers less than unity mean 
that the non-seismic case controlled.   
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Figure 11 - Comparison of Seismic and Non-Seismic Capacity Demand Ratios along the Tower 
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 The seismic load cases were the controlling load for the tower foundations.  However, 
due to the architectural shape of the tower bases, the foundations were large enough that no 
further increase was needed to accommodate the seismic loads. 
 The last shoreward pier on each side span was a different matter.  The counterweight 
steel in the cable girder was excited by some of the lateral modes of vibration.  This resulted in a 
very large horizontal in-plane load applied to these piers.  Initially, the proposed pier shape 
involved three cantilever columns as shown in Figure 12.  This shape was found to be 
structurally unfeasible and the shape shown in Figure 13 was proposed to utilize the central 
triangular element to carry the horizontal load to the foundation in a more efficient manner, i.e.  
truss action.  The outer struts were shaped to emulate the deck support areas on the tower.  The 
details of this shape evolved through deliberations of an Aesthetics Subcommittee of the 
Regional Advisory Committee.   
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 12 - Original Side Span Pier 

Configuration. 
Figure 13 - Side Span Pier Configuration 
Resulting from Seismic Loads and Input 

from Aesthetics Subcommittee. 
 
 
 
IMPLICATIONS OF DECK REPLACEMENT 
 
 The deck system in the composite portion of the main span consists of precast, 
longitudinally prestressed deck panels with closure pours between the panels.  The prestressing 
combined with the natural thrust in a cable stayed bridge should greatly increase the service life 
of the deck.  Additionally, a 65 mm (2.5 in.) high performance overlay will further enhance 
durability and provide a sacrificial wearing and sealing surface.  Even given these maintenance-
reducing characteristics, the owners required redecking to be fully accounted for in the design. 
 There are obvious force geometry implications associated with redecking a cable stayed 
bridge.  While the initial design may have the majority of the axial thrust in the deck, some or all 
of it may be transferred to other parts of the structure during the redecking.  Similarly, the 
change in load-carrying mechanism implies a change in the geometry of the bridge which must 
be considered.  While these time-dependent force and deformation states have been the subject 
of detailed computer simulation, only two aspects of the load transfer problem will be dealt with 
herein. 
 Consider first the problem associated with a major shift of load from the deck into the 
four supporting girders, and the two box girders in particular.  If it is assumed that all of the 
longitudinal load may eventually be transferred out of the deck, the load in the girders increases 
substantially.  Approximately 90% of the navigation span is supported on the steel girders, and 
as the girders mate with the apron, there is a potential for a very high stress concentration in the 
concrete where it abuts the perimeter of the box girder.  The location under consideration is 
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shown in the elevation view of Figure 14.  The loads to be resisted after redecking are shown in 
the plan view. 
 In order to prevent overstressing the perimeter of the concrete, a system was developed to 
transfer the load in the steel box girder to a concrete core cast into the box girder immediately 
adjacent to the apron.  The elevation view shows that a section of the steel box girder containing 
the concrete core will be abutted to the apron and post-tensioned to it.  A cross-section view of 
the box girder end (Figure 15) shows the plethora of steel studs required for load transfer.  As 
might be imagined, the stress concentrations in this area must be carefully evaluated.  Since the 
objective is to centralize the load by removing it from the perimeter plates and distribute the 
thrust essentially equally across the concrete core, there are significant vertical and horizontal 
shear stresses at the dead end of the concrete core.  This behavior was intuited from a strut and 
tie model and was carefully quantified through finite element analysis.  Grids of reinforcement 
will be required at the dead end to control cracking and to assure that the load is centralized. 
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ERECTION OF DECK 
 As previously stated, the I-70 Mississippi River Bridge is highly three-dimensional.  A 
staged, time-dependent, three-dimensional analysis of 280 assumed steps in the erection of the 
cable suspended deck has been completed.  Such an analysis requires the designer to develop a 
plausible erection process.  In this reach of the Mississippi River, erection from floating cranes is 
quite commonly used and was assumed herein.  Erection of each segment between cables was 
assumed to follow steps shown in Figure 16. 
(a) Erect steel work either as half-width subassemblies as shown, or by stick erection.  

Anticipated lift weight for a subassembly is 100 tons. 
(b) Stress the cable to a predetermined load. 
(c) Deliver, set, and align precast deck panels and grout transverse joints.  Deck panels 

weigh 25 tons. 
(d) Post-tension deck panels.  Since deck panels are composite with the floor, using studs in 

the transverse joints grouted in Step (c), movement of the lead edge of the spanward 
panel and distortion of the floorbeams has been considered. 

(e) Leaving the longitudinal joints ungrouted so as to control load transfer between girders 
and panels, stress cables. 

(f) Grout longitudinal joints. 
(g) Stress cables in anticipation of steel erection for the next segment. 
 A table of contents stressing loads compatible with this erection scheme is provided in 
the contract documents.  Of course, the contractor can propose another erection method, but 
complete stages of analysis and determination of final forces consistent with that procedure 
would have to be provided. 
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Figure 16 - Designer’s Assumed Deck Erection Sequence 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The I-70 cable stayed bridge, designed to span the Mississippi River at St. Louis, resulted from a 
context-sensitive ev olvement process.  
The result is a bridge that has required many unique details which have been supported by 
extensive analysis both in the original configuration and after the deck has been replaced.  In 
some cases, load paths in these two situations are quite different. 
 
The implications of an extended service life span of 150 years required in-depth evaluation of 
some of the loads for which bridges are routinely designed in the United States.  Fatigue design, 
wind buffeting and seismic design all require special treatments in order to provide a structure 
which would serve with a minimum of maintenance. 
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Loss Estimation with Bridge Network 
 
 

by 
M.Shinozuka 

University of California Irvine 
 

Abstract 
 

 
A methodology for evaluating cost-effectiveness of highway network systems is 

presented using Caltrans’ freeway network in the Los Angeles area as test-bed.  For the 

purpose of demonstration, the methodology is applied to the test-bed taking into 

consideration such factors as pre-event seismic retrofit of bridges and rapidity in which 

damaged bridges are repaired and network function is restored.  The methodology 

consists of; (1) FE (Finite Element) modeling and nonlinear time history analysis for the  

evaluation of  the seismic performance of the network with all, partially or non of  the 

bridges of the network are retrofitted.  The fragility curves are empirically developed for 

the bridges representative in the region before the seismic retrofit, and these curves are 

adjusted for the retrofitted bridges on the basis of the analytically estimated fragility 

enhancement resulting from specific method of retrofit.  The enhancement is 

demonstrated in such a way that we can quantify, through the change in fragility 

parameters, the improvement of bridge seismic performance after retrofit. (2) a standard 

equilibrium traffic assignment model is modified to consider change in the post-

earthquake OD characteristics due to building damage, and is utilized to evaluate the 

post-earthquake system performance of the damaged freeway network in terms of daily 

travel delay (compared with the travel time associated with the freeway network not 
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damaged) and corresponding opportunity cost.  Furthermore, the process of system 

recovery is simulated to evaluate the total social cost based on bridge functionality 

restoration / repair process. (3)  The bridge restoration cost, social loss and retrofit cost 

are estimated.  The benefit from the retrofit is defined as the combined social and bridge 

restoration cost avoided by comparing the total social and bridge repair cost before and 

after bridge retrofit.  (4) The annualized loss resulting from combined social and bridge 

restoration cost together with the annualized bridge retrofit cost are used for a cost-

benefit analysis.   The result shows that the retrofit is cost-effective if future cost avoided 

on combined social and bridge restoration are considered with an annual discount rate up 

to, say, 5%.  It also shows that the bridge restoration cost avoided recovers a relatively 

small portion of the initial bridge retrofit cost.   
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Dynamic and Seismic Consideration in Design of Caiyuanba 

Yangtze River Crossing Bridge 
Delan Yin1, Zhendong Ma2 

Abstract: The paper introduces the seismic design criteria and the evaluation of earthquake induced geological 

disaster of Caiyuanba Yangtze River Crossing Bridge. The dynamic analysis of the bridge are explained and 

damper parameters are illustrated. 

Keywords: Seismic Performance, Bridge Dynamics, Arch Bridge, Steel Bridge.   

 
1. Introduction 
The Caiyuanba Yangtze River Crossing Bridge will connect peninsula of Yuzhong and South 
district of the Chongqing once being completed. Its signature structure is a steel truss arch, 
composed of five spans. They are two 88m long approaching spans, two 102 long transition spans 
from arch to girders and the main arch span of 420m. (see Fig.1) 

 
Fig. 1 Caiyuanba Bridge Rendering 

This bridge will carry six lanes plus sidewalks at its upper deck and two direction light rail at its 
lower deck (see Fig. 2 Typical Section). A steel tie-arch is used in the main span to carry the two 
lever decks. Truss structure is selected as the main girder to get 11m high clearance for light rail. 
Orthotropic deck system is used for the upper deck and longitudinal beam and transversal girder 
system is used for the lower deck. The main span and two transition spans are supported by two 
Y-shaped concrete frames. The bridge piers are supported by 3m diameter drilled shafts, which are 
embedded in the mud rock. (see Fig. 3 Plan and Elevation). The bridge was designed for 100 year 
life. 
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Fig. 2 Typical Section of the Girder (in mm) 

                                                        
1 Delan Yin, Ph.D. P.E., M.ASCE, senior engineer, T.Y.Lin International (Chongqing).  
2 Zhendong Ma, senior engineer, T.Y.Lin International (Chongqing). 
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Fig. 3 Plan and Elevation (in m) 
 

2. Seismic Safety Assessment (SSA) of Caiyuanba Bridge 
The Seismic Safety Assessment (SSA) of Caiyuanba Bridge (ref.1) was performed according to 

“The Technical Specification of Seismic Safety Assessment of Construction Site” (GB17741-1999) 

early in year 2003. The assessment report described the evaluation of seismic structure of the site, 

the analysis of seismic risk probability, and the analysis of site-specific response.  

According to geophysical prospecting data, the strata of the bridge site are in a very good 

condition. The rock surface is organic, with few faults and caving in. The density of rocks is 

mid-dense to high-dense. The underground water has very few corrosion effects to foundation 

concrete. The analysis of seismic region showed that in the area of 150 km radius around the 

Caiyuanba bridge, there was no seismic record higher than magnitude VI in the history.  

The SSA of the Caiyuanba bridge has performed seismic risk probability analysis. It is based on 

the definition of potential seismic source zone around the bridge, the analysis of earthquake 

activity parameters and of earthquake degeneration method. The analysis recommended the 

seismic intensity for a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years should be 6.2 and the seismic 

intensity for a 2 % probability of exceedance in 100 years should be 7.0. According to “Map of 

Horizontal Acceleration of China” (Chinese National Standard GB18306-2001), the basic 

intensity should be the value of a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years, i.e. VI, and the 

design intensity should be the value of a 2 % probability of exceedance in 100 years, i.e. VII. The 

characteristics of seismic response spectrum of the site were suggested as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Characteristics of Seismic Response Spectrum 
Risk Level 10% probability of exceedance in 

50 years, 
2 % probability of exceedance in 100 

years 
βmax Tg (s) αmax βmax Tg (s) αmax Characteristics 
2.25 0.35 0.20 2.25 0.38 0.28 

 

 

阻尼器 阻尼器 
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In which: 

βmax: maximum value of earthquake dynamic magnitude factor; 

Tg (s): period of the turning point down in the spectrum 

αmax: maximum value of seismic influence factor. 

3. Dynamic and Seismic Analysis of Caiyuanba Bridge 
Input parameters 

♦ The basic intensity is VI, and the design intensity is VII; 

♦ Most soil strata are sandy mud rock, belonging to grade one site soil, 0.1 g was used as the 

horizontal acceleration; 

♦ The “Period-Acceleration” theory was used in the analysis. The seismic action was taken in 

two ways: 1) 100% longitudinal (X direction) plus 30% transversal (Y direction) and 30% 

vertical (Z direction); 2)100% transversal plus 30% longitudinal and 30% vertical. 

♦ CQC method was used for 1st to 50th modal combination,  

The structural model is shown as Fig. 4, and viberation modes with corresponding frequencies 

are shown in Fig. 5. The reaction forces at the pier bottom are listed in Table 3 and bearing 

movements are listed in Table 4. 

 

Figure 4 Structural Model 
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Figure 5. Vibration modes 

Table 3. The reaction forces at the pier bottom 

Axial force
Shears 
(Long.) 

Shears 
(trans.) 

Moment 
(Trans) 

Moment 
(Long) Piers 

Seismic 
loading 

(kN) (kN) (KkN) (kN.mM) (kN.m) 
TYPE1 1.01E+03 3.75E+02 1.95E+02 7.32E+03 2.65E+04 

P15 
TYPE2 2.13E+03 1.25E+02 5.92E+02 2.22E+04 8.77E+03 
TYPE1 1.49E+03 2.39E+02 1.56E+02 5.54E+03 9.73E+03 

P16 
TYPE2 1.31E+03 1.14E+02 4.68E+02 1.67E+04 4.70E+03 
TYPE1 1.05E+04 1.02E+04 3.71E+03 5.47E+04 2.35E+05 

P17 
TYPE2 1.05E+04 5.18E+03 9.77E+03 1.44E+05 1.28E+05 
TYPE1 1.05E+04 1.03E+04 3.65E+03 5.38E+04 2.41E+05 

P18 
TYPE2 1.04E+04 4.96E+03 9.62E+03 1.40E+05 1.21E+05 
TYPE1 1.43E+03 3.60E+02 2.89E+02 5.74E+03 6.44E+03 

P19 
TYPE2 1.48E+03 1.67E+02 8.59E+02 1.72E+04 3.01E+03 
TYPE1 8.73E+02 3.06E+02 1.66E+02 3.64E+03 1.26E+04 

P20 
TYPE2 1.27E+03 1.06E+02 4.98E+02 1.10E+04 4.24E+03 

 
 
 

Mode 1: Symmetrical bending 
(trans) of the main span,  f=3.823 s 

Mode 3: Dissymmetrical 
torsion side spans, f=2.993 s 

Mode 5: Arches swing transverse, 
and symmetrical torsion of main 
span, f=2.407 s. 

Mode 5:Arches bend dissymmetrical, main 
span and side spans bend coupled with 
torsion, f=1.924 s.  
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Table 4. Bearing movements 
Bearing movement (mm) Bearing rotate (Deg) Bearings Seismic 

loading Long. Trans. Vertical Trans Long. 
TYPE1 9.0 11.8 2.2 0.003 0.012 P15 TYPE2 3.5 35.8 0.8 0.010 0.015 
TYPE1 7.6 7.9 0.7 0.003 0.023 P16 TYPE2 2.9 23.8 0.6 0.007 0.019 
TYPE1 6.1 2.6 0.4 0.003 0.022 P19 TYPE2 2.3 7.8 0.4 0.009 0.017 
TYPE1 9.0 11.8 2.2 0.003 0.012 P20 TYPE2 3.5 35.8 0.8 0.010 0.015 

 
4. Damper application in Caiyuanba Bridge 
The dynamic analysis shows that seismic action will not cause significant effects in the structure. 

Therefore, the main function of dampers of Caiyuanba Bridge was to control longitudinal 

movements. That is, installation of dampers to increase the vibration period of the system, to 

reduce amplitude of the structure without changing its stiffness. The damper application design of 

Caiyuanba Bridge was based on “The Damper Selection Report of Chongqing Yangtze River 

Bridge at Caiyuanba Crossing” by Chongqing University (ref. 2).   

There are 8 bearing supports in signature spans of the bridge. They are all elastomeric bearings.  

To restrain the truss girder movement caused by traffic and light rail braking and seismic, 4 

dampers are designed to install on lower chords of the truss girders at the location of concrete Y 

frame, see Fig. 3. The expansion joints of the bridge allow ±250 mm movement, and the 

expansion lengths of the bridge in the highest temperature will be 125 mm. Therefore, the required 

performance of dampers was given by the bridge designers as follows: the maximum longitudinal 

deformation should be less than 125 mm and the maximum damper force should be lower than 

1500 kN.   

In order to have the required performance, the dampers were designed based on parameter 

research of damping constant, C, and velocity exponent, n. In the research, longitudinal 

performance of the bridge was investigated by using Sap2000 to build 3D FEM model, the 

non-linear performance of the dampers and the elastomeric bearings had been taken into account.  

Elastomeric bearings were modeled as PLASTIC (WEN) elements with 0.03 friction factor and 

dampers were modeled as SPRING elements (see Fig. 6). Two load cases were considered, i.e. 

braking and seismic action. The braking forces and action times were listed in Table 4. The 

seismic action was based on Table 1, took intensity VII as seismic design intensity of the bridge, 

and used 10 times the basic natural period of the structure, i.e. 20 seconds, as the action time of 

seismic. 
Table 2．Braking Actions 

 Traffic Light Rail 
Force (kN) 3360 517.44 

Action time (s) 5.6 13.8 
The parameter research investigated the relative movement caused by braking forces and seismic 
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with different damper force applied to the structure model.  To conservative, no longitudinal 

restrain of bearings had been studied as the extreme situation.  Figures 6 and 7 shown results. 

 

Figure 6. Damper parameters research (by seismic action) 

 
Figure 6. Damper parameters research (by breaking force) 

Damper design requirements were suggested as follows: 

♦ For the damper force less than 1500 kN, the displacement of the damper should be ±120 

mm, the damper constant could be taken as 2000 kN·s/m, and the velocity exponent could 

be taken as 0.2. In this design, the required maximum movement of the dampers would be 

66 mm (with bearing friction) or 83 mm (without bearing friction), all less than 120 mm. 

♦ For the damper force less than 2000 kN, the displacement of the damper should be ±110 

mm, the damper constant could be taken as 2500 kN·s/m, and the velocity exponent could 

be taken as 0.2. In this design, the required maximum movement of the dampers would be 

59 mm (with bearing friction) or 74 mm (without bearing friction), all less than 110 mm.   

The final requirements of the damper design were:  

  Displacement             = ±220 

  Maximum damping force  = 1500 kN 

  Damper constant         = 2000 kN·s/m 

  Velocity exponent          = 0.2 s 

5. References 
1)  Chongqing Hou Feng Seismic Science and Research Company, Seismic Safety Assessment Report (SSA) of 

Caiyuanba Main Bridge Site, Chongqing, 2003. 
2)  Chongqing University, The Damper Selection Report of Chongqing Yangtze River Bridge at Caiyuanba 

Crossing, Chongqing, 2004. 
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BRIDGE ASSESSMENT WITH SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION  
IN A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

 
Oh-Sung Kwon1 and Amr S. Elnashai2 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
The paper describes a new approach and its practical implementation for the analysis of the inelastic dynamic 
response of bridges with soil-structure interaction using multiple analysis platforms. The development is 
presented through an application test bed; the Meloland Road Over-crossing (MRO) bridge. The approach 
embankments, abutments, and supporting pile groups are modeled as three-dimensional finite element 
idealizations in OpenSees. The bridge structure is modeled in Zeus-NL, the Mid-America Earthquake Center 
analysis platform. The mode shape and fundamental properties of the soil-structure system are compared with 
those determined from system identification of the bridge based on measured ground motion. Response history 
analysis is conducted by distributed computation of geotechnical and the structural model on four separate 
computers, representing four geographically distributed simulation sites. The results and comparisons indicate 
that the analysis of large interacting structure-foundation-soil systems using distributed provides accurate results 
at considerable savings in computing effort.  

 
Keywords: Soil-Structure Interaction, Distributed computing, Bridge seismic response. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Soil deposits supporting structure have mainly two effects on the behavior of systems subjected to 
earthquake loading: (i) local site amplification and (ii) soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects. In many 
practical approaches, the first effect is taken account for by using surface motions from similar soil 
profile. The SSI effect is considered by modeling the stiffness of supporting soil and applying surface 
ground motions in which several analysis packages are employed to conduct an analysis of a soil-
structure system. The multi-platform simulation framework, UI-SimCor (Kwon et. al., 2005), enables 
the concurrent use of different analysis packages, hence account is taken of the interaction of all 
different modules at each time step. In this study, the Meloland Road Overcrossing (MRO) Bridge is 
chosen as a benchmark, due to the fact that it is heavily instrumented, has been hit by more than one 
earthquake, and has been studied by others. The embankments, abutments, pile groups, and pile cap 
are modeled in OpenSees. The structural model of bridge is built in Zeus-NL. The components are 
then combined using UI-SimCor (Kwon et. al., 2005) to investigate with confidence the benchmark 
bridge system. 

The MRO Bridge is located over Interstate 8 approximately 0.5 km from the fault rupture of the 1979 
Imperial Valley earthquake. The bridge consists of two spans of pre-stressed box-girder decks 
monolithically connected to the center pier. The abutments are placed on fill. Seven piles support each 
abutment. The pier at the center of the bridge has a diameter of 1.5 m and is 7.9 m is high from the top 
of piles. The MRO Bridge was instrumented with 26 accelerometers in 1978 and 6 more instruments 
in 1992. The 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake (ML = 6.6) was the largest recorded event at the site 
with a peak ground acceleration of 0.3 g. The recorded ground motions from five earthquake events 
are used to validate the analytical approach presented in this paper. Figure 1 shows the configurations 
of MRO Bridge with the location of accelerometers in the transverse direction. Reference is made to 
Zhang and Makris (2001) for more information about the MRO Bridge.  
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Simulation Laboratory, ditto, aelnash@uiuc.edu 
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MULTI-PLATFORM SIMULATION 
 
Different state-of-the-art analysis software packages have unique features that other competing packages 
do not have. Similarly, different research laboratories are equipped with unique experimental facilities that 
suited best the tasks, time and budget allowed. The main advantage of multi-platform simulation is the use 
of these unique features of experimental and/or analytical tools in an integrated fashion, the essence of the 
Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulations (NEES). The concept of multi-platform simulation is 
implemented using the pseudo-dynamic (PSD) simulation approach combined with sub-structuring. In the 
latter simulation, a structure is subdivided into several modules that are either physically tested or 
computationally simulated. UI-SimCor (Kwon et. al. 2005) was developed for this purpose. The main 
feature of UI-SimCor is that it is capable of coordinating any number of analysis tools (currently 
interfaces exist for Zeus-NL [Elnashai et al., 2002], OpenSees, [McKenna and Fenves, 2001], FedeasLab 
[Filippou and Constantinides, 2004]), any number of testing sites, or a mixture of analysis tools and 
testing site. It employs software or hardware supporting NEESgrid Teleoperation Control Protocol 
(Pearlman et al., 2004). It is also capable of using the same analysis platform while modeling different 
parts of the system on the same or different processors, thus minimizing computing run time. In this study, 
UI-SimCor is used to combine OpenSees and Zeus-NL to model soil and super-structural systems, 
respectively. 
 

COMPONENT MODELS  
 
In this study, inelastic three-dimensional finite elements (FE) models are assembled for the pile group of 
the central pier and approach embankments. The soil properties are carefully chosen based on literatures 
(Maragakis 1994; Zhang and Makris, 2001; and Norris 1986) and soil properties for nonlinear soil 
material model (Yang et al. 2005). The soil medium supporting central pier consists of clay layers with 
cohesion of 35.9 kPa, 76.6 kPa, and 86.2 kPa, and sand layers with friction angle ranging between 32 to 
33 degrees. The clay layers are modeled with pressure independent material and sand layers are modeled 
with pressure dependent material in OpenSees. Cylindrical soil medium with diameter of 48 m is modeled 
for the soil domain supporting central pier. All elements in the soil mesh are 8-node brick elements. The 
top of the pile cap is controlled by a control node, which connects the top nodes of pier with rigid frame 
elements. A control node is also placed at the top of abutment and tied with top nodes on abutment with 
rigid frame element. Eigen value analysis is conducted for the embankment model. The 1st mode is in 
longitudinal direction with fundamental period of 0.319 sec. The 2nd mode is in transverse direction with 
fundamental period of 0.314 sec. These modal properties are used in the following section to define 
effective lumped mass of embankment for hybrid simulation. Bridge structure is modeled in Zeus-NL 
using fibered-section elements. Figure 2 is showing the components of analytical soil-structure system. 

 
 

SOIL-STRUCTURE-INTERACTION ANALYSIS 
 
There have been various attempts at analyzing bridges including embankment-bridge interaction. A 
common approach used lumped springs and viscous dampers to model the embankment while others 
modeled the bridge and its embankments as a spatial FEM model. Based on the recorded Imperial Valley 
Earthquake in 1979, Werner, Beck, and Levine (1987) used system identification methods to assess the 
seismic response characteristics of a bridge. The latter authors concluded that the transverse response of 
the structure is controlled by abutment motion, with no significant dynamic amplification in the deck. In 
this section, the separate FE models described in the previous sections are combined to represent the 
inelastic stiffness of the ground and embankments. The individual models are analyzed using different 
processors coordinated though a multi-platform simulation framework, UI-SimCor (Kwon et al, 2005). 
The configuration of the analytical model is shown in Figure 2. The embankment and bridge are coupled 
via one transverse DOF. The supporting pile groups and bridge are coupled via two DOFs; transverse and 
rotational. Inertial forces are represented by lumped masses placed on the bridge and at the abutment-
bridge connection. Considering that the higher mode effect of embankment does not significantly affect 
the bridge response, it is assumed that the approximation of the 1st mode of embankment using lumped 
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mass is sufficient. Therefore an effective embankment mass is lumped at the abutment-bridge connection. 
The effective mass of the embankment is determined from its natural frequency and stiffness.  
 
Recorded Ground Motion 
 
At the time of undertaking the study reported in this paper, six sets of ground motions were available from 
previous earthquakes, that include free field and bridge motions. The largest motion was recorded during 
the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake with PGA at free field of 0.3g.  
 
Fundamental Periods, Mode Shapes and Damping from Measurements 
 
The fundamental periods and mode shapes of the embankment and bridge system are identified from 
recorded ground accelerations and compared with those from the analytical model, for the purposes of 
verification. The free field ground acceleration (Channel 24 in Figure 1) is used as an input to the system. 
The accelerations measured on the bridge and embankments (Channel 11, 3, 5, 7, 9, 13, and 26) are used 
as an output. Based on these input and output values, transfer functions are identified for each channels. 
Figure 3 compares identified mode shapes from five sets of ground motions together with the mode shape 
from the idealization. The following are observations from the comparison: 
 

• The measured ground motions GM03 through GM06 result in very similar mode shape. 
Considering the small amplitude of peak ground acceleration together with the similar mode 
shapes, the structure and embankment system are within elastic range.  

• The identified periods are all similar, ranging between 0.31 sec and 0.34 sec.  
• The mode shape and fundamental period of the analytical model are similar to those identified 

from recorded ground motion.  
 
Note that the mode shape from GM01 is distinctly different to others. It is suggested that the relatively 
large intensity of the GM01 with PGA of 0.30g may have caused inelastic deformation of the 
embankment, for which the transfer function approach cannot be applied. Based on the available response 
data from GM03 through GM06, the analytical dynamic characteristics represent well the actual bridge 
and its embankments. 
 
The damping ratio was identified from recorded ground motion, which has impact type acceleration at the 
early stage of earthquake event using the simple approach of logarithmic decrement. The damping ratio at 
the fundamental period of the structure is identified to be 4%.  
 
Sample Analysis Result 
 
Response history analyses are conducted for five ground motions. Free-field motions (Channel 24) are 
used as input. Figure 4 compares analysis results with recorded ground motion at the top of pier (Channel 
07). The response history results display a good match with the recoded motion, in terms of frequency 
content and peak values. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The paper presents a new approach for the analytical modeling of bridges with their embankment, 
foundation and surrounding soil. The approach is introduced through an application example of an 
instrumented bridge system. The deck, central pier and supporting pile group as well as the 
embankments and abutments are modeled with three-dimensional finite elements using advanced 
material characterization where necessary. The components of whole system are verified by 
comparison with previous studies. The combined soil-structure system is verified by comparing its 
mode shapes, fundamental periods, and response history analyses with observationally identified 
quantities and recorded motions. 
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In conclusion, the innovative, generally-applicable multi-platform simulation approach is assembled 
and applied to analyze the MRO Bridge. The mode shapes and fundamental periods of the whole 
system are very close to those identified from recorded ground motion using transfer functions, thus 
proving the effectiveness and potential accuracy of the approach for complex interacting systems 
subjected to dynamic loading. The distributed simulation approach described in this paper is applied 
currently being applied to more complex and large bridge systems as well as to hybrid distributed 
simulation, i.e., mixed testing and analysis at multiple geographically distributed sites. 
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Figure 1. The configuration of MRO Bride 
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Figure 2. The configuration of multi-platform analysis 
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Figure 7. Time history analysis result 
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Abstract: Structural damping is a vital factor that affects earthquake-resistant performance of 
bridges. This paper is aimed at providing a modified formula of response spectra under different 
damping ratios, based on an analysis of the effects of structural damping ratio on bridge dynamic 
characteristics, and on a comparative analysis of various domestic and foreign modification 
methods for response spectra in a seismic design. This novel method herein paves a new way for 
making amendments on the current specifications for seismic design of highway and railway 
bridges and improving seismic designs thereby for highway or railway bridges. 

Keyword: bridge, seismic design, response spectra, damping ratio, modified formula (e) 

 
1 Introduction 

The structural damping of a bridge is one of the vital dynamic parameters to define ground 
motions of a bridge under earthquake. Damping is capable of consuming earthquake energy to 
reduce the ground motions, so it is useful to improve earthquake-resistance performance of 
bridges. The damping strength directly affects the degree of bridge motions under earthquake. 
Therefore, a research on damping rules is one of the key factors to increase the calculation 
accuracy in seismic design of bridges 

The current seismic designs for highway and railway bridges in China widely adopt 
response spectra analyses; and the relevant specifications for seismic design of highway and 
railway bridges provide a response spectrum under a damping ratio of 5% only, excluding the 
modification methods for such bridges or structures with a damping ratio that does not equal 5%. 

Various modification methods are proposed for different construction and works with other 
damping ratios but 5%; and Reference (3) herein provides a novel method. This paper 
specifically analyzes the damping ratio as a factor that affects response spectra in specifications 
for seismic design of highway and railway bridges, and proposes a formula to modify the value 
of response spectra in seismic design of highway and railway bridges with those damping ratios 
unequal with 5%. 

 
2 Research on damping rules of bridges 
2.1  Factors of generating bridge damping 

Factors of generating bridge damping are quite complicated, which are roughly categorized 
into internal damping and external damping according to the cause of generation. See Table 1 for 
categories and causes of bridge damping. 
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Table 1 Category and Cause of Bridge Damping 
Category Cause Effect 

① Material 
damping 

Arising out of eternal friction caused by indefinite 
flexibility of materials 

★ The damping ratio is defined as 
2% if compact steel is used; and 

  >5% if large reinforced concrete 
is used. 

External 
damping 

② Structural 
damping 

Arising out of the frication between individual structural 
members 

★ Structural type: damping strength 
of a rigid girder bridge differs from 
that of a flexible cable-stayed bridge 
or a suspension bridge. 
★ Bearing pattern: using different 
bearing to support the pier (tower) 
girder affects the damping ratio of the 
whole structure. 
★ Structural details: welded steel 
structure members are less damped 
than those bolt-connected. 
★ Prestress: the damping ratio of 
reinforced concrete structure follows: 
Fully prestressed > Partially 
prestressed > Non-prestressed  

External damping 

Arising out of the interaction between structure and 
external environmental media (air, fluid, and electricity 
etc.), also called aerodynamic damping as bridges are 
generally exposed to the air 

★ Structural size: dynamic damping 
on structures of different size in the 
environment (upper part exposed to 
the air, lower part submerged in the 
water) varies. 
★ External loading: as external 
loading activates different amplitudes, 
the damping ratio alters accordingly. 

Additive damping  
★ Using a damper at the pier (tower) 
girder increases structural damping 
ratio remarkably. 

 
Table 1 shows that damping values are quite discrete as bridge damping is always altering 

along with multiple factors including structural type, bearing pattern, material, geometric size, 
structural details and external loading. To figure out the major damping factors and statistical 
rules and then establish a feasible and comparatively reasonable damping matrix in engineering 
is a hot potato in domestic and foreign scientific research.  
2.2  Measurement on damping ratios of sample cable-stayed bridges. 

See Table 2 for the measuring data of damping ratios from sample cable-stayed bridges.  
Table 2 Measured Damping Ratios of Sample Cable-stayed Bridges 

Bridge name and profile S/N Vibration type Frequency (HZ) Damping ratio 
1 Vertical 0.450 0.014 
2 Vertical 0.625 0.010 
3 Horizontal 0.725 0.026 
4 Torsional 0.925 0.020 

 Shandong 
Dongying Bridge  

(over Yellow River) 

Steel cable-stayed bridge 
 Main span 288m 

5 Vertical 1.138 0.016 
1 Horizontal 0.288 0.032 
2 Vertical 0.430 0.021 
3 Vertical 0.625 0.017 
4 Horizontal 0.663 0.022 

Tianjin Yonghe 
Bridge 

Prestressed concrete 
cable-stayed bridge 

Main span 260m 
5 Vertical 0.950 0.014 
1 Vertical 0.525 0.089 
2 Horizontal 0.675 0.111 
3 Vertical 0.800 0.050 
4 Horizontal 1.175 0.064 

Huaihe River 
Bridge of An’hui 

Province 

Prestressed concrete 
cable-stayed bridge 

Main span 224m 
5 Torsional 1.200 0.022 

 
Table 2 shows that the damping ratio of the above bridges generally varies from 0.01 to 

0.10 despite vibration type. 
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2.3  Effects of structural ratio damping on structural vibration characteristics 

Structural damping characteristics reflect the performance of energy dissipation of a bridge, 
serving as an indispensable factor in the study of earthquake response. 

Let bridge damping be c , mass per unit length be m , and stiffness of main girder be k , 
according to Reference [6], the formula of damping coefficient C of a steel bridge is recorded as 
following: 

1) Ильясевиц:: 3
2 1011.110 −×⎟
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⎝
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TT
mc                                   (1) 
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c                               (2); 

And damping ratioξ and damping coefficient c satisfy: ξ=
km
c

2
               (3) 

Where non-damping circular frequency ω=
m
k ;  

And damping circular frequency ωξω 21−=d                              (4) 
Damping circular frequency ωd reduces as damping coefficient c  increases, i.e. more 

damping, less ringing frequency. When damping coefficient reaches a critical point Cd, 
where kmmcc d 22 =⋅== ω , ξ=1, ωd=0, it means the structure stops vibration. Cd is called 
critical damping coefficient, and defined by mass and stiffness of the structure. Damping 
coefficients of different structures vary. In bridge engineering, the damping ratios for steel 
structure girder, reinforced concrete girder and stone structure girder are defined as 2%, 5%, and 
>5% respectively. The damping ratio ξ of a common structure generally varies from 1% to 20%, 

so the ratio 21 ξ
ω

ω
−=d of damping circular frequency ωd to non-damping circular frequency ω 

may vary from 0.995 to 0.999, i.e. ωd≈ω. See Table 3 for effects of damping ratios of different 
structures on ringing frequency. 

 
Table 3 Effects of Damping Ratios of Different Structures on Ringing Frequency 

Damping Ratioξ     1% 2% 5% 10% 20% 

Ratio of damping circular frequency ωd to non-damping circular 
frequency ω:  21 ξ

ω
ω −=d  1.0 1.0 0.999 0.995 0.980 

Ratio of damping frequency df  to non-damping frequency f   

21 ξ−=
f
fd  1.0 1.0 0.999 0.995 0.980 

Table 3 shows that when the damping ratio is lower than 10%, the effects of damping ratio 
on the whole structure can be neglected in terms of calculating ringing frequency, whereas 
ringing frequency is to the largest extent affected by a damping ratio of 2%. The value of 
damping ratio ξ can be defined through structural vibration tests.   

 
3  Effects of damping ratio on design response spectra 
3.1  Formulae of response spectra specified in codes of seismic design of bridges 

Take highway-bridge for example. According to Article 4.2.3 in Document [1], the dynamic 
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amplification factor β  can be defined by ringing period and site type at the estimated direction 

based on Formula (5) in terms of calculating the seismic load of piers of arch bridges and girder 
bridges. See Document [1] for categorization of site types to be used in Formula (5);  
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β                                  （5） 

And for Formula (5), values of parameters therein are specified in Table 4.  
Table 4 Values of Parameters for Standard Response Spectra  

In Design Codes of Highway-bridges 
Site type 0T  1T  2T  minβ  c 
TypeⅠ 0.1s 0.2s 1.5s 0.3 1.0 
Type Ⅱ 0.1s 0.3s 2.343s 0.3 0.98 
Type Ⅲ 0.1s 0.45s 3.754s 0.3 0.95 
Type Ⅳ 0.1s 0.7s 5s 0.383 0.9 

Formula (5) is relative to a damping ratio ξ  equal with 5%, while modification coefficients for 

other damping ratios are not specified. See Figure 1 for standard response spectra applied in 
different types of sites.  

Figure 1 Standard Response Spectra of Codes for Seismic Design of Highway Bridges in 

Difference Types of Sites 

Figure 1 shows that the three factors concerned in design response spectra of codes for seismic 
design of highway bridges include site type, self-vibration characteristics and structural damping 
ratio. By and large, structural damping ratio is one of the three majors that affect earthquake 
response.  
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3.2 Effects of structural damping ratio on dynamic amplification factor (response spectra) 
A constructing structure is commonly a system with multiple groups of degree of freedom. 

This paper merely focuses on a structural system with a single degree of freedom to illustrate the 
effects of structural damping ratio on structural vibration.  

Affected by the dissipative force arising out of friction or air resistance, the final results of 
free or forced vibration of a system with a single set degree of freedom are as following: 

★ the amplitude gradually narrows down; and:  
★ the vibration gradually decays. 
If spring-mass systems of viscous damping are concerned, the differential equation for free 

vibration is:  
0=++ kxxcxm                                                        (6) 

And for forced vibration: ( )tpkxxcxm =++                                 (7) 

The dynamic amplification factor is calculates as:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2222222 411211 λξλωξωβ +−=+−= pP                          (8) 

In Formula (8), let λω =P . λ  is frequency ratio; and ξ  is damping ratio. 

In this way, dynamic amplification factor β  is defined by both frequency ratio λ  and 

damping ratioξ . See Table 5 and Figure 2 for more details about the effects of damping 

ratioξ on dynamic amplification factor β . 

Table 5 Effects of Damping Ratio ξ  on Dynamic Amplification Factor β  

          ξ   

β  
 

λ  

1% 2% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 37.5% 50% 100% Effect 

→λ 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ξ  has few effects on β  

→λ 1 50 25 10 5 3.33 2.5 2 1.33 1 0.5 β amplifies 

→λ ∞ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ξ  and β are irrelevant 
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Figure 2: Correlation of Dynamic Amplification Factor β  and λ   

Under Various Damping Ratios ξ  (Frequency-amplitude Response) 

Table 5 and Figure 2 shows: 
1） In non-resonant area, i.e. λ  < 0.75 or λ  > 1.25: 

� When 0→λ , 1≈β , showing that when the exciting frequency is relatively lower to 

the resonant frequency, the response amplitude equals the static displacement. 

★ When →λ ∞, 0≈β , showing that when the exciting frequency is much higher than 

the natural frequency, the response amplitude is relatively small because the direction of the 
exciting force changes too fast and the displacement cannot timely response the changes due to 
inertia. 

So in non-resonant area, the system is nearly unaffected whether structural damping is 
considered or not.  

2) In resonant area, i.e. 0.75≤λ ≤1.25, β  is obviously affected by ξ. 

When ξ ≤37.5%, β ＞1, showing that dynamic amplification factor β  increases rapidly 

relative to the comparatively small damping ratio ξ . 

When ξ ≥37.5%, β ＜1, showing that the amplitude drastically narrows as damping 

increases.  

The maximum of dynamic amplification factor maxβ  does not appear where λ =1， but 

Resonance area 
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exists where λ  is slightly less than 1. In Formula (8), let the derivative of β  relative to 

λ  be zero: 

When 221 ξλ −= , 
42max

1
1

12
1

λξξ
β

−
=

−
=                        (9) 

From
2max

12
1

ξξ
β

−
= , when 707.02

2 =>ξ , Curve β becomes plain and even. 

In codes and specifications for seismic design of highway or railway bridges, dynamic 
amplification factor is also called dynamic amplification coefficient or response spectra. As 
shown in the resonant area, Figure 2, design response spectra are very sensitive to the damping 
ratio. A structural system with a small damping ratio has comparatively large values of response 
spectra, vice versa.  

 
4 Modified formulae for design response spectra under various damping ratios  
4.1 Damping modifications for design response spectra in various specifications 

The design response spectra in the current specifications for seismic design are provided 
with a uniform damping ratio ξ=5%, specifications for seismic design of highway or railway 
bridges included. Statistics from U.S., Russia and some native earthquake records show that 
response spectra are at large inversely proportional to the square root of damping ratio. 
According to the earthquake acceleration record of 1940 EI centro, U.S. and benchmarked with a 
damping ratioξ =5%, if ξ =2%, the response spectra is about 50% higher than the standard 
value; and if ξ =10%, about 40% lower; still if ξ =20%, about 50% lower than the standard one 
Data above tells the necessity to modify the given response spectra in specifications for seismic 
design according to the actual damping ratios of various structures. Damping modification factor 
is used in Codes of Seismic Design of Buildings and Design Code for Antiseismic of Special 
Structures, so as to modify the design response spectra under damping ratios unequal with 5%, 
but such damping modifications haven’t enter specifications for seismic design of railway, 
highway and marine transportation works.  

As the domestic economy boosts, highway steel bridges stream out in construction of 
highway-bridge system. Therefore, it is necessary to make modifications on the design response 
spectra under damping ratios below 5% for the current specifications for highway seismic design, 
in order to define the actual earthquake response of the structure and eliminate risky designs. 
Similarly, considering the interaction between earth and structure, the structural damping ratio of 
a reinforced concrete bridge generally exceeds 5%. Thus the earthquake response of the structure 
is deemed to be overstated and subsequently causes an increase of construction capital, unless 
the response spectra thereof are modified. 

The current modified formulae for design response spectra under those damping ratios 
unequal with 5% mainly refer to damping modification factor that has been applied in Codes of 
Seismic Design of Buildings and Design Code for Antiseismic of Special Structures 
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4.2 Current modified formulae for calculation of the effects of structural damping ratio on 
response spectra 
Many countries proposed various modified formulae for calculating the effects of damping ratio 
on response spectra, and the current formulae of damping modification factor follows:  

( ) ( ) ( )05.0,,, == ξβξβξη ξ TTT                                          (10) 

In theory, damping ratio has profound effects on response spectra in a short-term but quite a 
few effects in a long run. Major domestic and foreign methods for modification of response 
spectra under damping ratios unequal with 5% are stated as below. 
4.2.1 Method in Code for Seismic Design of Buildings 
As per to Article 5.1.5 of Code for Seismic Design of Buildings, when the structural damping 
ratio is unequal with 5%, its horizontal seismic coefficient shall multiply with damping 

modification factor 2η  which is calculated as:  

( ) ( )ξξη 7.106.005.012 +−+= ; if 2η  is less than 0.55, let 2η  be 0.55               (11) 

4.2.2 Method in Design Code for Antiseismic of Special Structures 
 As per to Article 5.1.5.3 of Design Code for Antiseismic of Special Structures, when the 
structural damping ratio is unequal with 5%, its horizontal seismic coefficient shall multiply with 

damping modification factor ξη  which is calculated as:  

（1） When ( )[ ] 5.009.005.01511.0 −−−+=≥ TesT ξηξ  

（2） When 0.102.0 == ξηsT                                     (12)             

（3） When ξηsTs 1.002.0 << is defined by linear interpolation                 

4.2.3 Proposals by Chinese scholars  
   1) Professor Hu Jinxian, academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering, puts forward a 
formula on page 137 in Reference (4) as following: 

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

+−=

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+=

ξξξα

ξξη
α

ξ

38.3156.005.0

8.016.06.161, 3

T
T                                        (13） 

2) Chen Dasheng, researcher of Institute of Engineering Mechanics, China Earthquake 
Administration, gives another damping modified formula 

( ) 4 201 ξξη =                                                   (14) 

4.2.4  Referential methods in foreign documents 
Reference (7) provides the formulae as following: 

(1)  When damping ratioξ ≥0.05， ( )sTs 5.21.0
1075.1

25.2 ≤≤
+

=
ξ

ηξ
； 

             ( )sTsT 105.2
60.0

log1
1075.1

25.211 <<⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −⋅⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+

−−=
ξ

ηξ
。         (15) 
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（2） When damping ratioξ ≤0.05， ( )sT 1.0
101
5.1 ≥

+
=

ξ
ηξ

；                

4.2 Comparisons among various modification formulae 
Conduct calculation and analysis to Formula (11) to (15) respectively and then express 

results with figures based on damping modification factor under different damping ratios.    
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（e） %20=ξ  

 
Figure 3 Graphic Charts of Damping Modification Factor Under Various Damping Ratios. 

 
From Chart (a) to (e) in Figure 3, if the ringing period is confined to 0.08s to 0.1s, i.e. for 

structure of ringing frequency from 10 Hz to 12.5 Hz , the results from Formula (11) (12) and 
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(4) are of little deviation from one another. If f ＞12.5 Hz or f ＜10 Hz , the results from 

Formula (11) and (14) differ from those form Formula (12) and (15) quite a lot.  
Compared with other formulae, the result from Formula (13) is obviously deviated.  

5 Damping modification formula of response spectra for seismic design of 
highway and railway bridges 

5.1 Disadvantages of the current damping modification formulae of response spectra 
The modification formula of response spectra in Formula (11) and (14) does nothing with 

frequency but with damping ratio, i.e., different influence impacted by different cycle T  is not 

considered and value in formula (14) turn out to be infinite when 0=ξ . Modification formula of 

damping ratio ( )ξη  in Formula (12), (13) and (15) is the function of damping ration ξ  and 

ringing cycleT , however, each formula has its own disadvantages. See Table 6 for impact factor 
for each formula.  

Table 6 Analysis on Impact Factor of Each Formula 
 

Formula Impact 
factor 

Range of damping modification 

coefficient ξη  Relation with structure ringing period 
 

Relation with 
“resonance area” 

11 ξ  0.625～1.520 Irrelevant Irrelevant 

12 ξ , T  0.556～1.571 

When ξ ≤0.05, changing in “saddle-shape” as 
the ringing period increases, 
Whenξ ≥0.05, changing in “U-shape” as the 
ringing period increases  

Irrelevant 

13 ξ , T  0.339～3.161 

When ξ ≤0.05, “descending” as the ringing 
period increases 
When ξ ≥0.05, “ascending” as the ringing 
period increases  

Irrelevant 

14 ξ  0.707～1.495 Irrelevant Irrelevant 

15 ξ , T  0.600～1.360 

When ξ ≤0.05, irrelevant with the ringing 
period  
When ξ ≥0.05, “ascending” as the ringing 
period increases 

Irrelevant 

 
All of the above formulae are irrelevant with “resonance area”. In fact, damping effects on ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

structure is of ．．．．．．．．．．．．．secondary．．．．．．．．． importance when the resonant frequency of structure is far away from ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．
the ．．．“resonance．．．．．．．．．． are．．．a．”．, but it is of primary importance and also should be taken into consideration ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．
only when the resonant frequency of structure is near or located in ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．“．resonance area．．．．．．．．．．．．．”．. 

5.2 Damping modification formula of response spectra for antiseismic design of highway 
and railway bridges 
5.2.1 Factors for damping modification formula 
 From Formula (8), the function for dynamic amplification coefficient of structure may be 
rewritten as: ( )ξλϕβ 、= , which means that dynamic amplification coefficient is determined by 

both damping ratioξ  and frequency λ . According to dynamic characteristics stated above, it is 

of significance only if the effects of damping ratio taken in resonance area (0.75≤λ ≤1.25). As a 
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result, the following two dimensionless factors “damping ratioξ ” and “frequency ratio λ ” 
should be taken into consideration for damping modifications to response spectra in 
specifications of seismic design of highway and railway bridges:  
 
5.2.2 Relational expression between different damping ratios 

The physical meaning of damping modification factor in Formula (10) is: damping ratio is 
not the multiplying factor of the response spectra under damping ratios unequal with 5% relative 
to the response spectra under standard damping ratio of 5%. Formula (10) is subject to subtle 
changes as following:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )05.0,2.0,02.0,01.0, 2.002.001.0 ======== ξβηξβηξβηξβ TTTT      （16） 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )05.0,2.0,02.0,01.0, 2.002.001.0 ======== ξβηξβηξβηξβ TTTT   (16) 

5.2.3 Novel damping modification formula hereunder 
We get the following formula based on Formula (8) and Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.  

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

⎪
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⎪

⎭
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⎪
⎪
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=
∑

05.025.175.0
411,
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,1,

1

222

1

iii

iiii

n

i ii

ii ni
n

λλλ
ξλλξλβ

ξλβ
ξλβξληξ

                          (17) 

Where, ii λλλ −=Δ +1  is the step of frequency ratio, from formula (17), the details are: 

� Defining the damping ratio ξ  specified for highway or railway bridges; 

� Defining the frequency ratio iλ  according to equal step ii λλλ −=Δ +1  specified in 

resonance area (0.75≤λ ≤1.25); and 

� Getting the damping modification factor ),( ξληξ of the bridge based on individual 

( )ξλβ ,ii  and ( )05.0, =ξλβ ii  corresponding to each frequency ratio iλ  

calculated as per Formula (17).  
5.2.4 Calculation sample 

1） Let the damping ratio be 0.05 05.0≠ξ ; 
2） Calculate the frequency ratio according to equal step ii λλλ −=Δ +1 =0.05 in 

resonance area (0.75≤λ ≤1.25), and assume number of frequency ratio is 11=n .  
3）Calculate ( )ξλβ ,ii  and ( )05.0, =ξλβ ii  for each frequency ratio iλ  with Formula 

(17) and then get the damping modification factor ),( ξληξ  of the bridge. See Table 7 and 
Figure 4 for calculation results and related relation curve respectively.  
From Table and Figure 4, we can see that the damping modification factors ),( ξληξ  

corresponding to damping ratio of 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20% are 1.47, 1.22, 1, 0.8 and 0.5 
respectively.  
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If we extend the equal step ii λλλ −=Δ +1 =0.025 (step interval shortened to be 0.025), and 

increase number of frequency iλ  21=n , then, the damping modification factors ),( ξληξ  
corresponding to damping ratio of 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20% are 1.38, 1.22, 1, 0.8 and 0.56 
respectively.  

Generally, we almost get the same damping modification factor with the same damping 
ratio if conditions of Formula (17) are satisfied even though we use different steps 

ii λλλ −=Δ +1 .   

Table 7 Calculated Value and Normalized Value of Dynamic Amplification Coefficient  
Under Different Damping Ratios 

iλ  
Dynamic amplification 

coefficient iβ  ξ =1% ξ =2% ξ =5% ξ =10% ξ =20% 

Calculated value 2.28 2.28 2.25 2.16 1.88 0.75 
Normalized value 1.01 1.01 1 0.96 0.84 
Calculated value 2.78 2.77 2.71 2.54 2.07 0.80 

Normalized value 1.03 1.02 1 0.94 0.76 
Calculated value 3.60 3.57 3.45 3.07 2.27 0.85 

Normalized value 1.04 1.03 1 0.89 0.66 
Calculated value 5.23 5.17 4.76 3.82 2.45 0.90 

Normalized value 1.10 1.09 1 0.80 0.51 
Calculated value 10.07 9.55 7.35 4.68 2.54 0.95 

Normalized value 1.37 1.30 1 0.64 0.34 
Calculated value 50 25 10 5 2.5 1.0 

Normalized value 5.0 2.5 1 0.5 0.25 
Calculated value 9.56 9.02 6.81 4.28 2.31 1.05 

Normalized value 1.40 1.32 1 0.63 0.34 
Calculated value 4.74 4.66 4.22 3.92 2.05 1.1 

Normalized value 1.12 1.10 1 0.78 0.49 
Calculated value 3.09 3.07 2.92 2.52 1.78 1.15 

Normalized value 1.06 1.05 1 0.86 0.61 
Calculated value 2.27 2.26 2.19 1.99 1.54 1.2 

Normalized value 1.04 1.03 1 0.91 0.70 
Calculated value 1.78 1.77 1.74 1.62 1.33 1.25 

Normalized value 1.02 1.02 1 0.93 0.76 

 
Mean normalized value 

 ( ξη ) 1.47 1.22 1 0.80 0.57 
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Figure 4 Correlation of Modification factor η  and Frequency Ratio λ   

Under Different Damping Ratios ξ  
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6  Conclusion 
From the above study and analysis, we conclude this paper as following: 

6.1 Damping ratio below 10% almost does no impact on resonant frequency of bridge merely 
with the maximum error of 2%.  
6.2 Damping impact on structure is of secondary importance when the resonant frequency of 
structure is far away from the “resonance area” (0.75≤λ ≤1.25), but it is of primary importance 
and also should be taken into consideration only when the resonant frequency of structure is near 
of located in “resonance area”. 
6.3 Compared with the current modification methods, this paper proposes a novel damping 
modification formula for response spectra of great engineering and physical significance, 
reliability and convenience, targeting codes or specifications for seismic design of highway 
bridges  
6.4 The proposed method hereunder is helpful and can be referred to for compilation of codes 
for seismic design of highway and railway bridges, as well as serving as a guide for engineers to 
conduct anti-seismic calculation for bridge design..  
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Abstract:  Taking the Sutong Bridge as a background, a single pier model of two-particle was 
firstly established, and the dynamic interaction between the high-rise pile cap foundation and 
bridge structure was analyzed，then the effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response 
was concluded. Further, a finite element model of the entire bridge was established, and the effect 
of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of side pier and tower was analyzed. The 
results indicate that, the scouring depth variation has significant effect on the seismic response of 
the bridge；When the scouring depth increases, the seismic response of the bridge does not 
monotonously reduce, but possibly appears a peak value. 
Key Words: Scouring，Bridge with large pile-foundation, Seismic response 

1 Introduction 

Foundations of the large bridges across the river or sea are often built in the deep water, in 

which the effect of scouring is very serious. For instance, in the Sutong Highway bridge under 

construction over the Yangtze River (the Sutong Bridge), which is a two-tower cable-stayed 

bridge with a main span of 1088m, the total length of each pile in the bored pile group 

foundation supporting the tower is 107m, its free length above the nature riverbed is about 15m, 

while the maximum scouring depth subjected to the flood with a recurrence interval of 300 years 

is 27.2m (the local scouring depth is 22.5m) [1]. Since that the high-rise pile cap foundation is a 

widely used deep foundation type in China, the effect of scouring must be carefully considered in 

the design of the pile foundation. In the static response analysis, the maximum scouring depth 

corresponding to the design flood frequency is always adopted for safety consideration. However, 

in the seismic response analysis of a bridge, it is very difficult to take the effect of scouring into 

account appropriately. Firstly, the evaluation of the scouring depth is very complicated, and the 

real scouring situation at the time of earthquake happening cannot be predicted in advance. On 

the other hand, the seismic capacity of a pile foundation can be decreased by the scouring, while 

the scouring can also change the dynamic characteristics of the structure, and then affect the 

seismic response. To be more complicated, the earthquake parameters of the bridge site would be 

changed by scouring too. As a whole, the effect of scouring on the seismic performance of a large 

bridge with pile foundations is very complicated, but little conference can be found up to now. 

Therefore, in the seismic performance study of a large bridge with high-rise pile cap foundations, 
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it is a technical puzzle for bridge researchers and designers that how to consider the effect of 

scouring simply and safely. 

In a long-span bridge with high-rise pile cap foundations, an important, and somewhat 

surprising feature is that the mass of the pile cap may be a large fraction of the total mass of the 

bridge-sometimes it may be up to 50% of the total mass. In this case, the vibration effect of the 

pile cap can’t be neglected. Tim etc. [2] point out, in extreme cases, the fundamental period of the 

pile and pile cap system maybe comparable to that of the bridge structure considered as fixed at 

the bottoms of the piers, there may then be a dynamic interaction between the bridge structure and 

the pile foundation, but Tim etc haven’t done further research. 

In this paper, the law of scouring depth variation affecting the seismic response of bridge 

structure (including pile foundations) is studied based on the analysis of dynamic interaction 

between the bridge structure and the pile foundation, and the Sutong Bridge is taken as the 

background project. The Sutong Bridge will be the longest span cable-stayed bridge in 
the world with its completion. It has a main span of 1088m, a streamlined steel box girder deck of 

40.6m wide and 4.0m high, and two inverted Y shape reinforced concrete towers of 300.4m high.  

Each side span is supported on two auxiliary piers and one transition pier by sliding bearings 

sitting on the top of each pier, and there is no bearing between deck and crossbeam of each tower. 

Each tower is supported on a pile group foundation with 131 diameter-varied (D2.8m/D2.5m) 

bored piles, the plane size of the dumbbell-shaped pile cap is 113.75×48.1m; Each near-tower 

auxiliary pier is supported on a pile group foundation with 36 diameter-varied (D2.8m/D2.5m) 

bored piles, the plane size of the pile cap is 52×32.5m; Each far-from-tower auxiliary pier and 

transition pier is supported on a pile group foundation with 19 diameter-varied (D2.8m/D2.5m) 

bored piles, the plane size of the pile cap is  43.2×19.3m. 

The study is carried out in two steps: Firstly, adopting two-particle model to approximately 

simulate the dynamic behavior of near-tower auxiliary pier and its foundation, the effect of 

scouring depth variation on the seismic response of a single pier has been analyzed utilizing 

analytic solution. And then, building six finite element models considering six scouring depth 

values of the Sutong Bridge respectively, the effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic 

response of side piers, towers and their foundation has been analyzed. 

2 Effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of a 
single pier 
Since the deck of the Sutong Bridge is supported by sliding bearings sitting on top of each 

auxiliary pier and transition pier, and the friction force of each bearing is very small, the 
longitudinal seismic response of each side pier can be calculated as a single pier. So, at first, 
taking near-tower auxiliary pier as example, the longitudinal seismic response of a single pier has 
been calculated using two-particle model.    
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2.1 Two-particle model and deduction of its seismic response formula 

High-rise pile cap foundation and bridge pier system can be simplified as two-particle model 

as shown in Fig.1, where m1 is the equivalent mass of bridge pier, m2 is the mass of pile cap, k1 is 

the horizontal stiffness of pier, k2 is the horizontal stiffness of group-pile foundation, l1 is the 

distance between the barycenter of m1 and the bottom of pier, l2 is the equivalent fixed length of a 

single pile, h is the thickness of pile cap, P1 and P2 are the inertia force of the two particles 

subjected to the earthquake. Fig.2 shows the vibration mode shapes of the two-particle model, the 

corresponding natural vibration frequency and the mode coordinate are:  
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Fig. 1 Two-particle model                    Fig. 2 Vibration mode shapes 

The seismic response of the two-particle model is calculated using response spectrum method, 
and the response spectrum specified in Specifications of Earthquake Resistant Design for 
Highway Engineering [5] is taken as seismic input in this paper. Based on mode superposition 
method of MDOF structures [3, 4], the mode participation factor of the two modes are:  

1 2i 2
i 2

1 2i 2
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m m
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，     

The maximum seismic inertia forces of the two particles caused by two modes are: 

1i i i 1hP K m gβ γ= ， 2i i 2i i 2   i=1,2hP K m gβ ρ γ= ，   

Where Kh is the horizontal earthquake factor specified in the Code [5], 1β and 2β  are the 
corresponding dynamic amplification factor of the two modes, which can be obtained according to 
the input response spectrum. 

The displacement at the top of pier iΔ , shear force iV  and bending moment iM  at the 

bottom of pier, shear force iV ′and bending moment at the bottom of pile cap caused by each 
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mode are as follows:  
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The total seismic response of the system can be obtained using SRSS combination method. 

In order to analyze the dynamic interaction between the pile foundation and bridge structure 

conveniently, a program has been compiled using MATLAB according to the above formulae by 

the author.  

2.2 Analysis of dynamic interaction law between pile foundation and pier 

The height of near-tower auxiliary pier of the Sutong Bridge is 60m, and its longitudinal 

stiffness is 47080.37kN/m，the value of m1 is 1084t, which is calculated according to the 

principle of kinetic energy equivalence[5]. The mass of pile cap is 38647t, the pile group comprise 

36 diameter-varied (D2.8m/D2.5m) piles. In order to analyze the effect of scouring depth 

variation on the seismic response of bridge structure conveniently, the variation of equivalent 

fixed length of a single pile（l2）has been used to represent the stiffness k2 variation of pile 

foundation in this paper:  
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Where, E2 and I2 are elastic modulus and inertia moment of pile section respectively. 

Taking the forth type of field response spectrum specified in Chinese code [5] as seismic input 

(the horizontal earthquake factor is 0.1), the seismic responses of the two-particle model has been 

analyzed using the before-mentioned program, and the focus is on the effect of scouring depth 

variation on the seismic response of bridge pier and foundation. 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the variation curve of the displacement at the top of pier and the 

bending moment at the bottom of pier along with the stiffness variation of foundation, including 

the variation curve of natural vibration period of bridge pier (fixed at the bottom of pier) and pile 

group foundation (including pile cap and pile). The variation law of shear force is consistent with 

that of bending moment according to the calculating formulae deduced in 2.1. The figures indicate 

that, because of the large pile cap mass, the seismic response of the pier disobeyed the seismic 

response law of a single particle system that the displacement monotonously increases and the 

bending moment monotonously reduces along with the reduction of foundation stiffness, a peak 

value appears observably where natural vibration period of bridge pier and pile foundation are 

approximately equal. This is caused by resonance between the pier and pile foundation. The 

vibration of the pier includes the vibration of itself and the vibration induced by pile foundation 
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vibration, with the increase of equivalent fixed length, when the two vibration frequencies are 

close, the resonance between the pile foundation and pier will occur, then the peak value appears. 

 

( NVP represents the natural vibration period) 
Fig.3 Variation law of displacement (pier)  Fig.4 Variation law of bending moment (pier)  

Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the variation curve of the shear force and bending moment at the 
bottom of pile cap along with the stiffness variation of pile foundation, including the variation 
curve of natural vibration period of bridge pier (fixed at the bottom of pier) and pile group 
foundation (including pile cap and pile). The figures indicate that, the variation law of the shear 
force and bending moment at the bottom of pile cap are more irregular comparing with variation 
law of displacement and bending moment of pier mentioned before. The cause is that the forces of 
foundation are contributed by seismic inertia force of the two particles. The resonance mentioned 
before mainly influence the seismic inertia force of pier particle, low for the seismic inertia force 
of pile cap particle. The shear force at the bottom of pile cap lies on the seismic inertia force of 
pile cap particle, so the resonance occurs at a low gorge (the seismic inertia forces of two particles 
caused by the 2nd mode is reverse), but not distinctly; while the bending moment at the bottom of 
pile cap mainly lies on the seismic inertia force of pier particle, so distinct resonance occurs. 

 
Fig.5 Variation law of shear force(pile cap) Fig.6 Variation law of bending moment(pile cap)  

2.3 Effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of a single pier 

From fig.3 to fig.6, it can be seen that, if the seismic input is invariable, the effect of scouring 
depth variation on the seismic response of a single pier depends on whether the natural vibration 
period of pile foundation without scouring is bigger than that of the bridge pier. When the natural 
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vibration period of pile foundation without scouring is bigger than that of the pier, the seismic 
forces of bridge pier and foundation will decrease gradually with the increase of the scouring 
depth. Whereas, seismic forces of bridge pier and foundation will increase firstly to a peak value, 
and then decrease gradually. For the north near-tower auxiliary pier of the Sutong Bridge, the 
equivalent fixed length without scouring is about 24m, so it falls into the latter case.  

3 Case study for the effect of scouring depth variation on the 
seismic response of a bridge with large pile-foundations 

3.1 Dynamic analytical model 

Taking the Sutong Bridge as the background, a 3D finite element model has been built, as 
shown in Fig.7. Of the model, the girder, towers, side piers were simulated as beam elements, 
cables were simulated as truss elements considering the influence of cable’s sag, and geometric 
stiffness caused by dead load was included. Nodes of main girder and cable’s anchorage on deck 
were connected as a master-slave relation. In the longitudinal direction, the girder is connected to 
all piers with sliding bearings, but free to pylons; in the transverse direction, the girder is fixed to 
all piers and pylons.  

 
Fig.7  A 3D-FEM of the Sutong Bridge 

Concerning the simulation of pile foundations, several types of models may be used for the 
seismic analysis[2, 3, 4]. A simple fixed model has been adopted to approximately simulate the 
dynamic behavior of pile foundations in this paper, and piles of a foundation are merged[1]. In the 
fixed model, all piles are fixed at a specific depth below scouring elevation, which is determined 
based on the equivalence of horizontal stiffness for a single pile. 

In order to analyze the effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of the 
bridge, six levels of scouring elevation have been considered in this paper, as shown in Tab.1.  

Tab.1      Scouring elevations considered （unit : m）  
scouring levels Position No 

scouring 1 2 3 4 5 

South transitional pier -6.7 -11.7 -11.7 -14.7 -18.7 -22.4 
South far-pylon auxiliary pier -14.7 -19.7 -19.7 -22.7 -26.7 -30.4 
south near-pylon auxiliary pier -9.8 -14.8 -14.8 -19.8 -24.8 -27.3 

south pylon -15.0 -25.0 -30.0 -35.0 -40.0 -46.1 
north pylon -20.0 -30.0 -35.0 -40.0 -45.0 -52.2 

north near-pylon auxiliary pier -16.3 -21.3 -21.3 -26.3 -31.3 -36.0 
north far-pylon auxiliary pier -13.2 -18.2 -18.2 -23.2 -28.2 -31.2 

North transition pier -9.7 -14.7 -14.7 -19.7 -24.7 -27.7 
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3.2 Seismic input 

Response spectrum method has been adopted in the seismic response analysis in the paper, 

and the input response spectrum can be expressed by the following formula: 

 

 

 

 

Where β(T) is dynamic amplification factor, T is period (s),T1 is the starting period (s) of the 

plat value part, βmax is the maximum value of spectrum, Tg is characteristic period (s), k is 

declining index, ifβ(T)<0.1, then β(T)=0.1. 

Tab.2 lists the design earthquake parameters (2500-year return period) at different scouring 

elevations. In the table, 5% damping was assumed.  

Tab.2  The design earthquake parameters at different scouring elevations  
parameters of response spectrum 

Elevation (m) PGA(g) T1(s) Tg(s) βmax k 
-30.00 0.166 0.25 1.08 2.40 1.35 

-35.00 0.153 0.25 1.04 2.40 1.30 

-40.00 0.136 0.20 1.00 2.35 1.25 

-45.00 0.133 0.20 0.97 2.35 1.25 

-52.20 0.123 0.15 0.92 2.40 1.20 

3.3 Effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of bridge 
The effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of bridge has been analyzed 

using response spectrum method in this paper. In the analysis, the earthquake input corresponding 
to each scouring elevation has been taken as longitudinal input, and the first 400 vibration modes 
of the bridge have been included and combined with CQC method. A damping ratio of 5% is used 
for all modes. 

In order to validate the conclusion made by two-particle model,Tab.3 lists the variation of the 
maximum seismic forces of the north near-pylon auxiliary pier and its foundation along with 
scouring depth variation, where RQ and RM represent the ratio of shear force and bending moment 
of every scouring level to that of no-scouring respectively. Tab.3 indicates that, variation laws of 
the shear force and bending moment at the bottom of pier along with the scouring depth variation 
are the same, just as what Fig.4 reflected, that is, a peak value appears. And variation law of the 
shear force and bending moment at the bottom of pile cap are identical with Fig.5 and Fig.6 
respectively, there is a peak vale of bending moment but no peak value of shear force.  

On the other hand, Fig.4 lists the variation of the maximum seismic forces of the north pylon 

and its foundation along with the scouring depth variation. One can see from the table that there is 

a peak value of the bending moment at the bottom of north pylon or pile cap, but the shear forces 

gradually decrease along with the scouring depth increase. It should be noted that, comparing with 

the single pier model, the seismic response of the pylon and its foundation is more complex. The 
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pylon cannot be simplified as a SDOF system, because its response is contributed by many modes, 

and the dominated mode for the shear force and bending moment is different. In addition, the peak 

value of seismic response is related to the mass of pile cap. 

It is obvious that, the conclusion made from FEM corresponds with that from the two-particle 

model. The first, there is significant effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of 

bridges with large pile foundations. The second, the effect of scouring depth variation depends on 

whether the natural vibration period of pile foundation without scouring is bigger than that of the 

bridge pier. 
 

Tab.3 Maximum seismic forces of the north near-pylon auxiliary pier and its foundation 

position scouring 
depth 

Shear 

force Q/kN
RQ 

Moment 

M/kN.m 
RM 

Non-scouring 1.03E+04 1.00 4.88E+05 1.00 
scouring 1 1.36E+04 1.32 6.18E+05 1.27 
scouring 2 1.21E+04 1.17 5.54E+05 1.14 
scouring 3 7.59E+03 0.74 3.29E+05 0.67 
scouring 4 4.74E+03 0.46 1.98E+05 0.41 

At the 
bottom of 

pier 

scouring 5 3.04E+03 0.30 1.23E+05 0.25 
Non-scouring 1.21E+05 1.00 1.19E+06 1.00 

scouring 1 1.03E+05 0.85 1.61E+06 1.35 
scouring 2 9.24E+04 0.76 1.43E+06 1.20 
scouring 3 7.09E+04 0.59 9.92E+05 0.83 
scouring 4 5.55E+04 0.46 6.65E+05 0.56 

At the 
bottom of 
pile cap 

scouring 5 4.18E+04 0.35 4.51E+05 0.38 
 

Tab.4 Maximum seismic forces of the north pylon and its foundation 

position scouring 
depth 

Shear 

force Q/kN
RQ 

Moment 

M/kN.m 
RM 

Non-scouring 4.04E+04 1.00 2.14E+06 1.00 
scouring 1 3.14E+04 0.78 2.69E+06 1.26 
scouring 2 2.82E+04 0.70 2.23E+06 1.04 
scouring 3 2.00E+04 0.50 1.73E+06 0.81 
scouring 4 1.71E+04 0.42 1.61E+06 0.75 

At the 
bottom of 

pylon 

scouring 5 1.37E+04 0.34 1.33E+06 0.62 
Non-scouring 4.82E+05 1.00 5.53E+06 1.00 

scouring 1 3.06E+05 0.63 5.87E+06 1.06 
scouring 2 2.11E+05 0.44 5.14E+06 0.93 
scouring 3 1.53E+05 0.32 3.95E+06 0.71 
scouring 4 1.26E+05 0.26 3.65E+06 0.66 

At the 
bottom of 
pile cap 

scouring 5 1.05E+05 0.22 2.98E+06 0.54 
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4 Conclusion 

Taking the Sutong Bridge as background, the effect of scouring depth variation on the 
seismic response of bridge has been discussed by a single pier model and a FEM of the whole 
bridge. The following conclusions can be made: 
1) In a bridge with large pile-foundations, there is a distinct dynamic interaction between the 

high-rise pile cap foundation and the bridge structure because of the large mass of pile cap; 
2) For a single pier model, when the vibration frequencies of the pier itself and the pile 

foundation are close, a significant resonance occurs, and a peak value of seismic response 
appears except the shear force at the bottom of pile cap;  

3) There is significant effect of scouring depth variation on the seismic response of the bridge 
structure (including foundation); 

4) The effect of scouring depth variation also depends on whether the natural vibration period of 
pile foundation without scouring is bigger than that of the bridge pier. When the natural 
vibration period of pile foundation without scouring is bigger than that of the pier, the seismic 
forces of bridge pier and foundation will decrease gradually with the increase of the scouring 
depth. Whereas, seismic forces of bridge pier and foundation will increase firstly to a peak 
value, and then decrease gradually. The law is ultimately different from the general view. 
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The New Seismic Retrofitting Manual for the U.S. Highway 

Bridges - Part I: Bridges 
 

by 
 

W. Phillip Yen, PhD, P.E.1 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
In 2006, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) will issue its Seismic Retrofitting 
Manual for Highway Structures, Part 1: Bridges.  This updates suggested practice for 
mitigating the seismic vulnerability of existing bridges.  The manual, recently completed 
by the Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER), replaces 
the 1995 Seismic Retrofitting Manual for Highway Bridges and offers better guidance on 
screening, prioritizing, evaluating, and retrofitting regular bridges.  The paper gives an 
overview of the performance-based philosophy presented in the manual and describes 
procedures for implementing it.  It specifically addresses two levels of seismic hazard 
that are used, bridge importance, anticipated service life, soil site classes and 
amplification factors, performance levels, and selection of retrofit categories.  It then 
provides strategies for improving structural response through several approaches and a 
wide selection of structural retrofit measures.  It also summarizes recent philosophy on 
hazardous sites (e.g. near a fault) and geotechnical and foundation issues such as 
potential for liquefaction and lateral spreading. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
After many years efforts, the FHWA will release a new publication for the seismic 
retrofitting of highway structures called: Seismic Retrofitting Manual for Highway 
Structures, Part I:  Bridges and Part II: Retaining Structures, Slopes, Tunnels, Culverts, 
and Pavements.  (FHWA/MCEER, 2005)  This paper pertains only to Part I:  Bridges.  
The manual has been prepared by the University at Buffalo’s MCEER under the direction 
of the Seismic Research Team at FHWA’s Turner-Fairbank Research Facility.  It is 
authored by experts in the field to reflect the latest information on assessing the risk of 
earthquake damage to existing bridges and to give guidance on retrofitting when 
warranted.  The manual is intended for use nationwide by state departments of 
transportation (DOT’s) and their engineers for regions of low, moderate, or high 
seismicity.  It targets regular bridges, which as defined by American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) are less than 150m long (500 ft.).  
Agencies dealing with special bridges such as long span bridges or those with unique 
structure types may benefit from the concepts presented in the manual but they will need 
to use additional care in application of the concepts. 

                                                 
1 Senior Research Structural Engineer/ Seismic Research Program Manager, Office of Infrastructure, R&D, 
Federal Highway Administration, McLean, VA 22101, e-mail address: wen-huei.yen@fhwa.dot.gov  
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The new retrofitting manual uses the concept of performance based design and sets 
performance objectives for two levels of earthquakes according to categories determined 
from the relative importance of the bridge, its anticipated service life, and site conditions.  
It contains new information on geotechnical hazards caused by earthquakes. 
 
BACKGROUND 
The 1971 San Fernando earthquake in California brought on a new effort to find better 
ways to identify the risk and improve the performance of large structures after it became 
evident that current provisions were not adequately protecting highway bridges from 
damage and collapse.  In 1973, the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 
issued new seismic criteria for the design of new or replacement bridges in California.  
This was the first attempt in the U.S. to relate peak ground accelerations shown on 
seismic hazard maps to different soil types at bridge sites and the dynamic-response 
characteristics of structures, including inelastic behavior.  
 
While Caltrans and AASHTO took the lead promulgating criteria for the seismic design 
of new bridges, FHWA saw the need for similar guidance for existing bridges.  The 
AASHTO bridge design specifications have never included any provisions for seismic 
retrofitting;  FHWA has taken responsibility for this.  Early versions of FHWA’s 
retrofitting manual (listed below) were based on the specifications that stemmed from 
California’s experiences, lessons learned, and subsequent modifications to the design 
code.   

• Retrofitting Guidelines for Highway Bridges (FHWA-RD-83-007) (FHWA, 1983) 
• Seismic Retrofitting Manual for Highway Bridges (FHWA-RD-94-052) (FHWA, 

1995) 
 
PHILOSOPHY AND CONCEPTS 
 
Retrofitting Program 
Although retrofitting is a common method for improving performance, the cost of 
improving a structure may be so prohibitive that replacing it altogether with a new 
structure may be the preferred alternative.  Alternatively, doing nothing, accepting the 
risk and the consequences of damage is another possible option. The decision to retrofit, 
abandon, replace, or do-nothing, requires that both the importance and degree of 
vulnerability of the structure be carefully understood.  A transportation agency’s 
population of bridges needs to be looked at as a whole to insure that scarce resources are 
directed toward bridges in greatest need.  The retrofit program process depicted in Figure 
1 will generally be used so that the most deficient bridges can be identified and 
prioritized, with important bridges in high seismic zones and high vulnerability being 
given the first priority for retrofitting.  
 
In the first phase of a retrofit program, bridge inventories are screened to identify those 
structures that are seismically deficient so that they can be prioritized in order of need. 
Such a process is intended to be rapid, easy to apply and intrinsically conservative. 
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Figure 1:  A typical retrofit program 
 
Although three methods for screening and prioritization are described in the manual, a 
state may use any system it chooses to conduct this vulnerability assessment.  Several 
screening and prioritization methods have been proposed in the past decade. One 
example is that used by New York State Department of Transportation. (O’Connell, 
2002).   
 
Seismic Hazard 
Performance is obviously most dependent on the magnitude of the earthquake.  The 
previous edition of the manual employs only one design earthquake with a 500 year 
return period.  The new edition uses a performance based approach that calls for 
evaluation of the effects of two different seismic events (termed the lower level 
earthquake and the upper level earthquake).   This stems from the recognition that it is 
not economically feasible to upgrade all bridges to such a condition that no damage will 
ever occur.  Since low intensity earthquakes are a relatively frequent occurrence 
throughout the world, all bridges should be able to withstand them without significant 
damage.  At the same time, there are rarer, stronger, earthquakes that will impose damage 
despite attempts at mitigation.  Thus, the impact of at least two levels of seismic intensity 
need to be investigated; a lower level that is routinely handled by the bridge, and a 
somewhat arbitrary higher level at which we intend that the worst of damage is avoided. 
 
Though the selection of an appropriate recurrence interval for each of these seismic 
events is difficult, setting a mark provides a means for comparing bridge performance on 
a uniform basis.  For the sake of consistency with the evolving criteria for the design of 
new bridges, the new manual suggests a recurrence interval of 100 years for the lower 
level event and 1000 years for the upper level earthquake.  A higher upper level event 
may be employed at the discretion of the engineer or because of stricter local codes.  All 
bridges are intended to perform elastically during the lower level earthquake so that no 
damage occurs and the bridge is useable immediately after an event.  Because of the 
prohibitive expense of upgrading a whole population of bridges all at once, expected 
performance of bridges during an upper level event is not uniform.  The degree of retrofit 

Screening / Prioritization 

Detailed Evaluation 
 

Retrofitting 
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effort and therefore the performance requirement is determined according to the 
anticipated service life and importance of the bridge.   
 
Geotechnical Hazard 
In addition to the hazard presented directly from the earthquake induced shaking, serious 
damage can result from scenarios classified as geotechnical hazards.  These include soil 
liquefaction, lateral spreading, soil settlement, surface fault rupture and flooding.  These 
situations can have consequences as devastating as shaking, such as the loss of the 
foundation that could result in the collapse of a structure.  Since liquefaction has been a 
significant cause of damage to bridges during past earthquakes, the new version of the 
manual gives added attention to these risks. 
 
Bridge Importance 
The manual defines an essential bridge as one that is expected to function after an 
earthquake or which crosses a route that is expected to remain open immediately 
following an earthquake.  An essential bridge meets one or more of the following 
conditions: 

 The bridge is necessary to provide secondary life safety. 
 Loss of the bridge would lead to severe economic impact. 
 The bridge is included in a local emergency plan as being critical  
 The bridge is a critical link in the national defense network or necessary for the 

nation’s security. 
 Any bridge that is not classified as essential by the transportation agency is considered 
standard. 
 
Anticipated Service Life (ASL) 
There are other factors but anticipated service life is related mainly to the age and 
condition of a structure.  It is intuitive that younger bridges will be in service for a long 
time and will be exposed longer to the risk of an earthquake for a longer period of time.  
It therefore follows that these bridges should be made more resistant to earthquake-
induced forces without suffering irreparable damage.  Retrofitting a bridge with a short 
service life is more difficult to justify in view of the very low likelihood that a damaging 
earthquake will occur during the remaining life of the structure.  Table 2 categorizes 
bridges by age.  This is a useful ASL selection guide, even though other, less tangible 
factors may also influence the decision.   

 
Table 2: Anticipated Service Life Categories 

Service Life Category Approximate Remaining Service Life 
ASL1 0 – 15 yrs 

ASL2 16 – 50 yrs 

ASL3 >50 yrs 
 

Performance Levels 
Three levels of performance objectives have been defined.  See Table 3.  Working with 
the most vulnerable bridges first, a transportation agency will determine which ones are 
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considered essential and estimate the remaining service life so it can be put into an ASL 
category.  Table 3 can then be used to determine the minimum performance level for the 
lower and upper level earthquake.  An agency is, of course, free to set the performance 
level higher than these recommended minimums.  
 

Table 3 Assignment of Performance Level 

 
Soil Class and Site Factors 
The manual classifies sites by type (site class A-E) and profile for the purpose of defining 
the overall seismic hazard.  The seismic hazard level is then quantified as the product of 
the soil amplification and the intensity of shaking in the underlying rock.  Site 
classification F is for situations that require a site specific evaluation. 
 
Factors are provided for each of the soil classes.  Site class B (soft rock) is taken to be the 
reference site category for the USGS ground shaking maps so the site factor is 1.0.  Site 
classes A, C, D, and E have separate sets of site factors for the short-period range (site 
factor Fa) and long-period range (site factor Fv).  These site factors are greater for soils 
that are softer (increasing from site class A to E) because they quantify the amplification 
that occurs when rock is covered by softer soils.  
 
Design Response Spectrum 
The manual uses a two-point method to characterize earthquake ground motion and 
draw a design response spectrum. The two points used to define the spectrum are 
spectral ordinates (peak structural accelerations) in bridges with periods of 0.2 and 1.0 
second. For bridges on rock, (site class B), these ordinates are identified as Ss and S1 
respectively. For other site conditions, the response spectral accelerations are modified 

BRIDGE IMPORTANCE   
and  

SERVICE LIFE CATEGORY 
Standard Essential 

EARTHQUAKE 

ASL1 ASL2 ASL3 ASL1 ASL2 ASL3 

Lower Level Earthquake 
A return period of 
approximately 100 years 

PL0 PL3 PL3 PL0 PL3 PL3 

Upper Level Earthquake 
A return period of 
approximately 1000 years 

PL0 PL1 PL1 PL0 PL1 PL2 

Where: 
PL0 (No minimum):  No minimum level of performance  
PL1 (Life Safety):  Life safety is assured.  There may be significant damage as a result of the upper level 
earthquake and service will probably be disrupted but collapse is avoided so lives are not lost. 
PL2 (Operational):  Sustained damage is minimal and limited service for emergency vehicles is available 
after inspection and clearance of debris.  The bridge is repairable but there may be restrictions to traffic. 
PL3 (Fully Operational):  The bridge behaves elastically and no damage is sustained.  Full service is 
available for all vehicles immediately after an earthquake. 
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with the site factors discussed above to obtain a value for short period (0.2 sec.) design 
spectral acceleration (SDS) and for long period (1.0 sec.) design spectral acceleration 
(SD1). The variation of these ordinates throughout the United States has been mapped for 
various return periods by the US Geological Survey (USGS).  Maps are available on the 
USGS web site or on the CD provided with the manual.  If a transportation agency so 
desires, state ground motion maps may be generated and supplied to designers as a 
substitute for the national ground motion maps.  
Seismic Hazard Levels (SHL) 
Each bridge is assigned to one of four seismic hazard levels (I through IV) using the 
spectral ordinates and soil factors mentioned above.  See Table 4.   If two different hazard 
levels are derived for the same bridge because of differing soil conditions, the higher 
level should be used. 

 
Table 4 Hazard Level 

HAZARD LEVEL Using SD1 = FvS1  Using SDS = FaSs 

I SD1 ≤ 0.15 SDS ≤ 0.15 
II 0.15 < SD1 ≤0.25 0.15 < SDS ≤0.35 
III 0.25 < SD1 ≤0.40 0.35 < SDS ≤0.60 

IV 0.40 < SD1 0.60 < SDS 
Notes: 

1. For the purposes of determining the Seismic Hazard Level for Site Class E Soils, the 
value of Fv and Fa need not be taken larger than 2.4 and 1.6 respectively, when S1 is less 
than or equal to 0.10 and Ss is less than 0.25.   

2.   For the purposes of determining the Seismic Hazard Level for Site Class F Soils, Fv and 
Fa values for Site Class E soils may be used with the adjustment described in Note 1 
above 

 
Seismic Retrofit Categories (SRC) 
Once the bridge importance, anticipated service life, and seismic hazard are defined, each 
bridge can be classified and assigned to a particular seismic retrofit category.  
Assignment to one of the four categories provides guidance on the level of analysis 
required when evaluating the structure and which retrofitting measures should be 
employed.  Bridges in Seismic Retrofit Category A do not need retrofitting, regardless of 
their structural deficiencies or level of hazard.  These are usually located in areas where 
the overall risk of a damaging earthquake is low. 
 
Since each bridge is subject to a lower level and an upper level earthquake, there are two 
performance levels and two seismic hazard levels for each bridge. The more rigorous 
category is taken as the controlling requirement, and the associated earthquake becomes 
the design earthquake for later use in screening, evaluation and designing retrofit 
measures.  In all but the most seismically hazardous situations, the upper level event will 
govern design.  For this reason, emphasis in the manual is on the procedures needed for 
evaluating response to and protecting against the upper level event.  Table 5 shows 
seismic retrofit categories for the upper level event, given a particular performance level 
and hazard level.   
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EVALUATION METHODS 
The manual provides the detailed analyses that may be necessary for component by 
component assessment.  These are sometimes needed for both structural and geotechnical 
issues.  Methods presented are: simple minimum capacity checks, component capacity-
demand (C/D) checks using elastic dynamic analysis methods, structure C/D analysis 
using capacity-demand spectra, structure C/D methods using a nonlinear static procedure 
or pushover analysis, and a nonlinear dynamic method using inelastic time history 
analysis. 
 

Table 5: Seismic Retrofit Categories for Upper Level Event 

PERFORMANCE LEVEL 
 

 
 

HAZARD 
LEVEL 

 
PL0: No 

Minimum 
Level 

PL1: Life 
Safety 

PL2:  
Operational 

I A A B 

II A B B 

III A B C 

IV A C D 

SRC A: No evaluation or retrofit is required.    
SRC B: Assess without a detailed evaluation. 
SRC C and SRC D:  Rigorous standards for evaluation and retrofit. 
 
Note:  These categories are essentially the same as the seismic performance 
categories used in previous editions of the manual.  The terminology was 
modified to distinguish them from the performance categories employed by 
AASHTO for the design of new bridges. 

 
 
RETROFITTING PROCESS 
 
Once a bridge is found to be seismically deficient, the next step is to decide what, if 
anything, should be done to correct the deficiencies. Decision-making may be formalized 
by exploring retrofit options and the associated cost implications. The manual discusses 
the selection of a retrofit strategy, development a retrofit approach, and identification of 
appropriate retrofitting measures.  
 
The manual tabulates appropriate levels of intensity for the screening, evaluation and 
actual retrofitting of a bridge according to the seismic retrofit category identified.  For 
example, a bridge with a SRC of A needs no particular assessment of its component 
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vulnerabilities, whereas a bridge in SRC D warrants a check of seat widths, connections, 
columns, walls, footings, abutments, and liquefaction potential.  Likewise, the evaluation 
methods used for a SRC D bridge are the most rigorous and labor intensive. 
 
SUMMARY 
The new manual provides new information on the seismic hazard and the geotechnical 
hazards that are likely to occur at two levels of earthquake, a lower level that has a 100 
year return period and 1000 years for the less frequent, stronger event.  These events 
were selected with consideration of recent developments in the evolution of criteria being 
developed for the design of new bridges.   
 
The new manual provides methods for screening and prioritizing bridges for retrofit and 
gives increasingly rigorous means of evaluation when the effort is warranted.  It discusses 
different approaches for reducing the risk of failure and gives numerous specific 
measures that can be taken as part of a retrofitting project. 
 
Part I not only expands material presented in earlier versions; it also introduces the 
concept of performance based retrofitting.  Chapter 1 of the manual conveniently 
summarizes the entire process and tabulates the level of effort necessary for component 
screening, evaluation and retrofitting a bridge after consideration of numerous 
parameters. 
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Experiments on Seismic Performance of Retrofitted Highway 
Bridge Columns 

Zheng Gang  Tang Guangwu  Niu Songshan 

Chongqing Communications Research & Design Institute   zip: 400067 

Abstract: Based on the statistics of twenty-five highway bridges, a group of scaled-down columns were designed, 

manufactured and tested. Pseudo-static tests show that weak reinforcements will result in weak seismic performance of 

highway bridge columns. Candidate methods for seismic retrofits of columns with weak reinforcements, including the 

reinforcement improvement and the FRP composites jacketing method, were investigated with experiments on scaled-down 

models. Results show that, with reinforcement improvement, the yielding moment and the elastic range are increased and the 

ductility of the columns keep constant, so that the seismic performances are improved. However, as fiber always damages 

earlier than the reinforcing bar, FRP composites jacketing is proved having little effects on seismic performance of the 

columns. 

Key words: Seismic retrofit; Pseudo-static tests, highway bridge column 

 

1. Introduction 

Seismic performance of highway bridge columns has long been a key problem investigated by 

researchers engaging in bridge seismic behavior. However, experiments on the seismic performances of 

highway bridge columns are yet limited in China. This paper describes a serial of experiments on the 

seismic performances of highway bridge columns before and after retrofits.  

Through a statistic investigation of highway bridges, the design features of columns are extracted. 

Based on these design features in combination with current Chinese seismic design specification of 

highway engineering1, a group of 1/5 scaled-down column is designed and tested. The tests show that the 

low ratio in reinforcing bar is one of the main reasons to result in undesired seismic performances of 

highway bridge columns in China.  

Increasing the reinforcement or retrofitting by FRP composites jacketing are both possible solution to 

improve the seismic performances of highway bridge columns without adequate reinforcements. A serial of 

experiments is then carried out to validate the two methods. The results show that the column performance 

is improved significantly by increasing the reinforcement. However, as fibers are always damaged earlier 

than reinforcing bar, the FRP composites jacket couldn’t improve the seismic performance much. Even 

worse, it becomes hard to predict the performance of the column retrofitted after FRP composites jacketing.  

2. Experiment Design 
Seismic performances of bridge columns can be affected by many factors, such as section type, 

reinforcement ratio, axial load ratio, material strength, etc. According to existing research achievements and 

references, the lateral reinforcement ratio and the axial load ratio are selected as the main factors affecting 

the column seismic performances. Considering the device capacities and research purpose, the geometric 
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similarity scale is determined as 1/5. 

2.1 Statistical Investigation on Highway Bridges 

According to the statistical investigation on 25 existing bridges in Yunnan, among which the numbers 

of simply-supported, rigid frame and continuous bridges are 18, 5 and 2 respectively, the height of 70% 

columns of the simply-supported bridges lies between 5m to 25m. The basic earthquake intensity at bridge 

site is VI to VII, as is listed in Table 1. The span length of the bridges covers 15m to 35m, as shown in 

Table 2.  

Table 1  Earthquake intensity grade of bridge site 
Intensity VI VII VII IX Total 
Quantity 5 3 8 2 18 
Ratio (%) 27.8 16.7 44.4 11.1 100 

Table 2  Bridge span length 
Span length <20m 20m 28m 29m 29.5m 30m 35m Total 

Quantity 6 5 13 6 11 36 5 82 
Percentage 7.3 6.1 15.9 7.3 13.4 43.9 6.1 100 

The investigation shows that: (i) the longitudinal reinforcement ratio of the piers of the 

simply-supported bridge lies between 0.49% to 0.77%, with mean value of 0.63%, and circular sections has 

lower ratio while hollow sections has higher ratio; (ii) the lateral reinforcement ratio lies between 0.24% to 

1.8%, and generally the ratio is less than 1% for circular sections and greater than 1% for rectangular 

sections. (iii) the axial load ratio lies between 0.12 to 0.18. 

2.2 Prototype columns 

According to the statistical investigation in combination with current Chinese seismic design 

specification of highway engineering1. The prototype columns are assumed to have an axial load ratio 

between 0.10 to 0.24 and a lateral reinforcement ratio between 0.15%~0.85%. The longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio takes the mean value of 0.63%. Rectangular section, with dimension of 250cm×150cm, 

is designed，as shown in Fig.1.  

7

    
Fig.1  Section design of prototype columns (unit: cm)     Fig.2  Section design of scaled-down columns (unit: mm) 

2.3 Design of model columns 

Seven columns, numbered 1A~7A, are designed with different combination of axial load ratio and 

lateral reinforcement ratio. Section design of the model columns is shown in Fig.2, with sectional design 

parameters listed in Table 3. The axial load ratio and lateral reinforcement ratio are listed in Table 4. 

Another eleven columns are designed for seismic retrofit, among which, seven columns, numbered 1B~7B 

and corresponding to columns 1A to 7A, are retrofitted with increased longitudinal reinforcements listed in 
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column 5 of table 4. The other four columns, number 1C~4C corresponding to columns 1A~4A, are 

jacketed with FRP composites.  

Table 3  Section design of model columns 
Reinforcement section size (cm) Lateral reinforcement ratio (%) Item 

Longitudinal Lateral 
Concrete 

Length Width
Longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio (%) transverse longitudinal 
Prototype φ25 φ12 C25 248.0 137.5 0.06~0.27 

Model φ10 φ5 C25  49.6  27.5 
0.63 0.06~0.30 

 

Table 4  Design parameters of model columns 
Before retrofits After retrofits 

No. Axial load ratio Lateral reinforcement ratio (%) No. Longitudinal reinforcement ratio (%) No. 
1A 0.150 0.45 1B 0.91 1C 
2A 0.225 0.15 2B 1.06 2C 
3A 0.100 0.65 3B 1.16 3C 
4A 0.175 0.35 4B 1.34 4C 
5A 0.250 0.05 5B 1.49 / 
6A 0.125 0.55 6B 1.66 / 
7A 0.200 0.25 7B 1.84 / 

3. Test results 
Both the experimental and theoretical results show that all the 21 columns fails in the flexural mode. 

The maximal bending moment are listed in table 5. It is shown in table 5 that, for the columns retrofitted 

with increased longitudinal reinforcements, the mean value of the maximal bending moment increased 

from 151kN.m to 179kN.m, i.e. 20% increase in moment capacity. 

Table 5  Maximal bending moment of scaled-down columns (kN.m) 
No. Tested Calculated Relative error (%) No. Test ed Caculated Relative error (%) 
1A 158 148 7.1 1B 141 143 -1.3 
2A 170 165 2.7 2B 180 178 0.8 
3A 125 120 4.5 3B 147 151 -2.7 
4A 156 141 10.4 4B 174 188 -7.7 
5A 168 171 -1.9 5B 217 220 -1.4 
6A 128 127 1.3 6B / / / 
7A 148 149 -0.5 7B 225 234 -4.0 

Mean 151 146 3.4 Mean 179 184 -3.7 

Table 6  Ductility capacity of scaled-down columns 
Column No. 1A 2A 3A 4A 5A 6A 7A Mean 

Displacement ductility capacity 7.5 5.5 10.0 8.7 6.6 10.6 5.2 7.7 
Curvature ductility capacity 21.6 16.0 32.3 28.5 21.5 36.7 16.8 24.8 

The displacement and curvature ductility capacities of columns 1A~7A are listed in table 6. The 

mean values of displacement ductility and curvature capacity are 7.7 and 24.8 respectively, which show 

that the columns have excellent ductility. However, the test results show that the seismic performance of the 

columns with excellent ductility might still be very poor as: (1) the flexural stiffness of the column is rather 

low; (2) the plastic deformation is concentrated at few, sometimes only one, crack(s), where longitudinal 

reinforcements are prone to break, so that column may be damaged severely; (3) the high strength and large 

ultimate strain of the confined concrete are not yet exerted.  

3.1 Hysterestic curve before and after retrofits with improved longitudinal reinforcements 

The force-displacement hysterestic curves, before and after retrofits with improved longitudinal 
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reinforcements, are shown in Fig.4. The horizontal and vertical axes are the displacement (mm) and the 

force (kN) respectively at the column top end. 

    
1 A Vs 1B                                     2 A Vs 2B   

    
3 A Vs 3B                                        4 A Vs 4B   

    
5 A Vs 5B                                       6 A Vs 6B   

 7 A Vs 7B   

Fig.4  Hysterestic curve before (dark) and after (pink) retrofits with improved longitudinal reinforcements 
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3.2 Hysterestic curve before and after retrofits by FRP composites jacketing 

The force-displacement hysterestic curves, before and after retrofitting by FRP composites jacketing, 

are shown in Fig.5. 

   
1 A Vs 1C                                     2 A Vs 2C 

      
3 A Vs 3C                                     4 A Vs 4C   

Fig.5  Hysterestic curve before (dark) and after (pink) retrofits by FRP composites jacketing 

4. Conclusions and Discussion 

It is known from Fig.4 that, within the parameter range under investigation, the seismic performances 

of the highway bridge columns are improved by increasing the longitudinal reinforcements in following 

aspects: 

(1)  The equivalent flexural stiffness of bridge pier is improved, which can be used to coordinate 

stiffness ratio between bridge piers with different height, so that the force can be reasonably 

distributed for bridge piers under earthquakes; 

(2)  The unloading stiffness of bridge pier is improved. It means that change in pier stiffness under 

seismic load tends to be stable. So that numerical analyses on bridge seismic response can be more 

stable and accurate;  

(3)  The yielding strength of bridge pier is improved. Therefore, pier with higher longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio shall have wider elastic range; 

(4) Under the same displacement, pier with higher longitudinal reinforcement ratio has larger residual 

displacement, which improves the capacity of earthquake energy dissipating; meanwhile, the pier 

unloading stiffness is improved; 

(5)  Pier ductility keeps constant basically. 

By comparing Fig.4 with Fig.5, it is obvious that seismic retrofits by FRP composites jacketing is not 
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so effective as directly increasing longitudinal reinforcements. The essential reason is that the ultimate 

strain of fiber material is much less than that of steel, which leads to following results:  

(1)  Fiber breaks earlier than reinforcing bar so that the pier ductility cannot be improved.  

(2) Fiber may improve the stiffness of pier under small to medium earthquake; however, it loses this 

function under larger earthquake.  

(3)  As fiber may suddenly break under larger earthquake, seismic analysis on bridge may lose its 

reliability, i.e., the seismic performances of bridge piers become unpredictable.  

The study of this paper also shows that:  

(1)  Highway bridge piers in China are different from overseas ones. One main difference is that the 

longitudinal reinforcements ratio is much lower, which may result in: (i) the bridge pier has 

inadequate stiffness, so that undesired large displacement may be induced in an earthquake, 

possibly causing beam falling and/or abutment collapse; (ii) the bridge pier has short plastic hinge 

zone, so that plastic deformation will be concentrated at few cracks, with undesired broken of 

reinforcing bar there and severe damage of the bridge pier; (iii) the high strength and ultimate 

strain of confined concrete cannot be fully utilized. 

(2)  All tested piers have large residual deformation. Therefore, it is important to limit the residual 

deformation in the seismic design of bridge pier. Otherwise, it will be difficult or, even worse, 

impossible to repair the bridge piers after a medium or large earthquake. 
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TWO MAJOR HURRICANES HIT TWO MAJOR HURRICANES HIT 
THE LOUISIANA COAST IN 2005THE LOUISIANA COAST IN 2005

•• KATRINAKATRINA--Category 4 at landfallCategory 4 at landfall
Morning of August 29, 2005Morning of August 29, 2005

•• RITARITA –– Category 3 at landfallCategory 3 at landfall
Morning of September 24, 2005Morning of September 24, 2005
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FORCES OF NATUREFORCES OF NATURE
•• STORM SURGE & WAVE ACTIONSTORM SURGE & WAVE ACTION

–– MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE DAMAGEMAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE DAMAGE
•• FLOODINGFLOODING

–– LOSS OF LIFE, PROPERTY AND INUNDATION OF LOSS OF LIFE, PROPERTY AND INUNDATION OF 
BRIDGESBRIDGES

•• SCOURSCOUR
–– BRIDGE AND ROADWAY INFRASTRUCTURE BRIDGE AND ROADWAY INFRASTRUCTURE 

DAMAGEDAMAGE
•• WINDWIND

–– COMMUNICATION, TRANSPORTATION COMMUNICATION, TRANSPORTATION 
INFRASTRUTURE & PROPERTY DAMAGEINFRASTRUTURE & PROPERTY DAMAGE
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MAJOR BRIDGES IN LAKE MAJOR BRIDGES IN LAKE 
PONTCHARTRAINPONTCHARTRAIN

•• Pontchartrain Causeway Bridge Pontchartrain Causeway Bridge 

•• US 11 BridgeUS 11 Bridge

•• II--10 Twin Span Bridges10 Twin Span Bridges

•• RigoletRigolet’’s Pass and Chef Menteur Bridgess Pass and Chef Menteur Bridges
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http://hurricane.lsu.edu/floodprediction/katrina22/
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Fender System Pontchartrain Causeway Bridge

DAMAGE OF  IDAMAGE OF  I--10 10 
TWIN SPANSTWIN SPANS
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II--10 TWIN SPANS10 TWIN SPANS

5.4 MILES5.4 MILES
Low level 65Low level 65’’
monolithic simple monolithic simple 
prestress girder prestress girder 
spans on 54spans on 54”” ppc ppc 
cylinder piles.cylinder piles.
High rise on short High rise on short 
section of bridgesection of bridge

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGEDESCRIPTION OF DAMAGE
•• Eastbound BridgeEastbound Bridge --lost 38 spans and 170 lost 38 spans and 170 

spans shifted alignment.spans shifted alignment.

•• Westbound BridgeWestbound Bridge -- lost 26 spans and 303 lost 26 spans and 303 
spans shifted alignment. Approximately 14,000spans shifted alignment. Approximately 14,000’’
of bridge railing damaged.of bridge railing damaged.

•• Bridge Bearings Bridge Bearings --Major bearing replacement Major bearing replacement 
on both bridges, roadway crossovers for traffic, on both bridges, roadway crossovers for traffic, 
debris removaldebris removal
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II--10 Twin Spans10 Twin Spans

Uniform displacementUniform displacement
of spansof spans

View looking NorthView looking North
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North end of bridge  North end of bridge  
Spans displaced to the EastSpans displaced to the East
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Span movement arrested by risersSpan movement arrested by risers
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•• Hurricane Katrina hit Monday, August 29, 2005Hurricane Katrina hit Monday, August 29, 2005

•• Boh Brothers Construction Co. went to work on Boh Brothers Construction Co. went to work on 
Monday, September 12, 2005, Fourteen days Monday, September 12, 2005, Fourteen days 
after the hurricane made land fallafter the hurricane made land fall

•• Phase I Phase I –– Eastbound Roadway Opened two way Eastbound Roadway Opened two way 
traffic 34 days later , October 16, 2005traffic 34 days later , October 16, 2005

•• Phase II Phase II –– Westbound Roadway Opened to Westbound Roadway Opened to 
traffic 82 days after Phase I, January 6, 2006traffic 82 days after Phase I, January 6, 2006

II--10 REPAIR PROJECT10 REPAIR PROJECT
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II--10 REPAIR PHASES10 REPAIR PHASES
PHASE 1: REPAIR EASTBOUND ROADWAYPHASE 1: REPAIR EASTBOUND ROADWAY

•• Move spans from WB to fill gaps on EBMove spans from WB to fill gaps on EB
•• Realign and repair missing spans on EBRealign and repair missing spans on EB

PHASE 2: REPAIR WESTBOUND ROADWAYPHASE 2: REPAIR WESTBOUND ROADWAY

•• Replace WB spans with approximately 1 mile Replace WB spans with approximately 1 mile 
of ACROW 700 Series bridging, & realign spansof ACROW 700 Series bridging, & realign spans

CONSTRUCTION COSTCONSTRUCTION COST

•• Total construction cost for repair project and Total construction cost for repair project and 
maintenance of the ACROW Bridge = maintenance of the ACROW Bridge = 
$39 million$39 million

Moving Spans Moving Spans -- MammoetMammoet
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Mammoet Mammoet -- Jack and Slide MethodJack and Slide Method
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Span SupportsSpan Supports
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01/11/2006
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01/11/2006
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TRAFFIC IS BACK ON ITRAFFIC IS BACK ON I--1010

No Permit Loads AllowedNo Permit Loads Allowed

II--10 NEW BRIDGE10 NEW BRIDGE

CRITICAL FEATURES:CRITICAL FEATURES:
•• Six lane facilitySix lane facility

•• Storm protectionStorm protection

•• Enhanced ship collision resistanceEnhanced ship collision resistance

•• 100 year service life100 year service life

•• Design alternates where possibleDesign alternates where possible
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GENERAL FACTSGENERAL FACTS

•• TotalTotal Bridge Length = 58,388Bridge Length = 58,388’’
−−260,000 LF 36260,000 LF 36”” PilesPiles
−−257,000 LF BT 78257,000 LF BT 78

•• Surface area = 3.75 million ftSurface area = 3.75 million ft22

•• Total Roadway Length =1.2 milesTotal Roadway Length =1.2 miles

•• Construction CostConstruction Cost
–– Phase I (Under Construction) Phase I (Under Construction) $379 million$379 million
–– Phase II (Under Design)Phase II (Under Design) $240 million$240 million

CONSTRUCTION PHASINGCONSTRUCTION PHASING
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COASTAL STORM ANALYSISCOASTAL STORM ANALYSIS
Considered the Steven Krolak chapter in Considered the Steven Krolak chapter in Hydraulics and Hydraulics and 
Scour at BridgesScour at Bridges, Circular #25, rev4, Circular #25, rev4

Studied a white paper from Nickas, Renna, Mertz and Studied a white paper from Nickas, Renna, Mertz and 
Sheppard titled Sheppard titled Wave AttackWave Attack

Reviewed  the Reviewed  the OEA Report for Escambia Bay BridgeOEA Report for Escambia Bay Bridge, , from from 
Ocean Engineering AssociatesOcean Engineering Associates

Acquired Coastal Engineering Services from Moffatt and Acquired Coastal Engineering Services from Moffatt and 
Nichol LSU and SITE.Nichol LSU and SITE.

Attended National Wave Force Workshop  at the Attended National Wave Force Workshop  at the Turner Turner 
Fairbank Highway Research Center Fairbank Highway Research Center ––
December 7, 2005December 7, 2005

DELFT 3D SWANDELFT 3D SWAN (Delft Hydraulics, Netherlands) to develop (Delft Hydraulics, Netherlands) to develop 
the numerical modelthe numerical model

Boussinesq Wave ModelBoussinesq Wave Model (Danish Hydraulic Institute) for (Danish Hydraulic Institute) for 
potential wave set up at the bridge potential wave set up at the bridge 

Statistical analysis of wind speed and direction of 324 Statistical analysis of wind speed and direction of 324 
hurricanes and tropical storms hurricanes and tropical storms 

ADCIRCADCIRC (Finite Element Hydrodynamic Model, LSU & USACE) (Finite Element Hydrodynamic Model, LSU & USACE) 
to perform storm modeling of Hurricane Katrina and to perform storm modeling of Hurricane Katrina and 
hypothetical stronger storms hypothetical stronger storms 

MODELING DATA TOOLSMODELING DATA TOOLS
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Hurricane Katrina Hurricane Katrina 
~ 100~ 100--year  Eventyear  Event

Max. Wave Crest Elevation= 22.8Max. Wave Crest Elevation= 22.8’’, (6.95m) NAVD 88, (6.95m) NAVD 88

3.43 m-4.0 m

Katrina Storm Surge (m)

4.0+1.71 m-2.86 m 2.86 m-3.43m

(6’ - 9’) (9’ - 11’) (11’ - 13’)(+13’)
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Hurricane Katrina West 
~ 500-year  Event Wave Height 

Max. Wave Crest Elevation =30.6’ (9.33m)(NAVD88)

1.71 m-2.86 m 2.86 m-3.43m 3.43 m-4.0 m 4.0+

Katrina-Like Path 28 miles West (m)

(+13’)(11’ - 13’)(9’ - 11’)(6’ - 9’)
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Derived from Moffatt & NicholDerived from Moffatt & Nichol

II--10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES 10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES 

DESIGN STORMS CONSIDEREDDESIGN STORMS CONSIDERED
Katrina 2005Katrina 2005
Surge +14 NAVD 88, Wave Crest +22.8 NAVD 88Surge +14 NAVD 88, Wave Crest +22.8 NAVD 88

KatrinaKatrina--like storm (Path 28 miles west)like storm (Path 28 miles west)
Surge +19 NAVD 88, Wave Crest +30.6 NAVD 88Surge +19 NAVD 88, Wave Crest +30.6 NAVD 88

STORM PROTECTIONSTORM PROTECTION

•• Set Low Concrete Elevation (30 feet NAVD 88) Set Low Concrete Elevation (30 feet NAVD 88) 
above the Maximum Wave Crest Height of above the Maximum Wave Crest Height of 
Katrina West (500 year design event) for main Katrina West (500 year design event) for main 
elevated structureelevated structure

•• Transition spans will be designed for the 100 Transition spans will be designed for the 100 
year Katrina event and anchored accordinglyyear Katrina event and anchored accordingly

•• Transition spans will have open steel bridge railTransition spans will have open steel bridge rail
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II--10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES

Storm Design ApproachStorm Design Approach

II--10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES

SURGE LEVEL

NORMAL BAY LEVEL

500 - 1000 psf
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II--10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES

Connection fails,          
decks lift  off

Upward pressure

500 - 1000 psf

400 psf

WATER HAMMERWATER HAMMER
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II--10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES10 PONTCHARTRAIN BRIDGES
(LRFD Load Combinations)(LRFD Load Combinations)

•• The AASHTO LRFD specifications do not directly The AASHTO LRFD specifications do not directly 
address the surge load conditionaddress the surge load condition

•• The first load case, the long duration load The first load case, the long duration load 
caused by the surge could be applied as a caused by the surge could be applied as a 
Strength III case and the short during impact Strength III case and the short during impact 
load could be treated as an extreme event loadload could be treated as an extreme event load
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FLAT SLAB SPANFLAT SLAB SPAN
(Anchorage Details)(Anchorage Details)

TYPE III GIRDER SPANTYPE III GIRDER SPAN
(Anchorage Details)(Anchorage Details)
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BT 78 GIRDER SPANBT 78 GIRDER SPAN
(Anchorage Details)(Anchorage Details)

•• Model all Span Units and Substructure Using Model all Span Units and Substructure Using 
the FB Pier Programthe FB Pier Program

•• Design Loads Obtained by Previous Vessel Design Loads Obtained by Previous Vessel 
Collision Report and Surge ModelCollision Report and Surge Model

VESSEL COLLISION RESISTANCEVESSEL COLLISION RESISTANCE
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VESSEL IMPACT LOADSVESSEL IMPACT LOADS

BENT 16E
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Provide Minimum 100 Years of ServiceProvide Minimum 100 Years of Service

–– High Performance Concrete and additional High Performance Concrete and additional 
concrete cover concrete cover 

–– Studied HPC mix designs, including the Studied HPC mix designs, including the 
Cooper River and Confederation bridgesCooper River and Confederation bridges

–– LifeLife--365 program used as an analysis tool365 program used as an analysis tool

CORROSION PROTECTIONCORROSION PROTECTION
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•• Require 1000 Coulombs @ 56 daysRequire 1000 Coulombs @ 56 days

•• PrePre--qualify mix supplied by sourcequalify mix supplied by source

•• QC test QC test 

−− One test per span for payment adjustment, One test per span for payment adjustment, 
each structural elementeach structural element

•• QA testQA test

−− One test per continuous span unit, each One test per continuous span unit, each 
structural elementstructural element

CORROSION PROTECTION PLANCORROSION PROTECTION PLAN

The EndThe End

QUESTIONSQUESTIONS
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A Brief Introduction to the Shaking-Table 

Test of Liede Bridge 

Wang J.J.  Zhang X.T.  Fan L.C.  Wang Z.Q.  Chen H.  Zhou M. 

Li S.Y.  Mo H.L.  Ni Z.J. 

 

ABSTRACT 

A small scaling-factor model anchored suspension bridge was designed and 
constructed, and modal test and shaking-table test were conducted. Organic glass was 
used for the tower and piers; equivalent steel plate was used for the girder; 
high-strength steel threads were used for the cables and hangers. To extend the 
shaking table to 8m, a steel platform of was designed to be fixed on the shaking table. 
Model fluid dampers were designed following the force-similarity law and 
manufactured.  

The aims of the experiment are, (1) to find the seismic stress distributions along 
the tower; (2) to verify the numerical computation; (3) to verify the effectiveness of 
dampers.  

The modal frequencies and modal damping ratios of free vibration of the model 
bridge were obtained by free-vibration method. Both artificial seismic waves and the 
recorded El-Centro seismic waves were adopted for the shaking table tests. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last two decades, self-anchored suspension bridges have become 
increasingly popular for medium-sized spans in the world as well as in China. Some 
bridges of this type have been constructed in zones of high seismicity, and are 
designed in unusual shape to meet the requirements of esthetics.  

Because the class of design is relatively new and unusual, the designers have a 
lack of seismic performance of this type of bridges. The experiments should be done 
to understand the seismic performance and to test the mathematical models of their 
dynamic response. This paper describes a shaking-table test of a small-scale model of 
a self-anchored suspension bridge. 

The most shaking-table tests that have been performed before are about 
components of bridges, e.g., bridge piers. Only a limited number of reports of 
dynamic tests of small-scale model bridges have been published. Sethia et al[1] 
compared analytical and test values of natural frequencies, but obtained the 
experimental natural frequencies by vibrating a model which had been designed to 
satisfy only the static scaling laws. Godden and Aslam[2] built a full three-dimensional 
small-scale dynamic model of a specific steel bridge and correlated analytical and 
experimental values; the results were good but the bridge was of an unusual design 
with cables anchored in the ground. Garevski et al[3] performed a resonance-search 
tests on a usual type of cable-stayed bridge, the Jindo bridge. The model was design 
to satisfy both the static scaling laws and the dynamic scaling laws, and the static and 
dynamic results obtained from the mathematical model are in good agreement with 
those obtained from experimental testing. But Garevski et al[3] did not perform 
dynamic tests on their model under seismic actions. 

In this paper, a full three-dimensional small-scale dynamic model of Liede 
bridge, a self-anchored suspension bridge, is designed to satisfy both static and 
dynamic scaling laws. The free vibration tests and shaking-table tests under white 
noise, harmonic waves, and seismic waves were performed. The testing results were 
compared with analytical predictions. The effectiveness of liquid viscous dampers to 
reduce the response of seismic displacements and the effects of non-uniform seismic 
excitations are tested.  

The experimental aims of Liede bridge is as follows: (1) to find the seismic stress 
distributions along the tower; (2) to verify the numerical computation; (3) to verify 
the effectiveness of dampers. 

 

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LIEDE BRIDGE 

The Liede bridge is a self-anchored suspension bridge with a single tower, 
spanning the Pearl River, as a part of Xinguang highway in Guangzhou city, 
Guangdong province, China. The configuration of the Liede bridge is shown in Figure 
1. 
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The Liede bridge has four spans and the stiffening girder is continuous from one 
end (the 5th pier) to the other (the 9th pier). The two main spans are 167m and 219m 
respectively, while the side spans are 47m in length. The stiffening girder has a cross 
section of steel box between pier 6 and pier 8, and a cross section of reinforced 
concrete box at the other two spans. The stiffening girder has sliding supports at piers 
5, 6, 8, 9, but not at tower 7 because there’s no lower cross beam below the girder 
there. 

 

Figure 1 Configuration of the Liede bridge 

 

Each of the two suspension cables is made of 33 strands containing 127 high 
strength zinc coated steel wires, whose diameter is 5.3mm. The hangers are 
symmetrically arranged in two oblique planes, and 28 hangers for each plane. All of 
hangers are made up of 7mm-diameter prefabricated steel threads. The tower has a 
three dimensional surface due to the esthetics. The tower is totally 130m in height 
with a decorative part with a height of 25m.  The tower is top out 128m above the 
pile-cap of pier 7. 

 

3. MODEL MATERIAL AND SIMILARITY LAW 

3.1 Scale Factors 

For long-span structures, such as suspension bridges, the geometric size of the 
bridge has to be reduced to a very small scale to model the complete structure. It may 
not be feasible to construct a true model in which all cross sections of the girder and 
tower are scaled in proportion with the global geometry. If nonlinearity of the material 
is unimportant, and only geometrical nonlinearities are to be considered, as is cased 
here, it’s possible to construct a model with certain simplifications. For the purposes 
of the present shaking-table tests, the tower and the piers are scaled in proportion with 
the global geometry, and meanwhile the stiffening girder is modeled with similarity 
for the bending stiffness using simplified sections. The cables are modeled with 
similarity for the tension stiffness using high strength steel thread, and the hangers are 
modeled using high strength steel threads with enough tension stiffness to restrict the 
relative displacement between the cable and the girder. 
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The Liede bridge model was constructed on a scale chosen according to the 
limitations of the shaking table in the Key Lab of Disaster Reduction of Civil 
Engineering at Tongji University. The shaking table consists of a 4m×4m platform 
capable of carrying a 25 ton payload which may overhang the platform up by 0.1m. 
The table has an operating frequency range of 0~50Hz and can shake a payload of 15 
tons at 1.2g, simultaneously in all three translation degrees of freedom. 

The total span of the Liede bridge, l, is 480m and the highest linear scale factor , 
Cl, to fit the shaking table was 60. This gives a value for the total length of the model, 
lm, of 8m. Although this is longer than the width of the table, testing is possible by 
overhanging the platform by about 2m on each side (figure 2). 

 

Figure 2  Top View of Base and Shaking Table 

 

Table 1 Scale Factors 

Quantity Symbol Scale Factor Quantity Symbol Scale Factor 

length/displacement l 60 Frequency f 0.1291 

Velocity v 7.746 Stress σ 12.94 

Acceleration a 1.000 Strain ε 1 

Young's modulus E 12.94 Force F 46590 

mass density ρ 0.2157 
Tension stiffness of 

section 
EA 46590 

Mass m 46590 
bending stiffness of 

section 
EI 1.677×108 

Time t 7.746    
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The scaling factor for acceleration was made unity to fit the gravitational effect. 
The frequency scale, Cf, is then given by Cf = Cl -1/2 = 0.1291. Using this scale all the 
significant modes of vibration of the model will have frequencies within the working 
range of the platform. Other factors were determined by the need to keep the elastic 
stiffness of the tower of the bridge in proportion with that of the model. The masses 
and forces were therefore scaled by the ratio Cm = CF = CE=Cl 2 , where CE is the 
scaling factor for Young’s modulus. This was achieved by adding structurally 
uncoupled masses to the model. Although concrete was used for construction of the 
tower of the bridge, organic glass was used for the model. Thus CE is equaled to 12.94 
which significantly reduced the additional masses required. The details about the 
similarity laws are listed in Table 1. 

 

3.2 Properties of Model Material 

The material properties of the organic glass, high strength steel threads and steel 
plates used for the model bridge are obtained by static material tests, as shown in 
Table 2. 

Table 2 Tested Properties of Material 
 Young’s modulus Material strength 

Steel threads 1.98×105 MPa 1883 MPa 
Organic glass 2.72×103 MPa >80 MPa 
Steel plates 2.0×105 MPa >235 MPa 

 

4. DESIGN OF THE MODEL BRIDGE 

4.1 The Generals  

The tower and four piers are designed strictly following similarity laws in both 
geometry and stiffness, as shown in Figure 3. 

   

                    a) Tower                         b) Pier 6, 8        c) Pier 5, 9 

Figure 3  Typical Cross Sections of Model Tower and Piers 
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The axial tension stiffness of the cables is designed to satisfy the similarity law 
because it notably affects the dynamic behaviors of the bridge system. The diameter 
of the steel threads for model cables is set to be 1.6mm agreeing the scale factor for 
the axial stiffness of the section. 

Numerical analysis indicates that variety of the stiffness of hangers of the bridge 
has little impact on the dynamic behaviors of the bridge system because their axial 
tension stiffness is high enough. Therefore it’s reasonable to choose high strength 
steel threads whose axial tension stiffness is higher than that agreeing the scale factor. 

The model girder is of solid rectangular sections, as shown in Figure 4. As a 
result, the bending stiffness was correctly scaled, but the axial and torsion stiffness not, 
which wouldn't affect the global behavior of bridges of this type under seismic 
actions. 

 

Figure 4  Cross Sections of the Model Girder 

 

Machined steel blocks and iron plates were used for added masses. Machined 
steel blocks were attached to the girder using 6mm bolts, clamped on the pillars of 
tower, fixed on the top of tower with 10mm bolts, in such a way that the bending 
stiffness and damping were not affected. Standard iron disks(each 20kg) were also 
used for added masses, which were attached to the steel plate fixed on the top of tower, 
using 20mm bolts. Small steel nubs were used for both added masses of the model 
cables and cable clips. 

4.2 Model Bearings and Connection Components 

A rigid link was used to restrain the transversal relative displacement between 
the tower and the girder, while the longitudinal relative motion was allowed. The quill 
rollers were used for model bearings by putting them into mutually perpendicular 
lines between piers and girder, since the torsion motion of the girder were not cared. 
In this way, the friction between the girder and the piers was reduced as lower as 
possible. 
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4.3 Model Dampers 

Liquid viscous dampers are widely used to reduce the seismic response of 
structures. Their effectiveness to the Liede bridge was tested in this research. The 
model dampers were specially fabricated by Shanghai Material Research Institute. 
The initial friction of the model dampers was designed as low as possible. The 
schematic diagram and the force-displacement relationship of the model dampers 
were shown in Figure 5. 

   

(a) schematic diagram                (b) force-displacement relationship 

Figure 5 The Model Dampers 

 

4.4 Testing Instrumentation 

The instruments used in the test include accelerometers, vibrometers, strain 
gauges and fiber optical sensors, etc. The arrangement plan of testing instrumentation 
was shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 Arrangement Plan of Testing Instrumentation 

 

5. MODAL TESTS 

The modal test for the full three-dimensional model bridge was carried out, by 
free-vibration method. The modal shapes, modal frequencies and the modal damping 
ratios of the Liede bridge were obtained, and the results were listed in Table 3. 

From Table 3, one can observe that the errors between the computed modal 
frequencies and the experimental modal frequencies were not more than 10%. This 
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means that the model bridge was designed and constructed in reasonable agreement 
with the similarity laws, and is a successful design. The damping ratio for the F mode 
(the first mode) is 9.57%, which is larger than those for other modes. The reason is 
that the energy dissipation from the friction of bearings was included in the vibration 
of the first mode. Partly it tell the truth, and partly it is due to the small model in 
which it is difficult to reflect accurately the linking conditions. 

The damping ratio of AS is 1.27%, which means the steel girder is of less 
capacity of energy dissipation. The damping ratio is 4.38% for the TT1 mode of the 
tower, and 6.07% for the TT2 mode of the tower, which were in the usual range of 
concrete columns. The experimental results tell us that the modal damping ratios of 
the model bridge were significantly different for the important modes. The reasons 
leading to the above observations are, (1) a floating anchored suspension bridge is a 
weak-linked structure, i.e., the linkages between the girder and the tower and the piers, 
between the girder and the cables, between the cables and the tower, are weak; (2) the 
stiffness of the bridge varies largely from a structural component to another; (3) 
different material is used for different structural component; and (4) the energy 
dissipation from friction between the girder and the tower and the piers. 

The observed results of modal damping ratios of the model bridge suggest that 
different modal damping ratios be used for different modes for weak-linked bridge 
structures.  

Table 3 Modal Frequencies and Damping Radios of the Model Bridge 

Frequencies of Free Vibration 
Symbols Modal Features 

computed experimental Deviation 

Damping 
ratios 

F girder floating 
longitudinally  0.122 0.133 9.41% 9.57% 

AS girder asymmetrically 
vertical  0.294 0.305 3.79% 1.27% 

TT1 tower transverse 0.683 0.747 9.45% 4.38% 

TT2 tower torsion 1.055 1.008 -4.48% 6.07% 

 

6. BRIEF RESULTS OF THE SHAKING-TABLE TESTS 

The artificial seismic waves with exceedance probability of 10% in 100 years (as 
an example in this paper) was adopted to find the seismic response of the model 
bridge with emphasis of the seismic response of the tower. The seismic excitation was 
shown in Figure 7. 

Actually, the excitations recorded on the shaking table were different from the 
expected ones in some way, and Figure 7 also shows the difference in both time 
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domain and frequency domain. The difference mainly comes from the limited 
capacity of the shaking-table to simulate the high-frequency contents of the 
excitations, whose high-frequency limit is about 40Hz. Converting this frequency 
limit to the prototype bridge by the scaling factor, one can obtain a upper frequency 
limit of 5.6Hz. This is what we observed in Figure 7. 

  
(a) time domain                       (b) frequency domain 

Figure 7 Difference Between the Expected Excitation and the Recorded Excitation(an example) 

 

To compare with the experimental results, the recorded excitations on the 
shaking table were adopted to compute the seismic responses. Some example results 
were shown in Figure 8-11. The seismic wave excite the model bridge in transverse 
direction. 

Figure 8 shows the stress concentration phenomenon at the bottom section of 
tower. Good agreement was reached between the computed stresses and experimental 
stresses. Figure 9 gives the distribution of stresses along the pylon. Good agreement 
was reached for the lower part of pylon, and relative large difference was observed for 
the lower mid part of the pylon.  

 

   
Figure 8 Stress Distribution at                Figure 9 Stress Distribution  

Bottom of the Tower                         along the Tower 
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Figure 10  Acceleration Response at              Figure 11 Displacement Response at 

The Top of the Tower                         The Top of the Tower 

 

Figure 10 and figure 11 give the time histories of displacement responses and 
acceleration responses recorded and computed at the top of the pylon. The 
acceleration response computed was in good agreement with that recorded during the 
test. However, relative large difference was observed for the displacement response. 

The tests of the model bridge have just finished, and the processing and analysis 
of the experimental data is the on-going work. The detail description and analysis of 
experimental data will be given in a later report. 

 

7. CLARIFICATION OF FLUID DAMPER’S PERFORMENCE 

The effectiveness of dampers is particularly concerned by the bridge designers. 
Two dampers were used in the bridge, on the top of pier 5 and 9 in longitudinal 
direction separately. Both the artificial seismic wave, shown in Figure 12, and the 
El-Centro wave, shown in Figure 13, were adopted for the tests of the effectiveness of 
the dampers. The experimental results (two example results) were shown in Figure 14 
and Table 4. 

 

         Figure 12 Artificial Seismic Wave             Figure 13 El-Centro Seismic Wave 
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(a) For Artificial Seismic Wave              (b) For El-Centro Seismic Wave 

Figure 14 Time Histories of Longitudinal Displacement of the Model Girder 

 

Table 4 Comparison of Seismic Displacements of the Model With/Without Dampers 
Artificial Wave El-Centro Wave 

No damper With damper Reduction No damper With damper Reduction 
4.39mm 2.93 33.17% 1.71 1.14 33.33% 

 

From Figure 14 and Table 4, one can observe that the dampers reduce the seismic 
displacement response of the girder as large as more than 30%. However, the 
effectiveness of the dampers may be reduced by some extent under three-directional 
El-Centro waves, as shown in Figure 15. This means the complex response features of 
the model bridge will influence the effectiveness of the dampers.  

 

Figure 15 Time Histories of Longitudinal Displacement of the Model Girder Under 
three-directional El-Centro waves 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

With the research work finished in this paper, the following conclusions can be 
reached. 

(1) A carefully designed and constructed small-scale model bridge can be 
successfully used to find the dynamic and seismic response features of 
an irregularly (or specially) designed new structure. 

(2) The modal damping ratios of a weak-linked bridge may vary largely 
from a mode to another. The friction between the girder and the other 
components may make significant contribution to the modal damping 
ratio of floating mode. These may be important for estimate of seismic 
responses by numerical computation (e.g. FEM method), especially 
when the response spectrum method is used. 

(3) The shaking-table tests of the model bridge with fluid dampers suggest 
that the dampers may largely reduce the seismic displacement 
responses of the girder. However, complex response features of bridges 
under multi-directional seismic excitations should be considered to 
reasonably estimate the effectiveness of the dampers. 
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Emergency Response Due To Extreme Events - Lessons Learned 
 
 
 

Harry A. Capers, Jr. PE, Office of Transportation Security, New Jersey Department of 
Transportation 

 

Introduction 
 
The many recent natural and man made disasters in the US and around the world has resulted in 
an increased interest in dealing with emergencies on highway systems.  Resolving highway 
disruptions as quickly as possible is essential for many reasons. It is key to victim treatment, 
economic and social recovery, reduced accident exposure to users, and a minimum of public 
inconvenience. It is also essential to the public credibility of agencies serving them.   
 
Recent studies of  how incident management is handled by state agencies has shown that current 
practices concerning emergency response are in many cases informal, fragmented and sometimes 
even personality dependant.  Many highway operators do not have formal Emergency Response 
plans but defer to public safety organizations to deal with highway emergencies.  Others reflect 
their traditional public works culture leaving emergency response roles to police and other 
emergency response agencies.  In other cases general guidance for dealing with certain types of 
incidents, such as evacuations or accidents may exist, however, detailed plans for specific types 
of incidents may not be prepared as the agency feels overwhelmed by the variety of possible 
situations that they may be confronted by.1 In still other cases plans simply may not have been 
developed to deal with a situation and the agency may be forced to deal with the situation as best 
it can.  In such situations, a structured approach may be essential to a successful resolution of the 
situation facing the agency.  This paper will outline one such approach and provide an example 
case study of a recent event occurring in New Jersey utilizing the suggested framework. 
 
Vulnerability Assessments   
Recent heightened interests in enhancing transportation security in the United States caused the 
formation of a Blue Ribbon Panel of bridge experts to look at bridge and tunnel security in the 
United States and develop strategies for improvement. These strategies were published in a final 
report in September 2003.2 One of the recommendations of this group has resulted in the 
development of a formalized process to conduct Vulnerability Assessments of assets within the 
system.  Even prior to the publishing of the Blue Ribbon Panels Report, AASHTO and FHWA 
sponsored a study to address security needs of the transportation community which resulted in 
the development of the “Guide to Highway Vulnerability Assessment for Critical Asset 
Identification and Protection”.3  The Guide was developed as a tool for owners to assess the 
vulnerabilities of their   assets, to develop possible countermeasures to deter, detect, and delay 
threats, to estimate the capital and operating costs of such countermeasures; and improve security 
operational planning of the agencies.  



 
 

Picture 1- Original  Publications on Bridge and Tunnel Security 
 
 
The Guide was intended to be usable by a broad audience within transportation agencies.  It 
includes guidance for the initial planning for a vulnerability assessment for senior officials, 
reference material for use by mid-level managers in preparing assessment plans and procedures, 
and examples for field personnel who will likely conduct the assessments of critical assets. It 
provides for the formation of multidisciplinary teams familiar with the agency and affected 
assets. Finally, it also identifies the types of resources typically required   to conduct a 
vulnerability assessment,  

The guide describes the three major phases of the assessment process.  These are the pre-
assessment, assessment, and post-assessment phases.   In the pre-assessment phase the 
assessment team is designated by the owner and is trained in the assessment process.    Contact is 
made with external stakeholders, plans and schedules for the conduct of the vulnerability 
assessment process are made, and the required resources collected. In the assessment phase, the 
team performs the actual vulnerability assessment.  Available data sources as well as information 
garnered from actual site visits to critical assets are used to determine vulnerabilities and make 
recommendations on countermeasures. In the post-assessment phase, the owner along with the 
team act on the assessment.  Cost-benefit analyses and trade-off studies of various 
countermeasure options are conducted and procurement activities performed.  

The Vulnerability Assessment Process 

The actual vulnerability assessment involves a six step process.  The first step in the process is 
the identification of critical assets of the agency.  This task requires the creation of an all-
inclusive list of critical assets.   This list should take into account the mission statement of the 
agency and the teams knowledge of the agency’s makeup. In identifying these assets, 
infrastructure, facilities, equipment, and personnel should be among the items considered. Once 
the assets are identified, factors are determined and assigned a value for use in the  ranking of the 
assets.   These factors are assigned based on conditions, concerns, consequences, and capabilities 
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that might cause loss of the asset to interrupt services by the agency.  These factors, called 
criticality factors, are then used to prioritize the assets into an  all-inclusive list from which 
critical assets could be gleaned. 
 
The second step in the process is to assess the assets vulnerabilities.  One of the first steps in this 
step is the characterization of the threat.  Agencies are encouraged to consider the types of 
threats they seek to address in broad terms but to take into account:  
 

1) the value the threat may place on certain assets for political or morale purposes, 
2) the threat’s ability to gain access to critical assets,  
3) the disruptive or destructive capability of the weapons the threat may employ.   
 

Vulnerability factors are then assigned to the types of threats to assets based on the above traits.  
Finally, a scoring of each critical asset is made using these vulnerability factors. 
 
Step three is the assessment of the consequences.  This is done by plotting the criticality factors 
against the vulnerability factors for each asset.  From this plot assets having high criticality and 
high vulnerability for the agency can be identified..  These assets, sometimes referred to as Tier 
One or quadrant 1 assets, are those which, if attacked, produce the greatest risks for undesirable 
outcomes for the agency based on its assumed circumstances and conditions.     

The fourth step is to identify possible countermeasures that might be implemented to mitigate 
risk.  Engineers in conjunction with security staff determine general and specific security 
strategies that can be used to protect the various assets.   The vulnerability of the asset is then 
reassessed to determine the effectiveness of the countermeasures selected for implementation. 
 
 In the fifth step funding of countermeasures is considered.  Cost estimates for the possible 
countermeasures packages are prepared taking into account the initial capital cost, annual 
operating costs and annual maintenance costs.  Finally funding for implementation must be 
appropriated for implementation of the selected package. 

The sixth and final step in the vulnerability assessment is to conduct a review of the agency’s 
Operational Security Planning.  In general, a review of established emergency plans should be 
completed and  any shortfalls or gaps in the plans with respect to the vulnerabilities identified in 
this assessment need to be addressed.  Additional plans that address transportation specific 
responses to certain threats are developed.   Finally, personnel must be made aware of the plans, 
trained in their part of the plan and an assessment made of the organizations ability to respond to 
the standards required.  This six step process is an integrated and iterative approach to 
vulnerability assessment of the owner’s critical assets.  It should be noted that the process is 
“evergreen” and must be repeated as often as assumptions change.  

 
This process as outlined is a method of reviewing agencies assets for security, however, 
transportation agencies have been doing such assessments for various threats such as seismic and 
scour for many years.  The process outlined above can be applied for all anticipated threats by 
considering them as one of the vulnerability factors in step two above. 
 
A Suggested Process for Response 
It is important to note that even in the best of organizations the most important aspect of 
response is the quality of operational staff available for response.  In developing this paper 
certain assumptions were made in this area.  It was assumed that there has been considerable 
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attention paid to developing the technical, administrative and leadership skills of the staff 
responsible for responding to an emergency.  It is also assumed that response staff has been 
provided the proper resources to effectively respond to situations that could disrupt 
transportation services and that they will be given the agencies full support in restoring services 
to a pre-event level.  These assumptions are essential in preparing for a response but are 
significant enough to require a separate discussion beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
The first action is that an emergency response plan be developed that addresses the various 
threats identified by the vulnerability assessment.  These plans become the basis for development 
of plans, resources and the response for certain actions that can be anticipated.  It also provides 
focus to leadership when directing responses to all kinds of events by identifying elements of the 
system that are most important to the owning agency. 
 
Anticipated or not,  response to all events can be divided into work packages that involve a pre-
event phase, a response phase and a recovery phase.  Agency actions during each of these phases 
will vary depending on whether the event of interest is a manmade or natural occurrence.  In 
most cases, varying amounts of time may be available to prepare for natural events.  In some 
cases there may even be warnings of impending manmade emergencies.  In other cases there 
may be no warning of either manmade or natural events such as in the case of terrorist attacks or 
earthquakes.  
  
Process becomes very important in dealing with an incident when they are forced to take a 
reactionary approach to solving a situation.  A suggested process that might be applied is as 
follows: 

 
Pre-event: a) Prepare, b) Receive the Alert, c) Activate Personnel 
 
Response: a) Communicate, b) Monitor, c) Stabilize, d) Evaluate 
 
Recovery:  a) Prioritize, b) Organize, c) Resource, d) Execute 

Pre-event Phase 

Prepare 
In the pre-event phase, several actions should be undertaken.  Stockage and condition of supplies 
should be assured, availability and maintenance of equipment should be checked and personnel 
assignments made.  Coordination with supporting agencies and suppliers should be performed to 
insure that arrangements have been made for all required mutual support, permits; stockage of 
materials and other required assets has been arranged.  Mutual aid agreements with others and 
contracts with private vendors should be considered and if appropriate, put in place.  Specialty 
training of personnel should be conducted and appropriate licenses and certifications obtained or 
updated as possible.  Specifically, emergency response plans should be exercised at all levels.  
Contact information and method of communications should be established and verified. 

Receive the alert 
Depending on the event, the alert may originate from different sources.  Weather events are 
common type events for transportation agencies and typically protocols are well established for 
initiating a response.  The response to other types of events may be initiate by many sources such 
as by  government officials, police, fire agencies,  or even regional staff to name a few.  In the 
event of a national or international threat federal agencies may initiate a response. 
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Activate Personnel 
An impending occurrence may be made known in many cases of natural events and in some 
cases of manmade events.  In such instances, it may be possible to provide an alert to response 
teams in advance.  If mutual aid agreements or contracted support is anticipated those resources 
might also be alerted of anticipated support requirements.  The amount of warning may vary but 
the more time available, the better the response team’s readiness to deal with the situation.  
 
 If a timed alert is possible, a phased call out may be possible allowing rested personnel and fully 
maintained equipment for the response phase.  The initial response can then be to bring sufficient 
staff on duty to monitor the event and ready the response.  Allocation of staff should take into 
consideration assets and areas that the loss of service to could result in severe consequences or 
disruption to the region or fulfillment of the agencies mission.   

Response 

Communicate  
Development and deployment of interoperable interagency communications can greatly enhance 
quick identifications of an incident and a timely response.  A traditional approach to this 
challenge and perhaps the simplest way in small organizations is to co-locate a liaison with other 
agencies having emergency response duties.  These assignments should be made not only to 
other public safety personnel but also to agencies having the capability to perform towing and 
recovery services and victim extraction. 
 
Just as important, accurate and timely communications with the public is essential.  Proper 
communications is important to their safety and livelihood, to minimize interference with 
recovery operations and to insure public confidence in an agency and its leadership’s abilities. 

Monitor 
Closely tied to communications is instituting and effective monitoring system to identify and 
watch events of concern.  Today’s technology allows a wide range of options to perform this 
task.  State of the art incident detection devices are in service on many parts of the transportation 
network.  Some agencies have deployed various monitoring technologies on their systems.  In 
most cases, the use of service patrols and reports from 911 networks seem to be the most 
common sources of information for the majority of our roads at the current time and remains a 
very effective source of information. 

Stabilize 
After an incident is identified, the first task should be to stabilize the situation and localize the 
impact of the problem.   First responders typically will take immediate actions to control the 
event and provide aid if necessary, will isolate the area, and stabilize the area by providing 
detours or alternatives to users.   

Evaluate 
During and after the situation is stabilized, subject matter experts need to perform an evaluation 
of the situation to ascertain the extent of impact, the associated risks to the public and possible 
courses of action available to address the situation.  All possible options should be considered 
based on the guidance of senior leadership. 
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Communication, Monitoring, Stabilizing and Evaluating can be an ongoing process in the case of 
many types of events.  It may be possible in targeted situations such as a terrorist attack, major 
accident or fire for this to occur in one or a few cycles as the situation becomes clearer but as has 
been shown by major natural disasters such as recent major weather events this process may be 
iterative and take several days to complete.  In some instances, it may be necessary to overlap 
recovery activities prior to fully completing the response. 

Recovery 

Prioritize  
Every effort needs to be made to take inventory of the extent of the disruption to allow for a 
complete assessment of impacts from the event.  This task requires the creation of an all-
inclusive list of affected assets.  Once this list is identified the affected assets should be 
prioritized based on conditions, concerns, consequences, and capabilities that might cause a 
public impact due to interrupt services.  Options available to completely or partially address the 
situation should be presented to senior leadership as soon as possible to permit them to provide 
appropriate guidance.  More than likely a phased response will be in order to enable at least 
partial restoration of services as quickly as possible. 
 
Typically, most natural events cause more than one location to be affected so prioritization 
between multiple locations has to be based on knowledge of adjacent facilities and how 
important a particular link is to the overall transportation network.  It is not always true that the 
largest deficiencies have the largest impact on service.  It is especially important to properly 
prioritize the plan at the start of a recovery effort when immediately available resources are 
limited. This information has to be relayed to senior leadership so the overall plan of recovery is 
supported, the public advised of the plan of action and the course of action is understood by all 
those supporting the recovery effort. 

Organize 
Once guidance has been provided by senior leadership, the recovery effort can be organized 
based on the tools, supplies and technical abilities of the organization.  Specific tasking is 
assigned with clear statements of expected outcomes.  Mutual aid and vendor support 
assignments should be provided and necessary controls put in place to direct their work.   

Resource 
One of the most important functions of Senior Leadership is their continued efforts in insuring 
appropriate resources are available to the emergency response effort.  Stock piles may or may not 
be sufficient for the desired level of recovery.  Also, sufficient supplies may not be readily 
available as buffer stocks are not a reality in business models any more.  High level collaboration 
with private sector and other public sector officials may be required to insure availability of 
necessary resources for the recovery.  It should be expected that special appropriations of funds 
will be required by budgeting authorities as it is near impossible and not sound business to 
budget for a severe disaster. 

Execute 
Once Senior Leadership provides the priority, staffing and resources to perform the recovery 
actions can commence using sound project management techniques.  Typically this involves 
monitoring of budget, schedules and quality of the work performed to produce the end product 
directed.   
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As stated earlier the Prioritizing, Organizing, Resourcing, and Executing phases may be iterative 
based on the magnitude of the event and the clarity of the situation developed in the response 
phase. 
 

Case Study – The Route 70 Bridge over Friendship Creek 
 
The following is a brief history of one recent emergency response to a recent storm event which 
is provided to illustrate the application of the above process.  On July 12, 2004, remnants of one 
of several hurricanes to hit the United States that year arrived in New Jersey dropping 13 inches 
of rain over the southern part of the state in a 12 hour period.   The Storm, which was equivalent 
to a 1,000 year storm, breached six dams causing considerable flooding in several areas.   
 

 
 

Picture 2 --- Flood damage done to the Route 70 over Friendship Creek Bridge 

Pre-event Phase- Prepare, Receive the Alert   and Activate Personnel 
 
While heavy rainfalls were anticipated to be experienced in the area the volume of water that was 
experienced was unanticipated, so the pre-event phase initially only involved preparing for a 
weather event.  Preparations of resources followed those for normal post storm activities until it 
became evident that the storm would stall over the area. This becoming apparent, bridge 
inspection crews were notified to stand by for a possible scour related bridge event and to be 
ready to perform post storm inspections of bridges in the affected area.   Several of the teams 
were instructed to stand by for immediate all out and all prepared their equipment for 
deployment. 
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Picture 3 - Erection of the Temporary span 

Response – Communicate, Monitor, Stabilize and Evaluate 
 
Rain continued during the night causing water levels in many streams and dams to rise to well 
beyond capacity.   Several major roadways in low lying levels of southern New Jersey were 
flooded cutting off access to several communities.  Travel restrictions had been ordered by the 
Governors office for all but essential movements.  Police and highway maintenance crews closed 
roads and established detours where possible and provided continuous monitoring of the 
situation, communicating the situation back to state and departmental operations centers. 
 
Sometime that evening several dams failed discharging tremendous flows on downstream areas.  
One such dam was not far upstream of a minor structure over Friendship Creek carrying a major 
connecting route between the City of Camden and the New Jersey shore including several senior 
citizen facilities east of the bridge The bridge was located in one of the areas where initial 
concerns of flooding were identified by service patrols who had closed the route the day before.  
State police and transportation department operations staff continuously monitored the situation 
to provide for an early assessment of the damage 
 
The existing bridge had a Single Span Concrete Encased Steel Superstructure with a 35’ span 
length and a 50’ deck width.  The existing substructure was reinforced concrete gravity 
abutments on spread footings.  The average daily traffic over the bridge was 17,000 vehicles per 
day. 
 
Initially, it was not possible to determine the extent of the damage to the bridge due to flooding.  
Bridge evaluation staff was dispatched to the site to assist the personnel on site after it was 
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determined that their operations would not conflict with stabilization operations already 
underway.  It was soon apparent that damage to the structure was extensive and the bridge was a 
loss.  The Rt. 70 Friendship Creek Bridge collapsed on July 13, 2004 at 5 a.m. due to scour of 
the approach embankment and subsequent loss of founding material under the west abutment. 
(Picture 1) 

 
Picture 4 – Steel Sheet piling of abutments being driven 

 
Once this was confirmed by sounding and diver inspection, evaluation of possible actions 
commenced.  Because of the roads significance as a coastal evacuation route and due to the   
importance of the road to locals for access to essential services it was determined that the 
roadway had to be reopened as quickly as possible.   
 
That day options were presented to senior leaders and the decision made that a permanent 
replacement of the bridge would be performed on an accelerated schedule.  While the 
replacement bridge was being constructed a temporary bridge with a 40 ton capacity would be 
installed.  The Department had previously acquired the bridge for another emergency and had it 
in storage for such a situation as this. (Picture 2) 
 
The span length of the temporary structure was to be 130’ with a width of   30’.  The Bridge was 
to be installed on the south half of the roadway slightly off the existing alignment to permit the 
construction of the permanent bridge in two stages.  Site preparation was immediately initiated.   
 

 
By July 15th it was decided to replace the existing structure with a 55’ wide, 54’ span consisting 
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of adjacent prestressed box beams with a waterproofing membrane and asphalt overlay.  The box 
beams had been identified as available from a local precasting plant that had them available.  The 
substructure was to be built of Pipe Piles behind Steel Sheeting with Tiebacks to retain the 
approach fill. (Picture 3)  Permit Requirements were identified and initiated.  Necessary utility 
relocations were also identified and initiated.    
 

 
Picture 5 – Temporary Bridge in place 

 

Recovery – Prioritize, Organize, Resource and Execute 
Specific assignments were made to various staff in support of the approved plan.  As many 
functions as could be were performed in parallel with verification of status of each at key points 
to insure timely completion of the work.  For example, surveying and soil borings were 
undertaken during the construction of the temporary structure.  Plans were completed as sketches 
and transmitted and approved electronically.  Review and approvals occurred at the highest 
levels within the agency.  The Commissioner of Transportation worked with the Governors 
office, Legislature and Federal Highway Administration to insure funding for the repairs.   
 
 
The result was phenomenal for the work performed.  The Temporary Bridge was in Place and 
opened to traffic by July 19, 2004, just 6 days. (Picture 4) The north half of the permanent 
replacement bridges was opened to traffic September 8, 2004, 57 days after collapse.  (Picture 5) 
The south half of the permanent replacement was completed and roadway fully reopened on 
November 1, 2004, 111 calendar days after the bridge originally collapsed. (Picture 6)  Having 
an organized approach greatly supported our success. 
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Picture 6 – First Stage Construction Complete 

Conclusions 
Recent events along the US Gulf coast have demonstrated the significance of proper planning for 
response and recovery from natural and manmade hazards.   It is apparent that effective 
management of responses to incidents affecting infrastructure are critical for transportation 
agencies to improve public safety and mobility when any type of incident or emergency occurs.  
Resolving highway incidents and delays in the shortest possible time is extremely important to 
the entire recovery effort of an effected region.   Without the transportation system, evacuation 
and recovery efforts for the effected area  will be extremely hampered.  An organized approach 
is of vital importance to insuring timely restoration of transportation services to a disaster 
stricken area. 
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Picture 7 – Bridge fully open  
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The U.S. Highway Bridge Program 
 

M. Myint Lwin 1 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

The U.S. Congress finds and declares that it is in the vital interest of the United 
States that a Highway Bridge Program be carried out to enable States to improve the 
condition and performance of their highway bridges over waterways, other topographical 
barriers, other highways, and railroads through replacement and rehabilitation of bridges 
that are determined to be structurally deficient or functionally obsolete, and through 
systematic preventive maintenance of bridges. 

There are about 595,000 highway bridges in the United States.  State and local 
governments own most of the bridges. Concrete, steel, and prestressed concrete are the 
predominant materials used in construction.  The average age of these bridges is 40 years.  
About 28% of these bridges are considered deficient.  Effective use of bridge 
management systems and timely maintenance are required to extend the service life of 
aging bridges.  A good inspection program of existing bridges is essential for collecting 
timely and quality data regarding the conditions of bridges.  Quality and consistent data 
are important for use in bridge management systems and prioritizing preventive 
maintenance activities.  Investment in research, deployment and education is the over 
arching factor in assuring safety, durability, reliability, and cost-effectiveness of new and 
existing highway bridges. Technological advances and understanding in materials, 
design, construction, computer applications bridge inspection, structural health 
monitoring, deterioration models, life-cycle costing, risk assessment and economic will 
assure that highway bridges have a high level of service performance and reliability in 
resisting extreme events.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
1 M. Myint Lwin, Director, Office of Bridge Technology, Federal Highway Administration, United States 
Department of Transportation, 400 Seventh Street, SW, Room 3203, Washington, DC 20590, USA                                                   
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INTRODUCTION 
  
 There are about 4 million miles of public roads in the U.S.  About 3.1 million 
miles are in rural areas and owned by local governments.  The remaining 900,000 miles 
are in urban communities.  Currently, about 47,000 miles of the total public roads are in 
the Interstate System.  

There are about 595,000 public bridges in the U.S.  State and local governments 
own most of the highway bridges.  More specifically, 47% are owned by the States and 
51% owned by local governments, such as, cities, counties and municipalities.  The 
remaining 2% are federally and privately owned.  Currently, there are about 55,000 
bridges in the Interstate System.  Concrete, steel, prestressed concrete and timber are the 
predominant materials used in highway bridge construction.  Other materials, such as, 
masonry, cast or wrought iron, aluminum, and composites are used in less than 1% of the 
bridges. 

The average age of the highway bridges in the U.S. is about 40 years old.  As the 
bridges are used by increasing number of vehicles and subject to higher vehicular loads, 
forces of nature and corrosive environment, their physical conditions begin to deteriorate, 
and their load-carrying capacities and roadway width become inadequate.  When the 
bridges reach these conditions, they are commonly referred to as deficient bridges.  There 
are two types of deficient bridges:  Structurally deficient and functionally obsolete.  A 
bridge is structurally deficient if it is restricted to light vehicles, require immediate 
rehabilitation to remain open, or is closed.  A bridge is functionally obsolete if it has deck 
geometry, load carrying capacity, clearance, or approach roadway alignment that no 
longer meets the criteria for the system of which the bridge is a part.  Effective use of 
bridge management systems and timely maintenance are required to control deterioration 
and extend the service life of aging bridges.  Some conditions may require significant 
rehabilitation or replacement to correct the deficiency.  Figure 1 shows ages and 
deficiency of the U.S. highway bridges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                 
 
                                                    Figure 1.  Ages vs. Deficiency 
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      About 28% of highway bridges are deficient, that is, they are structurally deficient 
and/or functionally obsolete.  A bridge may have both deficiencies.  When a bridge has 
both deficiencies, it is only identified as structurally deficient.  State and local 
governments are devoting a larger share of their capital spending to the preservation of 
existing roads and bridges 
 The U.S. Highway Bridge Program is dedicated to improving the physical 
condition and performance of the nation’s highway bridges to assure safety, reliability 
and efficiency of the transportation system. 
 
 
SOURCES OF FUNDING 
 
 In the early days, the Federal-aid program applied strictly to the development of 
rural roads, excluding streets and roads in places with a population greater than 2,500 
people.  The modern Federal-aid program began with the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916.  
It was a very simple document entitled “An Act to provide that the United States shall aid 
the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes.”  This Act 
planted the basic philosophies of the Federal-State relationship in the administration of 
the Federal-aid program.  They have remained practically the same to the present time. 
They included: 
 

• Participation by the States is permissive, not mandatory. 
• If a State elects to participate, it must satisfy the requirements of and comply 

with the provisions of the legislation. 
• The authority and responsibility for proposing projects are reserved to the 

States; Federal participation is dependent upon project approval by the Federal 
authority. 

• Established multiyear authorizations.    
 

A landmark legislation was the signing of the Federal-aid Highway Act of 1956 
on June 29, 1956 by President Dwight D. Eisenhower.  This Act created the Interstate 
Highway System, setting design standards for highways and created the Highway Trust 
Fund to support highway construction.  The Federal share for construction of the 
Interstate Highway System was 90%, because it was realized that the system was of 
national significance.  

The Highway Trust Fund (HTF) was established to ensure a dependable source of 
financing for the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways. Although the fund 
was initially created to support construction of the Interstate Highway system, the HTF 
now funds a wide range of transportation-related projects in support of the country’s 
changing needs. The HTF provides funding to build, maintain, and improve the Nation’s 
roads, bridges and transit systems. It also provides funding for safety programs to reduce 
deaths and property loss from highway and other surface transportation accidents.  Under 
its authorizing legislation, the HTF is to be funded from excise taxes on motor fuels, tires, 
and truck-related items and use taxes paid by commercial users.  The current Federal 
highway user taxes are as shown in Table 1. 
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                  Table 1 Federal Highway User Taxes 
 

Fuel Type Effective Date Tax Rate 
(cents per gallon) 

Gasoline 10/01/1997 18.3 
Diesel 10/01/1997 24.3 
Gasohol 01/01/2005 18.3 
Special Fuel   
General Rate 10/01/1997 18.3 

10/01/1997 13.6 Liquefied 
Petroleum Gas 10/01/2006 18.3 

10/01/1997 11.9 Liquefied Natural 
Gas 10/01/2006 24.3 

  
 Six Department of Transportation organizations receive funding from the 
Highway Trust Fund – Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA), Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), National 
Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA), Federal Rail Administration 
(FRA) and Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS).  FHWA receives approximately 
83% of the Highway Trust Fund.  
 
 
THE SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BILL 
 
 On August 10, 2005, President Bush signed the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, 
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU).  SAFETEA-
LU authorizes the Federal surface transportation programs for highways, highway safety, 
and transit.  SAFETEA-LU provides more than $286 billion for the 5-year period 2005-
2009 for upgrading the nation’s network of roads and bridges, and mass transit systems.     
This is the largest surface transportation bill for improving safety, reducing traffic 
congestion, improving efficiency in freight movement, increasing intermodal 
connectivity, protecting the environment and giving States and Local Agencies more 
flexibility.  The Highway Bridge Program is one of many surface transportation programs 
authorized under this Act.   
 
 
THE HIGHWAY BRIDGE PROGRAM 
 
 The program purpose of the Highway Bridge Program is to provide funding to 
enable States to improve the condition of their highway bridges through replacement, 
rehabilitation, and systematic preventive maintenance.  SAFETEA-LU authorizes $21.6 
billion for FY2005 through FY2009 for the Highway Bridge Program as shown in Table 
2. 
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Table 2  Highway Bridge Program Funds 
 

Fiscal Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Authorization $4.188 M $4.254 M $4.320 M $4.388 M $4.457 M 

 
 Eligible activities for use of these funds are expanded to include systematic 
preventive maintenance on Federal-aid and non-Federal-aid highway systems.  States 
may carry out projects for the installation of scour countermeasures or systematic 
preventive maintenance without regard to whether the bridge is eligible for rehabilitation 
or replacement.  The Federal share for all projects, except those on the Interstate System, 
will be 80%.  For those on the Interstate System, the Federal share will be 90%.  Several 
key components of the bridge program are described in the following sections. 
 
 
NATIONAL BRIDGE INSPECTION PROGRAM 
 

A good inspection program of existing bridges is essential for collecting timely 
and quality data regarding the conditions of bridges.  An inspection program must be 
coupled with proper training to the inspectors for uniform assessment and reporting of 
conditions of bridge elements.  Quality and consistent data are important for use in bridge 
management systems and prioritizing preventive maintenance activities. 

On December 15, 1967, the Silver Bridge carrying US35 between Point Pleasant, 
West Virginia and Gallipolis (Kanauga), Ohio collapsed during rush-hour traffic.  Thirty-
one vehicles fell into the Ohio River or onto the Ohio shore killing 46 people and injuring 
9.  The collapse, which was the first major failure of a structure since the wind-induced 
failure of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in 1940, prompted national concern about bridge 
conditions and safety.  At that time, the exact number of highway bridges in the United 
States was unknown, and there was no systematic bridge maintenance program to 
monitor the condition of existing bridges. 

Congressional hearings on the failure resulted in the enactment of the Federal-Aid 
Highway Act of 1968 requiring the U.S. Secretary of Transportation to develop and 
implement the National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS).  The NBIS, developed by 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in cooperation with the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), was enacted as 
part of the Federal-Aid Highway Act.  This landmark legislation was enacted on April 27, 
1971 and established, for the first time in U.S. history, uniform national-level standards 
for bridge inspection and safety evaluation.  The NBIS sets the national standards for the 
proper safety inspection and evaluation of all highway bridges in accordance with 23 
U.S.C. 151.  Through this legislation: 
 

• All States are required to perform periodic safety inspection of bridges at interval 
not to exceed 24 months.  This requirement applies to bridges in excess of 6.1 m 
(20 ft) located on Federal-aid highway systems. 

• Bridge inspection data collection requirements were established. 
• Qualifications for key bridge inspection personnel were defined. 
• Training programs for bridge inspectors were developed and implemented. 
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• The Special Bridge Replacement Program (SBRP) was established to provide 
funding for the replacement of bridges located on the Federal-aid system and were 
in danger of failures.   

 
The bridge owners (States, counties, municipalities, etc.) are responsible for NBIS 

inspections with oversight by the State Department of Transportation (DOT).  
Information is collected on the bridge composition and conditions, and reported to 
FHWA where the data is maintained in the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) database.  
This information forms the basis of the bridge safety assurance efforts and provides the 
mechanism for the determination of fund requirements and fund apportionments.  Based 
on the NBI data items on structural condition, functional obsolescence and essentiality 
for public use, a sufficiency rating is calculated, with 100 being the best rating.  A bridge 
with rating less than 50 was eligible for SBRP funds.  To provide guidance and assure 
uniformity in the collection of NBIS data, FHWA published the Recording and Coding 
Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges (Coding Guide).   
         Since 1971, the NBIS has been updated and expanded based on the lessons 
learned from catastrophic failures, research, experience and advancement in technologies.  
The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978 extended NBIS requirements to 
bridges greater than 6.1 m (20ft) on all public roads.  The Surface Transportation and 
Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 expanded the scope of bridge inspection 
programs to include special inspection procedures for fracture critical members and 
underwater inspection.  Additionally, FHWA provided guidance for scour assessment and 
identification of scour critical bridges. 

The latest update to the NBIS was published in the Federal Register on December 
14, 2004 and became effective on January 13, 2005.  The purpose of the update is to 
address perceived ambiguities in the NBIS that have been identified since the last update 
to the regulation in 1988.  The revisions clarify the NBIS language that was vague or 
ambiguous; reorganize the NBIS into a more logical sequence; incorporate advances in 
inspection practices; and make the regulation easier to read and understand, not only by 
the inspectors in the field, but also by those administering the highway bridge inspection 
programs at the State or Federal Agency level.  Important inspection requirements that 
were previously in policy memorandums, such as the scour plan of action and fracture 
critical inspection requirement, are now made a part of the NBIS.  Additionally, the new 
regulation incorporates several important inspection documents into the regulation 
through reference.  For more information, please visit www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge. 
 
 
HIGHWAY BRIDGE REPLACEMENT AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM  
 

The Surface Transportation Assistant Act of 1978 replaced the Special Bridge 
Replacement Program (SBRP) with the Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation 
Program (HBRRP) extending funding to include rehabilitation to restore the structural 
integrity of a bridge on any public road, and rehabilitation work necessary to correct 
major safety defects.   

The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, the Surface Transportation 
and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987, and the Intermodal Surface 
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Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) continued the HBRRP.  Additionally, 
ISTEA allowed Federal participation in bridge painting, seismic retrofitting, and calcium 
magnesium acetate applications. 

The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st. Century (TEA-21) continued HBRRP.  
It authorized the set-aside of $100 million for each FYs 1999-2003 for discretionary 
allocation by the Secretary for major bridges with the provision that not to exceed $25 
million would be made available for seismic retrofit of bridges, including projects in the 
New Madrid fault region.  It also authorized set-aside of $25 million for FY 1998 for 
seismic retrofit of the Golden Gate Bridge.  TEA-21 changed the HBRRP eligible work 
activities to include: sodium acetate/formate or other environmentally acceptable, 
minimally corrosive anti-icing and de-icing compositions or installing scour 
countermeasures. 

The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy 
for Users of 2005 continued the HBRRP for replacement or rehabilitation of structurally 
deficient and functionally obsolete highway bridges in the States.  Under this legislation 
the following work activities are eligible for HBRRP funding: 
 

• Painting. 
• Seismic retrofit. 
• Systematic preventive maintenance. 
• Installation of scour countermeasures. 
• Application of calcium magnesium acetate, sodium acetate/formate, or other 

environmentally acceptable, minimally corrosive anti-icing and de-icing 
compositions. 

 
      Furthermore, this legislation has a special rule for preventive maintenance, 
allowing a State to perform seismic retrofit, systematic preventive maintenance or 
installation of scour countermeasures for a highway bridge without regard to whether the 
bridge is eligible for replacement or rehabilitation.  

A summary of major bridge inspection, HBRRP funding legislation and 
noteworthy changes are shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3  HBRRP Funding and Noteworthy Changes 
 

HBRRP Funding in $ 
Billion 

 
Act and Year 

Period Total Ave. 
Per Yr 

 
Noteworthy Changes 

Surface 
Transportation Act 
of 1978 

 
1979-1982 
(3 years) 

 
$4.2 

 
$1.1 

- Establish Highway Bridge Replacement and  
  Rehabilitation Program.    
- Replaced Special Bridge Replacement Program. 
- Extended inventory requirement to all bridges    
   on public roads in excess of 6.1 m (20 ft.). 

Highway Improve-
ment Act of 1982 

1983-1986 
(4 years) 

$7.1 $1.8  

Surface 
Transportation and 
Uniform 

 
 

 
 

 
 

- Added requirements for underwater inspection  
   and fracture critical inspection. 
- Allowed increased inspection intervals for  
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Relocation 
Assistance Act of 
1987 

1987-1991 
(5 years) 

$8.2 $1.6    Certain types of bridges. 

Intermodal 
Transportation 
Efficiency Act of 
1991 

 
1992-1997 
(6 years) 

 
$16.1 

 
$2.7 

- Mandated State implementation of bridge  
  management systems 
- Allowed Federal-aid funds for bridge painting,  
  seismic retrofitting, calcium magnesium acetate 
  applications. 

National Highway 
System 
Designation Act of 
1995 

   - Repealed mandate for bridge management  
   system implementation. 

Transportation 
Equity Act for the 
21st. Century 

1998-2003 
(6 years) 

 
$20.4 

 
$3.4 

- Allowed Federal-aid funds for sodium acetate/ 
  formate, or other environmentally acceptable,  
  minimally corrosive anti-icing and de-icing 

Safe, Accountable, 
Flexible, Efficient 
Transportation 
Equity Act: A 
Legacy for Users 
of 2005 

 
 

2005-2009 
(5 years) 

 
 

$21.6 

 
 

$4.3 

- Established Special Rule for Preventive  
   Maintenance to allow a State to carry out  
   preventive maintenance regardless of bridge  
   sufficiency rating or deficiency status. 

 
 
SYSTEMATIC PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
 

Systematic preventive maintenance and preservation activities are necessary for 
assuring proper performance of the transportation infrastructure.  Experience has shown 
that preventive maintenance is a cost-effective way for extending the service life of 
highway bridges and structures.   
      The U.S. Congress finds and declares that it is in the vital interest of the United 
States that a highway bridge program be carried out to enable States to improve the 
condition of their highway bridges over waterways, other topographical barriers, other 
highways, and railroads through replacement and rehabilitation of bridges are determined 
to be structurally deficient or functionally obsolete, and through systematic preventive 
maintenance of bridges.  This results in a legislation that makes systematic preventive 
maintenance activities, such as crack sealing, expansion joint repair, controlling 
deterioration, seismic retrofit, scour countermeasures, and painting, eligible for Federal-
aid funds.  A State may carry out preventive maintenance for a highway bridge without 
regard to sufficiency rating or deficiency status.  Systematic preventive maintenance 
implies the use of an effective maintenance strategy or a prioritization and optimization 
system to gain the most benefit from the investment on preventive maintenance activities.  
A bridge management system can help bridge owners to make sound technical and 
financial decisions on maintaining the structural health and serviceability of a bridge or a 
network of bridges. 
 
 
BRIDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 

As the population of bridges grows in number and age, the management tasks 
associated with preserving the serviceability and condition of bridges become very 
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complex, time-consuming and costly.  Management and analytical tools are needed to 
collect and analyze the bridge data for predicting the present and future bridge 
preservation activities and related costs.  As the transportation agencies are facing limited 
resources, generally much less than the needs, for maintaining an efficient network of 
highways, it becomes ever more important to invest the resources in areas where the 
benefit to cost ratios are the highest.  Since the 1980’s, transportation agencies around the 
world are using modern analytical methods, deterioration models and high-speed 
computers to develop bridge management systems to meet varying needs.   
      In 1986, FHWA initiated a demonstration project to conduct workshops across the 
U.S. to sought development of sound bridge management practices.  This demonstration 
project resulted in a collaborative effort between FHWA and six State DOT’s in 
developing a generic bridge management system, later named Pontis.  Pontis was made 
available to the States in 1991.  In 1995, Pontis was incorporated into the AASHTOWare 
product line.  It has been undergoing continuous enhancement under the guidance of a 
Task Force chaired by a member of the AASHTO Highway Subcommittee on Bridges 
and Structures.  

Meanwhile, another BMS named Bridgit was developed under the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP).  This software is not supported by 
AASHTO.  Currently, only two to three States are using Bridgit.  In addition to Pontis 
and Bridgit, several States successfully developed BMS to meet their own requirements. 

In the U.S., the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 
(ISTEA) mandated that State Departments of Transportation (DOT) and Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) used bridge management systems that maximize resource 
allocation for maintenance planning.  This legislation initially established a deadline in 
1995 for States to implement a bridge management system.  Later the National Highway 
System Designation Act of 1995 repealed the mandate.  However, FHWA and AASHTO 
continue to encourage and support the use of effective bridge management systems. 
 
AASHTO BRIDGEWare: Pontis® 
 

The BRIDGEWare suite includes three software products that address distinct 
phases of the bridge life cycle:  Pontis for inspection and management of existing 
bridges, Virtis for load rating of existing bridges, and Opis for design of new bridges. 
      Pontis is a bridge management system that assists transportation agencies in 
making sound, fact-based decisions about maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement of 
structures. Pontis stores complete bridge inventory and inspection data, including detailed 
element conditions; formulates network-wide preservation and improvement policies for 
use in evaluating the needs of each bridge in a network; and makes project 
recommendations to derive maximum benefit from scarce funds. Additionally, Pontis 
reports network and project-level results and forecasts individual bridge life-cycle 
deterioration and costs. 
      Features of Pontis: Pontis supports the entire bridge asset management cycle, 
allowing user input at every stage of the process. 
 

Advanced features of Pontis include: 
      • Comprehensive inspection, preservation project planning, and programming 
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           modules. 
      • Flexible bridge data presentations, including a user-configurable bridge desktop,   
          offering a common access point to all Pontis modules. 
      • Built-in support for Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle®, and Sybase® Adaptive    
               Server Anywhere® single or multi-user databases, with information access from  
               any ODBC report writer, such as Microsoft® Access® or Seagate® Crystal  
               Reports®. 
      • Comprehensive on-line help, user manual, technical manual, and other support             
               resources. 
      • Multimedia capability, supporting links to bridge and inspection photos and  
               drawings. 
      • Extensive end-user customization capabilities, including reporting, data  
               management, helper applets, and customizable user interface controls. 
      • Built-in remote data exchange mechanism, with bridge check-out control. 
      • BRIDGEWare® integration, providing access to a common bridge database and  
               capabilities of the Virtis and Opis software (licensed separately from     
               AASHTO). 
     • Unlimited runtime distribution within a licensing agency (contact AASHTO for 
               licensing details) 
     • One free copy of the Sybase Infomaker® reporting tool with each license. 
 

Thirty-nine States, five municipalities and five international organizations are 
licensed users of the Pontis Bridge Management System (Figure 2.)   

 
                            Figure 2.  Pontis® licensees and applications in 2005. 
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The latest version of the Pontis software, Pontis 4.4, is available from AASHTO.  
For more information, visit www.aashtoware.org.  A new web-based version of the 
software, Pontis 5.0, is currently under development with a target release in 2007 – 2008.  
Pontis 5.0 will include a web-based version of the Pontis inspection module. Pontis 5.1 
will include the functionality from the Project Planning and Gateway (data import/export) 
modules.  Pontis 5.2 will include the functionality from all other existing Pontis modules.  
For more information on BRIDGEWare, visit www.aashtoware.org.  FHWA offers a 
training course on Pontis.  For information on Pontis training, visit the NHI web site at 
www.nhi.fhwa.dot.gov. 
 
 
INNOVATIVE BRIDGE RESEARCH AND DEPLOYMENT PROGRAM 
 

SAFETEA-LU has a provision for establishing and carrying out a program to 
promote, demonstrate, evaluate, and document the application of innovative designs, 
materials, and construction methods in the construction, repair, rehabilitation of bridges 
and other highway structures. 
 The goals of the Innovative Bridge Research and Deployment (IBRD) program 
are: 

• Development of new, cost-effective, innovative highway bridge 
applications; 

• Development of construction techniques to increase safety and reduce 
construction time and traffic congestion; 

• Development of engineering design criteria for innovative products, 
materials and structural systems for use in highway bridges and structures; 

• Reduction of maintenance costs and life-cycle costs of bridges, including 
the costs of new construction, replacement, or rehabililtation of deficient 
bridges; 

• Development of highway bridges and structures that will withstand natural 
disasters; 

• Documentation and wide dissemination of objective evaluations of the 
performance and benefits of these innovative designs, materials, and 
construction methods; 

• Effective transfer of resulting information and technology; and 
• Development of improved methods to detect bridge scour and economical 

bridge foundation designs that will withstand bridge scour. 
 

The IBRD program enhances the bridge program by promoting the deployment of 
innovative bridge technologies, including high performance concrete and steel bridges, 
and other innovations in materials, design and construction that accelerate construction, 
reduce congestion, improve safety, quality and cost-effectiveness. 
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IMPORTANCE OF GOOD DESIGN AND QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 
 

Effective bridge preservation starts with good design and detailing to assure 
durability, inspectabilitiy, maintainability and replaceability.  The bridge designers must 
keep inspection and maintenance in mind when they prepare the bridge drawings for 
construction.  Certain bridge elements and components, such as steel elements, bearings, 
connections, expansion joints, movable parts, require periodic inspection, maintenance 
and eventual replacement.  The designers must provide access, platforms, lighting, 
ventilation, and attachment devices to simplify the work and life of inspection and 
maintenance personnel so they can perform their duties as efficiently as can be.    
      Effective maintenance starts with quality construction.  Construction defects left 
uncorrected will soon become a maintenance nightmare.  Lack of quality invariably 
results in early maintenance requirements and frequent repairs.  Quality control (QC) and 
quality assurance (QA) play an important role in assuring the quality of the constructed 
project, and minimizing maintenance needs.  QC is the responsibility of the contractor 
and QA is the prerogative of the owner.  However, QC/QA must work together 
cooperatively and independently to assure quality.  The final acceptance inspection of the 
finished project is the last chance for QA to assure the quality of the completed project.  
The maintenance personnel are encouraged to join the owner’s construction personnel in 
performing the final acceptance inspection.  All unacceptable defects should be 
documented and corrected before final acceptance of the project.  

Recognizing the importance of design and construction on bridge maintenance, 
the maintenance personnel should be involved in reviewing the design drawings to make 
sure that the designers adequately make provisions for inspection and maintenance of the 
constructed structure.  The opportunity for building a cost-effective maintenance 
sensitive structure is during the design phase.  The cost for maintainability is minimal 
when proper consideration is given in the design phase.  There is opportunity in the 
construction phase, but at this time any change to the contract can be costly. 
 
 
CLOSING REMARKS 
 

The U.S. is now facing the challenge of preserving the serviceability of the aging 
population of highway bridges, and meeting the growing demands on the transportation 
system with limited resources.  Transportation agencies are using systematic preventive 
maintenance, bridge management systems and asset management principles to balance 
demands and resources. 
      Technological advances and understanding in materials, design, construction, 
computer applications, bridge inspection, structural health monitoring, deterioration 
models, life-cycle costing, risk assessment, and economic will have to be integrated in 
effectively manage our investment in roads and bridges.  

Working together internationally in learning and sharing the large body of 
technical knowledge gained from research and experience will enhance our ability to 
cost-effectively build, maintain and manage a network of safe, reliable, durable and 
efficient highway bridges.     
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Highway Development in China

CHEN  CHEN  ShengyingShengying

MOC, PRCMOC, PRC

Background InformationBackground Information

Land Area: Land Area: 9.6 m sq km 9.6 m sq km 
Population: Population: 1.3 billion1.3 billion
Highway: Highway: 1.93 m km1.93 m km
Railway Track: Railway Track: 75,00075,000 kmkm
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Population DistributionPopulation Distribution
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Growth of Highway Passenger TrafficGrowth of Highway Passenger Traffic
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Growth of Freight MovementGrowth of Freight Movement

Container Transportation Growth Container Transportation Growth 
by 30% in the past 10 yearsby 30% in the past 10 years
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Growth in Vehicle FleetGrowth in Vehicle Fleet
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The Gaps between East and West, urban and rural are enlargedThe Gaps between East and West, urban and rural are enlarged

Highway ConditionsHighway Conditions
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Highway ConditionsHighway Conditions

A bridge is missingA bridge is missing

Decision:Decision:

To build To build 

the National Trunk Highway Systemthe National Trunk Highway System

By 2020By 2020
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National Trunk Highway SystemNational Trunk Highway System

Consists of 12 routes
(5 longitudinal and 7 latitudinal) 

Connects 95 cities with pop. 200,000
Total distance of 35,000 km

Achievement (Expressway)Achievement (Expressway)
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Achievement Achievement (Expressway)(Expressway)

BeijingBeijing--Tianjin ExpresswayTianjin Expressway

Achievement Achievement (Expressway)(Expressway)

ExpresswaysExpressways
in in ShaanxiShaanxi
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Achievement Achievement (Expressway)(Expressway)

Expressway in Expressway in ChongqingChongqing

Achievement Achievement (Expressway)(Expressway)
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Interchanges on the 5th Ring Road of BeijingInterchanges on the 5th Ring Road of Beijing

Jiangyin BridgeJiangyin Bridge
Center Span: 1385 mCenter Span: 1385 m
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Achievement Achievement (Expressway)(Expressway)

Second Nanjing Yangtze River BridgeSecond Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge
Center Span: 628 mCenter Span: 628 m

Third Nanjing Yangtze River BridgeThird Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge
Center Span: 648 mCenter Span: 648 m
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Runyang Yangtze River Bridge
(Center Span: 1490 suspension + 406 Cable Stayed)

Achievement Achievement (Bridges)(Bridges)

XiamenXiamen HaicangHaicang BridgeBridge
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Achievement Achievement (Bridges)(Bridges)

Zhoushan Bridge in Zhoushan Bridge in 
Zhejiang ProvinceZhejiang Province

Chongqin Yangtze Chongqin Yangtze 
River BridgeRiver Bridge

Hangzhou Bay 
Bridge

Congming Crossing

Sutong Bridge

Jiangyin Bridge

Tai Lake

Hangzhou

Shanghai
Sutong Bridge

Hangzhou Bay Bridge

Mega Projects in the Mega Projects in the 
Yangtze River Delta RegionYangtze River Delta Region

Donghai Bridge
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ShenzhenShenzhen--HongkongHongkong
Western BridgeWestern Bridge

Sutong Yangtze River BridgeSutong Yangtze River Bridge
Center Span: 1088 m        Center Span: 1088 m        World Record: 890 mWorld Record: 890 m

Technical ChallengeTechnical Challenge
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Bridge Tower Under Bridge Tower Under 
ConstructionConstruction

TodayToday
20,000 kms of Expressway under 20,000 kms of Expressway under 

constructionconstruction
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Rural Road Development Program

A large rural road program launched in 
2003

$ 7 billion allocated by Central Gov. in 
2003-2005, $ 19 billion for 2006-2010  

130,000 km paved with Asphalt or Cement 
in 2006

National Expressway System Master PlanNational Expressway System Master Plan
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TIME  TO  
EXPRESSWAY

EAST      0.5 HOUR
MEDIA    1   HOUR 
WEST      2   HOUR

布局方案和效果

MainMain connection  with  neighbor connection  with  neighbor 
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National Expressway Master Plan

Half dayHalf day

One dayOne day

Two daysTwo days

Beijing CenterBeijing Center

Time  radiusTime  radius

National Expressway Master Plan

Half dayHalf day

One dayOne day

Two daysTwo days

Shanghai CenterShanghai Center

Time  radiusTime  radius
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National Expressway Master Plan

Half dayHalf day

One dayOne day

Two daysTwo days Guangzhou CenterGuangzhou Center

Time  radiusTime  radius

Thank You
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Major Bridge Projects in the United States 
 

By Man-Chung Tang1 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
Several major bridge projects have recently been completed or are currently under construction. These 
include the San Francisco Oakland Bay Bridge, the Woodrow Wilson Bridge, and the Hoover Dam 
Bypass. Each of these bridge structures are innovative in design and construction. 
 

                                     
1 Man-Chung Tang, T.Y. Lin International, Two Harrison Street, Suite 500, San Francisco, CA 94105, USA 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Mass production of steel became possible in the mid 19th century. But several spectacular iron 
arch spans were constructed in Europe in the latter part of the 19th century. These include Gustav Eiffel’s 
Garabit Viaduct in southern France, completed in 1884 and the Luis I Bridge in Porto, Portugal by former 
engineer Theophile Seyrig, completed in 1885. In the United States, the first major steel bridge was the St. 
Louis Bridge over the Mississippi River, designed by James Eads, utilizing a steel that was patented by 
Julius Baur and completed in 1874. All these bridges are arch bridges. Eads’ bridge has three spans of 
150m, 158.5m and 150m. The span of the Garabit was 165m, the Luis I, 172m. 

Steel arch bridges continued to be built with larger spans. The Hellgate Bridge in New York by 
Gustav Lindenthal with a span of 298m was completed in 1916. The 
Sydney Harbor Bridge was originally designed as a cantilever truss. It 
was changed to an arch after the officials visited the Hellgate Bridge in 
New York. The construction of this beautiful, 503m span bridge, 
designed by Ralph Freemann, started in 1924 and was completed in 
1932. In the mean time, Lindenthal’s former assistant, Othmar 
Ammann, designed and built the 503.6m span Bayonne Bridge in New 
York, starting in 1928 and completed in 1931. That record was broken 
only in 1978 by the completion of the 518m span New River Gorge 

Bridge in West Virginia. 
Competing for the longest span has been ongoing for years. Certainly, for many decades, the US 

dominated the long spans with its suspension bridges. 
Air spinning of the main suspension cables was perfected in the United States. Then, in 1968, 

Jackson Durkee introduced the prefabricated strand method in the construction of the Newport Bridge in 
Rhode Island. Many modern suspension bridges now utilize this method for the main cables.  

After the Roeblings successfully built the 486m span Brooklyn Bridge in 1877, suspension 
bridges slowly became the main stay of long span bridges. Ammann’s George Washington Bridge, with a 
span of 1067m, broke the 1,000m barrier in 1931. Shortly thereafter, Strauss’s 1280m span Golden Gate 
Bridge was completed in 1937. It was a world record until another Ammann design, the 1298m span 
Verrazano Narrows Bridge in New York was completed in 1964. 

But since then, the inspiration to compete for the world record subsided in the US. Economic 
efficiency came into the foreground.  A super long span bridge will only be built if it is economically 
justifiable. Unless a bridge is over extremely deep water, there is little justification for a bridge span 
longer than about 500m. The largest ships are only about 80m wide. 500m will provide ample navigation 
clearance for shipping. Consequently, the US has not built any world record span bridges in the last thirty 
years. The engineers are paying more attention in areas of durability, maintainability and aesthetics. 
Obviously, a world record is temporary while a “good” bridge is forever a good bridge. 

 
 

MAJOR BRIDGE PROJECTS IN THE US 
 

Several major bridge projects are currently under way or have just been completed in the US. 
Examples of US bridge construction  include the Sidney Lanier Bridge in Georgia, the Cooper River 
Bridge in South Carolina, the San Francisco Oakland Bay Bridge in California, the Woodrow Wilson 
Bridge in Washington DC, the Benicia Martinez Bridge in California and the Hoover Dam Bypass 
between Arizona and Nevada.  

 
Sidney Lanier Bridge, Georgia 

 
This new 762m long cable-stayed bridge across the Brunswick River in Georgia is a replacement 

for a lift-span structure that opened in 1956 and was declared a hazard to navigation.  The new Sidney 
Lanier Bridge allows for increased shipping access to the Port of Brunswick.  
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The new bridge is 2,372m in total length. The cable-stayed bridge consists of two 190.5m side 
spans and a 381.1m main span. The width of the bridge is 21.64m between curbs. The navigation channel 
has a minimum horizontal clearance of 122m and a vertical clearance of 56.40m; the minimum clearance 
between pier protection islands is 317m. Supported by 176 stay cables, the main span is anchored into 
twin pylons rising 146.3m above the surface of the river. Approach spans measure 54.78m in length and 
are comprised of precast concrete post-tensioned girders with conventional cast-in-place decks. The span 
layout successfully addresses concerns regarding hazards to navigation of the existing lift span. The total 
cost of the project is about $100 million. 

 

 
 
The four-lane superstructure of the bridge consists of a 28cm-thick concrete slab supported by a 

1.52m x 1.45m concrete longitudinal girder at each edge and by intermediate transverse girders spaced at 
8.44m. The overall width is just short of 24.4m. The bridge’s support system has two concrete pylons and 
two concrete anchor piers. At the pylon piers, the superstructure is free to move in the longitudinal 
direction and restrained in the vertical and transverse directions. Locked-up devices are installed at each 
pylon to restrain the girder from any movement in case of an earthquake. The concrete deck is cast 
monolithically with the two anchor piers. Each concrete pylon carries two planes of fan-shaped cables 

anchored to the edge girders. 
The superstructure is constructed using cable-

supported form travelers. Two travelers were used to build one 
half of the bridge first. The travelers were lowered and moved 
to the other tower to build the other half of the superstructure. 
Strand wind tie downs were used to stabilize the structure 
during construction against buffeting. The bridge was opened 
to traffic in 2003. 

The main span cable-stayed bridge was designed by 
T.Y. Lin International. The approaches were designed by the 

Georgia Department of Transportation. 
 

 The Cooper River Bridge, South Carolina 
 

The new Cooper River Bridge links the town of Mount Pleasant to downtown Charleston and will 
ultimately replace the existing Grace Memorial and Silas N. Pearman steel truss bridges. Opened to traffic 
in July 2005, one year ahead of schedule, the bridge is now the longest cable-stayed span in North 
America. The total construction cost is $542 million. 

The new Cooper River Bridge is about 10 km in total length. It includes two major high-level 
1,004m long interchanges on each end of the bridge. The cable-stayed crossing carries eight lanes of 
traffic—four in each direction—and also features a pedestrian walkway/bikeway. The main span is 
471.4m  long and provides a 330m wide navigational channel with a minimum vertical clearance of 
56.7m above the Cooper River. The new channel will accommodate fully loaded freighter and container 
ships with a DWT of 54,000 tons, allowing for much-improved shipping in Charleston Harbor. Each 
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175m tall, diamond-shaped concrete tower is protected from ship collision by a rock island surrounding 
the base of the tower. At mid span, the deck rises just over 61m above the water.   

The deck is 43.29m out to out. The girder is a 
composite structure with steel edge girders and transverse floor 
beams. The deck is made up of precast concrete panels 
connected to the steel frame with shear studs. 

Cables are galvanized seven-wire strands, individually 
greased and sheathed, encased in a PE pipe. The external PE 
pipe has a spiral rib on its surface to combat possible rain-wind 
vibrations.  

The approaches are 34.33m wide, mostly with 
concrete deck on longitudinal steel girders. 

The project included the bridge approaches, roadway approaches, ramps with connections to 
nearby Interstate 26, the Cross Town Expressway, and local streets in both Charleston and Mount 
Pleasant. It is the main artery for the City of Charleston. 

The main span of the Cooper River Bridge was designed by Parson Brinckerhoff and reviewed by 
a joint venture of T.Y. Lin International and HDR. 

 
Zarkim Bunker Hill Bridge, Masachussetts 

 
The Bunker Hill Bridge is a part of the Central Artery Project in the City of Boston crossing the 

Charles River. The entire project cost is about $16.5 billion. Its main purpose 
is to improve traffic congestion in the city by channeling the traffic on 
Interstate 95 away from city traffic. It includes groups of elevated structures 
and a tunnel. The Bunker Hill Bridge was one of the last pieces of the project 
and was meant to be a symbol of this mega project. Aesthetics has been an 
important feature in the design. 

The Bunker Hill Bridge has two inverted Y shape pylons. The 
bridge has a main span of 227m and unequal side spans of 128m and 76m. 
The deck is 56.40m wide, which makes it the widest bridge in the world to 
date. It carries 10 lanes of traffic over the Charles River. The pylons are 
82m above the bridge deck. They are in concrete. The girder is 
steel/concrete composite in the main span and concrete in the side span. 
Total length of the bridge is 1,457 ft. The construction cost of the main 
bridge is $86 million.   

There are two planes of cables. The cables in the main span are anchored at the edges of the 
bridge deck. The cables in the end spans are anchored at the middle of the deck. It has a total of 116 cable 
stays. Each stay contains between 14 and 72 seven-wire strands. The end spans are constructed using 
local falsework. The main span was built by the cantilever method. 

The foundations are supported by large diameter drilled shafts with 2.3m diameter rock sockets 
utilizing both skin friction and end bearing. 

The Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge was designed by Howard Needles (HNTB) with subconsultant 
Figg Engineering. 

 
The Benicia Martinez Bridge, California 

 
The existing Benicia-Martinez Bridge is located about 50 km northeast of San Francisco at the 

east end of the Carquinez Strait, carrying I-680 across the Sacramento River. This approximately 2 km 
long, high-level crossing was designed in the late 1950s and has been in service since 1963. Increased 
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traffic has led first to the widening of the original bridge and finally to the construction of a parallel 
structure. The cost of the new crossing is $280 million. 

               
Because of hazardous materials located on the south shore, the segmental construction method is 

key because it will enable the owner to cross the area without touching the ground during construction. 
The new structure is a high-level, long span “lifeline” bridge in a seismically active region, a 

designation that requires the bridge to function after a major earthquake. Extensive seismic analysis has 
been carried out which includes a linear dynamic analysis based on response spectra and modal 
superposition techniques, linear multiple-support dynamic time-history analyses, and non-linear multiple-
support dynamic time-history analyses.  

This is the first segmental bridge in the State of California in more than 20 years. It uses light 
weight concrete for the superstructure to reduce seismic forces. However, in order to ascertain that the 

light weight concrete meets the required standards, an extensive 
testing program was conducted. Various commercially available 
light aggregates were tested and three of them were found to 
satisfactorily meet the design requirements. Based on these tests, 
the contractor may use any one of these aggregates or any other 
one that can be proven to meet all design requirements.  

The cross section of the girder is a single cell box with 
transverse ribs. This type of cross section is usually lighter in 
weight, which is very beneficial to a bridge in this high seismic 
area. Construction of the bridge is by a conventional cast-in-place 

free cantilever method with form travelers. The form traveler has additional transverse frames to provide 
the required stiffness appropriate for such a wide cross section.  

The piers are rectangular in shape with a spiral column at each corner. Such a cross section is 
very efficient for resisting seismic loads. The piers are founded on large diameter, vertical, concrete-filled 
steel shell caissons.  

The Benicia Martinez Bridge was designed by a joint venture of T.Y. Lin International and 
CH2MHill. 

 
The Woodrow Wilson Bridge, Washington, DC. 

 
The original Woodrow Wilson Bridge was built in 1961. It is a part of the Beltway, or ring road, 

around Washington DC, crossing the Potomac River. The four lane bridge was designed to carry 75,000 
vehicles a day. The traffic volume has exceeded 200,000 vehicles per day and is predicted to reach 
295,000 in the year 2020. It is therefore necessary either to widen the existing bridge or to replace it with 
a much wider, new structure.  

After extensive studies, it was decided that a new river crossing is appropriate. In addition, the 
access from both ends must also be rebuilt. Therefore, the entire project is very extensive. Besides the 
river crossing, there are approaches on both ends, which are connected to the highways on both banks by 
major interchanges. After the new bridge is complete, the old bridge will be demolished. 
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The estimated cost of the project is about US $2.5 billion. 
 

                      
 
The bridge is very visible from the surrounding area so aesthetics is considered very important. 

The public was very involved in the process. The first design was rejected as unacceptable for aesthetic 
reasons. The subsequent design competition specified that the bridge must be an arch-like structure and 
must be of medium height so as not to disturb the landscape while still allowing small pleasure boats to 
pass through. For larger boats, the bridge must have a bascule span. Currently, the existing bascule span 
opens about 260 times a year. The new bridge will be 20 feet higher than the existing bridge. It is 
estimated that the new bridge will be required to open only about 65 times in a year.  

The new bridge will have twelve lanes. It is about 70 feet above water level. A pedestrian and 
bicycle path will be located on the north side of the deck. It is also designed to accommodate two transit 
tracks in the future. 

In reality, the bridge is not an arch bridge. The arch shaped piers act more like a V pier. They are 
loaded only at the crown. The V piers are built with a precast cantilever segmental method. The segments 
were precast off site and barged to the point of construction.   

 

                           
 
The river piers have 48” to 72” steel pipe piles. The land piers have 24” square prestressed 

concrete piles. Pile length varies from 40 feet to about 200 feet. The superstructure is a composite 
structure with steel box beams and a concrete deck.  After the V piers are complete, a tension tie is 
installed to tie the top of the V legs together. The longitudinal beams are then placed on top of the V piers. 

The main span of the Woodrow Wilson Bridge was designed by Parsons Transportation Group. 
 

Hoover Dam Arch Bridge 
 
The Hoover Dam Bypass has been studied in one form or another for over 25 years. As the 

volume of traffic on the existing route over the dam continues to increase, it becomes more urgent each 
day to find a solution.  

The new project includes a 1.6 km of approach roadway in Arizona, 3.5 km of roadway in 
Nevada, and a major 610 m Colorado River crossing about 450 m downstream of the Dam.  The total cost 
of the project is about $250 million. 

With an alignment so close to the dam, the new bridge will be a prominent feature within the 
Hoover Dam Historic District. Aesthetics is an extremely important consideration in the configuration of 
the new bridge. Even though for a span in the range of 300 m, cable-stayed, suspension, truss, arch and 
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box girder are all possible, the type study rapidly narrowed the selection down to an arch span for 
aesthetic reasons. 

           
Six arch designs were developed to the point where general quantities and construction methods 

could be established for pricing purposes. The oversight panels set up by the owner finally decided on the 
selected alternative as shown in the figure. The span of the arch is 323 m. The total length of the deck is 
581 m, supported on piers and spandrels spaced at 37 m apart. An open spandrel crown was selected over 
the option of an integral crown to give the bridge an appearance of lightness.  

Both earthquake and wind are major design events for a structure at this location. The design 
functional earthquake is based on a 1,000 year return earthquake with a ground acceleration of 20%g. 

The mean hourly design wind speed was found to be 44 m/sec.  Dynamic studies resulted in a 
gust loading factor of 2.4, which collectively resulted in wind dominating the lateral forces in the design.  
The tallest of the tapered spandrel columns is almost 92 m tall.  Wind studies included considerations of 
drag and vortex shedding on the main structural sections exposed to the long canyon fetch from over Lake 
Mead.  Studies showed that a substantial advantage could be gained both in terms of vibration and drag 
by chamfering the corners of both the columns and the arch. 

 
Because lateral wind is the controlling load for the design of the arch, naturally the width of the 

arch is an important factor in the design. To increase the lateral stiffness of the arch, two arch ribs are 
used. By connecting the two ribs with transverse struts, the two ribs will act like a single wide girder in 

the lateral direction. The superstructure is a composite 
girder with four steel longitudinal box beams and a 
concrete deck slab. Use of the composite system is to 
reduce the dead load acting on the arch ribs. 

The arch ribs are concrete boxes measuring 4.25 m 
by 6.10 m with chamfered corners. They can be either 
cast-in-place or precast. 

There are two practical erection methods that can be used to erect this arch.  One is a simple 
cable-stayed cantilever erection.  The second is the use of temporary stay truss diagonals, erecting the 
arch, deck and spandrels as a cantilever truss.   

The Hoover Dam Arch Bridge was designed by a joint venture of T.Y. Lin International and 
HDR. 
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The San Francisco Oakland Bridge, California 
 

The existing San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge was constructed in the mid-1930s. At eight miles 
(13 kilometers) long, it was one of the longest high-level bridges in the world at the time. Today, the 
bridge is the primary link between the San Francisco Peninsula and the East Bay and is the busiest bridge 
in the world. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The original Bay Bridge was designed for a horizontal seismic load of only 0.10g, as specified by 

the 1930 Uniform Building Code. In October 1989, during the Loma Prieta earthquake, measuring 7.1 on 
the Richter scale and centered 70 miles (113 kilometers) south of San Francisco, a 15-meter section of the 
upper deck of the East Span collapsed, killing one motorist and closing the bridge to traffic for one 
month.  

CalTrans, the owner of the bridge, immediately launched an investigation to determine the 
seismic stability of the East Span. Seismic experts forecasted another major earthquake in the next 30 
years, putting the bridge in danger of catastrophic collapse. As a result of the study, CalTrans decided that 
replacement, rather than rehabilitation of the entire 2.1 mile long eastern section of the bridge, would be 
the most cost-effective solution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The new bridge is estimated to cost about US $6 billion. 
The bridge is located between the highly active Hayward and San Andreas faults, the ground 

motions of which exceed those of the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. First and foremost, the East Span had 
to be designed to accommodate traffic immediately after a 7.25 event on the Hayward fault or an 8.0 
event on the San Andreas fault. Every component of the structure—from the substantial pier foundations 
to the limited number of bearings and expansion joints throughout the bridge and tower—must be easily 
maintained for trouble-free replacement after a major seismic event. Deep deposits of clay and sandstone 
Bay mud beneath the skyway created further seismic design issues, as the unstable mud amplifies seismic 
movements during an earthquake. 
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The crossing is comprised of four types of structures, from east, the Oakland shore, to west, the 
Yerba Buena Tunnel: A low-rise post-tensioned concrete girder at the Oakland touchdown; a 2.4 km long 
segmental concrete “skyway” with varying span lengths from 120 m to 160 m; a single tower, asymmetric 
self-anchored suspension bridge over the navigational channel with a main span of 385 m and a back span 
of 180 m; and a double deck post-tensioned concrete box girder at the YBI transition structure. 

The self-anchored suspension bridge consists of a 385 m main span and a 180 m back span.  The 
bridge’s main span to side span length ratio is 2.1. Aesthetically, this asymmetric layout fits well with the 
landscape of the bridge, where one end is a hilly island and the other end is an open bay. The main cable 

consisting of 17,400 5.4 mm wires is capable of developing a cable-
breaking strength of 76,000 metric tons.  

The superstructure consists of dual hollow orthotropic steel 
boxes.  These boxes are in compression and are a part of the gravity 
load system.  Diaphragms spaced at 5 m support the orthotropic deck 
and distribute the suspender loads to the box.  The two box girders are 
connected together by 10 m wide x 5.5 m deep crossbeams spaced at 
30 m.  These cross beams carry the transverse loads between the 
suspenders (span of 72 m) and ensure that the dual boxes act together 
during wind and seismic loads. 

The girders are designed to remain elastic under all combinations of the design loads. Given their 
large size, there is a condition under which the stress in a significant portion of the section is close to 
yield. But plastic hinging will never occur, and the compactness of the design adds safety against both 
catastrophic failure and localized damage. 

The 160 m single tower of the new SFOBB is comprised of four shafts interconnected with shear 
links along its height in both the longitudinal and transverse directions of the bridge. These shafts are 
rigidly connected at the top and at the bottom by the tower saddle grillage and the tower base grillage, 
respectively. The bridge deck is not connected to the tower in order to reduce the seismic demands. 

Each shaft is a stiffened pentagonal box section, which tapers along the height of the tower. The 
shaft skin plate thickness varies from 45 mm to 100 mm. Transverse diaphragms are spaced at 4m. 

The shear links in the towers are designed to supply the tower with the required stiffness for 
service conditions and a functional earthquake. They should remain elastic during a functional evaluation 
earthquake (FEE) but will plastify during a safety evaluation earthquake (SEE); thus dissipating energy so 

the tower shafts remain basically elastic.  
Therefore, the shear links are designed to supply the single 

tower with the necessary ductility and toughness. These links are 
not a part of the gravity load carrying system and they are 
connected to the tower shafts with bolts.  They can be replaced 
after the SEE without any disturbance to traffic. The effectiveness 
of the shear links was confirmed by full scale tests. 

The haunched concrete girder is to be built by the balanced 
cantilever method with precast segments. Normal weight concrete 
with 28-day concrete strength of 50 Mpa is used. The box girder is 
a single cell with two vertical main webs.  The width at the bottom 

slab (soffit) is 8.5 m, a dimension that is optimal from the seismic standpoint of pier column design.  The 
deck is 25.1 m wide.  Inclined girder panels or webs were found to be the most effective way to carry the 
eccentric bike path loading, post-tensioned in both the longitudinal and transverse directions.  Vertical 
post-tensioning is used to control shear stresses in the girder main webs. 

The foundation and piers are designed to resist loads due to elastic and plastic deformations of the 
superstructure including creep, shrinkage and temperature.  This loading is critical for the concrete 
superstructure for frames with short piers near the Oakland shore.  Steel tubular piles were found to be 
best suited for skyway foundations because of their strength and ductility as well as their potential ease of 
installation.  These piles will be driven to the lower Alameda Formation and are 90 to 100 m in length. 

Deformed Shear Link at 0.12 rad
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The piers in Frame 1 of the skyway are about 50 m in height and stand in water depths of 15 m.  
This, added to the presence of a 15 m layer of young bay mud, establishes a very flexible structure. The 
design approach for such piers was to adopt a stiff foundation system thereby controlling pile cap elastic 
displacements to acceptable levels and minimizing the potential for permanent pile cap offsets after an 
earthquake.  A relatively stiff foundation system for the tall flexible piers was achieved through the use of 
large diameter battered steel piles filled with concrete. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 2.5 m diameter piles will be filled only in the upper 2/3 of the pile length with structural 

concrete to form a composite steel/concrete pile. The pile cap will be approximately 6 m deep with 2 m 
exposed above mean sea level.  The pile cap structural system will be a moment-resisting steel frame 
interconnected with the steel piles and the pier reinforcement. 

The main spans of the San Francisco Oakland Bridge were designed by a joint venture of T.Y. 
Lin International and Moffatt & Nichol. 

 
SUMMARY 

 
This year is the 50th anniversary of the 1956 Highway Bill that gave birth to the US Interstate 

Highway System. The idea was initiated by President D.D. Eisenhower after he had observed the 
effectiveness of the German Autobahn during and after World War II. Because of this bill that provided 
the financial base, major bridge and highway construction activities in the United States were highest in 
the later half of 1950s through the 1960s during the rapid construction of this Interstate Highway System. 
Construction activities subsided significantly after substantial completion of the Interstates. Most current 
projects are either replacement projects or retrofit projects. However, with the movement of population 
towards the sunbelt, these areas are still booming with new construction.  
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Long-span Bridges with High Pier in the Western China 

Liu Jianxin  Li Jiawu  Zhao Guohui 

Wind tunnel lab of Chang’an University 

Abstract: China west includes 12 provinces have many mountains, plateaus and valleys. Earthquakes frequently 

occur in china west where the earthquake intensity is more than 6 degrees in most areas. Long span continuous 

rigid frame bridges with high high-rising piers are adopted in the area of this kind. The main point of 

earthquake-resistance design of this kind of bridge is not the strength checking and design, but the deform 

checking and design. Inelastic time history analysis is used to analyze and calculate the respond of this kind of 

structure, and Luohe bridge is taken as an example in this paper. The character of wind blowing across valley is 

complex, which was induced by the valley terrain where the long span continuous rigid frame bridge with high 

high-rising pier may be located. The surface pressure around girder of the model was measured in wind tunnel, and 

the character of surface pressure around the girder was studied 

Key words: wind tunnel test ,earthquake , seismic wave, mountain. 

1. Introduction 

Chinese western area includes such 12 provinces as Xinjiang, Shannxi, Qinghai, Tibet and 
Ningxia etc, whose infrastructures are woefully inadequate. The poor infrastructures in these 
provinces hang their economy far behind china’s other region like Yangtze delta. With the China 
central government launching the campaign of developing the western China, increasing large 
capital is invested into such the key civil engineering projects as long-span bridges over rivers or 
tunnels through the great mountains. Statistics show that the highway mileage in 12 western 
provinces was up to 750,000 kilometers by last February, increasing by nearly 42% in resent five 
years, and the expressway mileage increases to 8,000 kilometers, expecting to be over 10,000 
kilometers by the end of this year. There are various types bridges, like suspension、arch and 
continuous rigid frame bridge, located in these highways or expressways. Due to the mountainous 
terrain and seismic zones in western provinces, designing and constructing the key projects 
especially the long-span bridges are obliged to face at least two headache problems: the wind and 
the earthquakes. Wind loads can destroy the bridge even at low wind speed, Tacama Bridge in 
America collapsed in 1941 due to the wind load is a good example. The designer also should pay 
close attention to the earthquake damage to the bridges.  

After introducing the features of western terrain in this paper, some completed continuous 
rigid frame bridges in the region are described. In addition, the key points in designing the bridges 
in Western China are illustrated by Luohe Bridge situated in Shannxi province.  

2. The mountainous terrain in Western China 

The fig.1 shows the terrain of the western region. Obviously, a majority of the western 
territory is mountains. The statistics show that the mountainous area of western China is about 4 
million square kilometers, accounting for nearly 2/3 of the total mountainous area. There are many 
high mountains such as Himalayas、Hengduan Kunlun and Qinling in Western China, and all four 
plateaus lie in the part of the territory. There are such many deep valleys in the mountains and 
plateaus that the civil engineer, particularly the bridges engineer have to face considerable 
technical difficulties in constructing the infrastructures. Meanwhile, the incoming key projects 
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scheduled to be constructed in next years mainly lie in the southwest region around the Chengdu 
Basin and northwest region along alignment of Xi’an, Lanzhou and Xining at the line. 
Accordingly, the hilly terrain in western area causes many problems like high cost, technical 
difficulties during constructing these great projects. 

 
fig.1 the west of China 

3. Bridges in Western Provinces 

For the hilly terrain in Western China, the bridge engineer prefers a long-span bridge to low 
the substructure cost of the bridges over valleys or rivers. The cable suspended bridge、arch bridge 
or girder bridge, like the continuous rigid frame bridge, may have superiority over others such as 
simple-supported. The Siduhe Bridge with 900-meter span in Hubei province, and the Balinhe 
Bridge with over-1000-meter span in Guizhou province are suspension bridges. Also, there are 
two arch bridges with over-400-meter span in Chongqing municipality.  

The span of arch or cable suspended bridges can exceed that of girder bridge like the 
continuous rigid frame bridge, but the construction cost for the first two types of bridges is far 
higher than that of continuous girder bridges. Consequently more and more girder bridges with 
high pier win over the arch or suspension bridges in several western provinces. Also the seismic 
load and wind load action on suspension bridges cause more problems than that on rigid bridges, 
which enables the girder bridge incomparable. This is why the bridge engineer prefers the girder 
bridges in western provinces, although they have to face the problems induced by introducing high 
piers. 
   Table 1 shows the girder bridges with high piers in western provinces. All of the girder bridges 
are made of PC concrete material, saving large investment compared with introducing an arch or a 
suspension bridge in those sites.  
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Table.1 completed girder bridges with high piers in western provinces (segment) 

Bridge 
Main span 
（m） 

Pier Height （m） site 

Qingshui 128 100 Guizhou 
Longtanhe 200 178 Hubei 

Shuanghekou 170 166 Hubei 
Taizaogou 170 120 Shannxi 

Luohe 160 143.5 Shannxi 
Zhongxian Changjiang 200 110 Chongqing 

Xushuigou 200 98 Shannxi 
     Long span continuous rigid frame bridge with high piers has a great capability in 
crossing .With the bridge span and height of the frusta increasing, the stiffness and the basic 
frequency of bridge reduce and to keep off platform (peak value)area of respond spectrum, 
consequently, the structure respond in earthquake decreases. The main point of 
earthquake-resistance design of this kind of bridge is not the strength checking and design, but the 
deformation checking and ductility design of lower piers.  

4. Two key problems in western bridges 

The continuous rigid frame bridges with high piers are liable to influence under earthquakes 
and wind  
4.1 seismic forces 
4.1.1 Theoretical analysis of the earthquake forces[1] 

Up to now, a majority of research of seismic load are focus on how to get the precise 
structures response excited by the earthquake records or artificial acceleration. Few researchers 
take shaking table test, for the theoretical analysis is well developed in the past years. Following 
words list Seismic conceptual design for bridge with high piers[1,2,3] 

1) Try to use continuous superstructure to reduce the use of joint and the possibility of falling of 
the superstructure.. 

2) Build the bridge along straight line or curve line with large radius, because the reaction of 
curve bridge in earthquake is complicated. 

3) Connect the superstructure and piers rigidly to increase the hyperstatic degree and reduce the 
possibility of failure of the whole structure in earthquake[4]. 

4) Make good use of the ductility of structure to increase its period and dissipate seismic 
energy[5,6]. 

5) Increase the stirrup (hoop reinforcement) in piers (especially in low piers) to enhance the loop 
capacity of plastic joint at the foot of piers[7]. 

4.1.2 Illustration of theoretical analysis by the Luohe Bridge. 
    Luohe Bridge located in Huangling-Yanan expressway, Shannxi province. It is a continuous 
rigid frame with 5 span :90m+3×160m+90m,and its highest pier is 142m ( Fig.2) .The 
superstructure is prestressed concrete girder, and the substructure is pile group foundation.   
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Fig.2 elevation of Luohe Bridge 

Finite element model 
Three-dimensional beam element is used to simulate the girder, piers and piles. Spring mass 

unit is used to simulate the soil-pile-structure effect. 

 

Fig.3 Finite element model of Luohe Bridge 

Dynamic time domain analysis 
Earthquake input  
  Artificial earthquake record was used as the earthquake acceleration input.(Fig. 4) in 

transverse ,longitude and vertical direction with proportion of 1:0.6:0.3 at the peak value . 

 
Fig.4 acceleration of artificial earthquakes 

Result and analysis  
  The resistance of the piers at the bottom during the artificial earthquake is shown in Tab 2 

and Fig 5 and 6. 
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Tab.2   Peak response of resistance (103kN·m) 
Foot of pier 

pier Axis 
Force 

Longitude 
Shearing 

force 

Transverse 
Shearing 

force 

Longitude 
Moment 

Transverse 
Moment 

11 1.05 1.89 5.39 59.61 158.20 
12 12.50 1.46 1.75 31.78 90.79 
13 10.44 1.18 1.68 27.59 72.86 
14 1.11 4.43 3.69 102.30 78.16 

 

Fig.5 Time history of transverse moment at the bottom of the 11th pier 

 

Fig.6   Time history of longitude moment at the bottom of the 14th pier 

The results indicate : 
1. Earthquake response is concentrated in low piers because of its greater rigidity. 

  2. Plastic joints are developed at the bottom of low piers , and its level is proportion to the peak 
value of the artificial earthquake record. 

3. Earthquake response of long span continuous rigid frame bridge with high piers consists of 
basic frequency response and some high-order frequencies response. The great difference of 
the height of piers enhances the complexity of the earthquake response. 

4.2 Wind load action on the bridges 
4.2.1 Wind environment in western region 

the Features of atmosphere boundary layer can be described by such parameters as the mean 
wind speed, the turbulence intensity, the integral scale, the spectra of turbulent velocity fluctuation 
and the wind profile etc. The character of wind in western region is different from that of wind in 
eastern or coastal regions in following parameters. 
Wind direction (or yaw angle) and attacking angle (pitching angle) in mountains  

The yaw and pitching angle, especially the pitching angle, greatly affect the performance, 
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such as drag coefficient of the bridge deck, of brides or structures immersed in air. The Wind 
direction (or yaw angle) and the attacking angle in mountain, in general, have close relation to the 
orientation of the mountain extension, and nothing to do with the direction of large-scale wind. 
The direction of local wind generally parallels to the orientation of the mountain. If the foehn 
wind is stronger than the local wind, the direction may change from parallel orientation to 
perpendicularity to the mountain. Consequently, the yaw angle turns into pitching angle. Data 
collected in site by Chang’an University show that the attacking angle can approach 8°considering 
the influence of upward mountain. In addition, the yaw angle in valley varies with the height 
above the valley bottom, as shown in fig.7. The mountainous air flow characterized by terrain 
induced yaw angle and pitching angle is not so popular as the wind blowing in plain. 

                     

 
Fig. 8 open region wind velocity profile[9] 

Wind velocity profile  
As shown in fig.8, the mean wind velocity increases with height above ground. But at equal 

elevation, the mean wind speed with different surface roughness is distinct from each other. The 
rougher is the surface, the lower the wind speed is. The mean wind profile in open regime obeys 
either logarithmic law or power law. There are several difficulties in description of mean speed 

Fig.7 yaw angle in valley[8] 
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profile of wind over hills or through valleys. It is hard to decide the elevation to calculation the 
precisely the wind speed, for the ground has slope. As a result, a way describing the speed profile 
should be introduced calculate the mean speed at any elevation. 

The other parameters of wind flow in mountains, like the integral scale, spectra etc, also 
should be pay close attention, for their difference from those of wind in open area. 
4.2.2 Wind tunnel test on bridge model 

Considering the various features of wind flow in western mountains, it is necessary to perform 
wind tunnel test to gain insight into the complex problems, although theoretical methods 
experiencing rapid growth in recent years. Up to now, the way to understand the wind action on 
bridges is by wind tunnel test. 

Wind tunnel tests help designer understand the bridge aerodynamic behavior, such as buffeting, 
flutter and galloping, estimate the wind-induced response of bridges and structure. For the rigid- 
frame-girder bridge, measuring the surface pressure with rigid model, testing response with 
aero-elastic model in wind tunnel is enough to know the behavior of the bridge. 

In a short, results from wind tunnel test on the scale down model, together with data by CFD 
methods are presented as following. Fig.9 shows the model for pressure measurement in wind 
tunnel lab. 
   The experiment was carried out in wind tunnel lab of Chang’an University, which was 
completed in Oct.2004.The test section of the wind tunnel lab is 15m long, 2.5m high and 3.0m 
wide. The boundary layer was simulated by roughness and spires in the wind tunnel.  

 

Fig. 9 test model of Luohe Bridge (for pressure measurement) 
Shown in table.3, location 3-141 and location 3-131 both in slab of the girder are symmetric 

about the pier, but the values of the surface speed are not symmetric about the pier. The others are 
the same as the couple locations, which is not expected to be. Meanwhile, the results between test 
and CFD have little difference from each other. Both of them are unexpectable. 
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Table.3 partial test and CFD results 

location 1-63 1-65 1-67 1-70 1-73 1-76 1-79 1-82 1-85 

test -515.34 -525.50 -509.89 -2469.61 -115.19 -293.55 -255.19 -269.35 -188.28 

CFD -523.81 -566.52 -481.10 -274.67 -133.58 -310.12 -267.41 -270.31 -181.86 

location 1-88 1-91 1-94 1-97 1-100 1-103 1-106 1-109 1-112 

test -260.03 -162.99 -349.09 -127.41 -161.78 -151.86 -140.00 -109.26 -121.85 

CFD -267.41 -146.41 -352.84 -139.27 -181.98 -140.72 -120.76 -96.44 -133.58 

location 1-115 3-129 3-131 3-133 3-135 3-136 3-138 3-139 3-141 

test -112.29 -312.18 -299.23 -335.29 -345.58 -286.77 -421.69 -548.86 -557.81 

CFD -139.27 -352.84 -321.01 -343.76 -347.75 -310.12 -395.67 -517.28 -566.52 

 

Fig. 10 plan view of locations 

5. Conclusion  

In west of China, Due to the mountainous terrain, the continuous rigid frame bridges are prior 
to the suspension bridges and arch bridge across deep valley for its cost and technical advantages. 
However, designing these bridges also should take account into the wind and earthquake effect on 
bridges. 
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Geotechnical Aspects of the Boston Central Artery/Tunnel 
Project, “The Big Dig” 

 
Peter W. Osborn1 

 
Abstract 
 
The Boston Central Artery/Tunnel Project in Boston is the largest, most complex urban 
infrastructure project in the history of the United States.  This over $14 billion project 
replaces an approximate 40-year-old elevated Central Artery (I-93) with a modern 
underground expressway and extends the existing Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) to Logan 
International Airport through a state-of-the-art tunnel system which includes cut-and-cover 
tunnels, steel and concrete immersed tunnel tubes, and jacked tunnels. Due to tight project 
restrictions that required the existing structure remain in service while the new tunnel was 
built below the elevated section, geotechnical innovation was critical to allow the project to 
be built.  Engineers were challenged to develop design and construction details that would 
allow safe tunnel construction to depths up to 120 feet while maintaining traffic in the busy 
downtown corridor and minimizing impacts to historic structures, commerce and tourist 
trade.  Deep excavations and poor soil conditions necessitated the undertaking of one of the 
largest soil stabilization programs; 690,000 cubic meters of deep soil mixing and jet grouting 
were completed in the Fort Point Channel area.  Other ground improvement techniques 
utilized on the project included Ground Freezing and Tunnel Jacking and Lightweight Fill 
Embankments constructed of EPS Geofoam and Lightweight Foamed Concrete.  In addition 
to the tunnel work, several bridge structures were also constructed as part of this project 
including the world’s widest cable-stayed bridge. The 7.5 mile corridor (161 lane miles) is 
now complete; surface restoration and landscaping is currently underway which will result in 
the creation of a linear park through downtown Boston where the elevated highway structure 
once prevailed. 

 
 
Introduction 
 
The Central Artery/Tunnel Project (CA/T Project) is the largest, most complex highway 
project in the history of the United States. This 14 billion-dollar project consists of 161 
lane miles in a 7.5-mile corridor, through the center of one of the oldest and most 
historically significant cities in the United States.  The majority of the work, as seen in 
Figure 1, replaces an aging, elevated Central Artery (Interstate 93) with a state of the art 
eight-to-ten lane underground expressway.  Also included in this work, the Project 
extends the Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) to Logan Airport, completing the cross-
continental Interstate link from Seattle to Boston.  Other features of the project include a 
signature bridge, 10-lane cable-stayed bridge across the Charles River; a state-of-the-art 
                         

1 Geotechnical and Hydraulics Technical Services Team Leader, Federal 
Highway Administration Resource Center, Baltimore, Maryland 
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Figure 1:  Boston Central Artery Tunnel Project Plan 
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incident response and traffic management system; five new major highway interchanges 
and the largest vehicular tunnel ventilation system in the world.  The work for the CA/T 
Project was unparalleled, with the majority of the construction occurring in the heart of 
downtown Boston that is home to many financial institutions and historic sites.  Project 
requirements ensured that the city remained a thriving commercial, tourist and residential 
center by maintaining access for businesses, pedestrians and tourists.  

The existing, elevated Central Artery, shown in Figure 2, had to remain in service until 
the underground highway was completed.  The existing structure was designed and 
constructed in the 1950’s to handle 75,000 vehicles per day; in 2001 it carried nearly 
200,000 vehicles every day. Without the new construction, it was estimated that the 
traffic impact would have resulted in near gridlock conditions for up to 16 hours per day 
by the year 2010.  The estimated lost revenue to the Boston economy was estimated at 
approximately 500 million dollars annually due to excessive fuel costs, late deliveries 
and other traffic-related delays.  The new Boston Central Artery (I-93) facility is 
designed to carry 250,000 or more vehicles a day.  With the new eight to ten lane 
underground facility  (the existing had just six lanes), fewer on and off ramps (from 27 to 
14), and a new network of surface streets, thru traffic can now travel at adequate speed.  
Local traffic will also improve due to a new network of surface streets.  The Ted 
Williams Tunnel carries more than 90,000 vehicles a day. This has helped to reduce the 
use of the Sumner and Callahan tunnels to about 70,000 vehicles a day from 100,000 per 
day before construction.   
 

 
 

Figure 2: Pre-Existing Condition 
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Other benefits from the construction of the Project include:  improved safety; the 
reduction of carbon monoxide levels by an estimated 12 percent due to improved traffic 
flow and ventilation systems; reconnection of cross streets between downtown, the North 
End, and the waterfront that were severed by the elevated highway; and aesthetic 
improvement of the city through the removal of the unsightly elevated highway and 
replacement with 110,000 square meters (27 acres) of new open space along the former 
I93 corridor (three quarters of the space will remain open, with the remainder dedicated 
to controlled development). 

Subsurface Conditions 

The geotechnical setting for the project is quite varied and complex. Figure 3 illustrates a 
typical soil profile along the alignment.  In many locations the upper 6-9 m (20-30 ft) of 
the subsurface consists of a miscellaneous fill layer.  The fill layer may consist of: 
various utilities, abandoned foundations, in-filled marine structures, and miscellaneous 
debris with contaminated materials.  The underlying natural soils consist of layers of 
organic silts and silty sands which overly a deposit of Boston Blue Clay of varying 
thicknesses.  In most areas, a dense layer of glacial till underlies the clay and overlies 
bedrock.  The top of bedrock varies in quality, being highly weathered in some locations 
and competent hard rock in others.  Portions of the alignment pass through areas with no 
clay or with no glacial till.  The majority of the Project is located in soil above the rock. 
At its deepest section, the tunnel is approximately 36 m (120 ft) below the street level. 
Groundwater for most of the Project is located about 3 m (10 ft) below the ground 
surface.  

Most of the construction for the downtown portion of the Project utilized a cut and cover 
method of construction to build the tunnels. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the 
cut-and-cover method.  In general, the construction sequencing is as follows: after 
relocating the numerous utilities, structural slurry walls are constructed on each side of 
the future tunnel.  The walls serve multiple purposes including support of the excavation 
during construction, underpinning for the existing Central Artery Expressway (I-93), and 
finally serve as the permanent walls for the finished structure.  Structural bracing and a 
precast concrete road deck are added to span between the slurry walls.  The road deck 
permits traffic to continue flowing over the work area while construction continued 
virtual undetected below the road deck.  

The critical geotechnical work begins after the walls are in place.  Excavation proceeded 
downward and massive struts were placed across the excavation between the slurry walls 
to provide structural support and limit the lateral deformations of the slurry walls.  
Because of the closeness of many historic buildings and major structures, maximum 
lateral movements of the support walls were typically limited to less than 38 mm (1.5 
inches).  With excavations as wide as 36 m (120 ft) and as deep as 36 m (120 ft), the 
support system was required to be relatively stiff and properly installed to keep the 
deformations small.  
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Figure 3:  Typical Soil Profile 
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Figure 4: Cut and Cover Construction 

 
Construction in this complex geotechnical environment required the use of many new 
construction technologies imported from all over the world.  The slurry wall construction 
was undertaken with the use of the latest soil milling machines from Europe enabling the 
construction in low headroom and other confined work conditions (due to the existing 
central artery viaduct structure).   

Ground Improvement 

Extensive areas of soft soil required improvement by jet grouting and deep soil mixing 
with equipment from Europe and Japan.  Ground freezing and jacked tunnel box 
structures were also employed to place three large tunnel sections beneath a complex 
network of active railroad lines.  The majority of these technologies had not previously 
been used on a large-scale project in the United States.  

Due to existing soft clay deposits related to the extension of the Massachusetts Turnpike (I-
90) under active railroad tracks and across a marine channel to Boston’s Logan International 
Airport, a combination of ground improvement techniques were effectively utilized to 
stabilize the deep cut-and-cover excavation as follows:  
 • Soil-cement (Soil Mixing) provided resistance against basal heave of the soft 

marine clay deposits during excavation for the cut-and-cover tunnels; buttress structures 
to rigidly restrain unbalanced lateral earth pressures, permanent foundations for the cast-
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in-place tunnels; temporary foundation support for 14m-diameter, 12.5m-high steel 
sheeting cellular cofferdams installed in the Fort Point Channel; and stability to an 18m-
deep dredged slope in front of an existing timber pile supported granite masonry seawall.  

 • Ground freezing stabilized the soil supporting active railroad tracks above two of 
three jacked tunnels (three sets of approximately 10m-high, 24m-wide concrete 
structures); and provided an 18m-deep frozen soil excavation support wall that also 
resisted basal heave.  

 • Jet grouting stabilized the soil in areas that were inaccessible to the soil-cement 
mixing rigs, e.g., at interfaces with existing structures such as retaining walls, and was a 
substitute in areas where obstructions prevented the installation of soil-cement.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Example Section at Jacked Tunnel 
 
The original design intent was to use conventional steel sheeting cofferdams and 
reinforced concrete buttresses for temporary cut-and-cover excavation support and 
concrete drilled shafts for vertical support of the tunnels.  However, the combination of 
deep cuts, large hydrostatic pressures, and global instability due to soft soils resulted in 
massive structural systems for support of excavation.  The resultant estimated 
construction costs and schedule impacts were unacceptable. The innovative use of these 
techniques enabled the project to (1) minimize disruption to the adjacent rail road tracks 
and South Postal Annex facilities, (2) reduce construction costs; and (3) improve 
construction schedule. 
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Lightweight Fill 
 
The Interstate 93 (I93) and Interstate 90 (I90) interchange construction contracts 
consisted primarily of viaducts, bridges, transition structures, and boat and tunnel 
sections.  As design of the structures neared completion the project took a close look at 
the eight transition structures and ramps within the area in an effort to reduce cost and 
save time. Due to the very soft compressible soil conditions in this area, the original 
design for the approach embankments consisted of various types of structures such as 
precast-concrete bridges, elevated slabs on deep foundations, and fill over a concrete slab 
on deep foundations. For each of the transition structures, the originally design required 
deep drilled shaft foundations for support of all structural elements. Each shaft was 
designed to bypass the upper strata of fill, organic silt, and clay, and would have been 
founded in the underlying glacial till and bedrock. The large number and deep length of 
drilled shafts required to support the original, structure-based design concept was 
substantial and not desirable from a project cost and time perspective. 
 
Designers considered several ground improvement alternatives for this area including 
embankment surcharge and preloading as well as lightweight fill materials.  The use of 
preloading was not considered to be a viable ground improvement alternative due to 
schedule constraints. Thus it became clear that for the final design alternative, there had 
to be no net vertical effective stress increase on the existing soils. These factors led to the 
consideration of lightweight fill materials to construct the approach embankments.  The 
project considered many types of lightweight fill materials and ultimately selected EPS 
(Expanded Polystyrene) geofoam. The use of EPS offered a unique advantage compared 
to other lightweight materials, specifically overall cost savings due to its uniquely low 
density/unit weight (typically in the range of 15 to 30 kg/m3 (1 to 2 lb/ft3) which is only 
1 to 2% that of soil) which eliminated the need for any type of ground improvement (e.g. 
preloading, over excavation and replacement). EPS geofoam also offered the benefits of 
adequate strength and stiffness properties comparable to those of soil. 
 
Another innovative approach the designers took was in the selection of facing for the 
EPS embankments. Although an assemblage of EPS blocks with vertical sides is 
structurally self-stable, the permanently exposed sides of an EPS fill must be covered to 
prevent long-term surficial degradation and incidental damage of the EPS blocks as well 
as to provide an appropriate architectural finish. The effort to reduce the curtain-wall 
loads first focused on using lightweight precast-concrete panels. This alternative, while 
viable, remained ineffective in achieving the desired level of overall improvement. Thus 
precast-concrete curtain wall panels, which have become very popular in recent years 
both in the U.S.A. and elsewhere for vertical-sided EPS fills, were subsequently 
abandoned altogether. Efforts were concentrated on significantly lighter alternatives that 
would eliminate the need for supporting deep foundations. The primary alternative 
pursued involved using a synthetic stucco or "Exterior Insulation and Finishing System" 
(EIFS). EIFS is a well-proven technology that has been used worldwide for decades for 
the exterior walls of both commercial and residential buildings of all types and sizes. 
However, EIFS had never been used as the permanent side panels for an EPS roadway 
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fill on a transportation project. EIFS consists of a mesh-reinforced, two-part coating 
system 
applied over a substrate of rigid-cellular polystyrene (RCPS) foam; in this case EPS 
board.  The final appearance of the EIFS coating can be varied widely for architectural 
purposes. For the project, EIFS was specified with an architectural finish to create an 
aesthetic appearance matching that of the precast-concrete curtain walls utilized on 
adjoining transition structures and ramps in the interchange area. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Typical EPS Geofoam Section 
 
 
Geotechnical Instrumentation Program 
 
To ensure acceptable construction performance, enhance safety, and protect neighboring 
facilities the project team decided to make a comprehensive geotechnical instrumentation 
program a key part of the overall project.  More than 150 significant structures exist 
within the potential construction impact zone of the project. These include several high-
rise buildings located on mat foundations within tens of feet of proposed deep 
excavations, many multi-story brick and masonry structures of historic value, major 
transportation infrastructure, and completed portions of the project. The benefits of the 
performance monitoring program to the project were considerable. The monetary benefit 
from avoided damages to adjacent structures alone is estimated to be $500,000,000. The 
instrumentation program for the project is a model program for Mega Project 
construction.  The program is summarized in an FHWA technology sharing document 
entitled “Geotechnical Monitoring of the Big Dig,” by W. Allen Marr, Robert Nyren, 
David Druss, and Charles Daugherty and available on the FHWA Geotechnical website. 

Grade 

Lightweight  
Facing 
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Research and Application of Key Technique For Hangzhou 

 Bay Bridge 

 

  Lu Zhongda 

Hangzhou Bay Bridge Construction Headquarters 

 

Abstract: The natural environment, design, construction, research and application of key 

technique for Hangzhou Bay Sea-crossing Bridge are comprehensively introduced in this paper. 

The engineering practice shows that Hangzhou Bay Sea-crossing Bridge has achieved great 

breakthrough in many aspects, including large-diameter super-long steel tube pile’s design, 

manufacture, corrosion protection and construction, 70m-span pre-stressed box girder’s integral 

prefabrication, marine transport and erection at strong tide estuary, 50m-span heavy box girder’s 

transport and erection on the erection girder, study on concrete structure’s durability in marine 

environment, research on all-weather measure and control technique, and driving safety under 

catastrophic weather for sea-crossing long bridge, study on physical river modeling, local scour 

testing of bridge pier and the countermeasures, etc. These achievements have provided successful 

example for design and construction of marine bridges. 

 

Keywords: Bay Bridge; durability; steel tube pile; measure and control technique; key technique  

 

Hangzhou Bay Bridge is located at the estuary of Qiantang River, which is a passage of Tongsan 

national trunk highway crossing Hangzhou Bay (Figure 1). The Bridge starts from Haiyan County 

of Jiaxing in the north, then crosses Hangzhou Bay and ends at Cixi City of Ningbo in the south, 

with the total length of 36km. The bridge will shorten 120km of land distance between Shanghai 

and Ningbo. The construction of the bridge will also play an important part in promoting integral 

economical development in Yangtze delta, mitigating strained transportation status along 

Shanghai-Hangzhou-Ningbo corridor and speeding up the construction of Tongsan Line. 
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Figure 1   Location of Hangzhou Bay Bridge 

1. Natural environment 
The Bridge is situated on lower reaches, 32km away from the tide starting position of Qiantang 

River, 60km from the estuary. At the site of the Bridge, the width of offing reaches 32 km, with 

the average water depth of 8~10m, 9.7km long southern tidal land and 1.4km long northern tidal 

land, where the tidal land is submerged by the water when flooding and turned into mud field 

when tide ebbing. 

Hangzhou Bay is one of three strongest tide bays in the world, with complicated and diverse flow, 

mud and sand, and seabed activities. On the basis of wide scale hydrological survey, geological 

survey and long series underwater topographic survey along the reach, as well as physical and 

numerical value modeling study, it is concluded that the construction of the Bridge will basically 

neither affect the flood discharging of upper reaches and tidal bore in Qiantan River, nor blight 

Zhapu Port, south and north waterway. The elevation of bed scouring during operation and 

construction respectively obtained from the tests provided an important basis for design and 

construction. 

In accordance with survey data of past years from adjoining Zhapu Survey Station, the highest tide 

level is 5.54m; the highest tidal range, 7.57m; and the average tidal range, 4.65m. Annual average 

velocity of flow is 2.39m/s. The highest velocity of flow measured during construction is 4.18m/s 

at tide ebbing, 5.16m/s at flooding, with inordinate tidal flow. The highest wave measured in 

August 2004 is 3.23m on northern side and 4.72m on southern side. 

The meteorological conditions of Hangzhou Bay are complicated. Typhoon, cyclone, 

thunderstorm and small range catastrophic weather occurred occasionally. During construction, 

typhoon attacked the site seven times in 2004 and three times in 2005. Because of the influence of 
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wind, wave, flow, tide and fog, there is less 180 working days in a year. 

Geology at the site belongs to the Quaternary system sedimentary deposit, mainly comprising mild 

clay, clayey sand, muddy mild clay and sandy soil, with the upper soft soil layer depth of 20 to 

45m. The Quaternary system sea facies sedimentary deposit develops biologic gas in shallow layer 

with the embedding depth of 45 to 60m, compressive stress of 0.4 ~ 0.5MPa and firedamp content 

of 85% more which is amiable breaking forth and burning. Widely distributed of gas in shallow 

layer and thick soft soil are two most adverse geological factors affecting construction of the 

Bridge. 

Ground water and seawater at the site has middle level corrosion on steel structure. Seawater has 

low corrosion on concrete. According to inspection of hydraulic structures laying at neighboring 

the Bay, the seawater corrosion on steel and concrete structures is serious. Therefore seawater 

corrosion protection of steel and concrete structures is considered as an important task. 

2. Brief introduction to Design 

 
 

Figure 2   Overall Arrangements 

The Bridge is designed in accordance with the standard of 6-lane expressway of 33m width and 

two navigation channels in north and south respectively (see Figure 2). The bridge for north 

navigation channel is a 5-span (70+160+448+160+70m) double-tower steel box cable-stayed 

bridge, while the south one is a 3-span (100+160+318m) single-tower steel box cable-stayed 

bridge. The design has the arrangement of 70m-span pre-stressed concrete box girders (18.27km 

long in total) for the approach spans on the sea and 50m-span pre-stressed concrete box girders 

(10.1km long in total) for spans at the southern tidal land, and also provides 30 to 80m span 

cast-in-site continuous box girders for spans at both bank locations and the northern tidal land. 

Table 1 presents quantities of overall bridge. The construction period of the project is 5 years with 

the total cost of RMBY 11.78 billion. 
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Table 1 Quantities of Overall Bridge 

Name Unit Quantities 

Concrete M3 2.45 million 

Steel Ton 0.82 million 

Steel tube pile Piece 5474 

Bored pile Piece 3550 

Various types of cast-in-site box girder Piece 157 

50 m pre-cast concrete box girder Piece 404 

70 m pre-cast concrete box girder Piece 540 

 

Besides satisfying functional requirements and basic bridge design rules, according to the 

characters of atrocious construction conditions on the sea and huge construction scale, the 

following arrangements are considered for overall design in order to reduce operation on the sea 

and construction risks as far as possible: 

1) Except cable-stayed bridges at both northern and southern navigation channels, prefabricated 

steel tube pile with high mechanization level and high construction speed is adopted for all 

foundation works on the sea. 

2) Except few high piers, large-sized pre-cast components are provided for all piers of approach 

spans and pre-stressed concrete box girders. 

3) Long trestle bridge method is adopted for the construction at southern tidal land, with the 

superstructure of 50m-span box girder prefabricated in whole span, and transported and 

erected on the erection girders so as to solve the problem of the construction of approach 

spans on 10km long tidal land limiting the total construction period of the project. 

4) Special corrosion protection design is considered for various structures, especially the 

concrete structure below the wave spattering range in order to ensure the design life of 

structure. 

5) Construction feasibility and risks are fully considered for marine engineering and the 

principle that design obeys construction is carried out. Both the selection of tower type and 

consideration of setting up the footing elevations at sea are determined through repeated 

comparison. 

During design, study on 88 topics and a lot of pieces of technical advice were made for 

construction conditions, which basically solved key technique of construction on the sea and 

provided important data for design. Engineering practice indicated that sufficient prophase work 

resulted in design accommodating to reality. Marine engineering based itself upon the principle of 

large scale, prefabrication and manufacturing in plant, which provided the basis for smoothly 

implementing construction. 
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3. Study and performance of GPS all-weather measure and control technique 

The offing at the bridge site is 32km wide with complicated environmental factors, which affect 

the survey results. Therefore, GPS technique has to be used to arrange plane control network 

(Figure 3), and to control the construction elevations and orientation of steel tube driven piles on 

the sea, while the construction survey on the wide offing was conducted. 

In order to meet the requirements of plane control, the first batch of pier foundation construction 

called prior piers was arranged at intervals of 1.8km. Then GPS control points provided on prior 

pier footings and on B platforms (reference stations at sea) formed fine GPS plane control network. 

In order to meet the requirements of elevation control on the sea, the GPS fitting elevations were 

first in use to control the elevations at surface of prior piers. When prior pier footings were built 

completely, total station and triangle guide line for elevations by subtend observation were 

adopted for through elevation measure. Then the results of measure were used to correct GPS 

fitted elevations of prior piers and applied for elevation control in subsequent construction. In 

order to meet the requirements of steel tube piling orientation, three GPS reference stations were 

set up and provided real-time locating signals for ship-carried GPS piling locating system, which 

realized automatic locating for steel tube piling at sea. The main key techniques to be solved for 

bridge survey and control are as follows: 

 

Figure 3 First class control network of Hangzhou Bay Bridge 

1) Establishment of GPS continuously operating reference stations 

The orientation of steel tube pile for bridge foundation construction at sea must use GPS real-time 

kinematic (RTK) survey technique, so it is necessary to set up GPS reference stations. The stations 

receive signals from satellite, and the locating instrument on the pile driving boat receives signals 

from satellite and signals sent from reference stations at the same time, which can analyze and 

calculate the real-time position of the instrument. In this way, GPS real-time locating precision 

could reach centimeter level within 15km range from the reference station, with the real-time 

plane locating accuracy of 3 ~5cm and real-time elevation locating accuracy of 5 ~ 10cm, which 

meets the requirements of foundation construction laying-out. Therefore, GPS reference stations 

serving bridge construction survey shall fulfill such requirements that effecting range and 

real-time locating precision meet the requirements of bridge foundation construction laying-out, 

and automatic control and remote monitoring technique be adopted to ensure reference stations’ 
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safe, reliable and all-weather continuously stable operation. 

GPS reference stations set up for Hangzhou Bay Bridge project have run for three years, which 

guaranteed that thousands of steel tube piles driven by pile-driving boat all satisfied orientation 

precision and elevation control requirements. Successful application and regulations formed 

during practice of continuously operating GPS stations and RTK technique has filled up a blank at 

the aspect of engineering survey for sea-crossing project. 

2) Establishment of engineering survey coordinate system 

When establishing the plane grid coordinate system for survey, it is necessary to normalize the 

side D in the construction elevation plane into ellipsoid and the length of side will reduce by ΔD, 

which called elevation normalization, and when the side S on the ellipsoid projecting to the Gauss 

plane the length will extend ΔS, which called projection range normalization. The sum of above 

two factors is called length distortion. In order to avoid the impact of length distortion on 

precision of laying-out, the distortion shall be restricted within a certain range, but there is not yet 

a corresponding criterion in specifications for sea-crossing bridge. Therefore the coordinate 

system for engineering survey should be specially set up in conformity to the features of 

Hangzhou Bay Bridge in order that the length distortion could satisfy the precision requirements 

of construction laying-out. Beijing Coordinate System of year 1954 was used for the bridge design. 

Since that 1954’s system produces large length distortion at the bridge site, it causes that the 

length indicated in the design drawings would shorten 4.559 mM after laying-out on construction 

elevation plane. Therefore the bridge dimensions calibrated by 1954’s system shall be converted to 

that calibrated by engineering survey coordinate, and engineering survey coordinate be used for 

laying-out so as to ensure the accuracy for laying-out of pier and superstructure. 

3) Solving construction elevation control problem at sea using high precision GPS fitting 

elevation 

This is a difficult problem of GPS level elevation applied in engineering. Transition curved 

surface fitting method created for this project makes the survey deviation less than 3cm, which 

meets the requirements of elevation control for prior pier footing construction. Meanwhile, the 

error of GPS fitted elevation for span from 1.5km to 1.8km reached Class 3 survey precision, 

which solved the conflicts between long-time triangle elevation measure, rigor requirements and 

construction. The detailed regulations of offshore through elevation measure were established and 

improved in practice, which made the accuracy of through triangle elevation measure reaching 

Class 3 and solved the problems of using leveling to realize through elevation measure for long 

span sea-crossing bridge. 

4) GPS piling orientation system 

This is a ship-carried GPS piling orientation system, without any requirements of through-vision 

and bed meteorological conditions such as raining and fog. Compared with traditional method, 

orientation of steel tube piling realized automation, and greatly increased the efficiency of work. 

Above-mentioned four topics successfully settled techniques of engineering survey for Hangzhou 
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Bay Bridge, which is a good example of combination between survey theory and engineering 

practice and provides reference for similar projects. 

4. Design, manufacture, construction and corrosion protection of 

large-diameter and super-long steel tube pile 

ф1500mm and ф1600mm steel tube piles are applied in this project. The length of pile varies 

from 71 to 88m suited to the geological conditions of different sections, with the heaviest pile of 

68ton and the characters of great quantities, large diameter, over-length and super-heavy 

deadweight. 

4.1 Design 

Large depth of scour, big wave force and seawater corrosion are the main control factors of pile 

design. The following alternatives were considered for pile structure: 

1) Sacrificial thickness corrosion protection. 40 ~ 70mm thick steel tube piles with the length 

of 80 to 90m were applied in the design of San Francisco Bay Bridge, in which only used the 

sacrificial thickness for steel pile corrosion protection. The advantage of this method is that 

no more maintenance will be needed during bridge’s design life; however, it requires huge 

quantities of steel, thick plate rolling and welding, heavy pile driving hammer, pile segment 

connection at sea and long construction period. 

2) Cathode protection method. For 28 ~ 32 mm thick steel tube with straight joint adopted for 

upper section of pile, and 20 ~ 22 mm thick tube with spiral joint for lower section, cathode 

corrosion protection is provided as the major measure, supplemented with local coating in 

order to meet the requirements of piling and design life. However for the upper section, 

segments have to be prefabricated initially and then welded into an integrated tube section 

with straight joint, finally erected with lower spiral tube section through circle welding, with 

multifarious procedures, which is not facilitate production in plant.  

3) Coating protection.  Spiral tube piles could be produced as a whole, which facilitates 

production in plant; however, it is restricted by thickness provision of curling plate and the 

throughput of curling equipment. As the huge quantities of steel tube piles (370,000ton), 

spiral welded joint tube technique was considered after comprehensive comparison. In 

accordance with the throughput of piling equipment and national curling plate, 22 mm 

thickness was adopted for upper section and 20 mm for lower section, mainly protected by 

surface coating and supplemented with cathode protection and appropriately preserved 

sacrificial thickness. This option facilitates pile manufacture as a whole with high production 

efficiency, stable quality and reliable corrosion protection; however, the anode blocks shall be 

replaced during bridge’s design life. 

4) In regard to lower shear strength of spiral welded joint, some experts suggested to use 

straight joint tube. Therefore trial piling of spiral welded joint tube was conducted. It was 

proved based on the test results and subsequent engineering practice that the strength of the 

spiral welded joint was sufficient under conditions of pile length, diameter, thickness and 
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piling equipment provided for this bridge. 

4.2 Fabrication and corrosion protection 

Q345c curling plate was adopted for steel tube piles in on-time molding, by using double-faced 

embedment arc welding method. Three product lines produce averagely 283 piles per month with 

the record of 14 piles per day, which is basically balanced with the requirements of piling.  

Among over 5000 driven piles no welded joint cracks and deformation occurred, indicating that 

the thickness of plate was appropriate and the welding quality was fine. 

Multi-layered complex melting combined with improved epoxy coating was adopted for steel tube 

pile corrosion protection, supplemented with anode corrosion protection, of which developing 

coating of well comprehensive features was the precondition to realize such design consideration. 

Newly developed double-layered complex melting combined with improved epoxy coating has 

perfect corrosion protection character of high impact strength (> 24J), bonding capacity (> 90 Mpa) 

and waterproofing permeability. The thickness of coating varies from 600 to 1000μm for 

different parts of pile. Multi-layer coating technique was carried out along the automatic product 

line, and the coating for whole pile was fulfilled based on time sequence, with the record of 15 

pieces a day.  

The cathode protection adopted sacrificial anode protection method. Current intensity for cathode 

protection needed for steel with melting epoxy coating will be 1 ~ 2 magnitude lower then other 

coating layer. The option of suspended aluminum alloy anode combined with water-based weld 

feeding was adopted according to the characters of high tidal range, turbid water and low 

protection current, which avoids two difficult problems of underwater welding and underwater 

welded joint inspection under condition of high velocity of flow and turbid water. The practice of 

construction represents that newly developed protection method makes that the protection current 

could meet design requirements and facilitate safer construction. 

4.3 Piling work 

Piling work has following control factors: 

1) As the characters of super-long and super-heavy, and 85m long piles accounting for 37% of 

the total, the height of piling bracket shall be over 90m and handling capacity over 80ton. 

2) Since that steel tube pile’s large diameter and deep embedment length in soil, and over 20m 

thick middle-dense sand layer locally distributed in some area, piling work shall select 

appropriate driving hammer of sufficient impact power, the maximum of which for diesel 

hammer shall over 500KJ and over 250KJ for hydraulic pressure hammer. 

3) The hydrographical and meteorological conditions at the site are complicated with high wave 

and torrential flow, and high tidal range, especially at the site of southern approach spans 

located. Typhoon, seasonal wind and heavy fog would seriously affect operation on the sea. 

Therefore the contractors must equip with high-power tugboats, high-tonnage anchor 

facilities, large-scale floating crane, multi-functional boats and concrete batching boats, in 

order to fulfill piling work relying on above strong equipments on the sea. 
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4) Due to the reasons of huge engineering quantities, long working line, excessive construction 

boats, intercrossing operation among various sections and avoiding typhoon, construction 

organization and management was very complicated, especially safety. Strict safety 

management system and reliable communication and information system shall be set up at 

sea. 

The piling work area is 6 to 27km away from the bank. 5474 steel tube piles in total would be 

constructed in 4 contracts via 5 large pile driving boats. Among those boats, Haili 801 used for 

Contract V and Tianwei for Contract VII are most advanced full-revolving pile driving boats in the 

world. Haili 801 is 80m long, 30m wide and 6m tall, with 2.8m sea gauge and equipped with 86m 

± 18m high piling bracket, four 1.5×1.5×30m alignment stakes, GPS piling orientation system 

and automatic moving equipment (Figure 4). 

 
 

Figure 4  Haili 801 full-revolving pile driving boat 

D160, D180 diesel driving hammers and IHCS-280 hydraulic pressure hammers were used for this 

project. The weight of the former is 37.5ton with the impact power of 590kN.m and the latter, 

29ton with the impact power of 280kN.m respectively. Both of them are used in China for the first 

time. It was proved by the engineering practice that D150 and smaller diesel hammers could not 

complete piling work under the conditions of long pile and geological conditions in this project. 

 
 

Figure 5  IHCS-280 hydraulic pressure hammers 
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It was indicated in practice that boat equipment and machinery prepared by various construction 

teams basically satisfied the engineering requirements, and ensured smooth construction of large 

diameter super-long piling work. During the period from November 2003 to April 2005, 4473 

piles were driven with the monthly average piling of 260. According to the statistics of driven 

piles, accuracy is 100%, and piles meeting the standard to stop driving hammer accounts for 

99.5% of the total. Neither any pile shaft instability nor cracking of spiral welded joint occurred 

during pile driving. Dynamic and static load testing indicated that the axial ultimate compressive 

strength of steel tube pile could meet design requirements, mean value of recovering ratio was 

between 1.32 and 1.59, and the maximum deviation of ultimate bearing capacity determined from 

high-strain dynamic testing yielded about 7% of error compared to the static load testing. 

A series of new materials, technique and equipment was adopted for large-diameter super-long 

steel tube piles in design, fabrication, coating, cathode protection and pile driving at sea. The 

technical specifications and acceptance standards of pile foundation construction on the sea was 

prepared and improved during engineering practice, which formed a whole set of technology. 

5. Design and construction of large prefabricated components 

Large prefabricated components of this bridge covers 70m-span pre-stressed concrete box girder 

for sea crossing and 50m-span pre-stressed concrete box girder for approach spans at southern 

tidal land. 

5.1 70m-span pre-stressed concrete box girder 

Except the cable-stayed bridge at southern and northern navigation passes, 70m-span firstly 

simply supported and then continued pre-stressed concrete box girder was adopted for the 

superstructure of approach spans on the sea. 540 pieces in total distributed to the length of 

18.27km at sea, transported and erected by moving-erecting integrated boats. The quantities of 

concrete used for pre-cast box girder is about 448,000m3. Quantities of cast-in-situ concrete for 

wet couplings and other works are about 10,000m3, with the construction period of 37 months. 

70m-span girders are designed as skewed web box cross section, with the top slab width of 15.8m, 

bottom slab width of 6.25m, girder depth of 4m, and deadweight of 2200ton. Besides normal 

principles, the following issues were considered especially for the design of girders: 

1) In cooperation with girder fabrication in plant, the detail of end diaphragm shall meet the 

clearance requirement for removal of integrated inner steel formwork from inside of the box,  

while design of reinforced steel bar shall meet the requirements of integral hoisting for 

reinforcement mat. 

2) Considering that the girders would expose in an marine environment of salt and fog, C50 

durable marine engineering concrete with additional cover was applied for box girder; while 

plastic ripple tube and vacuum grouting technique were adopted in order to protect 

pre-stressed bar from corrosion. 

The casting yard is located 10km away from the site of bridge, where there are girder casting beds, 

beds for placement, launching out docks, girder moving rail and auxiliary facilities (Figure 8).  
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The production period of each bed is 10 days, with the fabrication capacity of 24 pieces per month.  

In order to raise the production efficiency and ensure engineering quality, the following technique 

measures were adopted: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8  casting yard for 70m-span box girder at Haiyan 

 

1) Integrated steel formwork was adopted, with the bottom formwork fixed on the bed, integrally 

movable outer steel formwork, and hydraulic pressure steel inner formwork, which was lifted 

and put into mould as a whole set and removed segment by segment by fairleader. Two beds 

shared one set of formwork. The integral steel formwork has high stiffness and high 

integration level, which plays an important role in guaranteeing accurate structural dimensions 

of box girder and reducing the period of girder fabrication. 

 

 
 

Figure 9  Hydraulic pressure inner formwork as a whole set removed segment by segment 

 

2) Integral hoisting of reinforcement. The reinforcement of bottom slabs, webs and bridge deck 

were bound in two sets on reinforcement prefabricating beds and then integrally hoisted and 

placed into formwork. 
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3) The concrete of girder was cast using one-time continuous injection molding technique, with 

the concrete for single girder of 830m3. 

 

4) As the huge volume of girder, lower water/cement ratio, one-time continuous injection would 

be inclined to cause early shrinkage cracks. Therefore, it has been proved that the use of 

concrete mixture ratio of excellent property and measures to yield lower compressive stress 

inside of girder at stage of low concrete strength played an important role in early crack 

control in large box girder. 

 

By December 2005, 185 girders were completed with good quality; especially the early cracks 

were effectively controlled. 

 

Three options were examined for heavy girder movement in the yard, which were roller, sliding 

plate and wheel track. According to the results of test, wheel track was the best and roller needed 

to be improved. At present MEB sliding plate is adopted for transverse movement while 2400ton 

hydraulic pressure track platform wagon is used for longitudinal movement. 

 

The average distance between casting yard and erecting site on the sea was about 15km, with 

maximum lifting weight of 2498ton including gantry and maximum lifting height of 52m. 

According to the natural marine conditions of high flow velocity, severe tidal impact and 

complicated weather, transport-erection integral alternative was adopted for 70m-span box girder 

on the sea. Little Swan and Tianyi Boat were put in use during the construction (Figure 10), both 

of which were specially designed in order to accommodate the working conditions of this project. 

Compared with girder erection by large floating crane, transport-erection integral boat performed 

central lifting, which were, in a lower degree affected by wind and tides; meanwhile the process of 

girder installation was easy to control, with lower impact force, high security and contraposition 

accuracy, suitable for marine erection; in addition, the boat possessed the capacity of automatic 

sailing and good operation and control performances. The main technical data of Tianyi Boat 

comprised 3000ton lifting capacity, 53m lifting height, over 8.2knot navigation speed, Class 7 

Beaufort scale operation wind force, Class 8 Beaufort scale transport wind force, 2m wave height. 

Normally one boat could transport and erect 1 ~ 2 girders per day.  179 pieces had been erected 

before December 2005. 
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Figure 10  Erection of 70m-span box girder at sea 

 

5.2 50m-span box girder’s transport and erection at southern tidal land 

 

50m-span firstly simply supported and then continued pre-stressed concrete box girder was 

arranged for the superstructure at southern tidal land, 26 units in total, with 404 pieces, total length 

of 10.1km and the minimum 6000m radius of curved conduit. The option of prefabrication at 

shore, transport on the girder and erection by bridging gantry was adopted for box girder 

construction. The box section has top slab of 15.8m wide, bottom slab of 6.625m wide and section 

depth of 3.2m; and total weight of each girder is1430ton. 

 

Two 800ton tire carriers were adopted for girder movement at the prefabrication yard. The girders 

were lifted by elevating machine onto the bridge deck, then were transported on the deck by 

1600ton tire carriers with maximum haul distance of 10.4km, finally were installed with bridging 

gantry of traveling caterpillar band. 1600ton girder carrier was the key facility in this project, 

which comprised two independent parts (Figure 11), with 2×320 traveling wheels and a 

harmonious moving system built up by the former and latter part via electronic system. The carrier 

had the deadweight of 524ton, with the traveling speed of 2km/h under fully loading, 4km/h 

without loading, longitudinal climbing capacity of 2% slope and was driven by hydraulic pressure 

motor. Additionally the carrier was equipped with load balance system and balance system for 

obstacles, had the functions of adjusting driving direction and secondary longitudinal movement 

for girder on the carrier. During transportation, the girders were supported on three bearing points, 

and the combined loading from rear and front carriers distributed on four girders, which avoided 

girder twisting and structurally overloading. Depending on the haul distance, 1 ~ 2 girders could 

be installed a day. 
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Figure 11  The assembly of TE 1600 girder carrier 

 

This type of girder carrier is currently the heaviest carrying facility in the world, with high 

efficiency, automatization degree and easy operation, which reduced the impacts of marine 

environment on the installation of girder to a high degree. 150 pieces were completed by the end 

of 2005 and 135 were installed, with good service conditions. 

 

The study on large prefabricated box girder marine installation commenced from Hangzhou Bay 

Bridge in China, which provided fundamental criteria for marine bridge design. In this project 

many important items of technical breaking through were achieved for study on marine 

engineering durable concrete mixing ratio, design of integral hydraulic pressure steel formwork, 

integral reinforcing steel bar pre-binding and hoisting, cracking control, large component 

transportation at the site, integral casting technique, and development of marine and land carrier 

facilities. 

 

6. Study and countermeasures of marine concrete structure durability  

A great deal of investigation data indicated that concrete structures under marine environment 

were severely corroded, which needed expensive maintenance charges. Investigation on corrosion 

situation of existing marine concrete structures at the bridge site showed that severe environment, 

insufficient protection coating, penetration of chlorine ion were main factors causing concrete 

structure failure. 

6.1 Corrosion protection measures for concrete structure 

The service life of concrete structure for this bridge is defined as no corrosion happened for 

reinforcing steel bar during 100-year design benchmark period. In order to reach such a target, the 

following measures shall be applied: 

1) Structural Measurements: Superstructure was designed in accordance with the standard of 

fully pre-stressing concrete structures, and the cracking width of reinforced concrete 

structures limited to 0.1 mm. Concrete cover (Table 2) shall be properly increases according 

to the corrosion environment, where the structures exist. 
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Table 2 Concrete cover for various components 

Description Concrete Cover (mm) 

Bored pile 75 

At sea 90 
Pile cap 

On land 75 

Pier  60 

Box girder  40 

 

2) Use of Marine engineering durable concrete: Concrete adopted Grade 42.5 II Portland 

cement and mineral additives of fly ash and finely milled blast furnace slag powder. Table 3 

presents the maximum water/cement ratio and minimum quantities of cementing material 

proposed for the different structural member of the bridge. 

Table 3 Maximum water/cement ratio and minimum quantities of cementing material 

Description 
Maximum water/cement ratio 

(W/B) 

Minimum amount of 

cementing material (kg/m3) 

Pile, pile cap, cast-in-situ pier, 

deck and cable pylon 
0.40 400 

Prefabricated box girder and 

pier 
0.33 450 

Cast-in-situ girder and concrete 

of other components 
0.35 450 

 

3) The performance of concrete resisting chlorine ion permeance was greatly increased through 

adding high proportion mineral additive and the use of lower water/cement ratio.  For such 

structural members under severe corrosion environment such as pile caps and pier shafts, 

corrosion-resisting agent was added into concrete to protect steel bar. The durability of 

concrete structure lied on the quality control during construction in a certain degree. Therefore 

special technical specifications were prepared for raw materials, mixture ratio, concrete 

casting, maintenance system and random inspection frequency. Chlorine ion diffusion 

coefficient was the main monitoring index for determining the durability of concrete in this 

project, which was examined by RCM method. Table 4 presents requirements of anti-chlorine 

ion permeance for various parts of the bridge. 
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Table 4 Requirements of anti-chlorine ion permeability for concrete (12W age) 

Description 
Concrete chlorine ion permeability coefficient 

(10-12 m2/s) 

Bored pile ≤ 3.0 

Pile cap ≤ 2.5 

Pier shaft ≤ 1.5 

Box girder ≤ 1.5 

Pylon ≤ 1.5 

 

4) In order to protect strands under high stressing from corrosion of salt and fog, plastic ripple 

tube and vacuum grouting technique was adopted for pre-stressed box girders. Since it was 

important, special additive of good performance was added into the grout and inclined tube 

testing and practicality full size testing were carried out to ensure grouting quality and 

effective and dense filling. 

5) Additional corrosion measures were adopted for concrete structures: 

a. Surface coating. Coating was provided for all concrete structures of the bridge, with the total 

area of 2.10 million m2. Closed type coating system was adopted for outside surface with the 

design life of 20 years. The paint of wet solidification and fast consolidation performances 

was used for pile caps and wet surface area under wave spattering range with the average dry 

film thickness of 400μm. For girders and dry surface area above wave spattering range, 

paint of good weatherproof, lightproof and colorfast performances was adopted, with the 

average dry film thickness of 350μm. 

b. Epoxy reinforcing steel bar was applied for wave spattering range of cast-in-situ pier shaft. 

c. After completion, the steel sheath of bored pile was reserved as the sacrificial thickness to 

protect the upper portion concrete of the pile from corrosion. 

6) Two items of technical measures, which are impressed current cathode protection and 

formwork of permeability, were tentatively applied for concrete structures. Impressed current 

corrosion scheme was adopted for main pylons’ footing and base of two main cable-stayed 

bridges and its footing. Titanium wire mesh was paved on the surface of concrete. Through 

transformation and commutation system the reinforcement cathode was electrified via 

titanium mesh to protect reinforcing steel bar from corrosion. Formwork of permeability was 

used for construction of prefabricated piers, marine cast-in-situ piers and some piers at 

southern tidal land. Testing results indicated that the formwork of permeability played a 

notable role in improving the quality of concrete appearance and in increasing the 

anti-permeability. 

Among above-mentioned corrosion measures, increase of concrete cover and application of 
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marine durable concrete were most essential methods. The feature of isolating corrosive 

medium for surface coating could prolong the service life of structures; however, the coating 

would be gradually degenerated under environmental action, which needed recoated. In 

principle impressed current could protect concrete structures for a certain long period and 

formwork of permeability achieve distinct effect in resisting chlorine ion corrosion.  

However the cost of those techniques were high, needed to be developed locally. 

6.2 Assessment on service life of concrete structures 

Evaluation of concrete structure’s service life is a very important work, which is still under 

development and exploration in the world. In this project, accelerating degeneration testing and in 

site long-period exposure testing are carried out under the man-made climate simulated to in-situ 

environment. Incorporated with data collected from neighboring marine architectures and various 

existing international calculation models, evaluation on the service life of concrete structures was 

carried out. At present the research work is still under going. 

7.  Impact of catastrophic climate on driving safety and study of strategy 

The weather at the bridge site is severe, where wind, fog, rain and snow occurred frequently. In 

addition the “Narrow Tube Effect” resulted from trumpet-type landform in Hangzhou Bay causes 

fairly complicated meteorological conditions, especially the wind, which affects, in different 

degree, the driving safety and traffic efficiency on the bridge. Low visibility, low friction 

coefficient of the pavement, low driving stability and driver’s psychological change would lead 

obvious decrease of traffic level, including increase of accidents, restriction of driving speed, trip 

delay and traffic congestion. According to traffic volume survey, it is expected that the traffic 

volume will reach 52,000 vehicles in 2009, 80,000 in 2015 and 96,000 in 2027 respectively. The 

total length of the bridge is 36km, for which safer traveling, free-moving traffic and high-effective 

operation shall be realized. Therefore it is necessary to clearly understand restriction degree in 

driving safety and transport functions by catastrophic weather, and meanwhile study the relative 

strategy, trying as far as possible to reduce the inferior influence caused by catastrophic weather to 

an acceptable range. A special study on the impact of catastrophic climate on driving safety and 

strategy was carried out, which includes: 

1) With the view of safe operation, serving level of bridge traffic under main catastrophic weather 

was evaluated. Through various measures including numerical value imitation, physical 

examination and in site experimentation, safe driving speed criterion under various catastrophic 

weathers such as wind, fog, rain and snow was established. Integrated with analysis of various 

meteorological data and analysis of driving response to such operation conditions, the 

assessment method was set up for driving safety under catastrophic weather, so as to appraise 

the degree of driving safety endangered by catastrophic weather. 

2) Effective engineering measures and road safety management measures were input during 

construction and operation. Study of strategy with a definite object was carried out, which 

raised operational level. Based on structural design and optimization for the height of barriers 
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and wind shields, wind penetration ratio and layout, driving safety under strong windy 

conditions was effectively improved. With the assistance of integrated operational 

management system covering data collection, analysis, decision-making and information 

issuing, developed on the basis of road network, and through coordination of communication 

systems, information could be transferred and shared each other. When catastrophic weather 

occurred, traffic and operation safety was ensured as a whole, and traffic was controlled so as 

to reduce accidents. The method of risk analysis was applied to evaluate and compare 

different strategies for safe driving under catastrophic weather, weighing its economy of 

effectiveness. Technical measures were prepared and economical assessment was carried out 

for several different safe levels of operational management, which provided reference for the 

decision-making of bridge operation. 

The above-mentioned study is a work with special significant meaning for marine long bridges, 

which is under going. Details of the study will be presented in the future study report. 

Since commencement in May 2004, the project has been in good progress. Now the marine 

foundation work is about to be finished. Construction of 70m-span and 50m-span box girder is 

coming into normal installation stage. Construction of pylons for cable-stayed bridge at southern 

and northern navigation channels has started. The pre-phase work was prepared sufficiently, and 

design principles were proved to be fairly correct. Many key techniques for marine bridge 

construction have achieved great breakthrough in many aspects, including design, fabrication, 

corrosion protection and construction of large-diameter super-long steel tube pile; 70m-span 

pre-stressed box girder integral prefabrication and marine transportation and installation under 

strong tide conditions; 50m-span heavy box girder transport and erection on erection beam; study 

on marine concrete structure durability; study on long sea crossing all-weather-operation survey 

control; study on driving safety of long marine bridge under catastrophic climate; and river 

engineering modeling, local pier corrosion test and strategy study, which provide successful 

example of design and construction for marine bridge in China. 
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Advances in Highway Bridge Technologies for Design, 
Inspection, and Management:   

FHWA’s Research and Development Programs for Fiscal 
Years 2006 Through 2009 

 
By Ian M. Friedland, P.E.1 

 
ABSTRACT 
 
With the recent passage by the U.S. Congress of surface transportation reauthorization 
legislation, the Federal Highway Administration has been charged with providing new 
technologies and solutions for improving the performance of highway bridges, through a 
combination of new design and construction approaches, and development of improved tools for 
condition assessment, management, and rehabilitation of the existing highway infrastructure.  
Among the research, development, and technology deployment programs authorized for the 
FHWA are major efforts associated with (1) optimal and innovative uses of high performance 
materials, (2) improved understanding of the impacts of extreme events like earthquakes and 
hurricanes on bridges and how best to mitigate these impacts, (3) new bridge inspection 
technologies, and (4) the development of a long-term repository of information on bridge 
performance and deterioration, and the effectiveness of various maintenance strategies.  This 
paper will discuss the broad range of activities being initiated and conducted during fiscal years 
2006 through 2009, and their anticipated impacts on highway practice. 

                                                 
1 Technical Director, Bridge and Structures R&D, Federal Highway Administration, U.S. 
Department of Transportation, 6300 Georgetown Pike, McLean, Virginia, USA  22101 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has a long history in the development of 
advanced highway technologies and supporting the application of technical innovations and 
advancements into practice.  This is continued under the recently enacted Safe, Accountable, 
Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU), which 
authorizes the Federal surface transportation programs through the end of Fiscal Year 2009.  
SAFETEA-LU provides the basis for continuing the FHWA’s stated mission, which is 
“Enhancing Mobility Through Innovation, Leadership, and Public Service.” 
 

FHWA is aggressively pursuing this mission by focusing on six strategic goals: 
 
• Safety – Continually improve highway safety. 
• Mobility and Productivity – Preserve, improve, and expand the Nation's highway 

transportation system while, at the same time, enhancing the operation of the existing 
highway system and intermodal connectors. 

• Global Connectivity – Promote and facilitate a more efficient domestic and global 
transportation system that enables economic growth. 

• Environment – Protect and enhance the natural environment and communities affected by 
highway transportation. 

• National Homeland Security – Improve highway security and support national defense 
mobility. 

• Organizational Excellence – Advance FHWA’s ability to manage for results and innovation. 
 

In the Bridge and Structures arena, FHWA has developed a Bridge and Structures 
Program Strategic Plan, which provides the focus and roadmap for which all research, 
development, and deployment activities must support.  There are four primary outcomes defined 
in the Bridge Program Strategic Plan, which are as follows: 
 
Outcome 1 – Highway structures are designed, constructed, and rehabilitated with standards and 

materials that provide longer and more reliable performance. 
Outcome 2 – Highway structures are constructed or rehabilitated with systems, methods, and 

practices that reduce congestion and improve safety. 
Outcome 3 – Highway structures provide a high level of safety and service under all conditions. 
Outcome 4 – Highway structures fit their environment through the application of context 

sensitive solutions (CSS) principles. 
 
 
FHWA STRUCTURES RESEARCH APPROACH 
 

All research conducted by FHWA follows the basic tenets and processes outlined in the 
FHWA Corporate Master Plan for Research and Deployment of Technology & Innovation2 (the 
Plan). The purpose of the Plan is to continue to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 
FHWA research and technology development, including the end goal of deploying and 

                                                 
2 The Plan is available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/legsregs/directives/policy/cmp/03077.htm 
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implementing technologies and innovations that improve the quality, cost-effectiveness, and 
timeliness of products, procedures, processes, and practices. 
 

The Plan presents a role, new focus, and clear direction for the FHWA’s research and 
technology program within the context of improving highway transportation.  In addition, it 
outlines FHWA’s corporate strategy for investing in and conducting research in cooperation with 
its partners and stakeholders. 
 

To achieve the outcomes contained in the Bridge Program Strategic Plan, the FHWA 
structures research program is conducted by researchers working within three interdisciplinary 
teams.  Each team is focused on the strategic goals noted above, but from different perspectives.  
These teams are: 
 
• Bridge Design & Construction Team – The primary focus of this team is on the development 

of more durable and higher-performing bridge systems for new and replacement 
construction.  The team is comprised of specialists in structural engineering with expertise in 
traditional highway structure materials (steel and concrete) and innovative materials (e.g., 
fiber reinforced polymer composites), geotechnical applications and foundation 
design/construction, and long term durability of structural materials.  The team also has 
expertise in full scale structural testing, instrumentation, failure analysis, and advanced 
analytical modeling techniques.  The research conducted by the Bridge Design & 
Construction team is supported by the main structures laboratory, geotechnical laboratory 
facilities, materials testing laboratory, and a machine shop.  (Team Leader:  Bill Wright, 202-
493-3053, bill.wright@FHWA.dot.gov) 

 
• Infrastructure Inspection & Management Team – The primary focus of this team is on a wide 

array of technologies associated with the management and preservation of the Nation’s 
existing inventory of highway structures.  The team is comprised of specialists with expertise 
in bridge inspection methods, tools, and data analysis; bridge and asset management systems 
and data mining; corrosion and corrosion protection; and structural rehabilitation.  The 
research conducted by the Infrastructure Inspection & Management team is supported by the 
Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) Validation Center, corrosion and structural coatings 
laboratory, and the Bridge Management Information Systems laboratory.  (Team Leader:  
Joey Hartmann, 202-493-3059, joey.hartmann@FHWA.dot.gov) 

 
• Safety, Reliability, & Security Team – The primary focus of this team is on the protection of 

new and existing bridges and highway structures from the damaging impacts resulting from 
both normal day-to-day and extreme events, including natural and man-made hazards like 
earthquakes, floods, hurricane-force winds, and terrorism.  The team has significant expertise 
and knowledge regarding the phenomena associated with these extreme events, and in 
providing engineering solutions that provide a high level of resilience to resist them.  This 
team is also charged with leading the research agenda for issues associated with bridge 
security.  The research conducted by the Safety, Reliability & Security team is supported by 
the hydraulics laboratory and the aerodynamics laboratory.  (Team Leader:  Sheila Duwadi, 
202-493-3106, sheila.duwadi@FHWA.dot.gov) 
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FHWA STRUCTURES RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
 

SAFETEA-LU authorized a number of research programs in the structures field that 
address FHWA and stakeholder needs and priorities.  Among these are the: 
 
• Long-Term Bridge Performance (LTBP) Program, 
• Innovative Bridge Research & Deployment (IBRD) Program, 
• High Performance Concrete (HPC) Bridge Research and Deployment Program, 
• High Performing Steel (HPS) Bridge Research and Technology Transfer Program, and 
• Steel Bridge Testing Program. 
 

The LTBP Program is an ambitious multi-year research program which is being modeled 
somewhat after the Long Term Pavement Performance program, which was initiated in 1989.  
The LTBP Program has been designed as a 20-year effort that will include detailed inspections 
and periodic evaluations and testing on a representative sample of bridges throughout the United 
States in order to monitor and measure their performance over an extended period of time.  The 
LTBP Program will also include a set of instrumented bridges that can provide continuous, long-
term, structural bridge performance data, and detailed forensic autopsies on bridges, using some 
of the structures that are decommissioned by State transportation agencies.  The intent is to 
collect actual performance data on deterioration, corrosion, or other types of degradation; 
structural impacts from overloads; and the effectiveness of various maintenance and 
improvement strategies typically used to repair or rehabilitate bridges.  It is anticipated that the 
resulting LTBP database will provide high quality, quantitative performance data for highway 
bridges that will support improved designs, improved predictive models, and better bridge 
management systems. 
 

The IBRD Program was established to encourage highway agencies to more rapidly 
accept the use of new and innovative materials and technologies or practices in highway 
structure construction.  The intent of the program is to promote, demonstrate, evaluate, and 
document the application of innovative designs, materials, and construction methods in the 
construction, repair, and rehabilitation of bridges and other structures. The intended goals are to 
increase safety, durability and reduce construction time and traffic congestion; reduce 
maintenance costs and life-cycle costs of bridges.  Part of the IBRD Program will support 
innovative research in the areas of hydraulics, aerodynamics, and geotechnical engineering; 
another part of the program will support the deployment of innovative approaches in bridges to 
be constructed throughout the United States. 
 

The HPC research and deployment program is a subset of the IBRD program; it is 
intended to continue the advancement of HPC applications through targeted research that 
addresses needed improvements in design, fabrication, erection and long-term performance in 
order to achieve the Bridge Program strategic outcomes.  HPC research will focus on material 
and casting issues, including improved performance criteria, lightweight concrete, curing, and 
test methods; structural performance concerns, including compression, shear, and fatigue 
behavior for both seismic and non-seismic applications; and concepts related to accelerated 
construction and bridge system design and performance.   
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In addition to the HPC program, but funded separately from IBRD, the Ultra-High 
Performance Concrete (UHPC) program will continue research and development of optimized 
applications for the use of UHPC.  UHPC, also known as reactive power concrete, is a unique 
material which is reinforced with short steel fibers, but requires no conventional steel 
reinforcing.  Prior FHWA research on UHPC focused on basic material characterization, and the 
development of optimized structural systems using this very high performance, but costly, 
material.  Under the UHPC program, additional work will be conducted to further characterize 
the material and assess its corrosion-resistance properties, while addressing its use in other 
structural components including precast bridge deck panels and prestressed I- and bulb-tee 
girders. 
 

The HPS research and technology transfer program is a broad-based program focused 
on resolving a number of issues and concerns with the design, fabrication, erection, and long-
term performance of both conventional and High Performance steels.  The program will focus on 
research and technology transfer/education in the areas of materials and joining (e.g., optimized 
welding processes and procedures); long-term performance (including advanced knowledge on 
performance limitations of weathering steels and the potential development of a 100-year shop-
applied permanent steel coating system); innovative design (including testing and deployment of 
modular steel bridge super- and substructure systems); and fabrication and erection tools and 
processes. 
 

The Steel Bridge Testing program is focused on the further development and deployment 
of advanced non-destructive evaluation (NDE) tools that can be used to detect and quantify 
growing cracks in steel bridge members and weldments.  As defined in SAFETEA-LU, the NDE 
technology will need to be able to detect both surface and subsurface cracks, in a field 
environment, for flaws as small as 0.010 inches in length or depth. 
 

In addition, SAFETEA-LU directed the FHWA to conduct research in two specific areas 
with designated research institutions:  the University of Nevada, Reno and the University at 
Buffalo will be conducting seismic research programs intended to increase the resilience of 
bridges and reduce earthquake-induced losses due to highway damage; and the University of 
Maine will conduct a research program focused in the development and application of wood-
FRP composite materials as primary structural members in highway bridges. 
 
 
SELECTED PROGRAM DETAILS 
 
High Performance Concrete (HPC) Research 
 

The HPC research program will look at both material property research issues and 
structural/system performance issues.  Among the material property issues to be addressed are 
the following: 
 
• High-performance lightweight concrete material properties – The objective of this research 

is to amend or establish predictor equations for the material properties of lightweight and 
sand-lightweight concrete.  Research matrices should include the various readily available 
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coarse and fine lightweight aggregates.  Material testing will cover appropriate limit states, 
strength (compressive, tensile, flexural, modulus, etc.), serviceability (freeze-thaw, scaling, 
abrasion, chloride ion penetration, ASR, air void, others), stability (shrinkage, creep, thermal 
expansion), production issues (QC, curing, etc.).  

 
• Deck curing – The objective of this research is to establish effective curing methods for HPC.  

It will evaluate if a curing compound or waterproof covers with certain reflectance and 
moisture retention can be successfully used in HPC with different cementitious materials and 
water/cement ratios, and if water curing reduces drying and autogenous shrinkage. 

 
Structural and system research issues to be addressed in the HPC program include: 

 
• High-performance lightweight concrete for prestressed beams and bridge decks – The 

objective of this research is to verify or extend the prestressed girder design limit states to 
include the use of lightweight and sand-lightweight concrete.  Component and structural 
testing to include bond/development of reinforcement, transfer of prestress, shear (vertical, 
horizontal, punching…non-p/s and p/s), flexural and axial loads, p/s losses, confinement 
requirements etc. 

 
• Shear of non-prestressed elements – Extend the applicability of the shear provisions for 

reinforced and prestressed concrete structures (other than prestressed beams) to compressive 
strengths of normal weight concrete up to 20ksi. 

 
High Performance Steel (HPS) Research 
 

Similar to the HPC program, the FHWA HPS research program will consist of studies 
addressing materials, fabrication, and structural/system issues.  Among the materials and 
fabrication research tasks are the following: 
 
• Optimized welding processes and procedures for automated bridge fabrication – The 

objective of this research is to investigate the performance welding processes and procedures 
to improve fabrication efficiency and facilitate automation in the steel bridge fabrication 
industry.  This will set the framework for implementation of robotics and automated 
fabrication practices to support modular construction projects. 

 
• Improved HPS steel with enhanced corrosion resistance – This research will conduct a 

screening study to identify possible approaches to development of an economical steel grade 
with enhanced corrosion resistance.  If successful, a complete research and development 
program will be conducted to develop the steel that will broaden the range of suitable 
applications for use of unpainted steel in bridge structures.  This will reduce fabrication time 
and cost, as well as reduce life-cycle maintenance costs. 

 
• One-coat shop paint system – A one-coat paint system offers the potential to improve the 

economics of steel bridge fabrication. Compared to typical three coat systems, a one-coat 
approach promises to reduce the time it takes to apply the coating system.  The challenge is 
to develop and test the performance of one-coat systems and to understand the expected life 
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or long-term performance of the system.  The research will be conducted via accelerated 
coupon testing at the FHWA’s Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center Coatings 
Laboratory 

 
• 100-year permanent paint system – The goal of this research is to develop advanced coating 

systems that can be considered permanent for a projected 100-year service life.  This will 
provide a steel alternative that will greatly reduce future maintenance and environmental 
concerns. 

 
Among the structures and systems research being conducted under the HPS program are 

the following studies: 
 
• Testing and evaluation of modular, rapid construction bridge concepts – Several promising 

steel bridge design concepts that show promise for rapid construction of bridges will be 
evaluated and constructed.  These will then be subjected to experimental evaluations to 
determine their constructability, performance, and long-term durability.  For successful 
concepts, design details and guidance documents will be developed. 

 
• Steel bridge design concepts to promote rapid construction for short span, integral abutment 

bridges – A construction system that integrates geo-synthetic reinforced soil (GRS) 
abutments and piers with a modular steel superstructure will be developed and tested.  This 
will provide a rapid construction option for short span steel bridges. 

 
Hydraulic, Aerodynamic, and Geotechnical Research 
 

As noted earlier, the IBRD program will support a combination of advanced research, 
and technology deployment in bridge construction projects.  Among the research studies to be 
supported via the IBRD program in the areas of hydraulic, aerodynamic, and geotechnical 
engineering are the following: 
 
• Bridge deck lift and drag studies and optimum bridge deck shapes to minimize pressure 

flow – As a result of the significant bridge damage which occurred in 2004 and 2005 in the 
Gulf Coast areas of the United States (in Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama), the 
FHWA has initiated a series of studies to better define the loads that occur during strong 
hurricanes and other wind events (e.g., storm surge impact and drag, uplift), and the 
resistance of typical highway bridges to these forces.  Some of these studies will attempt to 
provide guidelines for optimizing bridge deck shapes to minimize the impact and drag forces, 
while others are developing new design and retrofit solutions to improve bridge performance. 

 
• Parametric studies of bridge geometric details and their aerodynamic significance – In 

Japan, many parametric aerodynamic studies of various deck geometries and details have 
been conducted and the information from these studies has been used in the development of 
the Japanese “Wind Design Guide for Long Span Bridges.”  In the United States, a similar 
systematic study of geometry and details, and the cataloguing of typical bridge and structures 
aerodynamic properties has yet to be done.  The objective of this project is to conduct a 
program of parametric studies to investigate a variety of generic bridge geometries, actual 
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bridge sections, and details.  The research involves special static and dynamic studies in the 
FHWA Aerodynamics Laboratory to extract and catalogue aerodynamic properties such as 
force coefficients, flutter derivatives, and Strouhal number.  The research will serve as a 
basis for later development of draft design criteria. 

 
• Application of advanced materials to bridge foundations – The objective of this research is to 

investigate the application of high performance (e.g., HPS, HPC, lightweight concrete) and 
other advanced materials in the design and construction of bridge foundations.  The research 
will also focus on the use of these materials in substructures in corrosive environments or in 
design schemes where the use of these materials can reduce the cost of foundation 
construction, while improving durability or reducing construction time.  The research will 
start in 2006 with a workshop with appropriate foundation design and construction experts, 
advanced materials researchers, and others, to identify potential applications for high 
performance and advanced materials, and to then develop a research and development 
(R&D) roadmap for the program.  Following the development of the roadmap, research will 
be conducted to explore and evaluate applications of high performance materials in 
foundation construction. 

 
 
SUMMARY 
 

The research programs and studies described in this paper provide a “snapshot” of an 
ambitious multi-year program to be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration over the 
period of 2006 through 2009.  While the focus of this paper has been on research, the program 
actually provides a balance between research, deployment of new and innovative technologies in 
bridge construction practice, and in education and training in the use of these new technologies. 
 

Through the conduct and completion of these programs and projects, and the deployment 
and education on the advances in technology anticipated by the end of 2009, the FHWA 
envisions that bridge engineering practice in the United States will result in an inventory of 
better designed, maintained, and managed highway bridges throughout the country, and in 
improved decision-making with respect to financial investments.  The result will be longer-
lasting, better-performing, highway bridges in both normal and extreme event environments. 
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The FHWA Long-Term Bridge Performance Program 

 
With the passage of SAFETEA-LU, the FHWA Office of Infrastructure R&D is initiating the Long-
Term Bridge Performance (LTBP) Program.  The LTBP Program is an ambitious 20-year research 
effort that is strategic in nature and has both specific short-term and long-range goals. The program 
will include detailed inspection, periodic evaluation and testing, continuous monitoring, and forensic 
investigation of representative samples of bridges throughout the United States in order to capture 
and document their performance. This program will result in a high-quality quantitative database, 
which will impact the value, success, and efficiency of bridge management systems in the future. 
 
Need 
 
The FHWA’s National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) have facilitated the creation of one of the 
most comprehensive sources of bridge information in the world, the National Bridge Inventory 
(NBI). The NBI contains information on the condition of more than 590,000 bridges, tunnels, and 
culverts located on public roads.  In 2005, according to the NBI, there were approximately 156,000 
structurally deficient or functionally obsolete bridges.  This number is likely to increase in coming 
years due, in large part, to (a) increasing traffic demand, (b) continued bridge aging and deterioration, 
and (c) limited funds for rehabilitation and maintenance.  
 
A number of states have adopted and implemented the AASHTOWare PONTIS bridge management 
program or a similar system with advanced asset-management decision-making capabilities.  Some 
states are augmenting the NBI data used in these systems by also collecting element-level bridge 
data.  Even with these bridge management tools and data, however, there are still many unknowns 
regarding how structures and materials perform or degrade over time, and how effective 
maintenance, repair and rehabilitation strategies are for a given component or a complete bridge 
system.  In addition, with the recent move to higher performance materials and advanced structural 
systems, high-level long-term performance and durability are assumed, but not demonstrated at this 
time. 
 
In order for the Nation’s bridge network to meet these increasing demands without similar increases 
in funding, future bridge management systems will require improved life-cycle cost and performance 
models, and information on the effectiveness of maintenance and repair strategies.  However, such 
improvements will require high-quality quantitative data on which to base the development of new 
models and decision-making algorithms. 
 
Objective of the LTBP Program 
 
The objective of the LTBP Program is to collect, document, and make available high-quality 
quantitative performance data on a representative sample of bridges nationwide.  Data will be 
collected through detailed inspections and evaluations, supplemented by a limited number of 
continuously monitored structures and forensic autopsies on decommissioned bridges.  In the latter 
years of the program, the collected data will be analyzed to develop improved knowledge regarding 
bridge performance and degradation, better design methods and performance predictive models, and 
advanced management decision-making tools. 
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Specifically, it is anticipated that the LTBP Program will provide a better understanding of bridge 
deterioration due to numerous effects including corrosion, fatigue, weather and exposure, and loads.  
The program will also provide information regarding the effectiveness of current maintenance and 
improvement strategies, and should lead to improving the operational performance of bridges with 
the potential to reduce congestion, delay and accidents. 
 
Components of the LTBP Program  
 
At this time, a draft framework for the LTBP Program is being developed which will define program 
activities and goals in both the short and long-term.  The FHWA will present the framework to key 
members and representatives of the highway bridge community for comment and recommendations 
in a series of workshops which will be held in 2006 and early 2007. The specific issues to be 
addressed by the framework include: 
 
• Program management and administration 
• Specific data to be collected 
• Types and number of bridges to be inspected and monitored 
• Data quality and collection strategies 
• Data management and archiving 
• Data mining and analysis 
• Data and information dissemination 
• Opportunities for participation and collaboration 
 
As noted, LTBP Program will have three components of bridge monitoring and evaluation: 
 
Periodically-Inspected Bridges:  Detailed inspection of these bridges will include visual inspection as 
well as the use of advance NDE techniques to detect and document deterioration.  These inspections 
will be conducted periodically with additional inspection when appropriate. 
 
Instrumented Bridges:  Continuous monitoring of these bridges will be conducted using sensing 
technology to measure and record their performance characteristics under routine traffic conditions 
as well as during and after rare or extreme events.  
 
Decommissioned Bridges: Forensic autopsies of these bridges will be conducted to learn more about 
their capacity, reliability, and failure modes.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The LTBP program is a highly ambitious program that will require considerable synergy and 
cooperation among and between FHWA, bridge owners, the bridge industry, and academia.  If 
successful, the program will drive efforts that result in bridges that last longer, require less 
maintenance, and can be modified to accommodate changes in traffic or function much more quickly 
and far less intrusively than current technology allows. 
 
For more information on the FHWA LTBP Program, please contact Dr. Hamid Ghasemi, LTBP 
Program Manager, at (202) 493-3042 or via email at hamid.ghasemi@fhwa.dot.gov. 
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The Design of Chongqing Chao Tian Men Yangtse River Bridge 
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Abstract: Chaotianmen Yangtse River Bridge, the gate of Yuzhong district, locates in the CBD of Chongqing. It is the key 

project of west-to-east mainline through Chongqing City. The Chaotianmen bridge is a steel truss arch bridge with the main 

span of 552m long, which brings great technique difficulties. How to design a reasonable bridge load carrying system? This 

paper introduces the aims, ideas, principle of the bridge design, with emphasis on the selection of structure type of the main 

bridge and structure analysis during construction and landscape design. 
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0.Foreword 
Chongqing Chao Tian Men Yangtse River Bridge will locate in the CBD of Chongqing. It will connecte the 
Wulidian intersections of Jiangbei district in the west and the Huangjiaowan intersections of Yuqian express 
highway in Nan’an district in the east. It is one section of the west-to-east fast mainline through Chongqing 
City. After repeated comparison and argumentation, the steel truss arch bridge with a main span of 552 m 
long was determined. The spans of the bridge are 190m+552m+190m, shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1  Chaotianmen Yangtse River Bridge 

Arch structures can be divided into two categories for whether their substructure carries horizontal push 
forces. When the spans of arch bridges became long, the horizontal push forces became large. In this case, 
huge skewbacks were needed. When substructures without carrying horizontal push forces are used, this 
problem can be easily solved. The most commonly used non-horizontal forces arch bridges are tied arches. 
Most arch bridges with long spans used the non-horizontal push force arches. There were a few steel truss 
arch bridges in China. The steel truss arch bridges with spans exceeding 500m have been erected in the 
United States, Australia and Japan. Take the Sydney Harbor Bridge with a 503m span in Australia for 
example, it is the representative steel truss arch bridge around the world. It has the advantages that distinct 
principle part, soft figure and merged with the surroundings. Though the bridge structural type was 
designed in 1930s last century, it has the beauty of classic. However, it cost a lot of steel and the investment 
was very high. Meanwhile, for there is less construction experience in China, the design and construction 
become a big challenge. The 552 meter-span highway and light rail dual traffic arch bridge has rarely 
erected in and outside China. The design and construction faced some technical difficulties. A lot of 
problems during design and construction needs research and discussion, as introduced in the following part. 
1.Design of the main bridge 
Chaotianmen Yangtse River Bridge locates in the CBD of Chongqing. It is the key project of west-to-east 
mainline through Chongqing City. For the idea to make the bridge the symbol of Chongqing City, the 
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design of the bridge aimed at smooth traffic flowing, beautiful sight, safe structure, technique innovation, 
reasonable economy and continuable development. The design spirit of the bridge was safe, practical, 
economical and beautiful. The design of this bridge used the new concept of life cycle cost to consider the 
investment of the bridge construction. It followed the human respecting principle to finish main bridge 
design. 
Many factors during construction and after construction were seriously taken into consideration. For 
example, the convenience of management and maintain after construction, space for replacing some 
easy-broken component and some ancillary component. To design detail parts of the steel structure 
reasonably could enhance the anti-fatigue ability in order to ensure the durability of the whole structure. 
Therefore, through collecting the new techniques in and outside China, merging the advanced knowledge 
around world in order to make this bridge safe, practical, economical and beautiful. 
On the basis of the above demands, the main bridge design has been conceived. 
(1) To fit the feature of the bridge location, the curve type of arch and sculpt of the main pier should be 

carefully chosen. This is also important to reach the sight effect that Chaotianmen Bridge is the gate of 
Chongqing. 

(2) The bridge carried both the rail traffic and city high way traffic. In order to give a better vision to the 
railway passenger when they across the bridge, the open truss girder is prior than closed box girder, and 
less components were used to reduce the interrupting to the passenger vision. 

(3) The middle-deck parallel arch bridge was chosen rather than the basket type arch bridge. That is 
because the latter one may bring unnecessary trouble for design and construction due to more type of 
rods were not avoided, and this may also raise the cost of fabrication and construction. Also, two 
parallel arches were designed. 

(4) The sections of components of the main truss were mainly box and I shape to carry the loads. 
(5) The tie bar is the key component of tied arch bridge. The safety and durability must be sufficiently 

considered. The possibility of replacement of the tie bar was also considered in order to ensure the 
safety of the bridge. 

(6) For the long span and huge loading condition of the bridge, reduce the maximum internal force can do 
great contribution to the structural design, fabrication and construction. Therefore, the problem of 
reducing the self-weight of the structure became necessary. 

(7) The detail parts conformation design was the core part of steel structure design. The management of 
the detail parts design was important to the safety and durability of the bridge. To ensure the peacefully 
flow of stresses, the detail parts must be designed reasonably. 

(8) The erection of the steel girder during main bridge construction should be research carefully.  The 
influence to ship-route and environment, convenience for construction and comprehensive economic 
index are the factors needed to consider when fix a construction art. 

2.Basic factors for design 
(1) Effect 
Calculation Loads: Highway-I Grade 
Railway Loads: based on load standard of Chongqing Railway Company, Discussion File On Related 
Problems of Railway Communication Circle & Chaotianmen Bridge, five a group, 140kN/axle 
The design wind speed: average maximum wind speed 26.7m/s 
Temperature Loads:  
the design closure temperature was C18 - C35 . 
The range of steel system temperature rise was C35 .  
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The range of steel system temperature decrease was C25 . 
The range of concrete system temperature rise was C6.10 .  
The range of concrete system temperature decrease was C6.12 . 
The temperature difference effect followed General Code for Design of Highway Bridges and 
Culverts and referenced the BS5400. 
Earthquake Loads:  
The basic earthquake grade was VI, the design earthquake was VII 
Forces due to ship collision:  
The design followed the national grade I waterway and General Code for Design of Highway Bridges 
and Culverts. 
(2) Limit sailing water level and clearance for sailing 
The Design followed the technical demands for clearance of Chongqing Chaotianmen Bridge by 
Chongqing Yangtse River Sailing Administration. The limit design water level is 194.43m(Yellow Sea 
System). 
Sail clear width ≥  242.1m 
Sail clear height ≥ 18m 
Design flood frequency: 1/300 

3.Structural design 
3.1 Project Introduction 
Chaotianmen Bridge included main bridge, bridge approaches of two sides (include the abutments). The 
bridge length is 1.741km.The total length of the main bridge is a 190m+552m+190m three span steel truss 
tied arch bridge is 932.0m. The north bridge approach is 314.0m and the south bridge approach is 495.0m. 
Both of the approaches are regular continuous box girder bridges in which the maximum span is 
54.0m(Figure 2). There are 6 lanes above the deck and 2 lanes for motors plus two-way rail 
communication. 

Figure 2 
3.2 Main span design of the steel truss arch bridge 
Why choose 552m as the length of the main bridge? The following shows the restrictions and factors for 
the above question: 
(1) On the basis of the argumentation result of the bridge sailing clearance, the water flow speed is fast. If 

400m-span was used, the water flow speed in north main pier is almost 4m/s. Then the pier might 
affect the water flow condition in a certain distance around. 

(2) The experts from the sail administration suggested the best pier location is that the southern main pier 
should be above the water when the water surface is the lowest (157.82m); the northern pier should be 
placed behind point A and at point B. For the above demands, the minimum main span of the main 
bridge should not be less than 500m. 

(3) When this project was in possibility research, the main span was 546, however, on the basis of the 
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Figure 5 

Figure 4 

detail underwater relief map (Figure 4) in latter 
design, for there is a gap between A and B and the 
location of northern pier is too close to the 
precipitous slope in the original design, it was not 
suitable to place the foundation and raised the 
foundation construction difficulty. So, the No.6 
pier was moved 6m-10m to the north. 
Comprehensively considering the smallest change 
of the truss design, No.6 pier was moved to north 
for 6 meters. The main span of the main bridge was 
finally fixed to 552.0m. 

3.3 Truss design of main girder 
The bridge was arranged 8 vehicle lanes and two way rail 
traffic. How to arrange the traffic reasonably? After researching, the rail traffic was designed to be under 
the deck and totally separate from the highway traffic. For the separation of the two kinds traffic, the total 
width of the deck was decreased and this made easier structural design. Also, the landscape effect remains 
good. The advantages of this idea were shows as follows: 

1) It can solve the problem the traffic flow capacity of northern interchanges are relatively low. 
2) The two vehicle lanes under deck can better fit the development of Jiang Bei city and the whole 

golden triangle area of Chongqing. 
3) The two vehicle lanes under deck can offer better connection of the riverside highway of both sides 

of Yangtse River. 
4) This design fully used the feature of the truss structure, for it increased two lanes without increasing 

much more investment. 
5) The upper plane offered the fast way for the main city traffic while the lower plane offered the 

advantage lanes for city motors. 
6) It is easier to connect the lines of both sides. The rail traffic would not affect the fast going traffic 

above. 
How to arrange these traffic in detail on the basis of the 
generally plan above? For it is not common to find the 
highway and railway combined traffic bridge in China, 
the bridges which had been built out if China were 
researched at the beginning of the design in order to 
compare different section types. For example, the New 
River Gorge Bridge at West Virginia built in 1977 has a 
main span of 518 meters. It is the steel arch bridge with 
the deck upon the arch, which height/span ratio is 1/4.6. 
The section height varied form 16.2-10.3. The total width 
of the bridge is 22.4m. The total length is 924m. Also the Bayonne bridge in New Jersey and Staten Island, 
had span of 503.5 meters. The span of Sydney Harbor Bridge is 502.9 meters. This bridge referenced some 
highway and railway composite bridges in Japan. These bridges all used the two-layer truss girder. The 
vehicles went in the upper layer and the railway went below. This bridge also referenced the Tsing Ma 
Bridge in Hong Kong was a box girder highway and railway composite bridge. The two-layer truss used 
bridges in Japan were designed to overcome the earthquakes. The box girder of Tsing Ma Bridge was 
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Figure 6 

designed due to the strong wind at sea. For the Chaotianmen Bridge had a better environment compared 
with the above two bridges, the single layer truss was decided on the basis of analyzing the main girder of 
the above bridges. 
Considering the feature of the truss, the two railways plus two vehicle lanes were arranged on the lower 
layer of the truss and the 6 vehicle lanes and two foot paths were arranged on the top of the deck. For a 
better vision of the railway passengers, the truss was designed fully open and only vertical components 
were set between the up and down layers of the truss. (Figure 5) 
3.4 Selection between the parallel arch and basket type arch 
For basket type arches always had a beautiful figuration and special stability, they were always chosen in 
middle-deck arch bridges, and there were a lot of examples in China, like Lu Pu Bridge in Shanghai and 
Cai Yuan Ba Bridge in Chongqing. The above two bridges use the steel box arch and this need to be 
attention. Why parallel arch was used in Chaotianmen Bridge? The main reason is the basket type has the 
problems listed as following: 

(3) For the truss arch bridge, the component type would increase if the basket type arch were used. 
This may cause trouble to the design and construction and also increased fabrication and 
construction cost. 

(4) The safety problems during construction might increase. 
(5) The crane moving along the arch system might become more complicated. 
(6) It is more complicated for the connection of the components on site. 

Therefore, middle-deck truss arch with compound decks was chosen to be the main structure of 
Chaotianmen Bridge. The parallel arches were used in order to reduce the geometry parameters and it is 
more convenient for design, fabrication and construction on sit. 
3.5 Supporting and Bearings 
3.5.1 Design of Supporting 
Arch structures can be divided into two categories for whether their substructures carry horizontal pushes 
forces. (Figure 6) Most steel arch bridges built 
were the ones their substructures carrying the 
horizontal pushes forces, like Lu Pu Brdige in 
Shanghai. When the spans of arch bridges became 
large, the horizontal pushes forces became large. In 
this case, huge skewbacks were needed.                     
Using non-horizontal forces arch bridges could 
easily solve this problem. From the experience of 
Lu Pu Bridge in Shanghai, there were four 14500t 
reaction bearings needed in Chaotianmen Bridge. 
The cost of each bearing was 1.45 million RMB and the replacement of the bearings in future should be 
considered. Especially, 14500t bearings haven’t been used all over the world. The advantage of this type of 
arch is the load carrying system between the super structure and sub structure is clear. Load carrying 
feature of the arch bridge was only reflected in the lower layer of the main truss. The bearing reactions of 
the whole bridge reflected that the load carrying feature of continuous cantilever bridge. There was no 
horizontal push force in sub structure. In every parts of the structure, components internal forces caused by 
temperature were relatively small. By adjusting the bearings elevation during construction, the components 
internal forces of the structure could be decreased in order to make the internal forces more equal and easy 
to control. Moreover, the bridges with this supporting type had equal section internal forces at footing of 
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the main arch and has the same stress feature with arch bridges with horizontal forces acting on their 
substructures under limit loading status. This is important to the main arch of the steel bridge. By carefully 
study, the bearing supporting style was chosen and replacement of the bearings was designed. 
3.5.2 Bearing Structure 
The middle support of the bridge used the 14500t ball bearing. This is one of the main technical features 
and difficulties of this bridge. Solution of this technical difficulty is the key of the bridge design. The 
structure components of the ball bearing included down set plate, ball slipping plate, down slipping plate, 
middle set plate, closed plate, plane slipping plate, up slipping plate, and up set plate. The anchorages 
fixing the girder and pile cap were the accessories of the bearing. The up plates and down plates were 
connected by four bolts during construction. 
The up slipping plate was welded on the bottom of the up set plate. The plane friction surface between the 
up slipping plate and the plane slipping plate satisfied the demands of the horizontal movement of the 
girder. The stainless ball steel slipping plate welded on the bottom of the middle set plate. The concaved 
ball plate was welded on the top of the down set plate. The friction surface between the two ball plates 
satisfied the turning of the girder. Theses friction surfaces passed the loads from the super structure to sub 
structure of the bridge.  
Although the bearings may have the same service life with the bridge structure, it is necessary to consider 
the replacement of the bearings. The replacement of bearings carrying huge loads depended on the 
capability of the jack. Form the experience, the biggest loads the jack made in China could carry was 1500t 
right at the moment. The design of 4000t jack had been completed. It offered the technical assurance to this 
bridge. The reaction of the dead load at middle support is 11000t. Four temporary conformations were 
designed. When the replacement of the bearings was needed, four 4000t jacks could finish the job. 
3.6 The mechanical analysis of the construction closure 
Chao Tian Men Yangtse River Bridge was a middle deck through steel truss continuous tied arch bridge. 
The spans arrangements are 190+552+190m. It was the largest arch bridge in this world, so lacked of 
construction experience. The choice of construction scheme may have a big influence to the bridge 
construct. Comprehensively consider some bridge construction experiences around world, there were 
mainly two construction  

Figure 7 
arts that could be referenced. (1) Cable stayed and hang-bracing method and; (2) Cable crane method. Both 
of the two methods could be used in this bridge construction. Cable crane should fit the fixing of the three 
spans, so the dimension of the crane was large. For the crane could not reach all the construction location in 
this bridge, other lift equipments were needed. Lack of experience was another deficiency. Also, the 
components lifting control and joint between components were difficult. The following part analyzed the 
cable stayed and hang-bracing method. 
To adjust the internal forces of cables used to fix the truss during lifting girder sections could control the 
lifting elevation and deformation of arch axes. The backstay crane that could climb the arch and also other 
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cranes were used to join the components. How to complete the closure of the arch is the key of this 
construction art. For different idea may get different conclusions, mechanical analysis of different closure 
methods were undertaken in one construction art: 
(1) Three layers of tension cables were set at the top of two towers. The anchorage points were set on the 

main arch. By tensioning the front and back cables, the elevation of the main arch could be adjusted. 
(2) Three layers of tension cables were set at the top of two towers. The anchorage points were set on the 

main arch. By tensioning the cable to a certain degree and the jacks set on the main piers and transition 
piers, the elevation could be adjusted by moving the main arch. 

Both of the above methods had advantages and disadvantages. Using the former one, the structure was 
stable during construction and the risk was low. It was the traditional method and often used in smaller arch 
bridge construction. The latter one was often used out of China and in railway bridge construction in China. 
The mechanical analysis of the two methods was listed as following: 
By tensioning the front and back cables, the controlling mechanical data of adapted elevations of main arch 
were listed in the chart below. 

Construction Step 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Cable Adapt  Before After Before After Before After Before After

Deflections of front ends（mm） 217 -1045 0 -672 0 -815 0 -755 0 
Up      1422 7700 8757 13939

Middle    1841 7818 9162 7640 8720 7463Side span
Down   14665 15870 14401 15659 14377 15445 14386
Down   12269 14278 12325 13603 11958 12584 11227
Middle    562 6227 7809 6050 6981 5529

Tension Forces of the Cables 
(KN) Mid 

Span 
Up      518 6816 7926 13125

Reactions at supporting points of side spans(kN) 12455 3323 3323 4440 4440 5407 5407 7392 7392
Reactions at supporting points of middle spans (kN) 40292 67122 67122 76198 76198 84932 84932 91572 91572

By turning of the supports, the controlling mechanical data of adapted elevations of mian arch were listed 

in the chart below: 
Construction Step 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Cable Adapt  Hang calbe Tension Hang cable Tension Hang cable Tension 
Reactions at supporting points of side spans (kN) 8944 8909 9006 10452 10565 11863 11991

Reactions at supporting points of middle spans (kN) 32789 74388 79254 88577 88714 97595 97711
Main arch closure -1.83 
Up tie bar closure -2.294 

Heighten values at 
supports 
（mm） Down tie bar closure -2.039 

Up 8145 
Mid 7395 Side span 

Down 9339 
Up 9711 
Mid 8804 

Tension Forces of the 
Cables at closure 

(kN) Mid span 
Down 7783 

From the two charts above, there was slightly difference of supporting reactions between the two methods 
while large difference between the cables. The larger forces were twice larger than the smaller ones. When 
bracing tower constructed on the arch, it was not good for the arch structure. Through the above mechanical 
analysis, method (2) was chosen. For the long span and complicated conformation of the bridge, the 
suggested construction scheme was still in research. 
4. Bridge Landscape Design 
The bridge located at the joint of Yangtse River and Jia Ling River. Steel truss arch bridge was chosen 
because its character was straightforward and it had the breath of the modern industry. The steel truss fully 
reflected the power of structure and beauty of technology. When driving through the huge steel truss, the 
modern structure gave the great feeling of modern structure, history and modern civilization merged and 
made the spirit of Chongqing go on and on. Red is the color of the bridge and it gave people the feelings of 
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hot and passion, reflected the ardor of Chongqing people. Red also had great penetration in foggy days. It 
made the bridge a symbol of foggy capital city Chongqing and showed the special and beautiful horizon 
sight of Chongqing. Red also had strong history feelings and combined with the vigor of the whole 
structure. 
Scheme one: “City Gate” 
The subject of this scheme is “city gate”. The bridge tower echoed 
with the Chao Tian Men Square. It reflected the Chongqing 
civilization of three thousand years. 
Scheme two: “Sail Shadow” 
The subject of this scheme is “Sail”. The simple sculpt reflected 
great character and clear texture. It showed ships coming and 
leaving, reflected the prosperity of Chongqing Harbor. Meanwhile, 
the sculpt also looked like a pair of wings, reflected Chongqing 
would fly up high in the wind of reform policy and would get great 
progress of the city development. 
Scheme three:  
The symbol buildings in CBD of Chongqing were merged in the 
design of the bridge tower. The meaning of gate of the CBD of 
Chongqing became clear. On top of the pier opened the windows 
towards three directions. Roof garden was designed on the top to 
convenient appreciating the beautiful views. 
5. Conclusions and Discussion 
The flowing featured had been formed due to the conformation of Chongqing Chaotianmen Bridge: 
(1) Complicated loading in local part; location determination of the middle supports at beginning and 

finishing of construction period; simulation and analysis of the rigid and flexible combined tie strings 
had a great difficulty. 

(2) Largest dimension in conformation; high elevation of the whole structure; difficulties in constructions. 
(3) Difficulties in components fabrications (non-stress length, locations of screws). 
(4) Difficulties in design of cable hang bracing system and implementation. 
(5) Difficulties in pre-rise of the side supports and middle supports in order to assure non-stress in main 

arch at closure. (the first structure system conversion during construction) 
(6) Difficulties in erection the tie strings by pre-deflection of the side and middle support plus adjusting the 

middle bearings location using the jacks. (the second structure system conversion during construction) 
The above features showed the bridge was a long span steel truss arch bridge with high engineering 
technology level. 
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Abstract 
Transportation is an important and integral part of the American’s overall economy.  The 
United States of America is a highly mobile society and many businesses are relying on 
“just-in-time” deliveries.   Existing highway capacity on the network is being challenged 
due to increasing traffic demands.  The average age of our bridges is about 45 years and 
one-third of our bridges are in need of repairs or replacement.  During peak travel seasons 
as much as 20 percent of the national highway system are under reconstruction, which 
further reduce traffic capacity and aggravate congestion.  Congestion affects our 
mobility, safety and economy.  The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has been 
promoting accelerated bridge construction since 2001.  This paper presents the various 
prefabricated bridge systems for accelerating construction found to be effective from all 
over the world and in the U.S.A.  FHWA published a decision-making framework to help 
bridge owners and designers decide when accelerated bridge construction could be most 
effective. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Transportation is an important and integral part of the nation’s overall healthy 
economy.  While enjoying economic growth and prosperity, we are faced with a great 
challenge:  increasing travels demand and preserving an aging and extensive 
infrastructure.   With 600,000 bridges in the national bridge inventory, the average age of 
our bridges is about 45 years and one-third of our bridges are due for repairs or 
replacement.  Existing highway capacities on the network are overflowed with increasing 
high traffic volumes and longer rush hour periods.  In a recent study, as much as 6,400 
work zones or 20 percent of the National Highway System were under reconstruction 
during peak travel seasons, which further reduced highway capacities and increased 
congestion.  Being a highly mobile society and having many businesses providing and 
relying on “just-in-time” delivery of goods and services, there is a great challenge for 
transportation officials to deliver projects on accelerated schedules.  

Congestion affects our productivity and mobility and it increases the costs of 
doing business. The Texas Transportation Institute's 2003 Urban Mobility Report 
estimated that the cost of congestion in 75 of the Nation's large urban areas in 2001 was 
$69.5 billion. Corresponding to the dollar losses were 3.5 billion hours of delay and 5.7 
billion gallons of excess fuel consumed [1].  That amount today might be much higher 
today due to the recent escalated fuel cost.  The benefits of getting in to get the job done 
quickly and getting out to restore a facility for traffic use with minimum disruption are 
well documented and some sample projects are being further discussed here below.  

Conventional bridge reconstruction is typically on the critical path because of the 
inherent sequential, labor-intensive processes of completing the foundation, the 
substructure, the superstructure components (girders and decks), the railings, and other 
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accessories.  The public is being frustrated with congestion caused by reconstruction and 
is demanding that public works be completed much quicker than usual.  With increased 
highway funding authorized in the current legislation, there will be more construction 
activities on our highways days ahead.  However, we can no longer conduct business as 
usual by allowing extended period of construction activities to reduce highway capacities 
through work zones.  The bridge engineering community will be relying on more use of 
prefabricated bridge elements and systems to meet this challenge.   
 
THE BENEFITS OF PREFABRICATED BRIDGES  

For highway agencies, the use of prefabricated bridge elements and systems, 
ranging from substructures to entire bridges, is proving to be not only a best practice but 
also good business.  These systems allow components to be fabricated off-site, under 
controlled conditions, and brought to the job site ready to install.  When properly 
designed and detailed, these systems can be erected in a matter of hours.  As a result, the 
use of these prefabricated systems reduces congestion and environmental impacts of 
bridge construction projects and enhances work zone safety for both workers and 
motorists.   

Products made under controlled environment, without the limitations that a job 
site may present, lead to better quality that ensures long-term durability and improved 
constructibility.  By specifying the use of high performance materials, corrosion 
protection systems, and good connection details, the owner can be assured that the bridge 
will perform adequately for the required 75- or more year design life.   

Numerous prefabricated bridges have been successfully constructed in urban and 
rural areas over weekends without interfering with peak hour traffic. In some of the fast 
tracked projects studied by the author, the bids came in much lower than the engineer’s 
estimates.  The author believes prefabrication bypasses the restrictive sequential 
construction operations, allowing the work to be done ahead of time, reducing the risks 
posed by bad weather and other uncertainties.  Prefabricated bridges allow the contractor 
to quickly deliver the project and move off the construction zone, thus reducing his 
liability insurance and accident coverage costs.  The direct cost savings from a reduced 
maintenance of traffic operations through the construction work zone, especially in urban 
areas, were passed on to the bridge owner in the reflected lower bids. 
 
PREFABRICATED BRIDGES OFFER COST AND TIME SAVINGS 

The more rapid deployment made possible by prefabrication can also result in 
time and cost savings.  Bridge owners are willing to provide incentives to contractors 
who can deliver projects ahead of schedule.  For some projects, the cost of time ranges 
$50,000 and $340,000 a day.  Getting a project delivered even a day sooner by using 
prefabricated bridge elements can mean significant savings and would earn the contractor 
a sufficient bonus to make up for lower profit margin.  In analyzing one project example, 
the author observed a contractor focusing his work activities and won the maximum 30-
day bonus worth more than a million dollars, equating to 50% of the project cost as 
compared to the low normal profit margin. 

The Connecticut Department of Transportation (ConnDOT), for example, saved 
$1.1 million by using a prefabricated truss center span when constructing a new bridge 
over the New Haven Interlocking and Rail Yard.  To minimize disruption to both traffic 
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and train service and improve work zone safety for a crew working over active rail lines, 
ConnDOT required that this portion of the bridge be installed in a single night operation 
over a weekend.  The 97-m (320-ft) long, 850-ton steel truss center span was constructed 
over several months next to the rail lines and then lifted into place on a Sunday morning 
in May 2003, using a mobile, high-capacity crane.  

Another reported successful project is the Wells Street Bridge in Chicago, Illinois.  
The 1899 steel bridge, which carries the Chicago Transit Authority’s (CTA) elevated 
trains, was rebuilt as part of a larger development of the Wacker Drive in Chicago.  The 
project originally called for rebuilding the bridge in sections over one month consisting 
of weekends.  However, the Chicago Department of Transportation approved a value 
engineering change proposal by the contractor to prefabricate the bridge offsite and then 
move it into position in a single weekend.  The contractor faced a financial penalty of 
$1,000 per minute for any delay. The work was completed over a weekend in May 2002, 
coming in two hours ahead of schedule. 

The 425-ton, 34-m (111-ft) long, and 7.6-m (25-ft) high main steel superstructure 
span was constructed near the site and then moved into place using a self-propelled 
modular transporter (SPMT).  These multi-axle, computer controlled vehicles can move 
in any horizontal direction, while maintaining equal axle loads and payload geometry 
from undesirable distortions.  The bridge was placed on new foundations and connected 
to two shorter spans on either side.  The use of prefabricated bridge elements meant that 
drivers and transit users were only inconvenienced for a single weekend as opposed to 
normal extended duration.  In addition, CTA saved money by no having to provide costly 
shuttle services for transit riders. 

The use of prefabricated bridge elements also provide significant advantages and 
cost savings to a joint project by the Oregon and Washington State Departments of 
Transportation to widen and replace the deteriorating deck on the historic 1929 Lewis 
and Clark Bridge in Washington.  Full closure of the steel through-truss bridge was only 
allowed between 9:30 p.m. and 5:30 a.m. for 124 nights, in addition to three weekend 
closures.  To meet the scheduling constraints, the contractor used prefabricated concrete 
deck panels built adjacent to and below the existing bridge.  A truss gantry supported on 
SPMT was used to pick up the new panel and move it to the top of the bridge.  The 
gantry is designed to hold two panels at each pass.  The front portion of the gantry picked 
up an existing panel that work crews had cut out and the SPMT moved the rig forward to 
allow the new panel to be dropped into place from behind.  The contractor optimized his 
construction operations and replaced each panel and reopened the bridge each morning, 
averaging five hours for each pass.  The work was completed in August 2004 and the low 
bid came in 38% under the $29-million engineer’s estimate.  If prefabricated elements 
had not been used, replacing the deck lane by lane would have taken 4 years.  
Alternately, full closure of the bridge would have lasted several months, or the bridge 
would have been closed to traffic every weekend for 6 months. 

To minimize traffic disruption, for example, the Virginia DOT recently replaced 
100 span of superstructure of its I-95 James River Bridge without closing a lane to rush 
hour traffic by using prefabricated superstructure segments with low permeability 
lightweight concrete decks and accelerated construction requirements in the contract. 
With 110,000 vehicles per day, the James River Bridge was reconstructed from 7 p.m. to 
6 a.m. Monday through Thursday nights only, with disincentives that could reach 
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$250,000 a day for failure to restore all lanes to traffic. Throughout the nighttime 
construction, half the structure remained open to carry traffic. The superstructure 
replacement was completed with partial closures on 167 nights, and would have required 
total closure for three years using conventional construction methods.  The low bid came 
in 11% less than the engineer’s estimate. 
 
PREFABRICATED BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY ANSWERS THE CALL AFTER 
EMERGENCY EVENTS. 

When Hurricanes Ivan, Katrina and Rita landed in succession along the Gulf 
Coast states in 2005 and 2006, numerous twin bridges on Interstate I-10 were either 
destroyed or put out of commission for several days.  The states were being challenged to 
restore those bridges as quickly as possible to provide emergency relief to disaster 
stricken communities and the SPMTs answered the call.  The contractors used the barge-
mounted SPMTs to borrow good spans from one of the worse damaged twin structures 
and restore partial service to its other structure to quickly restore partial service for 
emergency service and delivery vehicles to reach affected communities.  Several 
contractors earned their full bonus for delivery days ahead of schedule.  
  
TOTAL BRIDGE MOVEMENTS ARE STANDARD PRACTICE FOR 
RAILROAD STRUCTURES THROUGH THE WORLD. 

In April 2004, FHWA and AASHTO co-sponsored a world bridge scan to Japan 
and four select countries in Europe.  The final report has been published and is available 
through the Internet at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/prefab.  This author served as one 
of the team’s co-chairs and the team reported several bridge elements/systems and 
methods of rapid deployment technology that will enable an owner and contractor to get 
in and out of the construction zone in unprecedented reduced time.  The European 
communities depend a great deal on rail commute.  The railroad companies will never 
allow their rail lines to be shut down during the weekdays because it will affect millions 
of daily commuters.  As such, railroad bridges are being shut down for up to 48 hours 
during the weekends for replacement; and comes Monday morning, the facility must be 
re-opened to run trains.  The same restriction downtime applies to the main arterial 
highways in the European communities during its peak travel periods.  The scan team 
reported numerous bridge movement techniques, and some of the specific examples are 
discussed immediately to follow.    
 

Self-Propelled Modular Transporters:   
The use of SPMTs to move 

heavy structures with fine precision is 
a standard practice in Europe.  It has 
been observed that large bridge 
components or even complete bridges 
weighing several thousand metric tons 
have been built at one location and 
then lifted and transported to their final 
location using a series of the SPMTs.  
These multi-axle computer-controlled 
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vehicles have independent suspension and axle units that are capable of rotating 
360 degrees; they can manipulate around tight places and ride on uneven ground 
while maintaining equal tire pressure on its tires.  They come in four- and six-axle 
units, with each axle priced about $150,000.  These are incredible machines and 
they are becoming very popular in the United States. 
 
Other Bridge Installation Systems:   

In addition to using SPMTs and conventional land or barge-mounted 
cranes to erect large structures, other traditional/conventional methods of moving 
large bridge components are found to be equally effective.  A bridge could be 
prefabricated adjacent to an existing 
bridge and skidded into place.  The 
bridge could be built on temporary 
support and moved into place either by 
SPMTs or on roller bearings and skid 
supports.  It could also be built behind 
one of the existing abutments and 
incremental launched across a valley 
or above an existing highway.  
Hydraulic jacking systems have been 
employed successfully in numerous 
projects moving large components into 
their final positions both horizontally and vertically. 

A bridge could also be erected on barges and ballast its payload with high 
capacity pumps. This method allows a contractor to install a bridge it its final 
position with tolerable allowance.  The team held discussions with two 
contractors who had completed several steel tied arch bridges or trusses using 
barges and moved into its final positions.  When water is abundance or in areas 
with high water tables, a bridge could be constructed in temporary dry dock 
channel and then flooded to float it into its final position.  The team also reported 
on a prefabricated bridge built parallel to a highway and then rotated into place to 
connect the structure to it adjacent spans. 

 
DECISION MAKING TOOL IS AVAILABLE 

Is building a prefabricated structure the best choice for your bridge project? Will 
prefabrication be achievable and effective for a specific bridge location in your State? 
These questions and more are covered in the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) 
new Framework for Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems Decision-Making. As 
numerous States have demonstrated, the use of prefabricated bridge elements and systems 
offers significant advantages over onsite cast-in-place construction, including faster and 
safer construction and better quality. Depending on the specific project, construction 
costs can also be comparable to or lower than conventional construction. Costs can 
particularly be reduced where repetitive components and systems are needed for long 
water crossings, high traffic corridors with minimized traffic control and maintenance 
needs under accelerated construction schedules, and reduced contractors’ overhead.    
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Careful planning, design, and implementation will help transportation 
departments realize the significant advantages of prefabricated bridge construction. 
FHWA’s new framework provides a quick and useful tool for making a decision on using 
prefabrication. It is offered in three formats for users: a one-page flow chart, a one-page 
matrix, and a more detailed question-and-discussion format. The flow chart guides the 
user through a series of questions about different elements of the bridge project, such as 
“high traffic volumes,” “emergency replacement,” and “environmentally sensitive site” 
The matrix provides more detail on these and other questions, while the question-and-
discussion format presents an in-depth evaluation of the use of prefabrication. The three 
different formats are designed to accommodate the different responsibilities of users, who 
might range from a State Bridge Engineer to a bridge design engineer or project manager.  

The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) is using a “Decision Tree” 
adapted from FHWA’s new framework to make decisions on when to use prefabricated 
bridge systems. UDOT has used prefabricated bridge technology on a rapid deck 
replacement project on I-80 near Coalville and for a project on I-215 in Salt Lake City. 
The I-215 project involved a deck replacement on one bridge and the whole bridge 
replacement of another structure. The use of prefabricated elements allowed both projects 
to be completed faster, with improved quality and less disruption to traffic. Among the 
lessons learned on the projects to date is the need to familiarize contractors and other 
industry personnel with the process; involve contractors and prefabricators in the design 
process; and consider construction issues, such as staging areas needed, work hours 
required, and contingency plans. 
 To obtain a copy of the decision-making framework or to learn more about 
prefabricated bridge technology, visit FHWA’s prefabricated bridge elements and 
systems Web site at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/prefab/index.htm.  The Web site 
includes brochures and other information on best practices, video clips of bridge projects, 
a slide presentation on prefabricated technology, and details on how prefabricated bridge 
elements and systems are being used around the country and in Japan and Europe.   
 
CONCLUSION 

The increasing traffic demand is presenting many challenges to our transportation 
network.  The traveling public is demanding that this rehabilitation and replacement be 
done more quickly to reduce congestion and improve safety.  The FHWA and the 
industry partners are advancing current state-of-the-practice in accelerating project 
delivery, and developing new bridge designs and systems.  The scan team reported 
numerous available bridge systems and technologies for accelerating construction in 
record delivery time.  These technologies enable the owner to reduce traffic disruption 
times from months to days or hours, restore the use of existing highways in significantly 
less time, improve work zone safety, minimize environmental impact, and improve 
constructibility.  They are proven systems from around the world.  The enormous user 
delay costs and public inconvenience have been the driving criteria for facility owners to 
require project delivery over a weekend.  The bridge engineering community has 
embraced these innovative systems for bridge reconstruction and applying them in their 
projects to quickly get in and get out. With increasing traffic demands and a robust 
infrastructure renewal program, accelerated bridge construction is becoming conventional 
practice. 
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Exploration of Key Design Techniques of the 
Chongqing Caiyuanba Yangtze River Bridge 

Liu Xiaohui 
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Abstract: The main bridge of Chongqing Caiyuanba Yangtze River Bridge is a super urban road-rail 

double-purpose bridge, and is also the first brand-new structural system consisting of rigid frame, steel 

truss girder and tied arch combined structure. This paper is focused on the design concept of the bridge 

under various external affecting factors, which uses brand-new design concept to put forward the 

innovative system consisting of rigid frame, steel truss girder and tied arch combined structure, naturally 

integrated with site condition, function demand, material characteristics, structural capacity and 

landscape demand. Moreover, the main key techniques are introduced.  

Key words: Road-rail double-purpose, rigid frame, steel truss girder, tied arch, combined structure 

 

1. Introduction of the project 

The Chongqing Caiyuanba Yangtze River Bridge is a super urban bridge that is planned to build in 

the period of the Tenth Five-Year Plan in the general plan of Chongqing, approved by the State Council in 

1996. It is also the control project of Chongqing “half an hour main city”. This bridge is located at central 

zone of main urban area of Chongqing, connected with Zhongshan No.3 Road, Lianglukou, Yuzhong 

District and various roads in front of Chongqing Railway Station to the north, and connected with 

Haitong Road, Sujiaba, Nan’an District as well as Dashi Road Flyover Bridge, High & New 

Technological Development Zone in the center of Nan’an District through bridge approach and tunnel to 

the south. This bridge project consists of main bridge, bridge approaches in the north and south, 

Caiyuanba Flyover Bridge, Sujiaba Flyover Bridge and Nancheng Tunnel etc several parts, with total 

length of 4000m. Of which, main bridge consisting of rigid frame, steel truss girder, steel box tied arch 

combined structure is main part of the bridge project. It is a super road-rail double-purpose bridge. 

Carrying load of main bridge includes 6-lane road traffic and double-way rail transit. In addition, the both 

side of bridge are provided with 2.5m wide walkways respectively.    

Main design technical specifications of the main bridge:  

Driving speed: road vehicle V=60km/h；Rail transit V�=75km/h 

Bridge deck width: clear width of bridge deck: B=2.5+12.25+1.0+12.25+2.5=30. 5m 

               Clear width of underlayer passage of rail transit: B�=8.6m 

Design load: urban class A: staddle type monorail train 352t; crowd 2.4kN/m2 

Earthquake intensity: basic intensity �, design intensity �. 
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Reference design service life: 100 years 

2. Influencing factors of the conceptual design 

2.1 Riverway condition and effects of the navigation clearance 

Bridge opening navigation class of the Caiyuanba Yangtze River Bridge is designed according to the 

state class 1 standard of natural riverway. The riverway where the bridge is located has curved navigation 

channels and branches, with more than 20m of difference of flood and low water level, and large change 

of water flow direction, and is close to Shibanpo Yangtze River Bridge, with nonideal navigation 

condition. Therefore, it is very important to locate bridge span and bridge pier. Deep pond zone in 

riverbed at the bridge location is close to riverbank of the south bank. Most of sections at the north bank 

are beaches. Water surface width at low flow season is within 300m at the south bank, but river surface is 

wider in medium or flood season. According to investigation of low, medium and flood path lines and 

water flow direction, up-bound vessel can only sail against bankside of the south bank while down-bound 

vessel can only sail at 280 ~ 350m from the south bank. They can only sail between Caiyuanba Yangtze 

River Bridge and Shibanpo Yangtze River Bridge. Therefore, for navigation clear width, bridge span shall 

not be too small and pier location shall not be arranged near path line to prevent vessel from colliding 

bridge pier. According to demonstration of navigation clearance at the bridge location, main bridge span 

shall not be less than 400m. 

2.2 Effects of No.3 line of rail transit 

No.3 line of light rail transit is started from Ertang in the south, connected with Longtousi Railway 

Station in the north. It is rail transit trunk with double-way passage from the south to the north in main 

urban area of Chongqing. According to the feasibility obtained from the integrated study results including 

operation safety, construction difficulty, project investment, bridge landscape, line direction and elevation 

etc, the rail transit will use Caiyuanba Yangtze River Bridge as carrier to cross river. The two projects 

will be built jointly, including upper layer for road traffic and lower layer for rail transit, forming a super 

road-rail double-purpose bridge. 

2.3 Effect of landscape 

Caiyuanba Bridge is located at flourished section of urban area of Chongqing, with many road 

entrances to be connected. In addition, there is Shibanpo Yangtze River Bridge with 174m of main span 

T-type rigid frame at about 1.2Km of the downstream, and Egongyan Yangtze River Bridge with 600m of 

main span steel box girder suspension bridge at about 3Km in the upper reach.. In addition, there are still 

double pylon cable stayed bridge, single pylon cable stayed bridge, continuous rigid frame bridge and 

steel truss continuous beam bridge etc on the Yangtze River and Jialing River in urban area of Chongqing. 

The newly-built bridge on the basis of using new bridge type, new structure and new materials as much 

as possible, must show the good landscape effect, and is able to adapt to peripheral environment, 
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coordinate with the both bridges at the downstream and upstream and show modern urban style so as to 

become an urban representative building. In addition, the bridge can show its perfect landscape effect 

under any water level condition.  

3. Conceptual design 

3.1 Design conception 

According to description of navigation clearance and the feature that the bridge will be used as 

road-rail double-purpose including underlayer passage of rail transit, during the project design, it is 

decided to use 420m of main span with steel truss girder structure so that passengers by rail transit will 

have wide field of vision and bright light ray when getting across the river. The integrated design concept 

of project is used for the basic use function and basic navigation condition of bridge location.  

1) At present, among the numerous bridges on the Yangtze River and Jialing River in urban area of 

Chongqing, there is not still a large span arch bridge. Under the condition of certain economic and 

technical comparability, it will add brilliance to the two rivers to select arch structure. However, normal 

arch bridge with thrust has large horizontal thrust and needs huge bridge pier that may affect water flow 

and navigation, and is not suitable for Yangtze River section with large water level height difference so 

that one span can not cross the river in Chongqing. If arch bridge without thrust is used, the problem can 

be settled efficiently, and the profile can be coordinated with approach girder-type structure. Therefore, 

its basic plan is to select half through tied arch bridge. 

2）This bridge is a mixed structure of rail transit and urban road traffic. It is the precondition to meet 

the very rigorous requirement of rail transit to avoid distortion. In addition, rail transit and road traffic are 

divided into two layers i.e. road traffic on upper layer and rail transit on lower layer. The result must be to 

use girder structure with sufficient height and rigidity. During the design, we used open steel truss girder 

structure in order that passengers by rail transit will have open field of vision and be able to enjoy 

landscape on river.  

3) In order to meet clearance requirement of rail transit passage, the girder height shall be more than 

11m so as to form a continuous girder structure with large rigidity. Because the girder has a large rigidity, 

rigid requirement of arch structure to jointly carry force may be decreased. Therefore, arch rib of the 

bridge may be relatively weak. Moreover, if girder and arch are adopted with truss structure, the bridge 

will show scattered members so as to interfere with visual landscape on river. Therefore, arch rib is 

designed as constant sectional basket type steel box arch rib with fine sections. Steel box arch rib can 

lighten its own weight to facilitate construction and shorten construction period.  

4) Side span of general half through arch is provided with columns to support weight of girder. These 

columns are compression bars. So they are bulky usually. If column is removed, side span will have more 

bright perspective space. The whole bridge will be lighter. Because girder height of Caiyuanba Yangtze 
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River Bridge is more than 11m, according to general design concept, girder with 11m height will allow to 

have about 220m of span to meet the distortion requirement. Therefore, under the precondition to realize 

coordination of side span and middle span, we controlled side span and removed spandrel column under 

bridge deck during the design (see fig.1). 

  
图 1  边跨无拱上立柱区示意 

Fig.1 Diagram of side span without spandrel column 

 

 
Fig.1 Diagram of side span without spandrel column 

5) After removing spandrel column under bridge deck, midspan and sidespan arch sections under 

bridge deck can be changed as linear to form V type structure, which looks more coordinate and stable. 

Then we use prestressed concrete structure and connect it with bridge pier to form a stable Y rigid frame 

with sufficient rigidity through stretching horizontal tie bars on the both sides. At the same time, concrete 

material can exert its durable, compression resistant and economic features as much as possible to 

facilitate general construction of rigid frame. Its huge dimension is beneficial to improve anti-collision 

performance of the structure. It need not special maintenance as steel structure under the condition of 

continuously rising and falling of water level, and will also have effect on the entire landscape of bridge. 

At the same time, midspan steel box arch on bridge deck is also provided with horizontal tie bar to form a 

half through tie bar arch structure without thrust. 

The abovementioned design concept resulted in the main bridge scheme of Chongqing Caiyuanba 

Yangtze River Bridge – a road-rail double-purpose structure consisting of rigid frame, steel truss girder 

and steel box tied arch combined structure, with 420m main span, 88m lateral span and 102m side span 

on the both sides and 88m total length (see fig.2). 

枯水位162.960m

 
Fig.2 General layout of bridge scheme (unit: cm) 

3.2 Construction method and construction procedure 

Main structure higher than bridge foundation can be divided into three parts including concrete pier 

and Y rigid frame, steel truss girder and steel box arch rib. The concrete pier will be adopted with normal 

slip-form construction. Rigid frame will be adopted with construction method of setting up supporting 

Low water level
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and casting concrete, and steel truss girder and steel box arch rib will be adopted with the construction 

method of hoisting equipments with cable and installing in section. Construction of this new bridge can 

be finished by using mature normal bridge construction method. Construction flow of the bridge is as 

follows:  

1) Construction of bridge foundation and pier, rigid frame beam; 

2) Setting up and hoisting hoist tower, carrying rope, drag rope and crane equipment necessary for 

steel truss and arch rib, and setting up temporary supporting for Y rigid frame and main truss girder of 

lateral span and side span; 

  3) Casting prestressed concrete Y rigid frame, stretching rigid frame cantilever prestressed steel bundle 

and rigid frame bracket on supporting in section until Y steel frame is formed. 

4) Hoisting and assembling truss girder with 88m side span and 152m lateral span Y rigid frame on 

temporary supporting;  

5) Stretching part of side span tie bars, transforming side span and lateral span girder supporting 

system to support girder on rigid frame and bridge pier.  

6）Hoisting main arch rib with cable, adding temporary knotted rope, and adjusting side span tie bar 

force and knotted rope force to finish construction of main arch rib; 

  7) Hoisting midspan girder section and buckling arch rib with lifting rope, and adjusting relevant 

knotted rope force until girder midspan is healed, installing and stretching midspan tie bar rope and 

removing part of knotted rope;  

8) Adjusting tensile force of sidespan and midspan tie bar, removing all knotted ropes and construction 

tower and finishing construction of bridge deck.  

 
Fig.3 Diagram of typical construction process of bridge 

4. Key techniques 

4.1 The innovational combined structural system consisting of rigid frame, steel truss and tied arch  

Profile of the bride is similar to half through arch bridge. However, its prominent feature is that its 

main structure consists of three subsidiary structures, including a pair of prestressed concrete Y rigid 

frame sidespans and a 320m of combined structure consisting of steel box basket arch midspans. The 

three relatively-separated subsidiary structures are connected into a tied arch with 420m main span 

through midspan tie bar and sidespan tie bar. This structure is firstly used in actual application of arch 
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bridge with large span. This combined structural system consisting of rigid frame and steel box tie bar 

can use durable, compression resistant and economic characteristics of concrete and light weight and high 

strength of steel material as much as possible, and combine reasonable small span structures into large 

span structure to fully show the safe, applicable, economic and handsome design concept. Simple and 

smooth structure is the product combined with site condition, function demand, material property, 

carrying capacity of structure and coordinal and natural landscape. 

4.2 Y-shaped rigid spatial frame system 

For the arch under the bridge, we abandoned the regular practice to set up column on tied arch 

bridge and removed supporting column under girder and linearized Y rigid frame cantilever. Its 

characteristic of carrying capacity is transformed into one of girder. Carrying capacity of member is 

changed from mainly bearing pressure to mainly bearing bending. The structural design is changed 

greatly. It is adopted with prestressed structure. Especially, Y rigid frame is designed into the spacial 

structure that front and rear cantilever ends are adducted horizontally and cantilever section is twisted in 

order to form a spacial basket arch structure.  

This Y-shaped rigid spatial frame structural system has the features of beautiful profile, light 

structure, obvious carrying capacity and complete functions. Accuracy and technical requirement for its 

design and construction is very high. The realization is important assurance for accurate location, 

effective support of steel truss girder and effective application of force of tie bars on the whole bridge.  

4.3 Steel-concrete joint design at the joining part between Y-shaped rigid frame and arch rib 

   With improvement of use function in construction of bridge, increase of spanning capacity and 

optimization of structural system, and full use of material property to realize the best combination of 

structure and decrease of construction cost, sectioned combination of material will be necessary 

development trend of bridge construction in the future. Because arch rib of Caiyuanba Yangtze River 

Bridge is adopted with constant section steel box structure，undoubtedly there is a transition joint between 

it and concrete Y rigid frame. This is the steel – concrete joint between steel arch rib and concrete Y rigid 

frame, and is also a key structure. This joint not only bears huge pressure and bending moment from the 

bridge but also resists large internal force from construction load. Because of different material property 

of steel and concrete, effective combination of different materials and reliability of joint carrying capacity 

are very important. Design rationality of this joint will directly affect the use state and structural safety of 

main arch rib and bridge.    

4.4 Design of the large section entire steel truss girder 

The girder of Chongqing Caiyuanba Yangtze River Bridge is a combined system consisting of 

orthogonal bridge deck and steel truss girder. At present, in our country, large span steel truss girder 

bridge is basically constructed by using the method of assembling members. The design concept of 
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integral section is firstly used for this project in our country. That is to say that a 16m long and about 40m 

wide standard steel truss girder section is used as a basic unit to be assembled on site. It is required to 

assemble members, girder section, joint and orthogonal bridge deck into a integral section in the factory, 

and then transport it to site to hoist and assemble. This design of integral section will result in that 

assembly of members will be finished on site to ensure quality of structural section and minimize 

construction procedures of assembling a large number of members into girder, and quicken speed to set 

up girder on site and strengthen the capacity to resist adverse weather on construction site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Integral section of steel truss girder assembled in factory     Fig.5 Hoisting integral section of steel truss girder 

        

4.5 Application of the steel strand tie bar  

Steel strand as stayed-cable of cable stayed bridge has been widely used. However, tie bar is little 

used for super tied arch bridge. The main reason is that the systematic research and comparison have not 

been carried out, including technical requirements of steel strand as tie bar, method of assembling steel 

strand into tie bar on site, repeated adjustment of structural internal force during construction of tied arch, 

repeated stretching of tie bar, anchoring of tie bar, and anticorrosion and change of tie bar etc processes 

so that steel strand tie bar has not been able to be used for arch bridge. Chongqing Caiyuanba Yangtze 

River Bridge, due to structural requirement and feature of construction flow, is firstly adopted with steel 

strand tie bar in view of practicability, operability and changeability of tie bar, and realized visibility, 

inspectability, adjustability and changeability of important structure of the bridge to ensure its durability.  

According to design requirement, midspan tie bar shall be located under orthogonal bridge deck of 

steel truss girder and pass through bridging beam. It is necessary to open hole on the beam. The bigger 

the hole, the weaker the girder is. At the same time, sidespan and midspan are anchored by crossing tie 

bar anchoring keys of front cantilever of rigid frame. The anchoring key is reinforced concrete structure 

with 14m longitudinal length, and needs to reserve 10 holes with section 3.6×3.3m for tie bar. The bigger 

the hole, the weaker the anchoring key is. The parallel steel wire tie bar is hot-pressing PE finished 

product fabricated in the factory usually. The size of anchor head and rope has been fixed. However, steel 

strand tie bar can be adopted with stretching process of single strand. The anchor heads are set on the two 

stretching ends respectively and need not pass through bridging beam and anchor keys. The reserved hole 
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is only required to pass rope. For installation of tie bar, according to construction flow, midspan tie bar 

can be installed and stretched only after main arch and midspan girder are healed. Tie bar must pass 

through each beam with gap 4m. There are 80 beams within 320m long midspan. Installation process of 

parallel steel wire tie bar as finished rope needs large-sized hoisting equipment, multi sets of windlasses 

and large amount of auxiliary workers after the girder is healed. The installation is difficult and needs too 

much construction cost. These reasons show that it is more superior for Chaiyuanba Yangtze River 

Bridge to use steel strand tie bar.  

5. Research demonstrations 

The Chongqing Caiyuanba Yangtze River Bridge is an advanced structure with high technological 

content. Its many structural design conceptions exceed the experiences obtained in the construction of 

overseas and domestic bridges. Therefore, with the progress of design and construction of the bridge, the 

corresponding research projects are developed, which mainly includ: 1) large scale integral model wind 

tunnel experiment of the main bridge; 2) capability test of joint between main arch rib and Y-shaped rigid 

frame steel-concrete as well as joint between Y-shaped rigid frame and previous girder; 3) main bridge 

test modal, axle coupled vibration and load test, and fatigue test of bottom boom bar joint of steel truss 

girder; 4) anchoring and fatigue test of suspender and tie bar etc. These research achievements 

demonstrated reliability and structural safety of the bridge design theory. At present, its construction is 

being carried out smoothly, construction of concrete Y-shaped rigid frame has been finished and part of 

steel truss girders have been hoisted to the position. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
          It is well known that fatigue damage can occur in highway steel bridges under cyclic 
loadings from heavy truck traffic and with increase of their service years.  Depending on the 
toughness of steel material, fatigue crack length and temperature, sudden fracture may occur, 
which would lead to a partial failure or even entire bridge collapse.  In the past decades, 
numerous fatigue damages and a few catastrophic brittle fracture failures have been reported 
throughout the US. They include load-induced fatigue, secondary stress or distortion-induced 
fatigue, as well as fatigue-induced or non-fatigue induced fracture. To prevent fatigue and 
fracture failures in steel bridges, AASHTO has provided fatigue design provisions and fracture 
control requirements that have been updated over the years based on the advanced researches and 
experience learned from practice and failures.  AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
specify fatigue and fracture limit state as one of four structural limit states for highway bridge 
design.  Besides the design to meet fatigue and fracture requirements, careful detailing for better 
fatigue resistance, structural and internal redundancy and repair/retrofit of fatigue damaged 
bridges are also important issues.    
 
          This paper will present examples of fatigue and fracture failures in steel bridges, the latest 
fatigue design criteria and provisions in the US bridge design specifications, state-of-the-art 
fatigue-and-fracture-related research and practice in the US.         
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INTRODUCTION 
 
          Currently there are nearly 600,000 bridges in all public highway systems in the United States. 
Approximately 27% of them are structurally deficient and functionally obsolete (FHWA, 2005). 
Functionally obsolete refers to bridges that do not have lane widths, shoulder widths, or vertical clearance 
adequate to serve traffic demand or bridges that may not be able to handle occasional flooding flows, 
whereas Structurally deficient refers to bridges that have major deterioration, cracks, foundation 
scouring/undermining or other damage and/or flaws that reduce their ability to safely support vehicle 
loads. Structurally deficient bridges do not immediately imply collapse or unsafe, but need significant 
maintenance attention, rehabilitation, or replacement. The percentage of bridges falling into these two 
categories has gradually dropped down from 35% in 1992 as a result of new bridge constructions and, for 
the most part, replacement and rehabilitation (repair/retrofit) of structurally deficient bridges. Among all 
the bridges nationwide, 33.0% have steel superstructures (including plate girders and box girders). Based 
on the Year 2004 National Bridge Inventory (NBI), the average age of these steel bridges is 48 years. 
          Figure 1 shows the relationship between the age and percentage of the bridges with steel 
superstructures and structurally deficient bridges among them. It can be seen that most steel bridges were 
constructed 65-75 and 30-55 years ago, that is, the peak periods of steel bridge constructions occurred 
before World War II and during the interstate construction era in the 1950s through 1970s. Among these 
steel bridges, 73.5% are over 30 years old, 55.7% over 40 years old, 37.1% over 50 years old, and 10.6% 
over 75 years old.  17.9% of all steel bridges are structurally deficient.    
          Fatigue damage is a type of deterioration or failure in steel bridges, which is one of contributing 
factors for structurally deficiencies. Fatigue cracking is a result of accumulative damage in steel details 
under repeated loadings from heavy truck traffic and their increasing service years. If not properly 
controlled and timely repaired, fatigue cracking would lead to sudden fracture due to the loss of bridge 
member stiffness and load path, which finally leads to a partial failure or entire bridge collapse. 
Occurrence of fracture depends on fatigue crack length, toughness of steel material, temperature, detail 
type and redundancy, and should be avoided. This paper will discuss fatigue design and fracture control.  
   
HISTORICAL BRIDGE FRACRURE FAILURE AND FATIGUE DAMAGE  
 
          While there have been numerous fracture failures caused by fatigue, stress corrosion and low 
toughness of material in different types of welded steel structures such as tanks, ships and railroad bridges 
(Barsom and Rolfe, 1999), only a few catastrophic fracture failures occurred to highway bridges in the 
Unite States (FHWA, 1970; 1984).   
          The most famous failure is the collapse of the US Route 35 Silver Bridge over the Ohio River in 
Point Pleasant, West Virginia, killing 46 people in December 15, 1967 (Figure 2).  The bridge had 700 ft 
(213 m) center span and 380 ft (116 m) side spans and of suspension design with “eyebars” chained 
together instead of the wire cables. The eyebars were linked together with massive pins.  The initial 
failure was a cleavage fracture (brittle fracture) in the lower limb of the eye at an eyebar joint and 
subsequently separating the eyebar from the chain, which caused the subsequent collapse of all bridge 
spans and towers. The Safety Board investigation found that the fracture was caused by the critical size 
cracking as results of the combined action of stress corrosion, corrosion fatigue over the nearly 40 year 
service life, and low toughness of steel at low temperature (30 ºF (-1 ºC)). Since then, the Federal 
government mandated the National Bridge Inspection Program (NBIP), requiring periodic inspection of 
all the nation’s bridges, and the associated Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program 
(HBRRP) for the public safety.  This catastrophic disaster and some other fractures and failures in steel 
bridges resulted in the AASHTO Material Toughness Requirements. The issues of fatigue, fracture and 
fracture-critical members suddenly demanded an accelerated search for answers through research.  
          Another catastrophic failure was the Mianus River Bridge on Interstate 95 over the Mianus River in 
Greenwich, Connecticut, which collapsed and fell into river, killing 3 people on June 28, 1983 (Figure 3).  
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The 100 ft (30m) suspended span was attached to the adjacent cantilever spans by a “pin-and-hanger” 
assembly at each of its four corners. The undetected displacement of a loose hanger from the pin due to 
corrosion caused unbalanced excessive forces and developed a fatigue crack in the surface of another pin 
that was broken, eventually causing the suspended span to fall down.  Following these events, significant 
research into fatigue of steel connections was performed, and tremendous insight into the behavior of 
steel connections including pin connections, bolted connections and welded connections, was obtained.  
The program of inspection and maintenance was further enhanced through more rigorous inspection 
procedures for fracture-critical bridges.    
          A recent bridge fracture failure was the Hoan Bridge on Interstate Highway I-794 over the 
Milwukee River in Wisconsin, a three span tied arch with 18 approach spans of steel plate girders built in 
1974. Cracks were detected in the approach span steel plate girders and two of the three girders had full 
depth fractures (Figure 4) reported on December 13, 2000. There was no loss of life and properties since 
redundancy of the bridge prevented it from collapse.  The failure analysis (Fisher et al., 2001) showed that 
the failures was brittle fractures (cleavage) caused by the extremely high level of material constraint and 
3-dimensional stress state, due to excessively heavy truck passage, at the welded detail at the intersection 
of web transverse connection plate and shelf gusset plate of horizontal bracing members.   
          Localized fatigue damage is unsurprisingly seen in relatively old steel bridges due to poor fatigue 
details and accumulation of loading cycles. Figure 5 shows typical load-induced and secondary stress or 
distortion-induced fatigue cracks in steel bridges.  Fisher and Yen (Fisher, 1984; ENR, 1987; Cornelia & 
Fisher, 1990; Yen et al., 1990) have described and analyzed numerous fatigue and fracture failure 
examples through case studies. Appearance of fatigue cracks generally does not immediately fail the 
structures. However, if not properly controlled, fatigue crack growth, low temperature and excessive load 
can result in the material exceeding its critical toughness (KI), resulting in structural fracture failure. 
Fatigue damage could be a potential initiation of fracture, whereas fracture could be a consequence of 
fatigue. Fatigue design and fracture control is significantly important to prevent bridge from local fatigue 
damage and structural fracture failure.  
 
DESIGN CRITERIA AND PROVISIONS FOR FATIGUE AND FRACTURE 
 
          The AASHO/AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges have continually been 
refined since the 1931, first Edition. In 1994, the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications were introduced. 
They are based on the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) methodology instead of prior 
Allowable Stress Design (ASD). The first fatigue design provisions appeared in 1965, 10th Edition of 
AAHSTO Standard Specifications, in which the allowable stress was based on limiting the maximum 
stress, using the stress ratio R (R=σmin/σmax), number of the maximum stress cycles and detail category. It 
was required that the allowable maximum stress not be exceeded by the calculated maximum stress.  
Further research (Fisher et al., 1970; 1974) found that stress range was the most important factor in 
fatigue of welded details due to existence of residual stresses rather than the maximum stress. Fatigue 
strength was independent of strength of steel materials. The fundamental fatigue design S-N curves were 
developed for different detail categories, and incorporated into AASHTO Specifications in the 1974 
interim specifications and the 1977 12th Edition with detail illustrations for fatigue design of highway 
bridges. The easy-to-use stress range method is now widely used for steel industries involved in welded 
and bolted structure fatigue design. In the subsequent ASD Standard editions, the fatigue provisions 
changed little with minor refinements (AASHTO, 2002).   

The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, introduced in 1994, incorporated a reliability 
based approach to bridge design including fatigue design. The specifications were calibrated to previous 
experience, but also applied new research results, more rational load models and load distribution factors.  
The bridge design life in AASHTO LRFD specifications was increased to 75 years from 50 years in 
Standard Specifications (ASD design). Four limit states are defined as 1) Ultimate strength; 2) Service; 3) 
Fatigue and Fracture; and 4) Extreme events (flood, earthquake, vessel collision etc.)   
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The LRFD fatigue design provisions were further revised with the most significant changes being 
made to load modeling used for fatigue design (AASHTO, 2004). The Section 3 “Loads and Load 
Factors” provides the provisions related to the loads and load factors for fatigue and fracture, such as the 
load combinations, fatigue load and frequency, load distribution, dynamic load allowance and so on.  The 
Section 6.6 “Fatigue and Fracture Considerations” deals with the provisions related to fatigue resistance, 
truck passage cycles for different types of members, finite life and infinite life design approaches, as well 
as fracture requirements.  Since LRFD design specifications will be fully implemented for national 
highway bridge design by 2007, this paper will only discuss LRFD fatigue design provisions.  
 
Fatigue Design 
 

Fatigue load is a single design truck or axles of HL-93, similar to that for ultimate strength 
design but with a constant spacing of 30.0 ft (9.1 m) between the 32 kips (14.5 tonf) axles (Figure 6). The 
fatigue load reflects the variety of trucks of different types and weights in actual traffic that cause a high 
percentage of accumulated fatigue damage in a typical highway bridge. The load factor of 0.75 represents 
an effective gross weight (root-mean-cube weight) for fatigue design instead of the maximum load for 
ultimate strength design, reflecting the actual truck traffic spectrum from weigh-in-motion (WIM) studies 
in 30 nationwide sites (Moses et al., 1987).     

Frequency of the fatigue load is taken as the single-lane average daily truck traffic (ADTTSL). The 
ADTT accounts for the accumulated stress range cycles in all bridges components per day in one 
direction.  The number of trucks should include any vehicle with more than either two axles or four 
wheels.  ADTT varies for different areas and different levels of highway. For example, ADTT is higher in 
industrial area than residential area, and higher in interstate highway than local highway.    

Load Distribution is for calculating the maximum load effects (moment, shear force or deflection) 
in bridge members. If refined method (such as finite element method) is used, a single truck is positioned 
transversely and longitudinally to maximize stress range at the detail under consideration, regardless of 
the traffic position or design lanes.  For approximate method, the distribution factor for one traffic lane 
shall be used. AAHSTO specifications provide a series of equations for transverse load distribution 
factors for various bridge types with assumption of composite action of concrete bridge decks.     

Dynamic Load Allowance accounts for the stress range increase due to dynamic impact effect of 
truck passage. It depends on the road surface roughness, truck weight and speed.  For fatigue and fracture 
limit states, it is taken as 15% regardless of the span length. However, if deck expansion joints are 
designed for fatigue, the impact factor is increased to 75%, which implies that calculated stress range is 
increased to 175% of static stress range. 

Cycles Per Truck Passage, n, depends on truck axle spacing, type of structure (simple, 
continuous, cantilever etc.) and length of components. For easy use, AASHTO provides the simplified 
cycles per truck passage in Table 6.6.1.2.5-2 that is based on previous field measurements.     

Fatigue Design S-N Curves have been developed for steel materials (rolled plates and I-shapes) 
and different welded and bolted connection details typically used in highway bridges, based on long-term 
experimental and statistical studies. The log-log scale S-N curves (Stress range vs. Number of cycles) are 
classified as Category A to Category E’ (Figure 7), representing the fatigue resistance of different details 
including the effects of welding process, residual stresses, full-scale component size, normal weld quality 
and flaws. For a certain detail, fatigue life is inversely proportional to the cube of stress range. For 
instance, reducing the stress range by half would lead to 8 times fatigue life.  S-N curves also provide the 
constant amplitude fatigue limit (CAFL or threshold shown as the horizontal line) for each Category, 
under which fatigue damage does not occur under constant amplitude cyclic loading.  

Fatigue design using S-N curves is based on three factors: 1) Stress range; 2) required fatigue life; 
and 3) type of detail.  Stress range is calculated as nominal stress range in a structural analysis that does 
not consider local geometry of a detail (the local geometry is considered in detail classification). A 
fatigue-prone connection detail having low fatigue resistance category should be avoided as practical as 
possible.  If not avoidable, it should be placed at a low stress range location, such as at the moment 
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inflexion point in a continuous girder. The most cost-effective design is selecting excellent fatigue 
resistant details with high fatigue limit. One can say that fatigue design is mostly “detailing” design. Most 
previous lessons of fatigue damage suggested that poor detailing is the major cause of the fatigue failure. 
Also, inspection and regular maintenance are the keys to ensure the actual condition is as close as possible 
to the design assumptions. For example, rocker bearings and pin joints of truss bridges should be 
maintained rotating and prevented from fixity by corrosion and dust accumulation.               

 
Load-Induced Fatigue and Distortion/Secondary Stress-Induced Fatigue 

  
Depending on the causes of fatigue damage, AASHTO provided provisions for load-induced 

fatigue and distortion-induced fatigue. Distortion-induced (secondary-stress-induced) fatigue often occurs 
due to high strains resulting from local out-of-plane flexural distortion that is not accounted for in the 
design process.  As shown in Figure 5(c) and (d), the fatigue damage occurred in the web at the gap of 
transverse stiffener or diaphragm connection plate where a rigid load path has not been provided, and 
meanwhile the web out-of-plane bending distortion was not adequately flexible. AASHTO provides the 
detail requirements in Article 6.6.1.3 for this location to reduce out-of-plane distortion-induced stress.      

Load-induced fatigue design provisions are explicitly given in the Section 6.6.1.2. Each detail 
shall satisfy γ(Δf) ≤ (ΔF)n. For finite life design, the factored stress range due to fatigue load passage shall 
not exceed nominal fatigue resistance calculated from S-N curve, (ΔF)n =(A/N)1/3. “A” is constant for 
each S-N curve of a certain detail Category, and N=(365)(75)n(ADTT)SL which is the number of stress 
range cycles for fatigue truck passage in 75 year design life.  For local highway bridges, ADTT is low and 
N is relative low, thus fatigue resistance (ΔF)n may be fall on the sloped line on S-N curve, referred to as 
finite life. Whereas for high-traffic-volume interstate or industrial highway bridges, ADTT is high and 
(ΔF)n may fall below CAFL (threshold). In this case, the fatigue design is referred to as long-life design. 
Because of the complexity of long-life fatigue resistance and few fatigue test data is available, AASHTO 
requires infinite life design, which implies that fatigue theoretically never occurs during the design life. 
The fatigue resistant cut-off, (ΔF)n, is defined as (ΔF)n=½((ΔF)th (half constant amplitude fatigue limit).  
This implies that the maximum stress range in stress range histogram within 75 year life is assumed to be 
twice the fatigue truck stress range, based on WIM studies and actual stresses measured in bridges.  

Corrosion fatigue is a phenomenon that fatigue resistance is reduced by chemical or marine 
environment. Fatigue damage has been reported as discussed in above section of bridge fracture examples. 
AASHTO does not have provisions for corrosion fatigue but it should be controlled and prevented 
through material design and bridge inspection/maintenance programs.     
 
Fracture Control Requirements   
 
 Multiple-load-path and redundant structures should be used for adequate redundancy (structural, 
internal or load-path redundancy).  For example, a tied arch bridge lacks structural redundancy because 
failure of the tension tie member can result in entire bridge collapse. Hence the tie member should be 
carefully designed for fatigue and fracture, such as using full penetration welds, high toughness material 
and introducing internal redundancy using additional bolted plates. To prevent brittle fracture in bridges, 
all primary longitudinal superstructure components and connections and transverse floorbeams subject to 
tensile force effects due to Strength Load Combination I (basic vehicle loads without wind) require 
mandatory Charpy V-notch (CVN) fracture toughness. All such components and connections as well as 
the bridge temperature zone need to be so designated on the contract plans/drawings.  
 The CVN toughness is one of the indexes of material toughness that varies with material 
composition, strength, thickness, temperature and load rate (Barsom and Rolfe, 1999). Except for high 
performance steels (HPS), generally, high strength, low temperature, fast load rate and high constraint 
condition can cause reduction in toughness hence are more vulnerable to brittle fracture. AASHTO gives 
the Fracture Toughness Requirements in Table 6.6.2-2 for the steel materials and plate thickness most 
used in steel bridge constructions, for fracture-critical and nonfracture-critical components, welded or 
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bolted connections and different temperature zones. Fracture critical members (FCM) are those that are 
subject to tensile stress and whose failure can cause entire structure collapse. Such a bridge system, like a 
tied arch bridge, is non-redundant. The Designer has responsibility to identify which component is an 
FCM and to clearly indicate on the contract plans. FCMs are subject to more stringent CVN fracture 
toughness than non-FCMs.  For temperature Zone 1, the minimum temperature is defined as 0°F (-18°C) 
and above; in Zone 2, -1°F ~ –30°F (-18~-34°C); and in Zone 3, –31°F ~ –60°F (-35~-51°C). For instance, 
New York City is located in Zone 2. For a welded Grade 50 steel component (t ≤ 2 inch (50 mm)) that is 
identified as a FCM, the CVN toughness is required be 25 ft-lbs at 40°F (34 J (N-m) at 4°C) or above.   
  
STATE-OF-PRACTICE RELATED TO FATIGUE AND FRACTURE 
 
 Fatigue design of steel bridges is generally implemented by careful selection of fatigue resistant 
details and fatigue check complying with AASHTO provisions. If possible, bolted connections are 
preferred rather than welded connections for the better fatigue resistance and redundancy. Field welded 
connections and attachments (such as plug welds) should be avoided. If not avoidable, they should be 
designed for fatigue and fracture and non-destructively tested (NDT). Many field measurements showed 
that stress range in bridge primary members and connections is fairly low (normally on order of a few ksi 
(1 ksi=6.9 MPa). If a component connection is appropriately designed for fatigue, the stress range would 
be below the fatigue limit so fatigue damage would never occur.  Careful detailing is very important, such 
as no field welds, no intersected welds, no tack welds, no secondary stress or local distortion condition, 
no complex geometry of member intersection (constrained stress condition), keeping a detail as simple as 
possible. Cover plate welded details with lowest Category E’ fatigue resistance were widely used in the 
past for saving steel material. Nowadays, single thicker flange plate is used to eliminate cover plate detail 
and save labor cost that is much higher than material cost. Although high-performance steel does not 
provide better fatigue resistance, it can delay and prevent sudden fracture due to its excellent toughness.          

To eliminate pre-existing defects/flaws in steel bridges, Quality Control (QC) and Quality 
Assurance (QA) for steel material, cutting and welding procedures during the bridge fabrication must be 
warranted.  American Welding Society (AWS) – Bridge Weld Code (AASHTO/AWS D1.5M/D1.5:2002) 
and NASB documents (AASHTO/NSBA, S2.1-2001; 2006) provide explicit regulations for steel bridge 
fabrication such as weld filler material, preheating, weld procedure and workmanship. During fabrication 
and erection of a bridge, the Owner’s (e.g. State DOT) representatives execute the shop and field 
inspections to ensure materials, weld quality and structure installation satisfying design requirements. 
Visual inspection and NDT should be performed to minimize the defects that may be the origin of fatigue 
cracks. Any unacceptable defects/flaws (undercut, lack of fusion, inclusion of slag, micro-cracks ect.) 
should be removed or repaired, or the member should be discarded if extensive repair is not permitted.   

For in-service bridges, to find fatigue damage in timely manner and to prevent sudden fracture, a 
biannual inspection should be conducted for national highway bridges. If fatigue crack growth is observed, 
the most typical temporary repair is drilling a hole at the crack tip to stop crack propagation. Then, careful 
evaluation and load rating will decide if further action to be taken. The National Highway Institute (NHI) 
offers training courses related to bridge safety inspection, fracture-critical bridge inspection techniques 
and inspection refresher training to bridge engineers and inspectors. Many State DOTs require that the 
certification of bridge inspection leaders be renewed every 5 years by completing the refresher training.            

    
RESEARCH RELATED TO FATIGUE AND FRACTURE 
 

Although AASHTO fatigue design procedure is well established, there are still many questions 
related to fatigue and fracture to be answered. In addition, many present provisions need to be updated 
based on new research findings. In the US, the research can be sponsored by FHWA, Transportation 
Research Board (TRB) NCHRP program, State Departments of Transportation (DOTs), National Science 
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Foundation (NSF), manufacturers/fabricators and so on. Some examples of recent research topics related 
to Fatigue and Fracture are listed as follows. 

• Calibration of fatigue load through field measurements and weigh-in-motion (WIM) studies to reflect 
changes in truck load and traffic over the past two decades and predict the trend of future truck traffic 
for fatigue design and evaluation  

• Development of cost-effective fatigue-resistant details through fatigue tests for new bridges 
• Development of practical and economic repair and retrofit methods for fatigue damaged existing 

bridges 
• Study on variable amplitude loading fatigue using fracture mechanics and fatigue tests for long life 

evaluation of existing bridges  
• Post-weld improvement to enhance fatigue resistance, e.g. ultrasonic impact treatment (UIT peening) 
• Development of fatigue resistant details and fatigue design procedure for orthotropic decks (Figure 8) 
• Forensic analysis of fatigue/fracture failure, including structural analysis, material toughness, 

discontinuity examination, fractographic and metallographic examinations, to find out the failure 
causes and verify the design assumptions and conditions 

• Wind-induced fatigue for cables and hangers in cable stayed and suspension bridges, as well as traffic 
sign, signal, lighting support structures  

 
SUMMARY 
 
 This paper briefly discussed historical fatigue and fracture failures, state-of-the-art AASHTO 
LRFD fatigue design provisions and fracture control requirements, fabrication QA/QC and shop 
inspection practice, and recent research topics related to fatigue and fracture.   
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Figure 1  The Age of Steel Bridges in National Highway System (NHS) and Non-NHS 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2  Eyebar Failure Caused Silver Bridge Collapse (1967) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3  Pin-and-Hanger Assembly Failure of Mianus Bridge over I-95 (1984) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4  Full Depth Fracture of Steel Plate Girder (Hoan Bridge, 2000) 
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       a)  Fatigue Crack at Cover Plate Detail   (Load-Induced) – AASHTO Category E’   
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b)  Fatigue Crack at Groove Welded Longitudinal Stiffener Detail  (Load-Induced) – lower than 
AASHTO Category C (lack of fusion weld without NDT and weld-reinforcement ground flush) 

 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(c)  Fatigue Crack at Stiffener Gap Detail near Bearing  (Distortion-Induced) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

(d) Fatigue Crack at Diaphragm Connection Plate Detail (Secondary Stress/Distortion- Induced) 
 

Figure 5  Examples of Fatigue Cracks in Highway Steel Bridges 
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Figure 6  Fatigue Load (Fatigue Truck & Axles) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7    S-N Curves and Illustrative Detail Examples in AASHTO LRFD Specifications 
 
 
 
                                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a)  Bronx-Whitestone Bridge, USA        (b) Running Wheel Fatigue Testing Machine, Japan 

 
Figure 8  Full-Scale Fatigue Tests of Steel Orthotropic Decks 
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Abstract: Construction control of the long span cable-stayed bridge is the key to ensure the 
structural safety and correct geometry both in construction and finished stage. Meanwhile, it's 
an integrated application of many technologies, such as sensor, data acquisition, construction 
techniques, computational theory and method of bridge structure, control theory and method, 
data analysis, etc. If the bridge span is above one kilometer, each step of the construction 
process will make great influence on the safety and quality of the structure. Taking the 
cable-stayed bridges with span over one kilometer as subject in this paper, the research is 
carried out on establishing digitalization geometric control systems, nonlinear numeric 
simulation analytic methods and buckling analysis during the whole construction process for 
hyper-long span cable-stayed bridges.  
 

Keywords: cable-stayed bridge; construction control; geometric control; nonlinearity 
 

1. Introduction 

The deformation and mechanical behavior of cable-stayed bridge is complicated owing to its 
multi-degree of redundants, so the construction control plays a vital role during the construction 
process. While the span length reaches or excesses one kilometer(called hyper-long span bridge 
here), the difficulty of construction control increases dramatically corresponding to the significant 
geometric nonlinear effect, the increase of the pylon height and cantilever construction length of 
main-girder, and the error accumulation. Therefore, the essentiality of construction control is more 
remarkable during hyper-long span cable-stayed bridge construction. 

At present, there is no successful case of construction of cable-stayed bridge with the span 
over one kilometer, and experience or technique unavailable to be used for reference. Therefore, 
the studies of construction control for the hyper-long span cable-stayed bridge is essential and 
indispensable. Two hyper-long span cable-stayed bridges under construction in China, Sutong 
Yangtze River Bridge and Stonecutter Bridge, both have the span over one kilometer. To guarantee 
the construction safety, the internal force state and the line-style quality of the completed-bridge 
state, the powerful construction control is indispensable. On the other hand, it will make great 
contributions to the advancement of the construction control technique of hyper-long-span 
cable-stayed bridge of our country as well as in the world, and offer the technical reference and 
paradigm for the construction control of the similar bridges with the same or larger scale. In this 
paper, the study is conducted on the cable-stayed bridge with the span over one kilometer, and the 
construction control technique of the bridge is studied on the basis of the following aspects: the 
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establishment of digitalization geometric controlling system of the whole construction process, the 
nonlinear numerical simulation analytic methods, and the stability analysis. 

2. Digitalization Geometric Control of Whole Construction Process 

for Cable-stayed Bridge with Hyper-long Span  

The kernel of construction control for long span cable-stayed bridge consists of following 
work: prediction, analysis and elimination of errors during whole construction process, prediction 
and control for the structural geometric configurations and internal force states of each 
construction stage. Consequently, the design geometric configuration and internal force states can 
be achieved when the construction of bridge is completed. As shown above, accumulated effects 
of all types of errors during the construction become more significant while the bridge span-length 
reaches or excesses one kilometer, the slight error in the previous stage may influence the 
structures in later stage seriously. Therefore, the construction control should be started before the 
manufacture and erection of the structural members. The three-phase-control strategy is proposed 
in this paper including the prophase analysis phase, the prefabrication phase and the erection 
phase. 

The cable-stayed bridge with thousand meters span length falls into the flexible structure, 
there are many factors affecting its geometric configuration. Some vital factors are listed as 
following: the initial geometric dimension of cable, girder and pylon, namely zero-stress or 
fabrication configuration; the erection position, namely erection configuration; and the finished 
bridge geometry, namely design configuration. The control of structural internal force is important 
as well, the distributing character of internal forces in hyper-long span cable-stayed bridge is 
different from that in the general span cable-stayed bridge, which cannot be discussed in detail in 
this paper for the sake of the paper length. But compared with the geometric configuration, the 
varying range and influenced factors of internal force are less. So, a rule of ‘leading by geometric 
control and aiding by internal force control’ is suitable to hyper-long span cable-stayed bridges 
under the precondition of safety. Therefore, the digitalization geometric control system of whole 
construction process for such bridge is established (see Figure 1). 
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As shown in Figure 1, an in-depth and meticulous structural analysis will be carried out in the 

prophase analysis phase. The zero-stress configuration of bridge members is calculated at first. 
Based on the aimed geometric state of finished-bridge stage, free the internal forces of each 
member, the geometric configuration at this time is the theoretic zero-stress configuration namely. 
But this configuration isn’t the adoptive one in real bridge engineering for the following two 
reasons: 1) the actual beam segment has straight-line shape, not a curved-shape; 2) for the sake of 
convenience of installation technique, especially for the instillation of long segment on the 
falsework, adjust the angle between the end-surface and axes at both ends of segment in order to 
escape from the construction difficulty caused by the full-tangent connection condition. Hence, the 
actual adoptive zero-stress configuration should be adjusted properly according to the simulated 
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Figure 1 Geometric control system of cable-stayed bridge 
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calculation of construction process. The erection configuration, which is the reasonable state of 
each construction stage that guarantee the aimed condition of finished bridge stage, can be 
obtained through reiterated calculation of whole construction process. The purpose of the 
structural sensitivity analysis is to study the influence of the variance of diversified main 
parameters on construction and finished-bridge stages, and then corresponding measures will be 
taken based on sensitivity analysis.. 

Fabrication precision should be controlled in the prefabrication phase, and trial assembly of 
fabricated segments according to the zero-stress configuration, and then adjust the angle of 
segmental end. Another important control measurement in this stage is to introduce the actual 
measured fabrication geometric parameters and errors to the construction control database, and 
then modify the computing model based on these data for the sake of avoiding the great influence 
on the later real-time control caused by the error accumulation. 

In the erection phase, in order to meet the actual construction condition and ensure the aimed 
state of finished-bridge stage, the computing model should be consecutively modified according to 
the measured parameters in erection phase and errors in prefabrication stage. The control of 
geometric parameters, such as elevation and rotation of main-girder, zero-stress length of cable 
and slanting of pylon, is the key work, of this phase, and the control of the internal force state 
should be also considered. 

It can be seen that the precious calculation and strict control of stress and zero-stress 
structural geometric configuration is the main characteristics of the construction control of 
hyper-long span cable-stayed bridge. 

3. Nonlinearity Problems of Hyper-long Span Cable-stayed Bridge 

The nonlinear effect in the construction of cable-stayed bridge with kilometer span is so 
significant that should be fully realized and taken into account. 

3.1. Calculation of Erection Configuration Regarding Geometric Nonlinearity  

Categorizing by the calculating sequence, there are two basic methods to calculate the 
erection configuration: backward analysis method (or retrogression analysis method) and forward 
analysis method [2]. Following the steps converse to the backward analysis sequence (namely 
normal construction sequence) after finishing the backward analysis, if the structural state at the 
finished-bridge stage will be back to the designed ideal state, the analysis is called close. On the 
contrary, if the structural state at the finished-bridge stage cannot retrogress to the ideal design 
state for some certain reasons, it is called non-close. 

Either linear theory or nonlinear theory can be used in the analysis of cable-stayed bridge 
according to whether considering the secondary effect or not. Generally, the geometric nonlinear 
factors of structure include: the sag effect of cable, the beam-column effect of components, the 
large displacement effect of structure, the large strain and the large rotation effect, etc. As a real 
engineering structure, there are strict limitations on the structural security and applicability in the 
cable-stayed bridge, the actual strain and rotation is relative small, so the last two geometric 
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nonlinear factors above can be ignored. While to the common cable-stayed bridge, the 
beam-column effect and large displacement effect of structure is small as well , it is enough to 
only take the sag nonlinear effect of cable into account in general. However, as to the long span 
cable-stayed bridge, especially the bridge with kilometer span scale, the beam-column effect and 
large displacement effect of structure cannot be ignored. Take one certain cable-stayed bridge with 
its main span of 1088m as an example, Figure 2 shows the sag effect of cable, beam-column effect 
and large displacement effect on the erection configuration. It reveals that there exists great 
differentiation whether considering the beam-column effect and large displacement effect or not. 
The precamber caused by beam-column effect and large displacement effect is about 138% of the 
value which obtained by considering sag effect of cable only. 
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Figure 2 the influence of nonlinear factors on erection configuration of cable-stayed bridge  

3.1.1. Calculating the Erection Configuration by Forward Analysis 

It is necessary to define a term ‘Zero initial position installation method’ [1] before discussing 
the calculation. It refers to supposing the initial displacement and rotation of each newly-installed 
node are zero, so the later displacements and rotations of each calculating step is relative to their 
initial positions rather then a fixed coordinate system. 

As for the linear structure, it is simple to calculate the erection configuration by forward 
analysis method. That is, choose the finished-bridge configuration as the reference configuration, 
follow the above ‘zero initial position installation method’, calculate the displacements and 
internal forces according to the construction procedures till fulfill the internal force state of 
finished-bridge stage. Adding a reversed-sign reflection on the design configuration of 
finished-bridge stage, then the erection configuration can be obtained, which is based on the 
principle of superposition. 

Whereas the above stated method cannot be applied to nonlinear structure. The principle of 
superposition is inapplicable here, since the relationship between loadings and displacements is 
not linear, and the states of geometry and internal force at any stage are relevant to the previous 
state including the initial erection configuration. In accordance with the definition of erection 
configuration, however, it is related to the finished-bridge stage as well. That is, the 
finished-bridge objective configuration is based on the erection configuration, if the objective 
configuration cannot be achieved, the erection configuration will remain unknown. Therefore, the 
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erection configuration cannot be obtained by only one time nonlinear calculation of the whole 
construction process. As for the cable-stayed bridge with hyper-long span, the erection 
configuration must be obtained by repeatedly iterate calculations (Figure 3). 

 

3.1.2. Nonlinear Factors Effect on the Calculation Closure Condition of Backward 
Analysis Method 

Despite of some advantages, there also are some serious disadvantages, when the backward 
analysis method is used for calculating the installation configuration of cable-stayed bridge. The 
calculation results may be non-close. Among the factors affecting the non-close, the nonlinear 
effect on the cable-stayed bridge with hyper-long span cannot be neglected. 

1) The Effect of Geometric Nonlinearity  
If the structural material is elastic, and without considering the calculation error, the loading 

curve and unloading curve overlap perfectly with each other theoretically even for the nonlinear 
structure. That is, if the backward analysis process is the completely reversed one of the forward 
analysis, the calculation results are closed with regard to the geometric nonlinear effect. 

Unfortunately, there is error in the calculation, especially in the nonlinear calculating method. 
The nonlinear calculating method is approximate at present, and there inevitably exists error in 
each step of iteration. Therefore, the incomplete overlap between the loading curve and unloading 
curve of the structure will be raised, and this will lead to the non-close of the backward analysis 
method. Such kind of non-close is caused by nonlinear numerical calculation, and belongs to one 
of the calculation non-close. 

2) Material Nonlinear and Time-Dependant Effect 
The calculation of construction control does not consider the plastic stage usually. Therefore, 

there is no material nonlinearity in the steel structure. But the concrete structure, the pylon for 

NO 
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Figure 3 calculating flowchart of erection for nonlinear structure 

take the aimed geometric configuration of 
finished-bridge stage as erection configuration 

nonlinear analysis for whole construction 
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reach the objective state of finished-bridge 
stage?
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the initial configuration
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example, is different. Firstly, the stress-strain relationship of concrete material is nonlinear, it is 
approximately regarded as a linear relation for the convenience in the practical calculation while 
strain is low. This absolutely brings the differentiation from the real-state. Secondly, since the 
loading age of concrete is relatively short under construction, the characteristics of concrete 
material will change along with the time varying, for instance, the elastic module and strength will 
increase slowly. Thirdly, the creep of concrete is related to the loading-history and loading-age, 
which is characterized by time-dependant and irreversibility. The material characteristics stated 
above is nonlinear and time-dependant, which cannot be considered in backward analysis method. 
The closed calculation results cannot be obtained. Though there is literature [10] discussing about 
considering the creep in backward analysis and some favorable results have been obtained, but it 
mainly aims at specific condition and calculation method of creep, and is not of universality. 

4. Strategy of Buckling Analysis for the Whole Construction Process 
of Hyper-long Span Cable-stayed Bridge 

At present, researchers pay more attention to the buckling analysis on the bridge structure 
under construction. With the improvement of the calculating capacity and monitoring means, the 
precision of check computation and the accuracy of buckling analysis for segment construction 
bridge structure have been greatly improved. 

As for the cable-stayed bridge with thousand meter span-length, the stability problem is more 
noticeable owing to its great flexibility, especially lack of enough restrained conditions during 
construction process of long cantilever length. It must be considered as one important composition 
of construction. For such structure, the elastic buckling analysis is insufficient and the inelastic 
buckling analysis must be carried out. Instead of the specific calculating theory and method, the 
paper mainly introduces the strategies employed in the buckling analysis of the whole construction 
procedure for long span cable-stayed bridge, which provides reference for the scholars relevant to 
this field. 

4.1. Effect of Initial State 

Suppose there are N construction stages in a cable-stayed brdge. Owing to the nonlinear 
effect, the buckling calculation of the ith (1<i<N) stage must regard the geometric and internal 
force states (non-ultimate state) of the i-1th stage as the initial state, and increase the load gradually 
till the structure loses its load bearing capacity, then the buckling safety factor of the ith stage can 
be obtained. When the buckling calculation of the i+1th stage, the state of the ith stage will be set as 
the initial state. Follow such procedure till finish the analysis of the finished-bridge stage. 
Apparently, the buckling analysis of the ith stage is closely related to the 1~i-1th stages. It is 
improper to analyze each single stage separately without considering its initial state effect. 

It is noticeable that the above mentioned initial state is the erection configuration and its 
corresponding internal force state obtained by repeatedly iterating the previous construction 
control calculations, which cannot be obtained by only once time nonlinear calculation of forward 
or backward analysis. 
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4.2. Loading Method 

In the inelastic buckling analysis, the ultimate capacity is obtained by gradual loading till 
the structure loses its load bearing capacity. As for the cable-stayed bridge with long span in 
construction progress, the loads mainly include the weight of structures, construction loads, 
tension of cables, temperature variance and wind load, etc. 

Owing to the nonlinear effect, the load combination must be adopted instead of internal 
force combination. Furthermore, the initial tension of cables exists in the form of structure internal 
force, so it cannot increase with the external load in calculating. Or else the incorrect results will 
be obtained. The change of stayed cable force in the calculation refers to the part caused by the 
cable elongation. 

Apart from this, if the weight of the stayed cable is scale-up while loading, the sag 
nonlinear effect will be changed, because of the different ranks of the influences of weight and 
cable force on the nonlinear sag. Therefore, how to increase the cable weight is worthy of the 
further study.  

5. Conclusion 

1) It is of great necessity to establish the digitalization geometric control system inclusive 
of manufacture in the construction control process of the cable-stayed bridge with 
hyper-long span. 

2) The erection configuration calculation can be accomplished by nonlinear repeatedly 
iterating calculation of the whole construction process, and the backward analysis 
cannot be used separately in order to achieve the proper erection configuration of 
cable-stayed bridge. 

3) Load combination instead of internal force combination is employed in the stability 
analysis of construction of cable-stayed bridge with hyper-long span; the initial tension 
of the stayed cable cannot be taken as load that increases together with other external 
load. 
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SUMMARY 

 
Several factors contribute to the difficulty in designing the main suspension cable and cable 
anchorage for the new San Francisco – Oakland Bay Self-Anchored Suspension Span (SFOBB-
SAS). These factors include: bridge design life of 150 years, three-dimensional cable geometry, 
limited cable anchorage space, cable construction method, cable corrosion protection system and 
dynamic response of the bridge under seismic loads. This paper describes the unique suspension 
cable geometry layout for SFOB-SAS, and presents the cable and West Anchorage final design 
recommendations. 
 
 
 
 
KEY WORDS (bridge, suspension cable, cable anchorage, seismic loads, seismic design, cable 
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1. Introduction 
 
The selected signature span for the new San Francisco – Oakland Bay Bridge (SFOBB) is a single 
steel tower, two-span, asymmetrical, self-anchored suspension bridge. Its rendering is shown in 
Figure 1. The main span of the bridge is 385 m with a back span of 180 m. The unique bridge 
structural layout combined with 150 years of design service life of the bridge demands that special 
considerations be given to the main suspension cable and its anchorage design. 
 

                    
 

Figure 1 A rendering of the new East Span of the Bay Bridge –  
Looking Northeast from Treasure Island 

 

2. Cable Layout 
 

The main suspension cable for SFOBB is a mono-cable system. As shown in Figure 2 through 
Figure 5, the strands of the main cable are anchored within the deck itself at the East Flanking Pier 
E2. At the west anchor pier W2, the cable is continuously looped around the cap beam of the west 
anchorage portal frame through two deviation saddles and a jacking saddle. At tower top, the cable 
is supported by one twin-trough deviation saddle.  

 

Figure 2 Cable Geometry – Elevation & Plan 
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(a) Plan 

 
(b) Front Elevation 

 
Figure 3  Cable Layout at West Anchorage 

 
 

Figure 4  Tower Saddle – Plan & Elevation 
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Figure 5 Cable Layout at East Anchorage 

 

3. West Anchorage Design  
 
Among all the key structural components in this suspension structural system, this innovative West 
Anchorage is one of most critical structural elements for several considerations: 
 

• The West Anchorage piers take up to 70% of total base shear in the critical longitudinal 
direction under critical seismic loads. This requirement results from the limited shear 
capacities of a very flexible tower and the East Anchorage pier being founded on a flexible 
pile foundation system in the bay mud.  

• The post-yield behavior of the West Anchorage pier columns has significant effect on the 
residual displacement, or “permanent set” of the main suspension span.   

• The 17400 5.4-mm diameter wire cable is capable of developing up to 700 MN (or 70,000 
metric tons, cable-breaking capacity) cable force with about 280 MN (or 28,000 metric tons) 
uplift at deck level. 

• The West Anchorage structural system must resist longitudinal compression thrusts from 
the orthotropic deck without significant local effects, such as bending or shear lag. 

• The Anchorage must also satisfy all geometry requirements, such as roadway clearance, 
minimum saddle radius, the single plane requirement of the anchorage cable layout, and 
roadway elevation differential. 

• The West Anchorage shall be compact and clean so that it is a natural part of the grace that 
the bridge has. 

 
Based on comparative studies among all the cable anchorage alternatives, the Looping Cable 
Anchorage, shown in Figure 3, is chosen for final design for its structural safety, efficiency and 
compactness, and cost. The anchorage system consists of several key structural elements, namely, 
the prestressed concrete portal frame, multi-column piers, the loop anchorage cable and anchorage 
saddles, and independent tie-down systems. 
 
In this anchorage system, the main cable is not splayed at the west piers, instead, it is continuously 
looped around under the prestressed concrete cap beam. The cable looping is achieved by using a 
pair of deviation saddles at the outer edges of both roadways, and a jacking saddle located at the 
centerline of the cap beam. The massive tension force in the main cable is balanced by the 
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distributed compression stress behind the deviation saddles. The three-dimensional compression 
thrust behind the deviation saddle bearing plate is resisted by bridge box girders in the bridge’s 
longitudinal direction, the cap beam in the transverse direction, and the independent tie-down 
cables in combination with the cap beam gravity in the vertical direction. 
 

4. Suspension Cable Design 
 
The 0.78-m diameter main suspension cable is composed of 17400 5.4-mm high strength 
galvanized parallel wires. The specified wire strength for the cable wire is 1800 N/mm2.  
 
Due to the three-dimensional cable geometry layout, the trough orientations of the tower saddle and 
west anchorage deviation saddles as well as the east splay saddles are rather different. With tower 
saddle trough facing upward, and west and east deviation saddle trough facing side way, cable twist, 
up to 90+ degrees, as shown in Figure 6, will be resulted if a conventional hexagon cable strand 
layout is simply adopted for this cable design. The significant cable twist could lead to 
unacceptable strand tangling during cable construction. 
 
To alleviate this difficult problem, a modified octagon strand layout, as shown in Figure 6, is 
developed. The essence of this modified octagon strand layout is that the cable strands are 
symmetrical about both principal axes of the saddle trough. This innovative strand layout 
essentially cuts 90 degrees off the total cable twist.  
 
It is also important to establish the strand construction sequence during cable built-up. And the 
following factors must be considered in determining the optimum cable strand construction 
sequence: 
 

 
Figure 6 Tower Saddle and West Deviation Saddle Orientations 

 
5. Cable Corrosion Protection Design 
 
Based on the extensive studies and reviews, the design team recommended a multi-layer corrosion 
inhibiting system be implemented for the East Bay Bridge’s main suspension cable. The cross-
section of the cable is shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 Cable Cross Section for the Signature Span of SFOBB 

 
The cable corrosion protection system essentially consists of the following corrosion protective 
components: 
 
• Zinc galvanization of each steel wire that composes the main cable 
• Grease application to each individual cable wire during PWS manufacturing 
• A paste composed of a blend of zinc oxide with zinc dust and a non-dry thermoplastic polymer 

base (being tested by Caltrans’ Lab among other pastes) to protect the outer perimeter of the 
main cable 

• S-wire wrapping 
• Elastic Noxide primer and paint 
• Dehumidification of the cable sections at locations of East Anchorage, West Loop Cable 

Anchorage, and the Tower Saddle 
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Using G-M method to Calculate the Lateral Load Distribution 

of the Box-slab Arch Bridge 
Xiang zhongfu     Wang jialin    Sun shuhong    Zhang xuesong 

Chongqing Jiaotong University，Chongqing，China 
Abstract: In this paper, a new practical method was used to calculate lateral load distribution in the 
box-slab arch bridge through model test and numerical analysis based on G-M method, and analytical 
program was developed. 
Key words: box-slab arch bridge, lateral load distribution, G-M method 
 
1. Introduction 

Engineers often research arch bridge’s structural behavior by a plane model of the naked arch ring, load 
moving longitudinally is taken into consideration by means of the internal force’s influence lines, but 
paying no attention to the influence of load moving transversely. They assume that each load carrying 
member (one box) take the uniform load whether load move transversely or not. This idea is adapt to arch 
bridges with narrower arch ring (the main arch ring’s width-span ratio is low) and heavier spandrel. When 
applying the idea to arch bridges with wider arch ring there will be considerable error comparing the 
calculated internal force with the actual internal force, and the error make design work unsafe usually. 
Therefore, it is important to analyze the box-slab arch bridge performances in 3D. 

Arch bridge present a space system as other type bridges, an exact analysis of their characteristics should 
be based on there-dimensional model. Today wide and successful application of electronic computers has 
opened up new and practically unlimited possibilities for structural space analysis, but it is sometimes 
unnecessary to make precise statically analysis of structural three-dimensional performance. How to 
simplify three-dimensional model into two-dimensional model so that engineers can know the box-slab 
arch bridge’s main structural characteristics easily? This issue, which is cared about by a couple of experts, 
can be solved as girder bridge by means of researching the box-slab arch bridge’s lateral load distribution, 
because the arch-spandrel bond effect of an ordinary deck box-slab arch bridge with opened-spandrel is too 
weak to be considered, especially with simple-girder-spandrel, the common effect between the arch and the 
spandrel need no consideration.  
  Calculation methods for lateral distribution of the box-slab arch bridge are shown as below: 
rigid-diaphragm method, elastically-supported continuous beam method, G-M method, etc.  

Rigid-crossbeam method neglects that the structural lateral flexural stiffness is finite, assumes the 
structural lateral flexural stiffness is infinite. If diaphragm is not rigid enough or arch ring is not narrow the 
error could not be neglected. 

Elastically-supported continuous beam method takes such factors into consideration as distance between 
ribs, diaphragm stiffness, arch rise-span ratio, which have influences on the lateral load distribution, 
neglecting structural lateral torsional stiffness.  

G-M method consider the space common effect of all arch rings and the spandrel influence, the space 
bond effect of all arch rings make the cross section’s deflection transversely uniform. Full structure is 
simplified as an orthotropic slab by G-M method, because of wider the main arch is, closer the calculation 
with the practical valuation is. G-M method is precise enough, but it is so complex as to be otherwise 
impractical on engineering. 

Based on G-M theory, this paper proposed a new simplified approach method for engineers to apply 
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easily. Firstly lateral load distribution of the box-slab arch bridges was analyzed, then a simplified practical 
method was proposed for calculating the box-slab arch bridges’ lateral load distribution. 

 
2. Analysis of lateral load distribution of slab arch bridge 
2.1 Introduction 

For box-slab arch bridge, could the calculation of lateral load distribution be derived from the deflection 
law? Answer must be “no”. Arch bridge has much difference from girder bridge, such as structure behavior, 
supporting system, etc. Arch ring takes axial force and bending moment, so there are not similarities about 
the lateral distribution law on internal force, deflection and carrying-load, even on axial force and bending 
moment, and axial force’s influence on deflection and bending moment’s influence on deflection is 
different too. When vertical load is located on the middle span section of the side arch ring, the distribution 
curve of the middle span section’s axial force, bending moment, deflection is different from each other, as 
shown in fig 2.1, we can know that the heterogeneity (non-uniformity) of all internal forces, the 
unequivalent properties for internal force, deflection and the lateral load distribution law. 

Box-slab arch bridge’s arch ring is a shell structure, so it is practical to propose equations of axial force 
and bending moment by using plate theory, then to calculate the lateral load distribution by axial force and 
bending moment’s influence surface. Though the G-M method is simplified, work on calculation is also 
complex, so we can analysis by FEM. 
2.2 finite element model of arch ring 
2.2.1 Assumptions 

a. The normal line of main arch’s middle plane is still a straight line after deflection, but is not the 
normal line of deflected middle plane.  

b. The normal line’s distance of main arch’s middle plane is stable. 
c. Neglecting the normal stress of the normal line orientation. 

2.2.2 System of coordinate  
a. Whole system of coordinate o-xyz, as is shown in fig 2.2, defines shell element’s shape and node’s 

plane deflection; 

b. Node coordinate kkk VVV 321 ,, , as shown in fig 2.2, defines node’s rotation freedom degree; 

c. Natural coordinate defines element’s shape function, interpolation function of coordinate and 
deflection; 

d. Local coordinate o’-x’y’z’, as shown in fig 2.2, defines element’s elastic matrix and stress.  
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Fig. 2.1 The distribution curve of the middle span section’s axial force, bending 

moment and deflection                                  
 

 
Fig. 2.2  Whole system of coordinate o-xyz 

2.2.3 Displacement patterns 
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2.2.4 Finite element column matrix 

Stress components: { }T
1231232211 ,,,, σσσσσ ; Strain components: { }T

1231232211 ,,,, γγεεε . 

   For simplifying the model, it is permissible to neglect the influence of the Poisson ratio; at the 
same time take the difference between longitudinal elastic modulus and lateral elastic modulus. 
Then: 
 

Elastic matrix:      
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Use [ ] { } { }∫ = FdvB T σ  to constitute a finite element’s equilibrium equation and to solve it,  

where [ ]B matrix could be derived from the incidence relation between strain and deflection in 

the geometrical equation. 
2.3 Arch ring’s slab equation 
2.3.1 Geometrical equation 

Line α : arc length, whose Lame coef (coefficient) 1=A  and the main curvature 01 ≠k ; 

Line β : the base line, whose Lame coef 1=B  and the main curvature 02 =k ; Line γ : the 

normal line of main arch’s middle surface,  which is a straight line. 

Characters as “u ”, “ v ”, “ w ” present respectively deflection under local coordinate, then::  
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2.3.2 Calculating internal force of unit width’s cross section) 

Characters, such as 1N 、 2N 、 12N 、 1M 、 2M 、 12M , present the internal force respectively 

under local coordinate, then:  
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2.3.3 Calculating internal force of arch ring’s cross section 

To integrate the unit width’s internal force transversely can complete the calculation of arch ring 

cross section’s internal force. 
2.4 Special program on calculating the lateral load distribution of box-slab arch bridge. 

According to analysis as above, we can learn the law of distribution and resolve directly the 

lateral distribution influence lines of each arch ring’s bending moment and axial force. Then 

loading on such influence lines, we can solve the lateral load distribution factor as well.  

Shell element is deteriorate of three-dimensional block element, the deteriorate progress need 

some assumptions, whose influence on calculation is sometimes beyond our control. On the other 

hand, if the element meshing is close enough the unit’s the length of every side is similar, it is 

reasonable to use block element for modeling. For the above two reasons, we discrete the structure 

using three-dimensional isoparametric block element, with each element containing 20 nodes.  

To derive the internal force’s influence surfaces of box-slab arch bridge is to calculate the 

structural response carrying a moving unit vertical concentrated force, whose movement zone can 

be replaced with a series point location. First, we need calculate the internal forces of different 

sections corresponding to these different load locations. Then, to collate the data we can evaluate 

the internal force’s influence surfaces. 

We could use equivalent node loads, corresponding to sectional stresses, to calculate each 

influence surface’s sectional internal force 
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2.5 Compare results with each other 

Sampling a concrete arch ring, whose clear span  ml 1300 = , width mB 17= , arch axis 

coefficient 988.1=m , the longitudinal elastic modulus is 0.9586 MPa410×  and the lateral 

elastic modulus is 0.8504 MPa410× . Now, to calculate the structural deflection when the arch 

ring carry a force as P=1.0E+07N, using SuperSAP and the special program indicated in this paper 

respectively. Two series of computed values, one is result from SuperSAP and the other is result 

from the special program indicated in this paper are shown in table 2.1. Duo to these data we can 

learn that two series of computed values are very approximate. 

The comparison above could confirm that the simplified analysis method for box-slab arch 

bridge’s lateral load distribution indicated in this paper is feasible and practicable, and this new 

method could be as the base method for calculating box-slab arch bridge’s lateral load distribution.  

3. Practical methods of analogizing actual box-slab arch 
Load distribution in Multi-box arch (rib) structure is relatively complex, so it is hard to carry 

out spatial analysis according to actual structure. If the Multi-box arch is regarded as arch slab, the 
degree of difficulty of analyzing greatly decreases. 
3.1 The principle and supposition of analogy 

The longitudinal flexural stiffness, the longitudinal compressive stiffness, the lateral flexural 
stiffness, the lateral torsional stiffness of slab arch is same as actual box arch. The change of 
material’s Poisson’s ratio is not taken into account.  
3.2 The relationship of analogy 

The analogy of longitudinal flexure and compress: 

SG
SGZ

SG
SGZ

BGZ E
h

A
E

h
I

E == 3

12                       （3.1） 

Where h=thickness of slab arch; 

Table 2.1  Lateral deflections compare of some points computed by different means, when 
the intense force P=1.0E+07N is located at the crown section’s side（0B）（unit: cm） 

computed value 
(SuperSAP) 

computed value 
(this paper)  section Load location and direction

Shell element Block element block element 
Vertical  Y  0.555  0.558  0.559 0B 
Longitudinal  X -1.010 -0.822 -0.815 
Vertical  Y  0.854  0.882  0.879 B/2 
Longitudinal  X -0.866 -0.738 -0.729 
Vertical  Y  1.127  1.293  1.294 

L/4 

B 
Longitudinal  X -0.754 -0.683 -0.677 
Vertical  Y -6.402 -6.527 -6.621 0B 
Longitudinal  X  0.000  0.000  0.000 
Vertical  Y -3.956 -4.048 -3.979 B/2 
Longitudinal  X  0.000  0.000  0.000 
Vertical  Y -2.125 -2.291 -2.265 

L/2 

B 
Longitudinal  X  0.000  0.000  0.000 
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     BGZE = longitudinal Young’s modulus of simulate slab arch; 

     SGE = Young’s modulus of actual box arch; 

SGZI = longitudinal interior of section of actual box arch; 

SGZA = area of section of actual box arch. 

The analogy of lateral flexure: 

     
SG

SGH
BGH E

h
IE 3

12
=                                   （3.2） 

Where h and SGE  is the same as formula 3.1;  

BGHE = lateral Young’s modulus of slab arch. 

The analogy of lateral torsion: 

SG
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SG
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TSG
BG G

Bh
IG

I
IG 3

12
==                           （3.3） 

Where h is the same as formula 4.1, B is the width of cross section of arch; BGG is the shear 

modulus of elasticity of slab arch; SGG is the shear modulus of elasticity of actual box arch, 

TSGI is the torsion section constant of actual box arch, TBGI is the torsion section constant of slab 

arch. 

Through above analogy, the actual box arch structure can be analogized as orthotropic 

plate/shell structure.  
3.3 Comparative analysis 

   There is a box circle arch bridge (span=135m, width=16.9m, the rise-span ratio= 1/5) was 
taken as example for Comparative analysis. 

 
       fig.3.1 A box circle arch bridge taken as example for Comparative analysis. 

As shown in figure 3.1, the length of arch axis is 145.1249m, arrangement of cross 

diaphragm plates are (4.802+28×4.84+4.802)m, thickness of cross diaphragm plate is 8cm. 

Longitudinal analogy: 
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Lateral analogy: 
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33 =×==  

Analogy of torsion of cross section 

          SGBG GG 22.0=  

Where SGE  is taken as MPa4103.3 × , SGG  is taken as SGE428.0 . 

Comparative analysis was based on SAP93 finite element common software. Actual box arch 

structure’s discrete model used shell elements, and the simulate slab arch structure’s discrete 

model used shell elements as well. 

The results of Comparative analysis are listed in table 3.1 (actual box arch)、table 3.2 

(simulate slab arch). 

The result showed that varying tendency of displacement of actual box arch was similar to 

that of simulate slab arch, so varying tendency of internal force is expected to be similar. 

Therefore, using above method to simulate actual box arch as slab arch in analysis of internal 

force is feasible.                                          
Table 3.1  Lateral deflections of some points on box-slab arch bridge, when the intense force 

P=1.0E+07N is located at the crown mid -section（unit: cm） 
location 0B B/6 B/3 B/2 B ∣Max-Min∣ 

y -6.0690 -4.8352 -3.9230 -3.1501 -1.2764 4.793 P locate at 

0B x       

y -4.8357 -4.5162 -3.3767 3.1928 -1.8678 2.968 P locate at 

B/6 x       

y -3.9230 -3.7670 -3.7708 -3.3018 -2.5049 1.418 P locate at 

B/3 x       

y -3.1501 -3.1928 -3.3018 -3.5530 -3.1501 0 P locate at 

B/2 x       

                                        
Table 3.2  Lateral deflections of some points on G-M slab arch bridge, when the intense force 

P=1.0E+07N is located at the crown mid -section（unit: cm） 

location 0 B B/6 B/3 B/2 B ∣Max-Min∣ 
Y -6.527 -5.604 -4.789 -4.057 -2.204 4.323 P locate at 

0B X       
Y -5.604 -5.085 -4.562 -4.062 -2.786 2.818 P locate at 

B/6 X       
Y -4.789 -4.562 -4.347 -4.091 -3.394 1.395 P locate at 

B/3 X       
Y -4.057 -4.062 -4.091 -4.115 -4.057 0 P locate at 

B/2 X       
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4. Lateral load distribution influence lines and coefficients for box-slab arch 
bridge  
4.1 Lateral load distribution influence lines and factor for box-slab arch bridge 

To compare box-slab arch bridge (whose main arch consists of multi-box placed side by side) 
for slab arch bridge by above method; then to apply the above special program (as indicated in “2”) 
to calculate the influence line coordinate and draw the influence lines for the lateral bending 
moment and axial force of the chosen points which can be located at the compared slab arch ring’s 
every cross section; finally to calculate the lateral load distribution factor through loading on those 
influence lines. The number of longitudinal and lateral elements (normally the first number is 8 
and the second number is 48) could be chosen by practice.  

The lateral load distribution influence line of each arch ring at a chosen section is varying 
constantly with load’s movement, so the lateral load distribution factor varying as well. In order to 
simplify the calculation, it is feasible to divide the factor into several parts corresponding to their 
influence lines. For example, if you want to calculate the section bending moment of spring, it is 
enough to calculate coefs with load location around L/4 and around 3L/4 (where peak coef usually 
appear); if you want to know the spring sectional positive or negative bend moment, it is enough 
only to calculate factor with load location around 3L/4 and around L/4 (where peak factor usually 
appear) and to determine the magnitude of load in positive zone or in negative zone. 
4.2 Examples 
  There is a concrete box-slab arch bridge（as shown in figure 3.1）: whose clear span is 130m, 
main arch ring’s width is 16.9m and height is 2.2m, the rise-span ratio is 1/5, arch axial takes the 
shape of a catenary (arch axial coefficient is 1.998), deck clear width is 16m. Please calculate the 
lateral load distribution for spring section on condition that there is TRUCK20 load on the crown.  

Calculated parameters for the compared slab arch bridge list as below: 

m
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h
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33 =×==  

          SGBG GG 22.0=  

Where SGE  is material elastic modulus of the original bridge, which is taken as 

MPa4103.3 × ; SGG is material shear elastic modulus of the original bridge, which is taken as 

SGE428.0 ; other characters’ representation is the same as above  

  The number of longitudinal elements could be 12 or 6, for the cross section 

consists of 12 sole boxes. Now, we divide the box cross section into 6 elements laterally, the 

lateral influence lines coordinate of spring are shown in table 4.1 . 
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Table4.1 The lateral influence lines coordinate of spring(1/1000) 

Unite load’s 
location  1# arch ring 2# arch ring 3# arch ring 4# arch ring 5# arch ring 6# arch ring 

Spring’s bending 
moment 822 765 709 655 603 554 

Spring’s axial force 526 401 246 151 26 98 

Drawing influence lines according Table 4.1 and loading on it by specifications we could 

calculated the lateral load distribution factor for 1# arch ring of spring, the factor of bending 

moment is m= 2.75 and the factor of axial force is m= 1.08. But if to assume that every box carry 

uniform loads, the factor of bending moment and the factor of axial force is the same value: 

m=0.67. 

4.3 Tables for box slab arch bridge’s lateral load distribution influence lines  

  It is convenient and practical that to complete tables for all lateral load distribution influence 

lines for the compared bridges with different parameters. 

5. Conclusions 

By analysis we can draw conclusions as below: 

Carrying any load, cross section internal forces of arch ring are not uniform; 

Because the axial force, bending moment, torsion moment and shear force exist in every 

section of the main arch ring at the same time, the distribution regularities of internal force, 

deflection and carrying-load are not equivalent, that is to say, it is not feasible to derive the lateral 

load distribution from the deflection’s lateral distribution. 

By shell analysis theory, to propose calculation equations for axial force and bending 

moment, then to solve the equations for axial force’s and bending moment’s influence surfaces, 

finally to derive the lateral load distribution of box-slab arch bridge. The simplified calculation 

method is feasible and practical, and the special program indicated in the paper is easy to learn and 

use. 

The paper introduces a practical calculation method by equivalent law for box-slab arch 

bridge’s lateral load distribution for convenient application;  

Different sections of arch ring have different distribution regularities for internal force 

wherever the loads locate at; even one section has different distribution regularities for bending 

moment and axial force, so it is necessary to calculate the bending moment’s lateral load 

distribution regularity and the axial force’s lateral load distribution regularity respectively. 

Usually every section of arch ring has different lateral load distribution factor for bending 

moment and axial force, and the factor is larger, sometimes two or three times more than the 

values by assuming arch ring carrying uniform loads, so bridge designers should pay attention to 

the problem(phenomenon); 
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Above research object is for naked arch ring, for a practice arch bridge, it is necessary to 

analyze another influence factor, spandrel, whose common effect with main arch should be 

testified progressively. 
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Recommendations 
 
 

The participants of the PRC-US Workshop heard informative summaries and technical 
presentations on many aspects of “Earthquake Engineering and Disaster Mitigation” and “Bridge 
Construction and Management” during June 19 and 20, 2006.  They also engaged in fruitful 
discussions on the subjects presented as well as some that were not presented.  Towards the end 
of the workshop, the participants identified a number of recommended areas for possible 
cooperative research during the next three years.  They are summarized in the following two 
major categories (not in any priority order): 

 
1. Comparative Studies of Seismic Design Specifications with Emphases Given to: 

• Design Philosophy 
• Seismic Actions and Demand 
• Seismic Resistance and Capacity 
• Comparative Case Studies 
• Infrastructure and Mechanism for Updating Specifications 
• Development of Joint Seismic Design Guidelines 

 
2. Bridges (High Performance Concrete and Steel) and Bridge Substructure Systems: 

• Damage and Failure Mechanism Quantifications of High Piers and Bridge Towers 
• Scaling Relationships of Nonlinear Dynamic Behavior of Small Scale Bridge (or 

Component) Test Results 
• Correlations of Shaking Table and Pseudodynamic Experimental Studies on Bridges and 

Bridge Piers 
• Innovative Bridge Response Modification Approaches and Technologies 
• Design Approaches Based on Life-cycle Performance Requirements for Bridge 

Components (Primary and Secondary) and Performance of the Bridge as a whole 
• Design Consideration of Highway Bridges for (Multiple) Disaster Resilient (Planning, 

Preparedness, and Responses) Urban Centers 
• Networking of Earthquake Engineering Simulation and Experimental Facilities 
• Pile Foundations, Liquefaction Mitigation and Ground Improvement 
• Fatigue Design and Corrosion Protection Technologies 
• Barge and Ship Collision Design Technology 
• National Standard and Specification for Design, Construction, Operation and 

Maintenance of Segmental (Prefabricated) Bridges 
• Develop Relevant Analysis Methods and Formulate Simplified Design Guidelines for 

Selected Highway Bridges 
• Demonstration Projects for the Evaluation and Assessment of Seismic Hazard Mitigation 

and Response Modification Technologies for Highway Bridges 
 
In addition, the following collaborative activities are strongly encouraged: 
 

3. Bridge Design Data Collection and Other Relevant Information (e.g., Loadings, Damage) 
Sharing (e.g., Hurricane Wave/Wind Forces) 
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4. Mechanism to Assist Visiting Teams in Disaster Reconnaissance and/or Large 

Construction/Restoration Projects 
 

5. Mechanism to Facilitate Cooperation in Terms of Defining Specific Projects by the 
Government Agencies and Providing Possible Resources 

 
Within the recommended scope given above, specific cooperative research tasks are to be 

developed between interested researchers or groups of researchers in China and the US.  These 
areas are considered by both sides to be high priority during the July, 2006 - June 2009 time 
period (but not at the exclusion of other possible cooperative research projects). 

 
The workshop participants are pleased with the useful technical information exchange, 

fruitful active discussions, and positive recommendations developed at the workshop.  It was 
suggested that the next workshop be hosted by the Highway Planning and Design Institute 
(HPDI) of the China Ministry of Communication in Beijing.  The year of 2008 is suggested.  
(However, China will host the 14th World Conference of Earthquake Engineering in Beijing in 
2008.)  Details will be discussed and considered by a small coordination committee to be jointly 
established by MOC and FHWA. 
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